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ABSTRACT
This report reviews the status of Japanese optoelectronics technology and manufacturing in
comparison to that in the United States. It covers optoelectronic systems (particularly
telecommunications, local area networks, and optical interconnections), optical storage
technology, waveguide devices and packaging, photonic devices and materials, optical sensor
technology and specialty fibers, and economic considerations. Information sources used in the
study include a literature review; visits to 42 relevant sites in the United States and Japan; and a
review of the draft report by panelists, site visit hosts, and study sponsors. The panel found that
Japan clearly leads in consumer optoelectronics, both countries are competitive in
communications and networks, and the United States holds a clear lead in custom
optoelectronics.
Japan’s lead in high-volume consumer optoelectronics and related
technologies gives it a dominant share of the overall global optoelectronics market. There may
be opportunities for the U.S. optoelectronics industry in optical sensor technology and storage.
U.S. government funding for optoelectronics appears to far outstrip comparable government
funding in Japan. However, the panel concluded that the Japanese in general have a much
clearer understanding of the crucial role that optoelectronics technology plays in the
development of future electronic and communication systems.
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FOREWORD

The National Science Foundation (NSF) has been involved in funding technology
assessments comparing the United States and foreign countries since 1983. A sizable
proportion of this activity has been in the Japanese Technology Evaluation Center (JTEC)
and World Technology Evaluation Center (WTEC) programs. NSF has supported more than
thirty JTEC and WTEC studies over a wide range of technical topics.
As U.S. technological leadership is challenged in areas of previous dominance such as
aeronautics, space, and nuclear power, many governmental and private organizations seek to
set policies that will help maintain U.S. strengths. To do this effectively requires an
understanding of the relative position of the United States and its competitors. The purpose
of the JTEC/WTEC program is to assess research and development efforts in other countries
in specific areas of technology, to compare these efforts and their results to U.S. research in
the same areas, and to identify opportunities for international collaboration in precompetitive
research.
Many U.S. organizations support substantial data gathering and analysis efforts directed at
nations such as Japan. But often the results of these studies are not widely available. At the
same time, government and privately sponsored studies that are in the public domain tend to
be "input" studies; that is, they provide enumeration of inputs to the research and
development process, such as monetary expenditures, personnel data, and facilities, but do
not provide an assessment of the quality or quantity of the outputs obtained.
Studies of the outputs of the research and development process are more difficult to perform
because they require a subjective analysis performed by individuals who are experts in the
relevant technical fields. The NSF staff includes professionals with expertise in a wide range
of disciplines. These individuals provide the technical expertise needed to assemble panels
of experts that can perform competent, unbiased, technical reviews of research and
development activities.
Specific technologies, such as telecommunications, biotechnology, microelectromechanical
systems, and nuclear power, are selected for study by government agencies that have an
interest in obtaining the results of an assessment and are able to contribute to its funding. A
typical assessment is sponsored by two to four agencies. In the first few years of the program,
most of the studies focused on Japan, reflecting concern over Japan's growing economic
prowess. Studies were largely defined by a few federal mission agencies that contributed
most of the funding, such as the Department of Commerce, the Department of Defense, and
the Department of Energy.
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The early JTEC methodology involved assembling a team of U.S. experts (usually six people
from universities, industry, and government), reviewing the extant literature, and writing a
final report. Within a few years, the program began to evolve. First we added site visits.
Panels traveled to Japan for a week and visited twenty to thirty industrial and research sites.
Then, as interest in Japan increased, a larger number of agencies became involved as
cosponsors of studies. Over the ten-year history of the program, fifteen separate branches in
six agencies of the federal government (including NSF) have supported JTEC and WTEC
studies.
Beginning in 1990, we began to broaden the geographic focus of the studies. As interest in
the European Community (now the European Union) grew, we added Europe as area of
study. With the breakup of the former Soviet Union, we began organizing visits to previously
restricted research sites opening up there. These most recent WTEC studies have focused on
identifying opportunities for cooperation with researchers and institutes in Russia, the
Ukraine, and Belarus, rather than on assessing them from a competitive viewpoint.
In the past four years, we also have begun to substantially expand our efforts to disseminate
information. Attendance at JTEC/WTEC workshops (in which panels present preliminary
findings) has increased, especially industry participation. Representatives of U.S. industry
now routinely number 50 percent or more of the total attendance, with a broad cross section
of government and academic representatives making up the remainder. JTEC and WTEC
studies have also started to generate increased interest beyond the science and technology
community, with more workshop participation by policymakers and better exposure in the
general press (e.g., Wall Street Journal, New York Times). Publications by JTEC and WTEC
panel members based on our studies have increased, as have the number of presentations by
panelists at professional society meetings.
The JTEC/WTEC program will continue to evolve in response to changing conditions in the
years to come. NSF is now considering new initiatives aimed at the following objectives:
•

Expanding opportunities for the larger science and technology community to help define
and organize studies.

•

Increasing industry sponsorship of JTEC and WTEC studies. For example, NSF recently
funded a team organized by the Polymer Science and Engineering Department at the
University of Massachusetts (Amherst) for a two-week visit to Japan to study
biodegradable plastics and polymers R&D. Twelve industrial firms provided over half of
the funds. The resulting report was published last year by JTEC/WTEC.

•

Providing a broader policy and economic context to JTEC/WTEC studies. This is
directed at the need to answer the question, "So what?" that is often raised in connection
with the purely technical conclusions of many JTEC and WTEC panels. What are the
implications of the technical results for U.S. industry and the economy in general? An
economist has joined this JTEC study on optoelectronics as part of a new effort to address
these broader questions.
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In the end, all government-funded programs must answer the question, How has the program
benefited the nation? A few of the benefits of the JTEC/WTEC program follow:
•

JTEC studies have contributed significantly to U.S. benchmarking of the growing
prowess of Japan's technological enterprise. Some have estimated that JTEC has been
responsible for over half of the major Japanese technology benchmarking studies
conducted in the United States in the past decade. JTEC reports have also been widely
cited in various competitiveness studies.

•

These studies have provided important input to policymakers in federal mission agencies.
JTEC and WTEC panel chairs have given special briefings to senior officials of the
Department of Energy, to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Administrator, and even to the President's Science Advisor.

•

Studies have been of keen interest to U.S. industry, providing managers with a sense of
the competitive environment internationally. Members of the recently completed study
on satellite communications have been involved in preliminary discussions concerning
the establishment of two separate industry/university consortia aimed at correcting the
technological imbalances identified by the panel in its report.

•

Information from JTEC and WTEC studies also has been valuable to both U.S. and
foreign researchers, suggesting a potential for new research topics and approaches, as
well as opportunities for international cooperation. One JTEC panelist was recently told
by his Japanese hosts that, as a result of his observations and suggestions, they have
recently made significant new advances in their research.

•

Not the least important is the educational benefit of the studies. Since 1983 over 200
scientists and engineers from all walks of life have participated as panelists in the studies.
As a result of their experiences, many have changed their viewpoints on the significance
and originality of foreign research. Some have also developed lasting relationships and
ongoing exchanges of information with their foreign hosts as a result of their participation
in these studies.

As we seek to refine the JTEC/WTEC program in the coming years, improving the
methodology and enhancing the impact, program organizers and participants will continue to
operate from the same basic premise that has been behind the program from its inception: the
United States can benefit from a better understanding of cutting-edge research that is being
conducted outside its borders. Improved awareness of international developments can
significantly enhance the scope and effectiveness of international collaboration and thus
benefit all of the United States' international partners in collaborative research and
development efforts.

Paul J. Herer
National Science Foundation
Arlington, VA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this JTEC panel study of optoelectronics in Japan and the United States
was to investigate and report on the current status of Japanese optoelectronic technology
compared to that in the United States. In particular, the panel’s mission was to determine
the relative effectiveness of Japanese and U.S. government, industry, and academia in
gaining a competitive edge in the many facets of optoelectronics. To meet this goal the
panel researched the professional literature of both countries, visited numerous companies,
government organizations, and academic institutions in both Japan and the United States,
and then synthesized its findings by identifying underlying themes that transcend
institutional boundaries.
The JTEC panel focused its investigations on five topical areas that are thought to be most
economically strategic to both Japan and the United States:
1. Optoelectronic systems, with emphasis on telecommunications, local area networks,
and optical interconnections
2. Optical storage technology
3. Waveguide devices and optoelectronic packaging technology
4. Photonic devices and materials, with emphasis on laser and optoelectronic integrated
circuit technology, including both surface-emitting and edge-emitting lasers, as well as
devices for use in telecommunications, sensors, and consumer products
5. Optical sensor technology, including specialty fibers
In addition, the panel undertook to understand major economic factors that determine the
relative success of Japanese and U.S. optoelectronic industries in moving from innovative
concepts into profitable enterprises. To get the broadest perspective on the mechanisms
used for moving new technologies from the laboratory to the factory, panelists examined
the effects of company culture and management, and the effects of external forces such as
the government and competition.
The organizations chosen for study have established a leadership role in some important
aspect of photonics technology. The panel visited a few of the major photonics companies
in Japan more than once, and at their different facilities (research, development, and
manufacturing), in order to observe a detailed cross-section of the companies and their
methods for bringing products to market. In all, the panelists visited 11 U.S. companies,
18 Japanese companies at 31 Japanese sites, and 3 Japanese universities with significant
efforts in photonic science and technology.
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SUMMARY OF THE PANEL STUDY
Relative Status of U.S. and Japanese Optoelectronics Technologies
Table ES.1 provides a summary of the JTEC panel's findings concerning the relative status
of the five technologies investigated in Japan and the United States, along with two
“interdisciplinary” technologies — consumer optoelectronics and custom optoelectronics.
These technologies are interdisciplinary in that they share some aspect of two or more of
the major topical areas. For example, consumer optoelectronics has a strong emphasis on
compact disc players, which involve both optical memories and photonic devices.
Interpreting a summary such as that in Table ES.1 must be done with caution: obviously,
the relative position of a particular product developed within one of the major subject areas
may not be consistent with the overall assessment in that area. For example, while
Japanese companies lead in consumer optoelectronics, Hewlett-Packard still remains the
worldwide leader in the production of LEDs for the consumer market.
Table ES.1
Summary of Findings
Status of Optoelectronics in Japan Compared to the United States1
R& D
Status

M anufacturing
T rend

Status

T rend

T EC H N O LO G IES

+

⇒

Ο

⇒

high capacity netw orks

Ο

⇒

Ο

⇒

high capacity interconnects

T ransm ission System s

+

⇑

Ο

⇒

C onsum er O ptoelectronics

+

⇑

+

⇑

C ustom O ptoelectronics

−

⇒

−

⇒

Storage

+

⇒

+

⇑

Sensors

−

⇒

Ο

⇒

Em erging D evice Technology

Ο

⇒

+

⇑

W aveguide D evices

Ο

⇑

−

⇑

Packaging

+

⇑

+

⇑

EN V IRO N M EN T
Infrastructure

Ο

⇑

+

⇒

G ov't./Industry Support

−

⇒

−

⇒

G ov't./U niversity Support

−

⇑

U niv./Industry Interaction

Ο

⇒

−

⇒

K EY

1

−

Japan behind U .S.

⇓

Ο

Japan & U .S. even

⇒

N o change in trend

+

Japan ahead of U .S.

⇑

Japan gaining on U .S.

Japan losing ground to U.S.

Note: additional detailed summary ratings within each technical subject area are in tables 2.2 (telecom, p. 33), 3.2
(storage, p. 61), 4.2 (guided wave devices & packaging, p. 76), 5.3 (devices, p. 92), and 6.6 (sensors, p. 129).
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It is the panel's overall assessment, as reflected in Table ES.1, that Japan clearly leads in
consumer optoelectronics, both countries are competitive in the areas of
communications and networks, and the United States holds a clear lead in custom
optoelectronics.
The largest area of new opportunity for growth in the U.S. optoelectronics industry
appears to be optical sensor technology. As the table shows, the Japanese R&D posture
in this field lags behind that of the United States and is expected to remain behind for some
time. It also appears that the sensors field has tremendous (if not explosive) growth
potential that U.S. industry is well-positioned to exploit.
One other area where the United States might succeed in capturing a significant
market share is optical storage: at present the Japanese photonics industry is ahead in
both manufacturing and R&D for optical storage, but several opportunities exist for major
advances in read/write devices and in storage media technology. Thus, the United States
has several realistic opportunities to gain market success on the basis of rapidly evolving
technologies.
It is important to put these various markets into context with regard to scale. According to
a recent OIDA analysis (1993) of optoelectronic equipment, consumer optoelectronics
equipment (concentrated primarily in CD memories of various types) accounts for
approximately 50% of the worldwide optoelectronics market, while communications
equipment constitutes only 3% of that market. The other major market segment is optical
data storage — again, a market clearly dominated by Japan. By the same estimates, data
storage currently constitutes about 40% of the optoelectronic industry market. These
proportions are expected to be maintained into the early part of the 21st Century. Thus,
Japan now dominates some 90% of the world’s optoelectronics markets and can be
expected to continue its dominance for a number of years. The current size of the
Japanese optoelectronic industry is $40 billion; that of the United States is $6 billion.2
Obviously, Japan has had enormous success with its development strategies for
optoelectronics.
Japanese and U.S. Strengths in Optoelectronics
Over the past few years, Japanese technological and business success in the field of
optoelectronics clearly has been based on telecommunications and consumer products.
While Japan’s photonics industry has long played a leadership role in many aspects of
photonic device and systems development in communications, it has emerged as the
undisputed leader in optoelectronics components and products for the consumer
marketplace. In particular, the strong, long-term commitment to large-scale, low-cost
manufacturing has provided Japan with the means to dominate the fields of optoelectronic
displays, fiber-optic gyros, and compact disc players. Current ground-breaking research
indicates that Japanese industry will continue to play the dominant role in these
2

JTEC/WTEC staff note: the panel is not unanimous on this point; see Chapter 7, p. 137.
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technologies well into the future. For example, Nichia’s announcement of the successful
demonstration of blue laser light emission from GaN suggests that Japan will maintain
leadership in optical storage for some time to come.
Furthermore, announcements by Pioneer, TDK, and Idemitsu that they will be
introducing the first organic light-emitting flat panel displays in early 1996 also
indicate the ability of the Japanese R&D establishment to retain an innovative edge in
high-volume, consumer-based products targeted by U.S. industry as having fundamental
strategic and economic importance.
Japanese leadership in consumer products is leveraged against a culture of high-volume
quality manufacturing and intensive forward planning. Japanese companies try to foresee
which aspects of their expertise in device manufacture can be employed in a consumer
system that is "on the horizon." Having identified the potential market at the systems level,
they then work to improve their device technologies to meet the projected demands for
volume, quality, and price. Once a need is identified and a technology is brought to a
suitable stage of development, the Japanese companies invest the resources and
infrastructure needed to bring cost and capacity within their projected requirements. This
level of forward planning appears to be well developed in the Japanese photonics industry
and largely absent in the U.S. With the exception of Hewlett-Packard, the U.S. photonics
companies with whom the panel interacted do not appear to intend competing with the
Japanese in the area of consumer photonics, due to the prohibitive scale of investment and
technical development needed.
Japan’s position in optical communication, networks, and data communications is not as
strong as its position in consumer electronics products for mass markets. In the
telecommunications and network markets, the United States sets and leads the pace;
nevertheless, Japan’s influence and success in optical communications makes it a
formidable competitor into the indefinite future.
The U.S. domestic industrial base in optical communications remains strong, and both
large-scale companies and smaller "spin-off" companies remain committed to and
competitive in this strategic technology field. The U.S. telecommunications industry led in
early commercial deployment of fiber optics in telephone trunking and cable TV, and
hence it established and has maintained an early lead in deployment and development of
fiber-optic technology.
Due to a significant erosion in U.S. fiber optic communications market share over the last
ten years, the United States no longer enjoys a fully dominant position; nevertheless,
domestic concentration in fiber optics appears to have resulted in a continuing innovative
stance. For example, there is currently abundant work by both small and large U.S.
photonics companies in pursuing and determining the next step in bringing fiber to the
home (FTTH). Solutions involving fiber/twisted-pair, fiber/coax, fiber/wireless, and allfiber systems are being developed in the United States. There was no evidence that the
first three of these alternatives, some of which appeal to new service providers such as
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cable television or utilities, are being developed in Japan. The main focus there is on the
all-fiber approach (fiber-to-the-home, or FTTH), which is the most desirable but also
currently the most costly. However, Japanese companies with facilities in the United
States are pursuing the other alternatives. With government encouragement, U.S.
manufacturers are also investigating advanced transmission systems involving timedivision multiple access (TDMA) and wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), as well
as advanced optical networks exploiting these technologies.
Data communications and local area networks constitute a rapidly emerging new
segment of the communications market. The competition among suppliers is just now
beginning to solidify, and the panel sees this as one of the most important business
opportunities currently in optoelectronics. Both the Japanese and the U.S. industries are
entering the field, neither with a clear lead at the present time.
Custom component manufacture is an area of particular strength in the U.S. photonic
industry. Due to the vibrant entrepreneurial industry base that is an integral part of the
U.S. economy and which is apparently nearly absent in Japan, numerous small companies
have spun-off from their larger, parent photonics companies.3 These small businesses,
which generally specialize in the manufacture of photonic components, are rarely
positioned to compete head-to-head with the larger, systems-oriented companies; instead,
they tend to specialize by filling narrow niches. As companies become established, the
niches expand with the manufacture of additional specialized, unique devices produced to
fill the needs of particular subsets of customers. This custom business appears capable of
supporting the growth of small companies into midsize enterprises with annual revenues
approaching $50 million. This type of custom technology, however, rarely produces
rapid growth capable of moving these businesses beyond this middle scale.
Management in large U.S. publicly-owned companies is reluctant to take significant,
long-term, and potentially costly risks in new technology ventures, because they must
produce short-term profits for shareholders. Indeed, in the United States, revolutionary
technologies are often developed by engineers involved in the initial technological
development who leave large photonics companies to start the spin-off businesses
described above. Many of the midsized U.S. photonic companies that the panel visited,
such as Lasertron and Epitaxx (which has recently been bought by Nippon Sheet Glass, and
hence can no longer be considered as an independent U.S. corporation), can trace their
origins to spin-off enterprises. While this has led to a diversity of photonics companies,
this trend has also resulted in a fragmented U.S. industrial base without the
substantial, large-scale manufacturing capabilities to compete in volume consumer
markets with the Japanese electronics giants.

3

JTEC/WTEC staff note: the panel is not unanimous on this point; see Chapter 7, pp. 142-153.
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The Role of Government Funding4
The JTEC panel made some attempts during the course of this study to assess the relative
importance of government intervention and incentives to the growth of the optoelectronics
industries of Japan and the United States. This topic is subject to a great degree of
interpretation, since ferreting out the specific details in both countries with which to make
a meaningful comparison is extremely difficult, if not impossible. For example, funding
levels reported from government sources provided at the time of this study (DOC 1994)
indicate that U.S. government funding of the U.S. optoelectronics industry appears to
far outstrip Japan’s government funding of the Japanese optoelectronics industry.
This simple comparison, however, neglects the fact that a significant amount of U.S.
government funding is earmarked for development of specialized products that meet
niche government needs, such as the infrared (IR) imaging arrays used by NASA or by
the Department of Defense. Another problem in comparing the figures is that a
considerable amount of Japan’s government funding to improve competitiveness is via tax
incentives and low-interest loans and is channeled through funding agencies other than the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT), whose budgets are the most accessible to U.S. observers.
Alternate funding sources are extremely difficult to track and to assess accurately.
To fully appreciate the role that the Japanese government has played in the development of
Japan’s domestic optoelectronics industry, one must examine its historical involvement in
the technology. Ten years ago, Japan’s government (via MITI) and industry (via the
Optoelectronics Industry and Technology Development Association, OITDA) joined forces
in a large-scale program that catalyzed industrial activity in photonics. Jointly funded
projects, which at the time appeared to be quite speculative (such as the funding of a largescale program in optoelectronic integration), nevertheless provided incentives to companies
by constructing a common vision of the anticipated role for optoelectronics in future
technology. In addition, OITDA has since 1987 carried out a large range of feasibility
studies of optoelectronic equipment at numerous sites worldwide as a means of setting
standards and of gaining acceptance of this equipment in systems applications.
No such momentum toward technology development was encouraged on a similar scale in
the United States at that time. Indeed, no U.S. counterpart to OITDA existed until the very
recent establishment of the Optoelectronics Industry Development Association (OIDA).
Furthermore, in 1985, virtually all of the U.S. optoelectronic technology developments
were privately funded by the telecommunications industry, or through the consumer
industry, with government funding primarily channeled toward R&D for specific
(noncommercial) defense-related and space-related projects.
The panel's observation that current Japanese government support of optoelectronics
appears to be small relative to its "long-range" or "blue sky" projects such as the Real
World Computing Program must also be placed in context. The long-range programs are
4

JTEC/WTEC staff note: the panel is not unanimous on the views expressed in this section; see Chapter 7, pp. 154-160.
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designed to provide future markets and applications for technologies being developed
today. “Blue sky” funding must, therefore, be considered as part of the overall Japanese
strategy for supporting optoelectronics. Furthermore, the MITI initiatives in optoelectronic
integrated circuit developments put forth a decade ago were also considered "blue sky"
initiatives at that time. Hence, Japanese government funding of optoelectronic
research has long followed a pattern of investing in highly speculative, forwardlooking projects, a few of which eventually take root and develop large payoffs.
Indeed, this long-range research profile for commercial applications has more recently also
been implemented with great effectiveness in the Japanese industrial sector, while at the
same time, such initiatives are fading in the United States. This may be indicative of a
trend of long-term erosion of the photonic and electronic technological leadership held by
the United States since the end of World War II.
Conclusions
Optoelectronics is one of the most important technology fields currently being supported
by the Japanese government, by Japan’s industrial sector, and by Japanese society in
general. Indeed, in light of the panel’s conversations with Japanese hosts, it appears that
optoelectronics is regarded as a major vehicle to propel Japanese electronic product
dominance into the next century. In contrast, in the United States, optoelectronics is by
no means held to be so crucial a technology. This is due in part to the greater diversity of
the U.S. economy, which leads to a very heterogeneous array of interests and opportunities.
While optoelectronics is regarded as important in the United States, this field has not
achieved anywhere near the visibility and significance that it has in Japan. The panel
regards this as a significant long-term problem for the United States as it struggles to
maintain its worldwide leadership in electronics technologies in the future. The panel
concludes that in this respect, the Japanese have a much clearer understanding of the
crucial role that optoelectronics technology plays in the development of future
electronic and communication systems.
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CHAPTER 1

METHODS

AND

SUMMARY

OF

CONCLUSIONS

Stephen R. Forrest

OBJECTIVES
In 1994, six U.S. Government agencies requested the Japanese Technology Evaluation
Center (JTEC) to assess the current state of optoelectronics research, development, and
manufacturing in Japan compared to that in the United States, because of the vital
contributions optoelectronics technologies make to the military and the economic
capabilities of the nation. The agencies requesting this study were the National Science
Foundation, the Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Department of Commerce, the
Office of Naval Research, the Department of Energy, and the Department of State. As set
forth by these sponsors, the particular goal of this study was to determine the relative
effectiveness of U.S. and Japanese government, industry, and academia in gaining a
competitive edge in the many facets of optoelectronics. This broad objective involved
determining the mechanisms used by both countries to identify new and promising
technologies at an early stage in the laboratory and then to effectively and rapidly move
those technologies from the research environment through the development stage and
finally into profitable manufacture.
This study was not intended to comprehensively encompass all facets of optoelectronics,
but rather to focus on those areas thought to be most economically strategic to both the
United States and Japan. Five optoelectronics fields are of specific interest to this study:
1. Optoelectronic systems, with emphasis on telecommunications, local area networks,
and optical interconnections
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2. Optical storage technology, including optical memories and consumer compact disk
technology
3. Waveguide devices and optoelectronic packaging technology
4. Photonic devices and materials, with emphasis on laser and optoelectronic integrated
circuit technology, including both surface-emitting and edge-emitting lasers, as well as
devices for use in telecommunications, sensors, and consumer products
5. Optical sensor technology, including specialty fibers
This report also examines economic factors that determine the relative success of the U.S.
and Japanese optoelectronics industries in moving concepts from the laboratory into
profitable enterprises.

METHODOLOGY
JTEC Team
With the advice of the sponsors and JTEC, the panel chairman selected panel members
based on their technical expertise in the five fields listed above, with the addition of an
economist to help evaluate the economic factors contributing to successful development of
optoelectronics technologies. The chairman and six panelists chosen for this JTEC study
possess a wide range of backgrounds. Coming from both academia and industry, they
reflect the diversity of professional backgrounds currently contributing to the advancement
of photonics technology in the United States and abroad:
Stephen R. Forrest (Panel Chairman), James S. McDonnell Distinguished University
Professor of Electrical Engineering and Director of the Advanced Technology Center for
Photonics and Optoelectronic Materials, Princeton University
Expertise: Photonic semiconductor and organic materials and devices, optoelectronic
integrated circuits
Larry A. Coldren, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Materials,
University of California at Santa Barbara
Expertise: Photonic semiconductor materials and devices, semiconductor lasers
Sadik C. Esener, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of
California at San Diego
Expertise: Optical storage and optical interconnects
Donald B. Keck, Director, Optics and Photonics Research, Science and Technology
Division, Corning, Inc., Corning, NY
Expertise: Fibers, fiber sensors, and guided wave devices
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Frederick J. Leonberger, Vice President and Chief Technical Officer, Uniphase
Telecommunications Products, Inc., Bloomfield, CT
Expertise: Guided wave and optoelectronic devices
Gary R. Saxonhouse, Professor of Economics, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
Expertise: Economy of Japan, economics of technological changes, international trade
Paul W. Shumate, Jr., Executive Director, Broadband Local Access and Premises
Networks, Bell Communications Research, Morristown, NJ
Expertise: Fiber-optic communications and interconnections
The panelists were accompanied on site visits to U.S. and Japanese organizations by the
following representatives from the sponsoring organizations and JTEC:
Deborah L. Crawford, National Science Foundation
Gordon W. Day, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Michael J. DeHaemer and Geoffrey M. Holdridge, JTEC
George Gamota, Mitre Corporation; Senior Advisor to JTEC/WTEC
Robert K. Hickernell, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Hiroshi Morishita, HMI, Inc. (assisted with Japan trip advance work)
Cecil Uyehara, Uyehara International Associates (JTEC Senior Advisor for Japan
Operations, responsible for arranging Japan site visits)
David Veasey, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Mial Warren, Sandia National Laboratories
Site Visits
The primary means for carrying out this study was to conduct interviews of key personnel
during site visits to various companies, universities, and governmental organizations
chosen for the study. These interviews, which typically lasted between 2 and 5 hours, were
based on a detailed questionnaire sent earlier to the organizations (see Appendix E). The
panel did not ask companies to answer every question on the questionnaire, but rather to
concentrate on those issues most relevant to their own operations.
Site Visit Objectives
Reflecting the general goals of the study, the objectives of the site visits were to identify
the following:
•

mechanisms used for moving concepts from the laboratory into the manufacturing
environment

•

the effects of company culture and management, as well as those of external forces
(e.g., the government, competition, etc.), on innovative research and successful product
realization
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•

important innovations and steps made in the innovative process that lead to the transfer
of technology

•

the newest technologies that the organizations are targeting for advancement in the
immediate future

While learning about new technology advances was important, the issues of greatest
interest to the JTEC panel were those related to technology diffusion and transfer;
investigation of these issues provided the panel’s greatest insights into the relative success
of photonic technologies being pursued in Japan and the United States. The panel
considers that its insights on the subject of technology diffusion and transfer will also have
the greatest lasting value to readers, since the specific details of new optoelectronics
technologies are transient and subject to rapid changes.
Rationale and Means of Selecting Organizations to Visit
In selecting organizations to visit for this study, panelists and government sponsors
submitted names of organizations that have established leadership in some important
aspect of photonics technology. A second consideration was that there already exist a
personal contact between one of the panelists and an employee at a high level within an
organization who could help facilitate the visit. The panel ranked the submitted names of
organizations in order of importance; JTEC then contacted the highest-priority companies
with letters of introduction from individual panelists to determine if they were interested
and willing to host a visit by the panel.
The panel made considerable effort to investigate within individual companies the evolution
of ideas from the concept stage through to manufacture. To accomplish this goal, the panel
visited a few major photonics companies in Japan (e.g., Fujitsu) on more than one occasion
and visited several different facilities of the companies (e.g., research facilities,
development facilities, and manufacturing facilities). By this means, the panel could
investigate in detail a cross-section of the company and its methods for bringing products
to the market. Given the panel’s time and budget constraints, this kind of in-depth study
was only possible for a few companies in Japan, and unfortunately, for no U.S. company.
Site Visit Procedures
The site visit format varied from site to site. These variations were unavoidable, since the
agenda was often set by the visited organization. This was especially true for the Japanese
companies, where there was little deviation from their prepared agendas. In general, the
site visits had the following format:
1. Introduction of participants and a brief discussion of the objectives of the visit. Hosts,
especially U.S. hosts, often requested a short background presentation on JTEC and the
Optoelectronics Panel.
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2. Presentation of the company background, market targets, technical objectives, and
issues, generally made by senior attendees from the host organization. This was often a
formal presentation, using viewgraphs and other visual aids (including, in several Japanese
companies, a public relations videotape introducing the company and its concern for the
environment). This presentation gave details such as company size, income, size of the
photonics and research work force, and market share, as well as other information
generally available in the annual reports of publicly held companies. On rare occasion, this
presentation launched directly into "hot" technological advances and ideas being pursued
by the corporation. Typically, this presentation lasted 45 to 90 minutes.
3. Presentation of important technologies being pursued by the companies, often handled
by a senior manager in a particular technical area. Issues discussed included problems in
manufacture, interfacing with upper management and the customer, and other major
obstacles. This part of the visit lasted between 30 and 90 minutes.
4. Extended question and answer period. The focus of the Q&A session was on issues
that appear to be of central importance to the host company that the panelists identified
during the formal presentations. The discussion lasted between 30 and 60 minutes.
5. Laboratory and production line tours. All of the U.S. sites the panel requested to visit
were companies engaged in mass production of optoelectronic components or systems. In
most cases, the panel’s U.S. hosts were able to accommodate our requests to see
production facilities. In Japan, the panel requested visits to a mix of R&D and production
facilities; about half of the visits in Japan included a plant tour.
6. Discussion and Departure. This part of the visit often included a return to the
conference room for further discussion of questions raised during the previous segments
and during the tours. In some of the panel’s most fruitful visits, the final discussion
sessions were held over a meal provided by the hosts; in these more informal discussions,
hosts afforded panelists a deeper appreciation of the companies’ activities. Before
departing, panelists often requested further documentation and a follow-up written
response to the questionnaire.
Site Reports
For each site visited, one attending panelist or other traveling team member had the task of
writing a detailed site report. The site reports begin with a “Background” overview of the
organization visited, noting its relationship to the photonics industry as a whole, as well as
pointing out non-photonics-related efforts within the organization. This section is followed
by a “Technology Discussion” that details the panel’s findings during the visit, with
particular emphasis on the technologies and technological problems being investigated by
the host organization, as well as on any structural element of the organization that
contributes to the rapid development and manufacture of new technologies. A final
“Conclusions” section provides a general summation of the panel’s findings for the
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organization. U.S. site reports are included in Appendix C, and Japanese site reports are
included in Appendix D.
Each draft site report was circulated to other members of the site visit team, who drew
from their own notes to make additions to or deletions from the draft to ensure accuracy
and completeness. JTEC then submitted each draft site report to the host organization for
its own editing of the contents to ensure that the report is accurate and does not
inadvertently compromise proprietary information.
In all, the JTEC Optoelectronics Panel visited 11 U.S. companies and 18 Japanese
companies at 31 Japanese sites. The panel also visited 3 Japanese universities with
significant efforts in photonic science and technology, and it visited Japan’s Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI).

SUMMARY OF THE PANEL STUDY
Japanese and U.S. Strengths in Optoelectronics
The JTEC panel’s study of Japan’s optoelectronics technology indicates that over the past
few years, Japanese technological and business success in optoelectronics has been based
on telecommunications and consumer products. While Japan’s photonics industry has
played a major role in optical communications, it has emerged as the undisputed leader in
optoelectronics components and products for the consumer marketplace. In particular, the
strong, long-term commitment to large-scale, low-cost manufacturing has provided Japan
with the means to dominate the fields of optoelectronic displays, fiber-optic gyros, and
compact disk players. Current ground-breaking research indicates that Japanese industry
will continue to play the dominant role in these optoelectronics technologies well into the
future. For example, the announcement in late 1995 that Nichia has successfully
demonstrated blue laser light emission from GaN suggests that Japan will maintain
leadership in optical storage for some time to come. Furthermore, announcements by
Pioneer, TDK, and Idemitsu that they will be introducing the first organic light-emitting
flat panel displays in early 1996 also indicates the ability of the Japanese R&D
establishment to retain an innovative edge in high-volume, consumer-based products
targeted by U.S. industry as having fundamental strategic and economic importance.
Japan’s position in optical communication, networks, and data communications is by no
means as strong as its position in consumer optoelectronics. In these markets, the United
States sets and leads the pace; nevertheless, Japan’s influence and success in optical
communications makes it a formidable competitor into the indefinite future.
This latter comment notwithstanding, the panel’s study of U.S. optoelectronics technology
indicates that the domestic industrial base in optical communications remains strong, and
that both large-scale companies and smaller “spin-off” companies remain committed to and
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competitive in this strategic technology. The U.S. telecommunications industry led in early
commercial deployment of fiber optics in telephone trunking and cable TV, and hence it
established and has maintained an early lead in deployment and development of fiber-optic
technology. Domestic concentration in fiber optics appears to have resulted in a continuing
innovative stance. For example, there is currently abundant work by both small and large
U.S. photonics companies in pursuing and determining the next step in bringing fiber to the
home (FTTH). Schemes involving all-fiber, fiber-coax, fiber-wireless, and fiber-twistedpair systems are all being energetically explored in the United States. There is no clear
evidence that all of these alternatives for bringing fiber to the home are being as actively
explored in Japan. Furthermore, with government encouragement, U.S. firms are also
investigating more advanced systems involving time-division multiple access (TDMA)
transmission, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), and other distribution alternatives.
The JTEC panel notes, however, that the recent announcement of the break-up of AT&T
casts doubt on the ability of the United States to maintain a strong leadership role in the
worldwide optical telecommunications market.
Data communications and local area networks constitute a rapidly emerging new segment
of the communications market. The competition among suppliers is just now beginning to
solidify, and the panel sees this as one of the most important business opportunities
currently in optoelectronics. Both the Japanese and the U.S. industries are entering the
field, neither with a clear lead at the present time.
With the exception of Hewlett-Packard, which is the world leader in sales of light-emitting
diodes (LEDs), the U.S. photonics companies the JTEC panel visited do not appear to have
any intention of competing with the Japanese in the area of consumer photonics. The scale of
investment and technical development needed, and the rather dim prospect of gaining a significant
fraction of a market currently in the hands of strong competitors, make it difficult for the
United States to have a significant impact on this lucrative business in the near future.
An area of particular strength in the U.S. photonics industry is custom optoelectronic
component manufacture. A number of small U.S. companies such as Lasertron and Ortel
have launched themselves into relatively risky new technology areas to develop and
manufacture highly specialized laser, modulator, or detector devices that meet the needs of
niche markets. Although these companies have been extremely successful and many have
expanded considerably, their growth potential is limited because they serve custom rather
than mass markets.
This concentration on custom products has opened up a possibility for large-scale growth
of the U.S. photonics industry in the area of optical sensors. Currently, there are several
small and midsize companies (e.g., Sensors Unlimited, EG&G Judson, David Sarnoff
Research Center, etc.) that are engaged in aggressively developing product lines for a wide
range of sensor applications ranging from medical to structural to environmental sensing
and to infrared (IR) imaging. The JTEC panel anticipates that the sensor market has
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explosive growth potential. At present, very little activity in this area is being pursued in
Japan. Hence, should this trend continue, it could lead to a significant expansion in the
U.S. domestic photonics industry.
Optical storage technology also appears to have the possibility for rapid and large-scale
growth into the future. Currently, optical storage technology is dominated by Japan. As
noted above, the recent demonstration in Japan of blue laser light emission from GaN may
represent a breakthrough in high-density optical disk reading and recording. However, it is
as yet unclear whether GaN or the II-VI semiconductor materials based on ZnSe will be the
material system ultimately adopted for use in future high-density optical memory systems.
In terms of II-VI materials systems, Sony currently holds a technological edge over
numerous competitors in both the United States and Japan. There is no question that the
Japanese have a highly developed packaging technology for the read/write equipment used
in such memories, a technology far exceeding that of the United States. Finally, in terms of
optical memory media, rapid developments in both countries suggest that future opportunities
exist for both countries, although at present, Japan has a clear lead in this area as well.
In the area of waveguide devices, considerable progress has been made in both the United
States and Japan in bringing systems to market. Perhaps the most impressive
demonstration of waveguide device manufacture, application, and packaging was seen at
Hitachi Cable, which manufactures fiber-optic gyroscopes for use in luxury automobiles.
Several thousand of these units are being produced each year at a cost of a few hundred
dollars for use in automotive navigation systems. The technology involved consists of
silica waveguide devices as well as complex integrated fiber-optic and electronic
packaging. In the United States, there are several major manufacturers of waveguide
devices, including AT&T and Uniphase Telecommunications Products (UTP). The latter,
small-sized enterprise has made a business out of custom-designing LiNbO3 modulators
and associated products that are among the best in the world. However, due to the scale of
the activity in Japan, companies there have a clear lead in the areas of both silica-based and
LiNbO3-based waveguide devices. The area of semiconductor-based waveguide devices
integrated into so-called photonic integrated circuits (PICs) is still largely in the research
mode in both countries. Although such devices are expected to become increasingly
important in the future, the size of the market and who will dominate remains unclear.
While the opportunities presented by photonics appear to be enormous in scale and
virtually infinite in number, it is recognized both in the United States and Japan that the
success of the entire technology hinges on the solution of a problem that has been
identified since the development of the first room-temperature continuous wave (cw)
semiconductor laser in 1970: the need for very low-cost, robust, and manufacturable
packages for optoelectronic devices. This problem is especially acute due to the extremely
high precision needed to achieve submicron alignment tolerances in positioning multiple
optical beams to arrays of small semiconductor devices.
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The finding that low-cost solutions to packaging problems can generate enormous market
growth is most clearly demonstrated by the growth of the CD market once Japanese
researchers solved the problem of positioning the read-out lasers. It is important to realize
that the cost of the laser transporting mechanism (~$20) is far greater than that of the
optoelectronic component (where the laser cost is now falling toward $1). As mentioned
previously, Japan has a clear lead in both packaging and low-cost component manufacture.
However, considerably larger costs are involved in using current technology to solve the
single-mode alignment of a fiber to a semiconductor laser, which currently limits the
ultimate diffusion of fiber-optic telecommunication directly into the home (FTTH). Once
these packaging costs are brought down (either in the United States or abroad), the largest
single market for photonic technology will be opened up.
Cultural Components of Technological Success
Japanese leadership in optoelectronic consumer products appears to have been generated
by an industrial culture dedicated to high-volume, low-cost, quality manufacturing; based
on intensively constructed long-range plans; backed by financial commitment to leading
edge technologies applicable to mass markets; and built by consensus and teamwork.
In terms of planning, Japanese companies try to foresee which aspects of their expertise in
device manufacture can be employed in a consumer system that is “on the horizon.”
Having identified the potential market at the systems level, they then work to improve their
device technology to meet the projected demands for volume, quality, and price. During
the JTEC panel’s visits to Japanese companies, this theme of projecting needs was
expressed explicitly on several occasions. Once the need is identified and the technology is
brought to a suitable stage of development, the Japanese companies invest the resources
and infrastructure needed to bring cost and capacity within their projected requirements.
This level of forward planning appears to be well developed in the Japanese photonics
industry and to be largely absent in the U.S. photonics industry. The reasons for this
disparity are not readily apparent, although the different economic foundations and means
of doing business in the two countries undoubtedly play decisive roles.
The Japanese commitment to investing long-term in risky technologies with the potential
for large-scale returns is best illustrated by the development of CD laser technology by the
relatively small Kyoto company, Rohm. In 1982, Rohm was a midsize company almost
entirely involved in the manufacture of resistors and other microelectronic components,
with no expertise in photonic devices. At that time, managers at Rohm, cognizant of the
potential for explosive growth in the emerging CD market, became aware of the successful
growth at AT&T of GaAs power lasers using the process of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
Rohm engineers saw an opportunity for using MBE as a low-cost means for producing
high-quality lasers to allow for Rohm’s entry into the CD market. Although Rohm’s entry
into the market would be late, its managers nevertheless appealed to the company president
for support to pursue CD laser manufacture, and the president gave permission to proceed.
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Between 1982 and 1987, with some key innovations, Rohm developed from scratch a
high-quality laser technology as well as a large-scale manufacturing capability. Indeed, the
company built what is probably the only production-oriented, automated MBE growth
facility in the world. In addition, Rohm developed procedures for automated packaging
and testing of large numbers of devices, and it installed a very costly (but ultimately costeffective) custom infrastructure for laser manufacturing. The cost of Rohm’s new
corporate facilities was not revealed to the JTEC team, but the panel estimates it to be in
excess of $100 million.
Rohm entered the CD laser market in 1987, when lasers were selling for about $100 each.
Between 1987 and 1992, Rohm improved its production yield and volume to its present
production levels of 60 million lasers/year, at a cost of less than $2/laser. With this sales
volume, Rohm is now the dominant manufacturer of CD lasers worldwide (followed by
Sony and Sanyo), having captured approximately 50% of the worldwide market. Further,
Rohm’s manufacturing yields (at the customer acceptance level) appear to be greater than
99.95%. Currently, Rohm is entering the data link market with its lasers and is branching
out into long-wavelength (InP) lasers and materials.
The success of Rohm, which appears to be more entrepreneurial in nature than most large
corporations in Japan, is primarily due to its commitment at a very early stage to highvolume manufacture of a product that mid-level managers anticipated would be important
in the years ahead. This commitment led to investment in the necessary manufacturing
infrastructure, the operation of which relies only on the availability of technical support,
not on a highly educated work force. The rapid decision-making capability of Rohm stems
from its modest size as compared to the electronic giants such as Sony, yet the company
was large enough to be able to fund the necessary product and manufacturing development.
Finally, Rohm has been able to find a profitable niche between the giants by following a
policy of not competing with its customers. Because Rohm has traditionally been a
manufacturer of silicon (Si) devices and passive electronic devices, it has resisted moving
into more value-added subsystems and systems that are the domains of its customers.
There does not appear to be a corresponding example of Rohm’s type of product
development within a U.S. company. Rather, revolutionary technological changes often
occur in the United States when engineers involved in the initial technological
development leave the parent photonics companies to start their own businesses. This
"spin-off" process is often engendered by the reluctance of management in large companies
to take large, long-term, and potentially costly risks in new technology ventures. U.S.
publicly owned companies must produce short-term profits for shareholders, which often
inhibits their venturing into risky enterprises. Many midsize U.S. photonic companies that
the panel visited, such as Lasertron and Epitaxx (the latter company, having recently been
purchased by Nippon Sheet Glass, cannot be strictly termed a U.S. company), can trace
their origins to spin-off enterprises. While the spin-off process has led to a diversity of
U.S. companies involved in photonics, it has also resulted in a fragmented industrial base
with little in the way of substantial, large-scale manufacturing capabilities that can compete
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in high-volume consumer markets with the Japanese electronics giants. (One exception to
this is Hewlett-Packard, which is the high-volume competitor in the production of LEDs.)
As noted earlier, the small U.S. spinoff optoelectronics enterprises have given the United
States a clear lead over Japan in the domain of custom optoelectronics. Growth of these
enterprises is attributed to a very diverse business and technology base, coupled with the vibrant
tradition of entrepreneurism that is a cornerstone of the U.S. economy (and is apparently nearly
absent in Japan). These small businesses, which generally specialize in manufacturing
photonic components, are rarely (at least initially) positioned to compete head-to-head with
the larger, systems-oriented companies. Thus, they tend to specialize, filling niches that
are unfilled or poorly filled by competitors. As the companies become established, their
niches expand to include additional specialized, unique devices produced to meet the needs
of particular subsets of customers, and they can grow rapidly. This custom business can
generate a revenue stream capable of supporting the growth of a small company into a
midsize enterprise, with annual incomes approaching $50 million; rarely, however, does it
produce sustainable rapid growth capable of moving businesses beyond this middle scale.
Perhaps the clearest example of U.S. entrepreneurial success in photonics is the David
Sarnoff Research Center (DSRC). DSRC, previously RCA Labs, was purchased by
General Electric and later, in 1987, divested from GE to SRI. Through the period of these
transitions, DSRC has become an exceedingly successful and profitable custom photonics
contract house with a budget of $100 million/year. DSRC, while not itself entrepreneurial
in origin, has unique policies in place to promote entrepreneurial activity among its staff.
In many respects, the product development at DSRC parallels what occurs in large
Japanese firms, in that teams of engineers are assembled early in the development of a new
product, and the teams remain intact as the product matures from the initial conception
through to the pilot manufacturing stage. The teams typically consist of six PhD-level
engineers and a support staff. In the entrepreneurial spirit, there is a very compressed time
scale between concept and pilot manufacturing: a first demonstration is usually expected in
6 to 12 months, and pilot production (100 to 1000 units) is expected in another 12 months.
The unique feature of the Sarnoff model is what occurs after pilot production has been
demonstrated. At this point, a spin-off company is often organized to fully commercialize
the product. The staff of the new company can include personnel involved in the initial
project development within Sarnoff; however, DSRC does not always encourage its
engineers to go with the spin-off, since that would tend to deplete DSRC staff. Rather, an
incentive program is in place that allows the key personnel in the product development
team to obtain equity shares in the spin-off while maintaining their positions at DSRC.
This incentive allows for employees to hold financial interests in numerous enterprises
over the years, with success limited only by the abilities of the employees themselves. This
appears to be a powerful and highly motivating concept for employees at DSRC, leading to
a very aggressive and successful group. To date, DSRC has spawned four spin-off
enterprises; its vision is to create $1 billion of such enterprises by the year 2000.
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The DSRC model is unique in both the United States and Japan, although it clearly provides a
vehicle for continued growth of a large company through what is essentially entrepreneurial
activity. Its major product developments necessarily are coupled to specific customer needs,
and hence DSRC truly is a custom photonics materials, devices, and systems manufacturer.
The Role of the University
As in the United States, universities in Japan play a fundamental role in the development of
photonic science and technology. However, the roles played by universities are
considerably different in the United States and Japan. The differences may provide a basis
from which to understand the divergent paths these two countries have taken in bringing
innovations to the marketplace.
In Japan, there is relatively little emphasis placed on the achievement of PhD degrees
before employment in the photonics field (in sharp contrast to the situation in the United
States). Rather, the most talented students tend to enter the work environment after
attainment of Bachelor’s or Master’s degrees in one of the several disciplines typically
important in photonics. After obtaining stable employment with one of the several large
companies currently involved in the field, the most promising employees are singled out by
their employers for pursuit of advanced degrees. Typically, an employee is enrolled in a
university with a national reputation (e.g., the University of Tokyo or Osaka University)
and brought into the group of a professor who is doing work relevant (though not
necessarily tied directly) to the goals of the sponsor company. Frequently, the specific
professor chosen to educate an employee has had a prior relationship with the company,
established through previous such traineeships. In this manner, the employee receives an
education that is responsive to company needs, and the employee maintains a close
relationship with both the company and the professor throughout his career. After
obtaining the advanced degree, the graduate invariably returns to full-time work in his
sponsoring company.
The sponsored graduate education of an employee in Japan rarely involves work to solve a
critical problem of direct interest to the company; more often, the academic work is in
areas of associated interest. The degree, therefore, may not be directly relevant to the
company. The company sponsors advanced education and research for employees as a
means of motivating and promoting personnel, as well as to gain status for the company.
Just as Japanese university labs do not often engage in research of direct technical
relevance to the industrial sector, businesses in Japan do not generally turn to universities
for solutions to commercial technical problems. University professors have tended to work
on problems that are somewhat esoteric compared to the work of their U.S. counterparts.
However, this trend is changing, particularly during Japan’s current economic downturn.
A new trend of universities working on problems of more immediate commercial interest is
in part encouraged by the government through newly instituted programs that involve large
groups of professors in cross-disciplinary projects. (The scale of this is similar to that of
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university consortia and centers in photonics now common in the United States.) In
addition, Japanese companies do, at times, provide unrestricted funds to graduate programs
or professors working in areas of great interest to them. University professors in Japan do
not appear to do consulting work for commercial labs, whereas in the United States this
provides a very active and successful mechanism of technology transfer.
In contrast to the Japanese system of employers routinely sponsoring employees’ work
toward advanced degrees, U.S. companies generally sponsor only research of immediate
interest to their profitability, and they rarely engage in direct sponsorship of an advanced
degree for one of their employees. When such sponsorship does occur, companies seldom
determine what universities their employees should attend. That is, in general, opportunities in
the United States for "on the job" education at the advanced degree level are rare, but when
they occur, there is considerable latitude for employees to choose between universities.
Whereas the Japanese company’s practice of steering selected employees into ongoing
work-sponsored advanced degree programs at specific universities seems to reinforce
employer-employee loyalty, the U.S. employee’s latitude to pick his or her own program of
study — in the rare event the company agrees to sponsor those studies — probably does
not strengthen loyalty. In fact, it is not unusual for a U.S. student studying under company
sponsorship to end up working for a different company upon completion of the degree.
There are several reasons for this “decoupling” between career and company sponsorship
of promising students: the two most frequently cited are the lack of job opportunities in the
sponsoring company at the time of graduation, and, more typically, the ability of a very
talented student to attract offers of better positions at competing companies.
It is worthwhile to speculate on the differing effects of Japanese companies’ close
involvement in the higher education of their employees and U.S. companies’ more loosely
bound system. As noted earlier, close identification of an employee with his employer,
often engendered by lifelong employment by a single company, results in deep loyalty to
the company. The mutual commitment on both sides of the Japanese employer/employee
relationship has the effect of making corporate success the highest priority of the employee.
Nothing in an employee’s university experience appears to weaken this sense of priorities.
In contrast, attainment of advanced degrees in the United States is judged both inside and
outside the university as a matter of personal success. Indeed, the achievement of a PhD
degree depends in part on writing a thesis that clearly emphasizes the individual
accomplishment of the student. There is no doubt that ambition for personal success and
the building of an individual’s professional reputation begins in and is nurtured by the U.S.
educational system, and desire for personal recognition persists throughout an individual’s
career. This system has the clear advantage of maximizing original accomplishment and
entrepreneurism, while having the disadvantage of minimizing the accomplishments of
teamwork and group enterprise. The system in Japan, also reinforced by both university
and employer, appears to engender almost the exact converse set of advantages and
disadvantages, minimizing individual accomplishment and maximizing team accomplishment.
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The Product Development and Technology Transfer Processes
Many reports have described the technology transfer process within a corporation in Japan,
not only the transfer of information between the stages of development from conception to
manufacture, but also the transfer of personnel along with the project. The JTEC panel
went to some lengths to understand this technology transfer process and to compare it to
similar processes in the United States. While the panel observed considerable variation
among companies’ styles of technology transfer within both Japan and the United States,
even within individual companies, there do appear to be common themes within each
country. Briefly, the differences in themes appear to be based on those cultural differences
noted above that in Japan recognize team accomplishment and in the United States
recognize individual accomplishment. As discussed in the previous section, this culture is
reflected at all levels and is reinforced by the university training afforded engineering
professionals in the two countries. To draw a more complete picture of the technology
transfer process in Japan, it is helpful to examine a single company, Sanyo, as an example.
Technology transfer at Sanyo can occur by several different means, but in general it
involves a three-level process starting with generation of new technologies in the central
research center. A new technology is shifted to an appropriate development center for final
development, and then it is finally placed into manufacturing. Sometimes, although not
always, the transfer of technology is accompanied by the physical transfer between the
research and development centers of members of the engineering staff. The panel’s hosts
at Sanyo described an “example transfer” of a project that might begin with a joint effort of
ten researchers. Once the concept is proven in the lab, perhaps three of these engineers
would move to the development center to facilitate technology transfer. Since the
development and the research centers are located in different cities, moving the researchers
would entail moving their families as well. According to the panel’s hosts, the researchers
make the move willingly, since they feel a sense of commitment and of ownership of the
technology. In the final stage, one or two engineers might accompany the technology from
the development center to the manufacturing facility (usually at the same location).
Engineers who go all the way from research to manufacturing do not generally return to the
research environment, but rather go into the marketing and business side of the company.
Those who go only to the development stage either stay there or sometimes return to the
research center, where they take on the next research challenge. The total time from
research to manufacturing is, of course, highly variable, depending on the technology. A
laser technology transfer might take five years in the research stage, followed by two years
in development; projects in very-large-scale integrated circuit (VLSI) design may take only
six months at each level.
It must be emphasized that this movement of personnel to effect technology transfer is only
one of several methods, even within Sanyo, and it generally applies in cases of immature
technologies not yet firmly established in the development centers. In those cases,
transferring experienced engineers from the research center is necessary to efficiently build
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a technology base in the development-oriented labs. In the case of new VLSI designs, only
paper plans are typically transferred between research and development, since the technical
foundation for that technology already exists in the development center.
The success of such a team-oriented product cycle depends critically on incentives
provided to researchers to “move with the project,” and there do appear to be considerable
rewards given by Japanese companies to researchers for making the various career
transitions. The JTEC panelists noted, however, that dedicated Japanese scientists and
engineers do not seem particularly interested in moving all the way from the research to the
manufacturing environment. Nevertheless, the main contrast between the U.S. and
Japanese systems lies in the fact that since World War II and until recently, there has been
very little incentive provided in the United States for researchers to follow their work into
manufacture. This has changed somewhat in the last few years, due to the pressure on
businesses to explore new means to maintain competitiveness in photonics. There is now
some evidence of reward structures being instituted in U.S. industry that more adequately
recognize accomplishment at the product manufacturing level; however, there remains a
considerable gap in this recognition of manufacturing accomplishment between the
industrial cultures of the United States and Japan. The JTEC panelists believe that this gap
is a principal reason why Japan has been so much more successful than the United States in
developing competitive products.
The Role of Government Funding
The JTEC panel made some attempts during the course of this study to assess the relative
importance of government intervention and incentives to the growth of the optoelectronics
industries of Japan and the United States. This topic is subject to a great degree of
interpretation, since ferreting out the specific details in both countries with which to make
a meaningful comparison is extremely difficult, if not impossible. For example, funding
levels reported from government sources provided at the time of this study (DOC 1994)
indicate that U.S. government funding of the U.S. optoelectronics industry far outstrips
Japan’s government funding of the Japanese optoelectronics industry. This simple
comparison, however, neglects the fact that a significant amount of U.S. government
funding is earmarked for development of specialized products that meet niche government
needs, such as the infrared (IR) imaging arrays used by NASA or by the Department of
Defense. Another problem in comparing the figures is that a considerable amount of
Japan’s government funding to improve competitiveness is via tax incentives and lowinterest loans and channeled through funding agencies other than Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT),
whose budgets are the most accessible to U.S. observers. Alternate funding sources are
extremely difficult to track and to assess accurately.
Also, to fully appreciate the role that the Japanese government has played in the
development of Japan’s domestic optoelectronics industry, one must examine its historical
involvement in the technology. Ten years ago, Japan’s government (via MITI) and industry
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(via the Optoelectronics Industry and Technology Development Association, OITDA) joined
forces in a large-scale program that catalyzed industrial activity in photonics. Jointly
funded projects, which at the time appeared to be quite speculative (such as the funding of
a large-scale program in optoelectronic integration), nevertheless provided incentives to
companies by constructing a common vision of the anticipated role for optoelectronics in
future technology. In addition, OITDA has since 1987 carried out a large range of
feasibility studies of optoelectronic equipment at numerous sites worldwide as a means of
setting standards and of gaining acceptance of this equipment in systems applications.
No such momentum toward technology development was encouraged on a similar scale in
the United States at that time. Indeed, no U.S. counterpart to OITDA existed until the very
recent establishment of the Optoelectronics Industry Development Association (OIDA).
Furthermore, in 1985, virtually all of the U.S. optoelectronic technology developments
were privately funded by the telecommunications industry or through the consumer
industry, with government funding primarily channeled toward R&D for specific (noncommercial) defense- and space-related projects.
The JTEC panel's observation that current Japanese government support for
optoelectronics appears to be small relative to its “long-range” or “blue sky” projects such
as the Real World Computing Program must also be placed in context to be fully
understood. The long-range programs are designed to provide future markets and
applications for technologies being developed today. “Blue sky” funding must, therefore,
be considered as part of the overall Japanese strategy for supporting optoelectronics.
Furthermore, the MITI initiatives in optoelectronic integrated circuit developments put
forth a decade ago were also considered “blue sky” initiatives at that time. Hence,
Japanese government funding of optoelectronic research has long followed a pattern of
investing in highly speculative, forward-looking projects, a few of which eventually take
root and develop large payoffs.
Based on the large number of interrelated programs (though none large in itself) and
practices by which the Japanese government directly and indirectly supports
optoelectronics, it was apparent to the JTEC panel that optoelectronics is one of the most
important technology fields currently being supported by the Japanese government, by
Japan’s industrial sector, and by Japanese society in general. Indeed, in light of the panel’s
conversations with Japanese hosts, it appears that optoelectronics is regarded as a major
vehicle to propel Japanese electronic product dominance into the next century. In contrast,
in the United States, optoelectronics is by no means held to be so crucial a technology.
This is due in part to the greater diversity of the U.S. economy, which leads to a very
heterogeneous array of interests and opportunities. While optoelectronics is regarded as
important in the United States, this technology field has not achieved anywhere near the
levels of visibility and significance that it has in Japan. The panel regards this as a
significant long-term problem for the United States as it struggles to maintain its worldwide
leadership in electronics technologies in the future. In this respect, the Japanese have a
much clearer understanding of the crucial role that optoelectronics technology plays in the
development of all future electronic and communication systems.
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Relative Status of U.S. and Japanese Optoelectronics Technologies
Table ES.1 (Executive Summary, p. xiv) summarizes the JTEC panel's findings concerning
the relative status of the five technologies the panel was charged to investigate in Japan and
the United States (see pages 1-2), along with two “interdisciplinary” topics of importance
— consumer optoelectronics and custom optoelectronics — that involve more than one of
the major optoelectronic technologies. The relative position of a particular product
developed within one of the major subject areas shown by the table may not be consistent
with the overall assessment in that area. As noted above, for example, while Japanese
companies clearly lead in consumer optoelectronics, Hewlett-Packard still remains the
world leader in the production of LEDs for the consumer market.
It is the panel's overall assessment that Japan leads in consumer optoelectronics, that both
countries are competitive in the areas of communications and networks, and that the United
States holds a clear lead in custom optoelectronics.
For the United States, the largest untapped area of opportunity for growth appears to be
optical sensor technology. As Table ES.1 shows, the Japanese R&D posture in this field
lags behind that of the United States and is expected to remain behind. The optical sensors
field has tremendous (if not explosive) growth potential in several important specialty areas
that U.S. industry is well positioned to exploit. However, the sensors area is a somewhat
fragmented segment of the optical component business, and hence it is difficult to predict the
role this business will play in generating revenues in the immediate future.
One other area in which the panel felt the United States might succeed in capturing a
significant market share is optical storage. While the Japanese photonics industry is at
present ahead in both R&D and manufacturing, there exist opportunities for major
advances to be made in both read/write device technology and storage media technology.
Thus, there are some realistic opportunities for the U.S. optoelectronics industry to gain a
foothold in the optical storage market by making advances in its rapidly evolving
technologies.
Finally, it is important to put these various markets into context with regard to scale.
According to a recent OIDA analysis (1993) of optoelectronic equipment, consumer
optoelectronics equipment (concentrated primarily in CD memories of various types)
accounts for approximately 50% of the worldwide optoelectronics market, while
communications equipment constitutes only 3% of that market. The other major market
segment is optical data storage — again, a market clearly dominated by Japan. By the
same estimates, data storage currently constitutes about 40% of the optoelectronic industry
market. These proportions are expected to be maintained into the early part of the 21st
Century. Thus, Japan now dominates some 90% of the world’s optoelectronics markets
and can be expected to continue its dominance for a number of years. The current size of
the Japanese optoelectronic industry is $40 billion; that of the United States is $6 billion.
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CHAPTER 2

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, CABLE TELEVISION,
AND DATA-LINK SYSTEMS
Paul W. Shumate

BACKGROUND
At all the Japanese sites it visited, the JTEC Optoelectronics Panel observed a determined
commitment to developing multimedia services and their enabling optoelectronics
technologies. The Japanese see multimedia as the most strategic factor for moving into the
21st century, in terms of benefiting the Japanese population and in terms of remaining
competitive in international markets. Large and small Japanese businesses are building
research, development, and marketing programs around multimedia concepts like NTT’s
VIP (Visual, Intelligent, and Personal) paradigm for emerging telecommunications services
and NEC’s C&C (Computers and Communications) vision. The enabling technologies for
these kinds of visions include high-speed digital communications, switching, high-capacity
information storage, image processing, high-definition and flat-panel displays, new kinds
of consumer electronics, and local networks. Optoelectronics plays a major role in nearly
all of these, with the possible exception of image processing.
This study specifically does not deal with displays or most consumer electronics; instead it
focuses on high-speed optical transmission (10 Gbit/s and beyond), data links to beyond
1 Gbit/s, and on asynchronous-transfer-mode (ATM) switching (to a lesser degree). Highspeed digital transmission and switching for telecommunications have been major thrusts
for companies like Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC for nearly two decades. Due largely to the
influence of Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT), Japanese telecommunications
products have always been at the leading edge. Japanese transmission equipment pioneered
in the use of single-mode fiber, high bit rates, and long wavelengths, and NTT was early to
commit to the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) standard for multiplexing and switching.
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NTT’s vision for bringing multimedia telecommunications services to private residences
has always been fiber-to-the-home (FTTH). Only recently, due to other countries’ attention
to analog coaxial-cable (particularly in the United States) and wireless technologies, has
the Japanese government’s Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) expanded
the nation’s vision to include other alternatives. NTT has responded by revising its fiberto-the-home timetable from reaching every home by 2010 to being available to every
home from a nearby termination by that year — that is, by terminating fiber close to groups of
homes and provisioning on an as-needed (or willing-to-pay) basis (New York Times 10
January 1995, D-2). Meanwhile, at least two large consortia are planned (see the cable TV
section of this chapter) that will introduce cable television service into Japan on an
accelerated schedule using hybrid fiber/coaxial-cable networks (Wall Street Journal 9
February 1995, B-4). Undoubtedly these new networks will be well positioned to play an
important role in distribution of multimedia and broadband services. To facilitate the growth
of cable TV, MPT is deregulating that industry.
In Japan, the development of telecommunications transmission systems has been strongly
influenced by the visions and timetables of NTT and, to a growing degree, by international
market opportunities. Key aspects of NTT’s commitments are those to multi-Gbit/s
backbone trunking networks throughout Japan, to fiber-to-the-home, and to ubiquitous
single-mode fiber. Current plans for the backbone network are for 10 Gbit/s, with a view
toward much higher rates in the future. Some suppliers are already working to equal the
historical trend of 4-fold capacity (and/or speed) improvement per product generation with
R&D efforts on 40-Gbit/s systems and research on 160 Gbit/s systems. In response to
NTT’s plans for fiber-to-the-home, many vendors are developing novel low-cost lasers for
digital transmission, as well as linear lasers and optical amplifiers for analog subcarrier video.
Overseas sales are of growing importance to Japan’s optoelectronics industry. For a
decade and a half, traditional suppliers of transmission equipment (e.g., Fujitsu and NEC)
have been designing systems for export to the United States based on modifications to
domestic products. But three major developments have increased the focus on designing
new transmission equipment specifically for export. The first development is the
worldwide standardization of Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) (called Sonet in the
United States) for transmission, and the standardization of ATM for multiplexing and
switching. The second development is the recent move, especially in the United States,
from trials to deployment of residential broadband access networks such as fiber-to-thecurb (FTTC), hybrid fiber/coax (HFC), and fiber-to-the-home (FTTH). The third
development is the growing market worldwide for cable television service and the
associated fiber-based distribution systems.

NTT’S OPEN-TENDER PROCESS
NTT influences the telecommunications industry in large part through its three-track open
tender bidding process whereby it makes known to suppliers its needs for products of all
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types. Track I of NTT’s open tender bidding process includes non-telecommunications
products (office supplies and equipment, R&D equipment, uniforms, etc.); Track II
includes telecommunications equipment available on the market without modification; and
Track III includes telecommunications equipment to be developed jointly by NTT and its
suppliers. For Tracks II and III, notices are published in Kampo (Japan’s official gazette),
Commerce Business Daily (USDC), and the Official Journal of the European
Communities. Figure 2.1 depicts a flowchart of the Track II and III stages of NTT’s opentender process.
Along with defining the application, rough volumes, and price targets for new equipment,
NTT issues equipment requirements such as the bit rate (or equivalent, if not digital), type
of fiber, optical parameters, physical dimensions, and appearance. Specific engineering
design details are not included — selected bidders are free to optimize the design based on
technologies they have in-house. These selected manufacturers then develop and deliver
prototypes, along with volume-pricing information. Since NTT does not guarantee
production quantities, manufacturers often choose to carry out their own market analyses in
order to develop realistic pricing forecasts. They compete to achieve the best performance
and reliability, which factors, along with pricing, determine the share of the business they
finally win. Occasionally, a manufacturer making it through the prototyping stage still
loses out and gets no share of NTT’s final purchases, but the potential rewards are high:
winning bids under the open-tender process guarantees a large market to the winners.
Some contract winners are non-Japanese: in 1994, NTT purchased from more than 1,000
non-Japanese companies $1.09 billion worth of telecommunications products, which was
16% of NTT’s total purchases of transmission equipment, digital switching systems,
optical-fiber cable, internetworking devices, and computers (NTT 1994).
Eventually, NTT’s specifications are made available to the industry for additional
purchases, but the initial participants gain in (a) being able to negotiate the final
requirements, (b) being among the first, exclusive suppliers to NTT, and (c) gaining a head
start in developing the new product line and scaling-up manufacturing capabilities. NTT
must give its permission for a system (or device) developed under the open-tender process
to be sold to customers other than NTT.
Two important systems recently developed in this bidding process were SDH 10 Gbit/s
trunking systems using optical amplifiers (erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, or EDFAs) for
amplification at 1550 nm, and FTTH systems capable of two-way ISDN (integrated
services digital network) at 1310 nm, combined with one-way video at 1550 nm. These
systems pave the way for interactive broadband services for homes and small businesses,
generally accepted as a key requirement for the so-called “Information Age” revolution just
now beginning. AT&T was one of the suppliers to NTT of prototype FTTH systems.
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Fig. 2.1. Flow chart of NTT’s Track II, III, II-A, and III-A procurement procedures (NTT).
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At manufacturers’ R&D labs, the JTEC panel observed numerous activities that supported
products for NTT:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

optical and semiconductor components for 10 Gbit/s systems
linear distributed-feedback lasers for FTTH and cable TV applications
low-cost subscriber-loop lasers for FTTH
FTTH systems delivering ISDN plus video services
development of high-count fiber distribution cables for FTTH
development of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
research on systems beyond 10 Gbit/s

NTT’s vision for the future national telecommunications network and its resulting
requirements disseminated through the open-tender process provide valuable focus for the
optoelectronics industry.
Through these functions NTT allows researchers and
manufacturers to narrow the scope somewhat of certain R&D activities and to avoid
pursuing too many alternatives or waiting for the marketplace to demonstrate the need for
future telecommunications products.

SDH AND ATM
The “synchronous digital hierarchy” (SDH) and the “asynchronous transfer mode” (ATM)
are fundamental to the emerging broadband ISDN. Among other attributes, SDH, a
version of which is called Sonet in the United States, for the first time internationally
standardizes bit rates and transmission framing structures, simplifying networking between
countries. The lowest bit rates (155.52 Mbit/s for SDH and 51.84 Mbit/s for Sonet) are
adequate for all broadband services, including high-speed data and computer connections,
video, and high-resolution graphics. Since “broadband” brings with it new services
requiring new bit rates, and because these services may have widely differing traffic
characteristics as well as switching requirements, ATM was devised and standardized to
accommodate all these different needs simultaneously. ATM can multiplex voice, data,
and video traffic, both packet-switched and circuit-switched. Furthermore, ATM switches
can as readily switch any of these services as any other. This is unlike today’s switches,
which are optimized for particular bit rates and services.
NTT is strongly committed to both SDH and ATM. Because SDH and ATM are new
international standards for telecommunications, products developed for domestic use have
immediate worldwide marketability, although systems used in North American, Europe,
and Japan are not identical. Japan and North American currently use the same hierarchy up
through 6.312 Mbit/s, but diverge above that. Europe differs from Japan and North
America at all levels above 64 kbit/s. Different transmission standards in the three regions
necessitate different products for each region.
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Companies such as NEC and Fujitsu already have a strong presence in transmission
systems in the United States, and the JTEC panel found other companies such as Oki,
Hitachi, and Toshiba to be strong contenders for future consideration in this area.
At the Fujitsu plant in Yamanashi, the panel saw the components for Fujitsu’s commercial
2.5 Gbit/s SDH long-haul trunk transmission system. These consisted of eight gallium
arsenide integrated circuits (GaAs ICs) for all multiplexing, transmitting, and receiving
functions, plus the distributed-feedback (DFB) laser transmitter, the avalanchephotodetector (APD) receiver (-32 dBm sensitivity, gain <10), and an EDFA pumped at
1480 nm. The system operates to 200 km. Fujitsu’s Yamanashi plant is currently
developing the next-generation 10 Gbit/s system.
At Fujitsu Labs in Atsugi, the panel saw a multi-quantum-well (MQW) DFB laser with
modulator that is intended for 1.55 µm, 10 Gbit/s upgrades in 1.3 µm transmission systems
that use previously installed conventional single-mode fiber. Chirp from a directly
modulated laser at 1.55 µm, where fiber dispersion is approximately 17 ps/nm/km, would
induce severe penalties and reduce span lengths, canceling the advantage of lower
attenuation at 1.55 µm. Solutions include combining a narrow-linewidth laser with an
external modulator (plus isolator to prevent reflections from reentering the DFB), or
integrating the modulator with the laser. Fujitsu integrates a strained-layer MQW-activeregion DFB laser (10 mA room-temperature threshold) with an MQW absorption modulator
having a 3 dB bandwidth of 12 GHz. This combination introduces only a 3 dB loss relative
to the 8 dB expected using an external modulator. The lab has performed 70 km transmission
experiments at 10 mW and 10 Gbit/s and found negligible dispersion penalties. At higher
power levels (narrower linewidths), distances up to 120 km are expected.
Oki currently manufactures 156 Mbit/s and 2.5 Gbit/s SDH systems, is developing
10 Gbit/s systems, and is in various stages of R&D on 40 Gbit/s and 160 Gbit/s systems.
For their 10 Gbit/s product, Oki researchers are designing around 0.3 µm GaAs MESFET
(metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor) technology for the highest-speed chips and
0.5 µm MESFETs for lower-speed sections (622 Mbit/s). The transmitter options being
considered, again, are a narrow-linewidth MQW laser combined with either an external
LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator, or with an integrated electroabsorption modulator. Oki
favors the latter option and has it under development to be ready in two years. The receiver
is based on a pin photodiode plus GaAs IC preamp, combined with an EDFA as an optical
preamp. This raises the sensitivity from -15 dBm to -33 dBm at a bit-error rate or ratio
(BER) of 10-11. Oki is currently building a 10-Gbit/s system prototype for NTT, and along
with Hitachi, Fujitsu, and NEC, is producing EDFAs for NTT for 10 Gbit/s systems.
The JTEC panel’s hosts at Hitachi described their approach to transmission beyond
10 Gbit/s, which they believe will suffice until the year 2000. Beyond 2000, they expect to
use four wavelengths, each modulated at 10 Gbit/s, to reach 40 Gbit/s, and, beyond the year
2005, to use eight wavelengths, each modulated at 20 Gbit/s, to reach 160 Gbit/s.
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Hitachi, Fujitsu, and NEC currently have a strong presence in ATM switches, and
undoubtedly Oki, Toshiba, and others are potential suppliers. Oki and Fujitsu are both
carrying out research on optical ATM switches, and in a short movie, Toshiba showed
panelists a 64 x 64 Batcher-banyan-like ATM switch operating at 155 Mbit/s and a
10 Gbit/s long-haul transmission system it has developed.
In the area of laser development, optical amplifiers, and associated electronic integrated
circuits for 10 Gbit/s (and higher) backbone networks (because of NTT’s emphasis on this
area), Japanese manufacturers are ahead of the United States. In ATM switches, an area of
intense development by small as well as large companies in the United States for local-area
networking as well as telephone switching, Japan and the United States are approximately
even as far as JTEC panelists could tell.

BROADBAND ACCESS
Broadband connections that provide access to the public network are particularly critical as
well as challenging for the home and small-business customer. (Large-business customers
can already be served with fiber directly to their buildings.) Homes and small businesses
will be the major growth markets for interactive data and video services, and access
network products are expected to dominate optical communications equipment sales
throughout the next 15 years. By 1998, equipment for fiber-optic broadband systems is
forecast to constitute two-thirds of all optical communications equipment sales, expected to
total $12 billion; and by 2003, fiber-optic broadband equipment is forecast to constitute
three-fourths of $30 billion in total optical communications sales (OIDA 1994). (The
corresponding worldwide markets for all optoelectronics, including displays and storage,
are $140 billion and $230 billion, respectively, in those years.) In addition, fiber-optic
broadband systems also drive development and sales of new home electronics equipment
and services.
The ideal access solution would be to use fiber all the way to the home, but fiber-to-thehome products tested and even developed in the past proved too costly. Manufacturers
turned to developing other, short-term solutions that reduce costs by sharing components,
cables, and installation among several to many customers. These are fiber-to-the-curb
(FTTC) and hybrid fiber/coax (HFC). Both bring fiber near groups of customers, carry out
the necessary optical/electrical conversions and other functions at a shared equipment
location, then complete the connections to customers using conventional metallic cables
and conventional network configurations.
Cost is the driving factor — not technology — and is an extremely complex issue, too
complex to discuss in any detail here. The bottom line is that HFC is the lowest-cost
solution for cable television operators because they have an installed base of coaxial cable,
some of which can be reused. For telephone or other operators who must build new
networks, cost can be very similar, however. It is becoming apparent that FTTH has
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become much less expensive recently, approaching FTTC and HFC within only a few
hundred dollars. Considering the advantages of FTTH and cost savings that result, many
people believe FTTH will be an important factor again very shortly.
Several manufacturers, including AT&T, are currently supplying FTTH equipment for
advanced trials in Japan. The goal is to deploy FTTH equipment and services to (or near
to) 20% of Japanese homes by the year 2000 and to all Japanese homes by 2010. The
Japanese government is to be instrumental in financing approximately $400 billion over the
next 15 years to bring broadband access to all Japanese homes (Wall Street Journal
5 December 1994, A-11). There is already some doubt that the timetable will be achieved.
The cost of rebuilding after the Kobe earthquake may impact funding of this broadband
access infrastructure — effects on the FTTH timetable are not yet known. Also, Japan’s
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) has argued that the private sector
should pay for the infrastructure construction (Wall Street Journal 15 August 1994, A-1).
In the United States and Europe, mass deployments of systems for broadband access are
also beginning, but almost entirely with FTTC and HFC schemes (United States, most of
Germany, and other European and Pacific Rim countries). There is no worldwide standard
for delivering broadband communications to the home. One of the OPAL ‘94 deployments
in Germany, and trials in England, Denmark, and Germany, use FTTH. Also, early
installations in the United States were all FTTH. The U.S. emphasis shifted to FTTC and
narrowband delivery about 1989, but then shifted back to video following the Federal
Communications Commission’s Video Dialtone rulings in late 1991. To address the U.S.
market, Fujitsu recently announced a Sonet-based (that is, the SDH standard) FTTC system
combined with one-way HFC for broadcast video and powering of the FTTC. For systems
using two-way HFC for all services, such as committed to by, Pacific Bell and Southern New
England Telephone, NEC recently introduced a telephony-on-coax product. (There are
currently fifteen other manufacturers with similar products.) HFC systems principally rely on
analog (subcarrier) video transmission over fiber; at least six Japanese companies (Fujitsu,
Matsushita, Mitsubishi, NEC, Sumitomo, and Toshiba) make the required linear lasers.
Fujikura is one of several Japanese companies that are now expanding into transmission
systems. Fujikura previously manufactured cable, components, and test equipment, rather
than the systems themselves. Specifically, that company’s emphasis is on the accessnetwork product, and the panel saw Fujikura’s NTT-compliant FTTH product in the course
of its visit. The panel saw a nearly identical system at Furukawa.
Fujikura’s network access product combines two-way ISDN delivery at 1310 nm with
video delivery at 1550 nm, namely 11 channels of analog AM-VSB on carriers between 90
and 400 MHz, and 36 channels of FM video plus 60 channels of QAM digital video on
carriers between 500 and 2400 MHz. These allocations are compatible with blocks of DBS
intermediate frequencies so that the set-top converter can leverage off of available
technology. The optical network unit at the home is approximately 4 in. x 8 in. x 2 in.,
dissipates 7 W, and is available in either one- or four-output versions. By using several
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stages of amplifiers and optical splitting, Fujikura can use one analog DFB laser to provide
service to approximately 10,000 subscribers. Its prototype uses dispersion-compensated
fiber, but Fujikura representatives indicated to the panel that they feel another approach to
dispersion compensation is needed, since the present method requires inserting 25 to 33%
of the span length in high-dispersion fiber.
In the development of FTTH systems, Japan is ahead of activities in the United States,
particularly in the areas of small optical network units, subcarrier video at 1550 nm
combined with switched services at 1310 nm, and optical amplification of the video signal
for subsequent large passive splitting. One exception is AT&T, which, as mentioned
earlier, is one of the manufacturers delivering FTTH equipment to NTT. According to the
U.S. trade press, AT&T has made significant progress in reducing costs for the Japanese
product (Fiber Optics News 10 October 1994 and 6 December 1994). No other vendor in
the United States is currently working on FTTH.
The U.S. focus is either on fiber-to-the-curb or two-way hybrid fiber/coax, as mentioned
earlier, and in both of these areas, Japan is behind. Importantly, a growing number of
people in the U.S. telephone industry are reexamining when using FTTH might make
economic sense; despite higher initial costs, FTTH technologies have the advantages of
lower maintenance and powering costs and greater upstream bandwidth potential than other
alternatives. If in the United States a shift back to FTTH occurs in the next few years, which
is very possible since the price differential between FTTH and other alternatives has
narrowed substantially, most U.S. manufacturers would find themselves in a catch-up mode.
At the component level, low-cost loop (or “access”) lasers and modules, already a focus of
intensive development by Fujitsu, Furukawa, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, NEC, and Toshiba, are
undergoing further improvements and cost reductions. NTT has set a target price of ¥5000
(about $50) for a transmitter/receiver pair, with the transmitter incorporating the packaged
laser module. (This is consistent with a $30 target price for the laser module set by
Bellcore in the mid-1980s.)
Loop lasers operate with low threshold currents over the wide outside-plant temperature
range of -40oC to +85oC without thermoelectric (Peltier) cooling. Either the packaging or
the laser chip itself is designed to relax laser-to-fiber coupling tolerances so that output
remains stable over these temperatures. The laser output exclusive of coupling is
maintained constant using negative-feedback control of the laser bias, based on sampling
the chip’s light output using a photodetector package with the laser. In the case of new
low-threshold-current MQW lasers, adequate stability can often be achieved even without
bias (and hence feedback control). In this case, both the transmitter circuit and the package
are simplified; for example, no photodetector is required in the package. NTT has just
recently reported an all-plastic package for loop lasers, which is another major step toward
an ultimate low-cost laser for FTTH (Fukuda et al. 1995).
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Fujitsu modifies the laser chip to achieve relaxed tolerances on laser-fiber coupling by
integrating a beam-expander region. This increases the mode-field diameter to 3.5 µm,
reducing the sensitivity (dB/µm) to transverse laser/fiber displacements by a factor of three.
Finally, packaged loop lasers must show high reliability at elevated temperatures, the usual
goal being 105 hr at 85oC.
Although Toshiba does not currently have a strong vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser
(VCSEL) program, its researchers believe VCSELs are a candidate for FTTH lasers. They
can be wafer probed, die-bonded more readily than edge emitters, and they can be coupled
easily because of their symmetric far-field pattern. However, VCSELs are currently shortwavelength devices. When 1310 nm VCSEL technology eventually appears, reliability
will need to be established and wide-temperature operation demonstrated or achieved
through device design, etc.
In the area of loop lasers, the Japanese are currently ahead of efforts in the United States,
although wide-temperature MQW designs also are in production in the United States (at
AT&T and Lasertron, for example). Also, several companies have the capabilities in chip
design, production, and packaging to move into this area. The issue becomes one of
market size and profit: with FTTC, two lasers are needed for every 4 to 16 homes, on the
average. For the entire United States, this is on the order of 30 million lasers, total,
including replacements, growth, etc. This is roughly one year’s production of packaged
CD lasers for a company like Sony. (The packaged devices are of similar complexity; only
the optical coupling to single-mode fiber is unique to the loop laser.) If the price reaches
$30 as expected, this is less than a billion dollars in sales spread out over 20 years.
Although this is a significant business, it will be divided among many suppliers, and the
Japanese are positioned to capture most of it. Key factors that could expand the number of
required loop lasers are (a) the potential for worldwide sales, (b) other applications such as
high-speed data links, and (c) a shift back to FTTH, which multiplies the market for loop
lasers and detectors by roughly an order of magnitude.

CABLE TELEVISION
U.S. cable television operators are aggressively upgrading or rebuilding their systems with
fiber-based HFC networks for delivering analog and digital TV. Importantly, these HFC
networks can be equipped for two-way services including telephony. In Japan and Europe,
cable television is an emerging market. In Japan, the penetration of cable television is only
5%, compared with more than 62% in the United States. Since cable is in a start-up mode
in Japan, new facilities (rather than upgrades or rebuilds) are rapidly being constructed, all
based on the HFC rather than traditional tree-and-branch network, because of HFC’s
technical advantages. In addition, the basic one-way analog subcarrier transmission
fundamental to HFC is also NTT’s choice for video delivery in its FTTH network, as
mentioned above; this fact increases the market for linear lasers (or externally modulated
continuous wave [CW] lasers) and optical amplifiers.
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The cable television industry’s transition to fiber is recent and will be strong throughout
this decade. Several of the companies the panel visited in Japan make cable television
equipment as well as fiber and coaxial cable. One of these, Fujikura, manufactures 2-way
coaxial amplifiers and coaxial cables. Another supplier, Toshiba, has recently announced
its partnership with Time Warner, US West, and Itochu Corporation to invest $400 million
to build fiber-based cable TV systems in Japan. A third supplier, Sumitomo, is similarly
working with Tele-Communications, Inc. (TCI), with plans for a comparable investment of
$500 million.
Most Japanese manufacturers the JTEC panel visited seem to have a stake in fiber-optic
cable television or analog video products, at the system, storage, compression, and/or
device level. Companies developing linear, high-bandwidth DFB lasers include Fujitsu,
Matsushita, Mitsubishi, NEC, Sumitomo, and Toshiba. Hitachi is the notable exception,
having chosen to use an external modulator with a continuously operated DFB laser to
avoid chirp-related transmission problems.
NEC has traced the low yield (and therefore high cost) of analog lasers to electric field
nonlinearities in the cavity arising from nonuniformities in facet reflectivity. To minimize
this effect, NEC has successfully used a partially corrugated DBR-like design. Fujitsu, on the
other hand, uses the same MQW buried heterostructure for both analog and digital
transmission, but “some parameters are different,” depending on the application. Sumitomo
has developed laser designs capable of 60-channel transmission without predistortion.
Matsushita has optimized a strained-layer MQW DFB laser for high linearity combined
with low bias current. This company has recently attained 100-channel AM-VSB
operation with a bias current as low as 17 mA above threshold. Using a longer-channel
device (400 µm) and operating at a higher power and bias current (60 mA above
threshold), Matsushita has reached 151-channel operation, a new record.
In view of the facts that the United States currently has only two manufacturers of highlinearity analog lasers (AT&T and Ortel), and that six or more Japanese companies are in
production of these lasers, as well as carrying out research to understand the fundamental
limitations and improve the laser designs, the Japanese are ahead in this area. On the other
hand, like the Hitachi system, some U.S.-manufactured systems use continuously operated
lasers combined with external, linearized modulators (e.g., supplied by Harmonic
Lightwaves and Synchronous Communications); thus, a total of four current suppliers plus
the aggressive price forecasts of Ortel suggest that the U.S. demand could be satisfied
without scaling up capabilities in this area. If the average hybrid fiber/coax node
eventually is reduced to serve only 60 homes for highly interactive broadband services, and
if one high-performance linear laser is dedicated to each node to augment broadcast
channels with narrowcast as well as switched services, then the total U.S. requirement is
only on the order of 2 million devices, plus replacements, over the next ten years. (Note
that the upstream laser is a lower-performance device and does not raise this number. If
telephone companies build a second, similar network to compete with cable, the market
could double.)
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RESIDENTIAL PREMISES NETWORKS
An area related to broadband access is the issue of how interactive multimedia services can
easily, reliably, and usefully be distributed and networked among consumer electronics
equipment in the home. The growth rates of such equipment, which includes large-screen
and stereo TVs, video recording and playback devices, personal computers (PCs), video
games, faxes, and printers, is very high. The concept of a network for the home has been
considered in Europe for some time and in the United States recently. Such a network also
solves recently discovered problems with existing home wiring, such as reflections, EMI
ingress, and signal leakage.
Although all but one company with which the JTEC panel discussed this topic are
specifically not working on residential networks, panel hosts at Toshiba say they are
important, and hosts at Matsushita say they are “under discussion.” Only Sharp is
developing a stand-alone residential network for monitoring alarms and controlling
appliances, but its network is not capable of distributing or networking video or other
broadband or multimedia services. It is interesting that Panasonic Technologies in
Princeton, NJ, has published papers on broadband residential networks (Burroughs 1993,
and Hofmann 1994), and NEC C&C Research Laboratories, also in Princeton, has begun
research in this area.
A “home information system” such as those described above can utilize copper wiring
(coaxial cable, telephone pairs, power lines), wireless, infrared, or fiber. (In the United
States, the Electronics Industry Association’s “CEBus” accommodates all these media.)
This, then, raises interesting questions with regard to multimode silica fiber and highbandwidth plastic optical fiber (POF), low-bandwidth versions of which are already
available for certain consumer electronics equipment.
Because of the focus in Japan on lightwave transmission, manufacturers there have a strong
commitment to single-mode silica fiber. In Europe and the United States, interest
occasionally resurfaces in using graded-index multimode fiber for subscriber access
networks, in order to reduce costs for connecting, splicing, and coupling fibers to devices.
Multimode fiber is also used in the United States in LAN applications such as fiberdistributed data interface (FDDI). No significant role for multimode silica fiber was
acknowledged by the panel’s hosts in any of its visits in Japan, except in light-emitting
diode (LED)-based data links (see next section).
Interestingly, several Japanese companies anticipated no significant role for the new
graded-index plastic optical fiber (GI-POF) invented at Keio University, even though it,
too, might be useful for LANs and residential networks, and it leverages off the current
progress in visible laser diodes. GI-POF has a distance x bandwidth product of
approximately 2 GHz-km, similar to the highest-performance multimode silica fiber.
Recently, transmission experiments were performed at 2.5 Gbit/s over distances of 100 m
by NEC in collaboration with Keio University (Yamazaki et al. 1994). The panel learned
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recently that Keio University has licensed Mitsubishi Rayon and Boston Fiber Optics to
begin production of the new graded-index POF.
Residential premises networks have potential for future importance. Although U.S. efforts
are currently more focused on TV distribution plus low-bit-rate control of appliances, there
are growing numbers of R&D activities in the area of residential networking, and in this
sense, Japan is behind. On the other hand, Japan is ahead in enabling technologies such as
low-cost LAN components, plastic fiber, visible lasers, and LEDs.

DATA-LINK PRODUCTS
Most major Japanese companies involved in lightwave devices have had strong optical
data-link (ODL) product lines for many years. Beginning with AlGaAs emitters, they
moved quickly into InGaAsP technology because of improved reliability and lower fiber
attenuation. Applications include point-to-point interconnections within ATM switches
and high-speed transmission equipment, between computer frames and video file servers,
for board-to-board and intraboard applications, for LANs, automotive applications,
consumer electronics, etc. (Optical fiber cables — mostly low-bandwidth POF — are widely
available in Japanese electronics stores for interconnecting digital consumer products.)
Data links that operate at 155 Mbit/s, 622 Mbit/s, and 2.5 Gbit/s have obvious
telecommunications applications, particularly for broadband access. Oki is developing a
low-cost 12-channel 155 Mbit/s link for board-to-board interconnection for a subscribernetwork application, with a target price of $20/channel. NEC is developing LED array modules
to use with 63/125 µm fiber for interconnecting ATM equipment at 155 Mbit/s. Toshiba
has 1 Gbit/s data links in production and 2.5 Gbit/s links under development. Panel hosts
at Toshiba commented that one of their 1300 nm high-speed data links is suitable for
FTTH applications. Sumitomo also is developing data links that operate up to 2.5 Gbit/s.
Fiber-distributed data interface (FDDI) is an important emerging market. Used for localarea networking, FDDI provides 100 Mbit/s connectivity to desktop equipment over
multimode fiber, but it has not met its early market forecasts because of high prices. This
has led to a competing product, copper-distributed data interface (CDDI), which uses
copper pair and transmits 52 Mbit/s, for example, using spectrally efficient modulation
formats such as discrete multitone (DMT) or 16-CAP (carrierless amplitude and phase).
Nevertheless, FDDI offers noise immunity and other advantages of fiber, and it continues
to increase in popularity. Sumitomo manufactures 1.3 µm data links that sell for $100 per
transceiver, and it claims to have 30% of the U.S. market.
NEC has a program aimed at using the new GI-POF with both 650 nm lasers and
570 nm LEDs. The company is also interested in combining 980 nm lasers with plasticclad silica (PCS) fibers for data-link applications, and it is developing a 980 nm VCSEL
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for this application. Also for this application, NEC is investigating array devices, including
VCSEL arrays, for byte-parallel (or ribbon-wide) transmission.
With regard to data links, both U.S. and Japanese manufacturers have similar products up
to as high a bit rate as 1 Gbit/s. At higher bit rates, Japanese manufacturers appear to be
ahead, although U.S. companies such as CTS Microelectronics, IBM, and Honeywell are
known to be considering development of data links above 1 Gbit/s. Ideas for using arrays,
especially VCSELs, for parallel links seem similar. Given that the companies just
mentioned, as well as Hewlett-Packard, all have strong data-link programs, it appears that
Japanese and U.S. efforts on the enabling technologies are approximately even.

SUMMARY
Japan is aggressively developing all the enabling technologies, subsystems, and systems for
broadband telecommunications, including fiber-to-the-home, fiber-to-the-curb, and hybrid
fiber/coax. Japanese electronics companies all appear to have a long-term, evolutionary
view, giving considerable weight to technologies that will make them most competitive in
the 21st century. Because of NTT’s coordinating influence on the market, but also recently
because of U.S. directions in cable television network products, the JTEC panel finds that
similar if not identical products, at least with regard to their performance, are being
developed in parallel by multiple suppliers.
Table 2.1 summarizes the activities, by manufacturer, in each of the areas just discussed.
Table 2.2 shows the panel’s evaluations of the U.S. position vis-à-vis the Japanese position
in these technologies, in some cases based only on very limited exposure during the study
team’s visits.
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Table 2.1
Activities, by Manufacturer, of Japanese Components and Systems
Supporting Telecommunications, Cable Television, and Data-Link Systems
Company
Fujitsu

10
Gbit/s

>10
Gbit/s

9

Res.

ATM

FTTH

Loop
Lasers

EDFA

CATV
Lasers

9

9
9
9
9
9

9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9

9

9

9
9
9

9

9
9

Fujikura
Furukawa
Hitachi

9

9
9

Res

Matsushita
Mitsubishi
NEC
Oki

9
9

Res

9

Res

Res

9
9

9

9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9

Prem.
Network

U.S.
U.S.

Sharp
Sumitomo
Toshiba

9

Res

9 = Under development or in production;

Res

9

9

ODL
<1 Gbit/s

ODL
>1 Gbit/s

9

9
9
9
9

9
9

Res = Research programs; U.S. = Research programs in the U.S.

Table 2.2
Relative Position of Japanese Research, Manufacturing, and Development in
Activities Related to Telecommunications, Cable-Television, and Data-Link Systems
ACTIVITY

JAPAN IS ...

High-Speed Transmission Systems

Ahead

System Evolution Beyond 10 Gbit/s

Ahead

ATM Switching

Even

Access Network FTTH Systems

Ahead

FTTC Systems

Behind

Loop Lasers

Ahead

HFC Systems

Behind

HFC Linear Lasers

Ahead

Residential Premises Networks
Enabling Technologies

Behind
Ahead/Even

High-Speed Data-Link Products

Ahead/Even

Low-Speed Data-Link Products

Even

Enabling Technologies

Even

FDDI Products

Even
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CHAPTER 3

OPTICAL STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
Sadik C. Esener

INTRODUCTION
Optical data storage, which once appeared to be a failing technology in the marketplace, is
quickly finding its way into homes and offices with the multimedia revolution. It has become
one of the important enabling technologies fusing together the entertainment and
computing industries. Although the basic concepts for optical storage were first proposed
in the United States in the 1960s, over the last decade Japan has clearly pulled ahead in
terms of development and production. In fact, optical storage developments are now
fueling Japan’s commitment to multimedia services and the underlying optoelectronics
technologies for the twenty-first century. Optical storage R&D has contributed significantly
to establishment of an optoelectronics infrastructure in Japan, an infrastructure now available
for further development of optoelectronic components for the coming information age.
In view of the important role optical storage is likely to play in the future, it may be critical
for the U.S. data storage and optoelectronics industries to design a catch-up strategy. To
determine whether the United States should reenter the optical storage business, an area
virtually forgotten during the 1980s, important questions must be addressed:
1. Are the performance trends of optical storage devices posing any threats to the
U.S.-dominated magnetic data storage markets?
2. Are there any emerging applications where optical storage can open up new markets
and initiate new profitable business areas?
3. Is optical storage a key product enabling the overall establishment of a powerful
production-oriented optoelectronics industry ?
4. Are there any areas in optical storage uniquely pursued in the United States that can be
utilized to rebuild a competitive industry?
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In the past, most U.S. industrial policymakers based their R&D strategies for data storage
on the tenet that optical storage, because of its long access times, would not be a significant
threat to magnetic storage. Today, however, the latter three questions concerning the
economic potential of optical storage have gained more importance than the question of
whether optical storage is an immediate threat to the magnetic data storage industry. It was
with the aim of shedding some light on questions concerning the benefits of optical storage
that the JTEC panel studied Japan’s optical storage industry. The panel concentrated on
the relationships between Japan’s optical storage programs and its multimedia thrust in
particular, and on its optoelectronics technology thrust in general.
This chapter provides an overview of optical storage systems, outlining key performancelimiting components; it then describes the evolution of the optical storage market and
summarizes the current and planned optical storage research and development activities in
Japan, including such new “killer” applications as digital video storage; finally, it discusses
some emerging optical storage technologies. Optical storage work in Japan is briefly
compared to that in the United States in order to establish areas, particularly in the long
term, that potentially need better focus in this country.
OVERVIEW OF OPTICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Key Performance Parameters of Optical Disk Systems
The storage media of most optical storage systems in production today are in the form of a
rotating disk. Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical optical disk system. In general the disks are
preformatted using grooves and lands (tracks) to enable positioning an optical pickup and
recording head to access information on the disk. A focused laser beam emanating from
the optical head records information on the media as a change in the material characteristics.
To record a bit, the laser generates a small spot on the media that modulates the phase,
intensity, polarization, or reflectivity of a readout optical beam; that beam is subsequently
“read” by a detector in the optical head. Drive motors and servo systems rotate and
position the disk media and the pickup head, thus controlling the position of the head with
respect to data tracks on the disk. Additional peripheral electronics are used for control and for
data acquisition, encoding, and decoding. As for all data storage systems, optical disk
systems are characterized by their storage capacity, data transfer rate, access time, and cost.
Storage capacity
The storage capacity of an optical storage system is a direct function of spot size (minimum
dimensions of a stored bit) and the geometrical dimensions of the media. A good metric to
measure the efficiency in using the storage area is the areal density (MB/sq. in.). Areal
density is governed by the resolution of the media and by the numerical aperture of the
optics and the wavelength of the laser in the optical head used for recording and readout.
Areal density can be limited by how well the head can be positioned over the tracks; this is
measured by the track density (tracks/in.). In addition, areal density can be limited by how
closely the optical transitions can be spaced; this is measured by the linear density (bits/in.).
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Fig. 3.1. Key components of an optical disk system.

Data transfer rate
The data transfer rate of an optical storage system is a critical parameter in applications
where long data streams must be stored or retrieved, such as for image storage or backup.
Data transfer rate is a combination of the linear density and the rotational speed of the
drive. It is mostly governed by the optical power available, the speed of the pickup head
servo controllers, and the tolerance of the media to high centrifugal forces.
Access time
The access time of an optical storage system is a critical parameter in computing
applications such as transaction processing; it represents how fast a data location can be
accessed on the disk. It is mostly governed by the latency of the head movements and is
proportional to the weight of the pickup head and the rotation speed of the disk.
Cost
The cost of an optical storage system is a parameter that can be subdivided into the drive
cost and the media cost. Cost strongly depends on the number of units produced, the
automation techniques used during assembly, and component yields.
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Optical storage R&D typically concentrates on the following efforts: reducing spot size
using lower-wavelength light sources; reducing the weight of optical pickup heads using
holographic components; increasing rotation speeds using larger optical power lasers;
improving the efficiency of error correction codes; and increasing the speed of the servo
systems. Equally active R&D efforts, especially in Japan, are focused on developing new
manufacturing techniques to minimize component and assembly costs.
Optical Disk Formats
Depending on the access times required by given applications, optical disk products come
in two different formats: the compact disk (CD) format used for entertainment systems
(audio, photo, or digital video disk applications), and the standard or banded format used
for information processing or computing applications.
CD format
In the optical disk CD format, information is recorded in a spiral while the disk turns at a
constant linear velocity. The standard disk diameter used is 12 cm, which offers a typical
capacity of 650 MB with a seek time (access time) in the order of 300 ms and data rate of
about 10 kB/s. A minidisk format is currently being adopted in some Sony products that
use 6 cm disks providing 140 MB capacity. Various types of products belong to the CD
family, including CD recordable (CD-R) products, which are the write-once, read-many
(WORM) version of standard CDs; the CD-E erasable products, which are to appear
shortly in the market; the Photo-CD systems, which were first marketed by Kodak for
storing images; and video CDs, which may become available over the next two years.
Several standards for video disk systems are presently being put forward, including the
double-sided video disk (DVD) standard proposed by Toshiba and the double-layer format
proposed by Sony. Major improvements in CD technology are expected to take place
within the next few years.
Standard format
The access time achieved by the CD format is too slow for use in computing applications.
To shorten access times, a standard format is commonly used in magnetic as well as optical
disk systems, where the disk turns at a constant angular velocity and data is recorded on
concentric tracks. Whether the inner or outer tracks are read, the disk’s speed of rotation
remains constant, allowing for faster access times; however, this format wastes valuable
disk space on the outer tracks, because it requires a constant number of bits per track,
limited by the number of bits that can be supported by the innermost track. To eliminate
this waste, a “banded” format is now used where tracks of similar length are grouped in
bands, allowing the outer bands to support a much larger number of bits than the inner
bands. This, however, requires different channel codes for the different bands in order to
achieve similar bit error rates over the bands.
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In the standard format, 12 in., 5.25 in., and 3.5 in. disk diameters are commercially
available, and 14 in. and 2.5 in. disk diameters are being investigated. The 12 in. products
(mostly WORM) provide high-capacity solutions on the order of 7 GB on a single platter
for storage of large databases, achieving areal densities exceeding 500 MB/sq. in. The
5.25 in. disks are most commonly used today and provide data capacities of 2 GB per disk,
seek times on the order of 35 to 40 ms, and data rates on the order of 2 to 5 MB/s. They
achieve an areal density of 380 MB/sq. in., and are cost-competitive at $200/disk or
$0.10/MB. The 3.5 in. disks presently provide one-eighth of the capacity of 5.25 in. disks,
reaching only 128 MB, but for the low cost of $30 per disk ($0.25/MB). Recently, a new
generation of (2X) products have been released that provide a 230 MB capacity.1
Optical Storage in Hierarchical Memory Systems
During the past fifty years, many memory technologies have been developed. Despite
intense competition, several widely different approaches are currently in use: magnetic and
optical tape; hard disks, floppy disks, and disk stacks (Bell 1983); and both electronic static
random-access memory (SRAM) (Maes at al. 1989) and dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM) (Singer 1993). There are also several newer technologies now available, such as
the solid-state disk (Sugiura, Morita, and Nagasawa 1991), the Flash Erasable Electrically
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM) (Kuki 1992), and the Redundant Array of
Inexpensive Disks (RAID) (Velvet 1993) systems.
This proliferation of technologies exists because each technology has different strengths
and weaknesses in terms of its capacity, access time, data transfer rate, storage persistence
time, and cost per megabyte. No single technology can achieve maximum performance in
all these characteristics at once; modern computing systems use a hierarchy of memories
rather than a single type. The memory hierarchy approach utilizes the strong points of each
technology to create an effective memory system that maximizes overall computer
performance given a particular cost.
Hierarchy levels
In standard sequential computer architecture there are three major levels of the storage
hierarchy: primary, secondary, and tertiary.
Primary memories (cache and main). Primary memories are currently implemented in
silicon and can be classified as cache memory (as local storage within the processing chip)
and main memory (as RAM and DRAM chips located on the same board). The access
times of primary memories are comparable to the microprocessor clock cycle, but their data
capacity is limited (10 to 100 MB for main), although it has been doubling every year.

1

As of February 1996, 128 MB disks were available in quantity at prices as low as $15 per disk; 230 MB disks were
priced as low as $17 per disk in quantities of five or more.
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Secondary memories. Secondary memories, such as magnetic or optical disk drives, have
significantly increased capacity (into gigabytes), with significantly lower cost per
megabyte, but the access times are on the order of 10 to 40 ms.
Tertiary (archival) memories. Tertiary memories store huge amounts of data (into
terabytes, or 1012 bytes), but the time to access the data is on the order of minutes to hours.
Presently, archival data storage systems require large installations based on disk farms and
tapes, often operated off line. Archival storage does not necessarily require many write
operations, and write-once, read-many (WORM) systems are acceptable. Despite having
the lowest cost per megabyte, archival storage is typically the most expensive single
element of modern supercomputer installations.
Storage capacity versus access time
Figure 3.2 compares the various components of the memory hierarchy of commercial
systems available in 1993. This figure shows capacity and access time for currently available
memory systems, and it depicts the trade-off between short access times and high capacity. The
figure also shows that for desktop computing applications, optical storage devices do not
compete well with magnetic storage systems, due to their slower access times. This
limitation prevents optical storage systems from being used for personal computer hard
drives and has restricted seriously the application of optical systems during the last decade.
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Fig. 3.2. Comparison of capacity and random access time of computer memory systems. The general trend is
that higher capacities are obtained at the expense of longer access times (Call/Recall, Inc.).
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Magnetic systems. Areal density of magnetic systems is governed by the minimum switchable
area of a magnetic domain. The size of these domains is governed by the dimensions of
the magnetic heads and their distance to the active media. These domains can be made
quite small, since the magnetic heads can be miniaturized and are “flown” right against the
media (approximately 50 nm above). The access time of magnetic disk devices is in
general shorter than optical disk systems by about one order of magnitude, because of the
low inertia of these miniature heads and the faster rotation speed of the media. This same
advantage, however, is also associated with two of the main disadvantages of magnetic
storage: head crashes and nonremovability. It should be pointed out, however, that some
magnetic disk products provide removability at the expense of longer access times.
Optical systems. Up to recently, interest in optical storage systems was restricted to use for
very large storage systems and backup systems, because of their robustness and removability.
Optical storage for very large storage devices employing interchangeable and recordable
media in automatic “jukeboxes” is a market traditionally outside the range of magnetic disk
drives but directly in competition with magnetic tapes. The advantage of optical systems
for this market is that they have much shorter access times than tapes.
Storage capacity versus cost
The market direction for optical disk systems can be anticipated by examining cost per megabit
as a function of system capacity, as shown in Figure 3.3. The generally decreasing trend
seen in this graph indicates that as capacity increases, cost per megabit decreases. The solid
lines show total system cost for the three storage system types. These lines indicate that the
total cost of secondary and tertiary memory systems far exceeds the cost of primary memory.
Cost vs. Capacity
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Fig. 3.3. Comparison of computer memory systems in terms of cost and capacity. The strong linear relationship
shows that as capacity increases, cost per megabit decreases, but not in the same proportion. The
result is that high-capacity systems have a much higher total system cost (Call/Recall Inc.).
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This graph also shows that by the end of 1993, some optical storage products provided
lower cost per megabit than magnetic storage systems, and in addition, they offered media
removability. This makes optical storage systems attractive for the very-high-capacity
tertiary storage systems and potentially attractive for personal computer (PC) backup
systems. Tertiary optical systems face fierce competition from both magnetic RAID
systems (arrays of low-cost magnetic disk drives connected in parallel) and magnetic tape
systems. The optical backup systems for PCs start suffering from competition from newly
released magnetic products such as the Iomega Zip™ drives ($200/drive), which provide
100 megabyte removable floppy disk-like media at very low cost ($20/disk, $0.02/Mbit), yet
provide similar access times and data transfer rates as optical disks.
Benefits and applications of optical storage
In the early 1990s, another direction opened up for optical storage devices with CD format.
Due to their low-cost replication capability, high capacity, robustness, and removability,
optical CD-ROM systems have become competitive with magnetic floppy disks for
applications such as software distribution and home multimedia applications. The success
of CD-ROM technology in the consumer market has allowed for the cost of optoelectronic
components such as CD lasers to drop sharply over the last few years, paving the way for
new applications and new optical storage systems. It is expected that CD systems will
remain essential for the wide commercial acceptance of optical storage systems.
In sum, the attractive unique features of optical storage systems are their higher capacity
per disk, removability, mass replicability, and long memory persistence for archival
applications. They are most commonly used for software distribution, backup memory for
personal computers and workstations, external memory for some mainframes, and as largecapacity off-line memory. Key applications include text and graphics filing, statistical data
and ledger storage, public and historical database storage, and possibly as replacement for
paper. New applications and markets opening to optical storage systems as their prices are
dropping include home multimedia, multimedia servers, high-definition television and
digital video disks, and massive storage systems.

COMPETITIVENESS OF OPTICAL DATA STORAGE PRODUCTS
The Data Storage Market
The data storage market includes drives and media for secondary and tertiary storage
applications. Up to very recently, its growth was fueled by various information processing
and storage applications. A new application, multimedia entertainment systems, has
started to further enhance the growth of this market sector. The volume of the data storage
market approached $100 billion in 1994, of which the hard disk segment was $47 billion,
the magnetic tape segment $42 billion, and the optical disk segment $6 billion. The U.S.
share of the total was 40%, due to dominance of magnetic storage drives (White 1994).
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The share of optical products in the data storage market has been noticeably small,
resulting mostly from their relatively long access times. Other factors, such as the lack of
rewritable products, lack of industry standards, and lack of consumer awareness, have
impeded introduction of optical storage products to office and home markets. Deterrents
have also included the high initial cost of the optical drives and the existence of other
competitive products for backup applications. Furthermore, U.S. firms, driven by shortterm product strategies, have concentrated on marketing the well-established magnetic
storage products.

Cost per megabyte in $ (including cost of the drive)

As Figure 3.4 shows, standard format optical storage products start becoming economical
when storage needs exceed 1 GB. In the past, the majority of desktop computing users did
not need such a high capacity. However, during the 1993-95 period, the advent of image
computing and processing of multimedia documents with still images has quickly raised
the floor of the minimum useful desktop storage capacity closer to 1 GB. This has made
optical storage devices more attractive. As a consequence, demand for optical storage
devices exceeded supply in 1994 for the first time. With increasing demand, most optical
storage manufacturers have dropped prices (some firms did so three times in 1994) to
increase their market share.
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Fig. 3.4. Competitiveness of optical storage (Asthana 1994).2

2

As of the February 1996 publication date of this report, 5.25” optical disks were available for as low as $79 per disk;
3.5” 230 MB optical disks for $17 per disk; Syquest 270 MB disks for $65 per disk; and Zip™ 100 MB disks for $15 per
disk (in quantity).
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Many in the industry now believe that optical storage systems may be on the knee of the
shipment growth curve.3 It is expected that as the majority of PC users venture into video
multimedia document processing, the need will grow for high-capacity removable media.
Therefore, there is a shift of interest towards multimedia entertainment systems that only
require modest access times. This shift of interest also makes CD-R products increasingly
attractive (at about $0.002/Mbit).
Figure 3.5 describes the worldwide disk drive revenues and the potentially rapid growth in
the optical disk segment. At the time these figures were compiled, optical disk drive
revenues were projected to significantly increase in 1993 and 1994; unfortunately, actual
data for these years were not available at the time this report was compiled, but the 1994
(U.S.) Optoelectronics Industry Development Association (OIDA) survey supports the
forecast with a separate prediction of an explosive growth in the optical storage market to
$50 billion by the end of the next decade (2010). As Figure 3.6 shows, this growth will be
mostly supported by video- and computing-related products.
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3

As of February 1996, removable magnetic secondary storage devices (e.g., Iomega Zip™ drives) have had some
negative impact on this growth curve.
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Relative Japanese and U.S. Positions in Optical Storage Manufacturing
The optical storage industry has played and should continue to play a key role in the
development of Japan’s optoelectronics industry, which has now reached annual sales of
$40 billion. Indeed, it was the need for low-cost packaged lasers for CD optical heads that
prompted the company Rohm to initiate automated manufacturing of these devices.
Similarly, companies like Matsushita, NSG, and Sony have been prompted to study
unconventional optical components for use in optical heads. It is for the assembly of the
optical heads for CDs that advanced optoelectronic packaging techniques have been
developed and highly automated precision assembly lines initiated.
During the 1980s, the number of U.S. optical storage manufacturers declined as a result of
slow acceptance of optical storage products and U.S. industry’s focused interest on hard
disk drives. Due to their short-term strategies, optical storage remained an area of minimal
interest for U.S. industry. Consequently, small companies and research teams involved in
optical storage remained isolated, and many disappeared during the 1990-93 economic
recession. A handful of small U.S. R&D groups in companies such as 3M (for media) and
Hewlett-Packard (for drives) survived the 1980s and are now working hard to catch up.
Kodak, once a leader in this area, now mostly focuses on photo CDs and 14 in. disk
systems for niche markets in government applications and banks. IBM has remained active
in R&D but does not itself produce any optical drives. Thus, the United States has lost a
key manufacturing capability that could have fueled the growth of other optoelectronic
consumer products. Not surprisingly, U.S. optoelectronic market share is only $6 billion.
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At the same time the United States was losing capabilities in optical storage, the number of
Japanese companies investing in optical storage grew considerably, as shown in Figure 3.7.
By 1994, 14 of 18 manufacturers of rewritable optical drives in the world were Japanese,
including manufacturing giants Hitachi, Sony, Toshiba, Sharp, and Matsushita. U.S. industry
is not well positioned to compete effectively with Japanese manufacturers in optical drives.
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Fig. 3.7. Manufacturers’ geographical distribution (Disk Trends ‘93).

JAPAN’S NEAR-TERM OPTICAL STORAGE ROADMAP
Beyond the present multimedia application with limited moving images, new optical
storage applications are appearing on the horizon, such as full-frame video storage with
capabilities for interactive control, image database storage, floppy replacement, and
multiplatform computing. In order to address these new applications, the capacity of
optical disks must continue to increase over the next five years while the price of the media
must continue to drop. Using various new techniques, the Japanese optical storage
industry is following a well-planned roadmap to reach these goals.
Japanese industry officials foresee 4 GB capacity per disk as an important threshold that
needs to be reached to enable digital video storage: a one-minute video clip using 24-bit
color and 640 x 480 pixel frames requires 33 MB of storage capacity using MPEG-2 (the
industry standard for video compression) and assuming a compression rate of 30 — for a
two-hour video, this translates to about 4 GB. (Depending on the fidelity of the
compression technique used, this number may vary widely.) Japanese projections indicate
that the 5.25 in. standard-format read-write-erase disks will reach this critical 4 GB
capacity by mid-1997, as Figure 3.8 shows. Toshiba, Matsushita, and Sony are aggressively
pursuing CD formats that offer lower-cost solutions at the expense of longer access times.
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In addition, in order to better address video-on-demand applications, 12 in. WORM
products are scheduled to reach 10 GB, and 3.5 in. products are scheduled to reach more
than 1 GB capacities by mid-1997. Japanese companies are actively pursuing various
techniques to radically enhance the performance of optical disk systems to these levels.
Advances in Optical Storage Media in Japan
Most of the companies the JTEC panel visited in Japan were involved with magneto-optical
(MO) media, which is presently the workhorse of the data storage industry. However, they
are also actively investigating, at development and production levels, the phase-change
media championed by Matsushita. Matsushita offers several product lines that use this
technology, and it plans to announce several more. A diversity of opinion exists between
companies as to if and when phase-change media will replace magneto-optical media.
Magneto-optical media
Each technology has its strengths and weaknesses. The magneto-optical (MO) approach is
based on thermomagnetic domain switching of magneto-optical materials. When in the
presence of a magnetic field, a focused laser beam heats a small region in a magneto-optic
thin-film material (e.g., TbFeCo), the magnetic domains in the heated area orient themselves
with respect to the magnetic field direction and polarity. By keeping the direction of the
magnetic field the same but reversing its polarity, the magnetic domains are restricted to
remaining in two distinct states (up or down), as described by the arrows in Figure 3.9.
Domains in different states exhibit different optical properties, imposing different
polarization retardation onto the readout laser beam as a result of the Kerr effect. The
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resulting optical polarization modulation is, however, very small (less than 1o rotation),
requiring relatively complex optical head designs and receiver circuits. In addition, a magnet
is required during recording, making the setup bulkier and increasing the power requirements.
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Fig. 3.9. Reversible optical storage media in production.

Other major shortcomings of the MO approach are becoming apparent. As the wavelength
of the recording and readout laser is shifted towards the blue for increased storage density,
the birefringence exhibited by the plastic materials that protect and support the magnetooptic thin film increases. This parasitic birefringence exhibits itself directly as an increase
in background noise, significantly reducing the available signal-to-noise ratio during
readout. Thus, an important area of active research on MO media is the search for less
birefringent plastic materials that can be used for MO disks with blue lasers.
Researchers at Sony and Hitachi-Maxell are pursuing higher storage densities by
investigating the effects of introducing a second active MO material layer into the media
system. Each company has discovered a method for increasing capacity using this
approach: Sony’s magneto-optic superresolution approach and Hitachi-Maxell’s multivalued
recording approach. The two companies will shortly cross-license their approaches.
Magneto-optic superresolution
Sony’s magneto-optic superresolution is achieved by bringing two layers of two different
MO materials in close contact with each other. One of the layers behaves as a readout
layer and the other as a memory layer. When the readout layer is heated past a certain
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threshold, information is copied into it from the memory layer by magnetic exchange
coupling. Since the cooler regions of the mark recorded in the memory layer are not
allowed to copy into the readout layer, only the peak portion of the laser beam intensity
profile affects the readout layer; thus the spot size is effectively reduced.
Multivalued recording
In a similar fashion, Hitachi-Maxell’s multivalued recording approach also relies on two
layers of magneto-optic films, each having different magnetic properties. However, in this
case the two active layers need not to be in close contact. Each active layer has a different
recording sensitivity to the recording laser beam intensity, as well as to the strength of the
applied magnetic field. By using these properties and modulating the laser beam intensity
during recording, researchers at Hitachi-Maxell have demonstrated the feasibility of
recording and retrieving four bits of information from the same physical location. This
concept has already entered the development and pilot production line phase. (This phase
will be lead by the researcher who discovered the original concept.)
Phase-change media
The phase-change approach (Fig 3.9, right column) is inherently simpler than the MO
approach (Fig. 3.9, left column). It is based on the cycling of a thin-film material (e.g.,
TeSeSn) between its amorphous and crystalline states under the influence of a heating laser
beam. The material’s amorphous state exhibits low reflectivity, while the crystalline state is
highly reflective. The optical head design is much simpler than that of the MO approach.
Since phase-change media relies not on polarization rotation but on reflection modulation of
the readout laser beam, it is not affected by the parasitic birefringence effects; thus, it
appears to be better suited for shorter-wavelength recording. The major shortcomings of
this technology are its lower cycling capability due to material fatigue (a few hundred
thousand write-erase cycles versus more than a million cycles in MO materials ) and a
possible requirement of higher laser intensity for recording.
It is the panel’s belief that the relative success of the magneto-optic and phase-change
approaches will be critically dependent on economic rather than performance factors, and
the lowest-cost approach will in the end capture the market.
Optical Media Manufacturing and Recording Geometry
An important area of intense study is that of media manufacturing. As described earlier,
optical disk surfaces are preformatted in grooves and lands in order to feed back to the
servo system the position of the tracks with respect to the optical head. Thus, during the
fabrication process these grooves and lands must be transferred to the surface of each disk
produced. This is accomplished by generating a master disk on a glass substrate, which is
a costly process. The patterns on the master disk are transferred to the surface of each
plastic disk produced during an injection molding process.
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In terms of containing overall costs, it is critical to extend the lifetime of the master disk or
to reduce its fabrication cost. In some cases where higher storage density is desired, the
substrate of the produced disks can be made out of glass. Japanese glass companies such
as NSG are developing various glass substrates and grooving techniques (e.g., using sol-gel
techniques) to lower the cost of glass substrates. Once the disk substrates are preformatted, a
series of layers is deposited onto the substrates using thin-film deposition processes in
vacuum. Typically, a layer of active magneto-optic thin film is sandwiched between two
protective layers, typically A"N, required because of the high chemical reactivity of the
active layer materials. A reflective layer is deposited next, and fabrication is finalized by
coating the structure with a protective layer. Figure 3.10 shows the final structure.

PROTECTIVE LAYER
A" REFLECTIVE LAYER
A"N
MAGNETO OPTIC LAYER
A"N
GROOVED GLASS SUBSTRATE
LAND
GROOVE
Fig. 3.10. Structure of a magneto-optical disk media (Hitachi-Maxell).

This sequence of processes is critical for achieving defect-free media. Each step is
carefully designed, minimizing human involvement, to ensure low-cost, high-quality
products. The Japanese have created various media characterization tools and methods to
further enhance the reliability of the processes. It was clear in panel discussions with
Japanese hosts that they are putting major efforts into media manufacturing; however, the
proprietary details of the processes were not discussed.
Another area of progress has been the recording geometry. Traditionally, information has
been recorded in the grooves or lands alone. Recently, by using certain noise-cancellation
algorithms, Japanese manufacturers have adopted the land and groove recording technique
by positioning bits both on lands and in grooves, effectively doubling the track density, as
shown in Figure 3.11. For the success of this technique, extensive models have been
developed to optimize the depth of the grooves for minimizing crosstalk between data on
adjacent lands and grooves and to maximize track pitch for a given wavelength and
numerical aperture. Also, some Japanese manufacturers, led by Matsushita, are planning to
use pulse-width modulation rather than pulse-position modulation for their 4X products, to
further increase the linear density. In the case of pulse-width modulation, for example, the
edges of the mark represent “1,” enabling the recording of the sequence “1001” with a
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single mark. With the present (pulse-position) modulation technique, the same sequence
requires four mark spaces. As higher linear bit densities are reached, the inter-symbol
interference resulting from the analog nature of the detection channel becomes a limiting
factor, effectively smearing the marks. Different digital channels are being investigated,
using algorithms to extract the digital information.

Fig. 3.11. Land and groove recording (Matsushita).

Optical Pickup Heads and Drives
The design and manufacture of the optical pickup head has been a major area of research in
Japan, especially in terms of reducing data access time. Designers strive to minimize head
mass; manufacturers strive to further reduce manufacturing costs. As described earlier, the
main components of the pickup head are the laser, the silicon detectors, the beam-splitters,
and the focusing lens. For a competitive head design, the component costs should be
minimized while the packaging design should maximize efficient assembly of parts.
Japanese manufacturers have so far made significant progress in manufacturing
components at very low costs. For example, laser costs have been reduced to $2 per laser,
a level that would have been hardly imaginable a decade ago.
Most pickup head R&D efforts are now focused on devising increasingly efficient
packaging schemes that employ nontraditional optical components such as holographic
beam-splitters in order to reduce the weight of the optical head. The hybrid integration
techniques that were developed for combining group III-V compound devices and silicon
devices are now being adapted to this end. Figure 3.12 describes an optical head package
approach under investigation at Matsushita. First, silicon detectors and possibly their
receiver circuits are integrated on a silicon IC using conventional VLSI techniques. An
edge-emitting laser is then mounted in a groove etched on the silicon chip, and the laser
beam is redirected normally to the surface, using a mirror facet fabricated by anisotropic
etching of silicon. A low-mass holographic beam-splitter is used to split the reflected
readout beam from the disk surface onto the detectors. It is expected that the package can
be produced at lower cost with faster access times.
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Detector
Mirror
Facet

Laser
Diode chip
Fig. 3.12. A compact optical pickup head package design (Matsushita).

Major increase in capacity is expected over the next 3 to 5 years using lasers with
progressively shorter wavelengths. As mentioned earlier, areal density is governed by spot
size, which can be expressed in terms of the wavelength (8) and the numerical aperture
(NA), of the optical system as
Spot size = 1.18 8/NA
In order to reduce the spot size, the numerical aperture may be increased, or the wavelength
may be reduced. However, since the numerical aperture also affects the depth of focus
(depth of focus ~ NA-2), increasing the numerical aperture imposes restrictions on the
media thickness and the servo controllers. Practically, it is expected that the numerical
aperture will be increased only up to 0.62 from its present value of 0.55, allowing an
increase in the storage capacity of about 12%.
Japanese researchers indicated to JTEC panelists that they expect laser wavelengths to be
gradually decreased over the coming years from the present standard of 780 nm to 430 nm,
more than doubling the areal density. Sony is actively pursuing this direction by
developing zinc-selenide-based lasers. Sony researchers showed the JTEC panel roomtemperature DC operation with a lifetime exceeding one hour. In contrast, researchers at
Nichia are actively pursuing GaN-based lasers. Recently they have demonstrated lasing
using this material. In view of these recent developments, Japanese companies have
apparently reduced their research activities on costly frequency-doubled blue lasers.
Another optical approach to decreasing spot size is the use of optical superresolution.
Optical superresolution relies on the diffraction properties of focused beams, in that the
spot size of a focused beam can be made smaller if the beam intensity profile incident on
the focusing lens is in the shape of a ring. Thus, by blocking the central portion of a
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collimated beam incident onto a focusing lens, spot size can be reduced at the expense of a
significant loss in optical power. Because of the optical power loss, this technique does not
seem to generate much enthusiasm in companies the panel visited in Japan.
On the other hand, Japanese companies do seem to be putting a great deal of effort into
integrating dual-function optical drives capable of recording and reading both CD-ROM
and PCR optical disk families. Indeed, the phase-change disk (PD) optical disk system
offered by Matsushita allows both the 4X CD-ROM family of disks and single-sided
650 MB PCR optical disks to be used by the same drive. The hope is that the versatility of
this system will convince users to switch their CD-ROM drives to PD drives. The key to
this technology is a new micro-optical head design that is compatible with both formats. A
new PCR media that provides high reliability and high-volume production of these
rewritable disks makes this approach attractive and economical. Furthermore, a new tray
mechanism that accepts both cartridges and bare CDs adds to the versatility of the system.
Matsushita’s PD systems offer 650 MB capacity with 870 kB/s transfer rate, and access time
in the order of 45 ms at 2026 rpm.
Trends in Optical Storage
Undoubtedly, over the next five years or so, many of the new approaches described above
will find their places in the next generations of optical storage products, alone or in
combination. At a 1994 workshop organized by OIDA on optical storage, a group of U.S.
experts presented a potential scenario describing the order in which these technologies may
be introduced and how they may affect the capacity, seek time, and data rates of optical
storage systems. This information is summarized in Figures 3.13 and 3.14.
Interestingly, most of the new techniques described above are for increasing capacity, and
few techniques are being investigated for improving seek times and data rates. This might
be an indication of a lack of cost-effective solutions to improving the speed of optical disk
systems, but it may also indicate that Japan’s optical storage industry is focusing on
multimedia and entertainment applications with modest speed requirements, thus leaving
the mainstream computing applications to magnetic hard disk drives.
Figure 3.14 also points out that parallel readout of optical storage may be an important
research direction to increase data rates for certain high-speed applications. However, the
main bottleneck limiting data rates is the processor bus speeds, which may only reach
1 Gbit/s over the next five years. Japanese optical storage makers believe they may be able
to provide data rates up to 50 to 100 Mbits/s without resorting to parallelism.
It is also important to note from these figures that Japan’s optical storage technology
roadmap becomes increasingly fuzzy beyond the turn of the millennium, thus leaving the
door open for less conventional optical storage techniques. This may present an
opportunity for the U.S. industry. As described below, both Japan and the United States
are pursuing some less conventional approaches that have the potential to make a longterm impact on the future of this industry.
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Fig. 3.13. Trends in optical storage: evolution of capacity (OIDA Workshop on Optical Storage 1994).
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EMERGING OPTICAL STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES
For any storage technology to remain competitive over time, it is critical that its access
time, system volume, and cost be kept constant or preferably reduced while its capacity and
data rate are increased. This requires that an increasing amount of data should be accessed
by low-cost pickup sensors that can move quickly and accurately. Mechanical constraints
dictate that fast and accurate movements can only be achieved over short distances; this
consideration leads to the conclusion that data must be kept as local as possible with
respect to the pickup heads. Historically, this consideration has driven the increase in areal
densities, allowing much larger amounts of data to be stored, accessed, and retrieved
without an increase in access time and system cost.
However, as optical areal densities approach optical diffraction limits, researchers have
started seeking new solutions. On the one hand, solutions may entail further increasing the
areal density by combating the diffraction limits of optics, using, for example, near-field
optics. On the other hand, solutions may take advantage of additional available dimensions
such as proposed for various 3-D optical storage concepts. Indeed, data residing in a
volume may be considered as being local to the pickup sensors if the performance cost and
actual cost of accessing it in 3-D is affordable. This consideration has led to several
research programs in 3-D optical storage. (It is interesting that some electronic DRAM
designers are seeking similar solutions by packaging DRAM ICs in 3-D.)
3-D Optical Storage
Several approaches to 3-D optical storage are being actively investigated in both the United
States and Japan. These approaches include extending present disk system storage technologies
to (1) a 3-D layered format; (2) volume holographic encoding, where data is recorded in a
distributed fashion in the volume; and (3) wavelength encoding persistent hole-burning,
where wavelength or time can be used as the third dimension. Bit-oriented layered disk
media promises to impact the field sooner than holographic storage or spectral hole-burning.
Layered 3-D optical storage
Layered 3-D optical storage is a natural extension of present optical disk systems that has
the potential to increase media capacity without significantly affecting the drive costs. In
this case, volumetric density (Mbit/in.3) becomes critical. Volumetric density can be
limited by the linear and track densities, as discussed earlier in the context of the areal
density of 2-D optical disks. Volumetric density can also be limited by the layer density
(layers/in.), which represents a density metric along the third dimension. The layer density
can be limited by the resolution of the media, the depth of focus of the pickup lens, and the
accuracy with which the lens can be positioned in the third dimension. Therefore, the
volumetric density is governed by the effective volume of the spot, which in turn is limited
by the volumetric resolution of the media, the numerical aperture of the optics, the
wavelength, and the positional accuracy of the pickup head in the third dimension.
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Layered optical disk storage is presently being investigated (using different approaches and
at different levels of development) by Toshiba, Matsushita, and Sony in Japan, and by IBM
and Call/ Recall, Inc. in the United States.
Double-layer optical disks. The capacity of present optical disk systems can be immediately
doubled with a single drive by having two active storage layers, one on each side of the
disk substrate. Toshiba’s proposed Double Video Disk (DVD) approach addresses each
layer with different optical heads, one on each side. Sony proposes a similar two-layer
structure that is accessed by a single optical pickup head. For computing applications,
single-sided access is preferred. These approaches may well accelerate the introduction
and acceptance of new optical video disk products.
Hybrid multilayer 3-D optical disks. In the United States, IBM is investigating methods of
addressing disks of four to twenty active layers with a single optical head. In this approach
(Fig. 3.15), several conventional CD-ROM disks, each with an active layer, are stacked
together, and a dynamic focusing lens records or reads bits from a desired layer. The speed,
depth of focus, and resolution in the third dimension of the dynamic focusing are critical to
the success of this method. Focusing speed may limit the seek time of the system; depth of
focus and positional accuracy in the third dimension may limit the spot size; and
ultimately, crosstalk noise between bits at different layers will limit the total number of
layers. Although the layer densities of this approach may be limited (each layer thickness
~100 mm), it may be developed rather quickly, since it is based on conventional media.

Fig. 3.15. Multilayer optical disk stack (IBM).

Monolithic multilayer 3-D optical disks. Two approaches, one investigated by Call/Recall,
Inc., in the United States and the other by Matsushita, promise to bring layer densities to a
level comparable to track densities and eliminate the crosstalk between layers. Both
approaches rely on new organic polymer storage media and new schemes of data access.
The approach used by Call/Recall relies on recording bits in a volume by using two-photon
recording (Hunter et al. 1990). As Figure 3.16 shows, a spot is written in the volume of a
molded organic polymer only at points of temporal and spatial intersection of two beams
with sufficient photon energies, one carrying information and the other specifying location.
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The recorded bits are read by fluorescence when excited by single green photons absorbed
within the written spot volume. Using this method, Call/Recall has demonstrated multiple
image storage in ROM configuration with a portable player unit. The results indicate no
crosstalk between layers and excellent stability of the written bits at room temperature.
Spot size is limited by the recording wavelengths through diffraction effects, as well as by
the sensitivity and integration time of the readout detector. The approach promises lowcost, high-volumetric-density ROM disk media with a thousand or more layers for image
storage, and also low-cost compact disk player drive units employing semiconductor green
lasers. In addition to the extremely large volumetric densities achievable with this
monolithic 3-D disk approach, stored data can be accessed in parallel by taking advantage of
low-cost digital camera technology, possibly eliminating the need for a dynamic focusing lens.

Fig. 3.16. Principle of two-photon recording in 3-D (Call/Recall, Inc.).

The multifrequency optical memory Matsushita is investigating relies on a layered organic
media where the absorption wavelength of the written spots in each layer can be
programmed during fabrication. Polymers doped with spiropyran molecules are used in
each layer. When exposed to ultraviolet light and an appropriate heat treatment, the
sensitized molecules at a given layer exhibit a sharp and distinct absorption band at the
selected wavelength. A wavelength-tunable laser can then read the bits by tuning its
wavelength to the wavelength associated with the desired layer. The capacity and density
of such a memory are ultimately determined by how sharply the absorption bands are
synthesized and how well the relative positions in the spectra are controlled. Layers are
presently deposited by Langmuir-Blodget technique. Matsushita is investigating the
approach at the fundamental research level.
Potential impact of multilayer disk formats. The potential impact of layered 3-D optical
disks on the capacity of optical disks can be much greater than the impact of, for example,
the blue lasers. This is because the growth factor in capacity is directly proportional to the
number of layers. Assuming that the areal density is not affected, the 3-D layering
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provides the potential for realizing optical disks with capacities exceeding 100 GB slightly
beyond the turn of the millennium, as described in Figure 3.17. In this area, research in
Japan seems to be somewhat behind that of the United States.

Fig. 3.17. Potential impact of 3-D multilayer optical storage.

Holographic recording
In bit-oriented memories, if any portion of the storage media is damaged or blocked, the
data stored in that region is lost. This is not the case for holographic storage, where the
information about each stored bit is distributed throughout a large region. If a portion of
the holographic storage media is damaged or blocked, instead of causing catastrophic loss
of some of the data, all of the data are partially degraded. For common types of damage,
such as surface dust or smudges, holograms are remarkably robust, which makes
holographic data storage an attractive option. Despite requirements for more complex
optical systems, high-cost media, and sources with good spatial coherence, there has been
continued research in the field since the early 1960s (Solymar and Cooke 1981),
particularly in the United States.
Volume-phase holograms. Holograms are created by recording the interference pattern of
two optical wavefronts. The storage media can record the fringes as index and/or
amplitude modulation. When the recording is illuminated by one of the wavefronts (the
reference beam), the other wavefront (the object beam) is reproduced. Since the diffraction
efficiency of amplitude holograms is limited to 6-7%, and the efficiency of volumeamplitude holograms is limited to 33%, volume-phase holograms with diffraction
efficiency approaching 100% are best suited for storage applications. In addition, the
Bragg selectivity of volume-phase holograms allows the volume multiplexing (by angle or
wavelength multiplexing) of many pages of data with little crosstalk between pages.
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Photorefractive crystals (PRC) and photopolymers are typically used at universities both in
the United States and Europe in demonstration experiments. These materials are recorded
at room temperature, and the inorganic PRCs offer high photocyclicity. Using PRCs,
10,000 images have been successfully stored and retrieved (Mok and Stoll 1992).
Holographic storage, like two-photon storage, allows for parallel read-write of the data and
offers the potential for very high data rates. The main drawbacks of the approach are the
high cost of the PRCs, the decrease in diffraction efficiency with increasing number of
multiplexed holograms and readout cycles, and the relatively small and slow changes in the
index of refraction. To circumvent these bottlenecks, researchers recently have made
progress using recording schedules to improve the uniformity of the recorded data, fixing
procedures to permanently store data in a ROM fashion, and employing new recording
geometries to minimize crosstalk. Most recently, photorefractive polymers have been
demonstrated that exhibit large index-of-refraction changes under very large electric fields.
Most of the above-mentioned progress has been achieved in United States, where the
National Storage Industry Consortium carries out a research program with the participation
of several U.S. corporations and universities to develop holographic storage media and
systems. In Japan, there is less interest in holographic storage, although several university
laboratories and Matsushita are involved with it at the fundamental research level. Several
Japanese managers the JTEC panel talked with seemed somewhat skeptical and asked,
“What has changed in holographic storage since the ‘60s to justify renewed interest? The
materials are still small in dimensions, difficult to produce, and expensive.”
Persistent spectral hole-burning
Another 3-D storage system option is persistent spectral hole-burning (PSHB), which uses
wavelength as the third dimension (Moerner 1988). PSHB results from the photo-induced
transformations between the various ground states of a molecule. The types of molecules
being investigated for PSHB experiments have a large, inhomogeneously broadened
absorption band comprised of a large number of narrow absorption lines.
To record information into PSHB materials, a tunable wavelength, narrow bandwidth
optical source is used to illuminate the material. The illuminating light induces
photophysical transformations, which dramatically modify the absorption profile near the
source energy. After recording, the originally smooth profile is altered into one with sharp
dips near the recording frequencies.
The extent to which the wavelength can be used to store multiple bits of information in a
PSHB material is governed by the number of distinct holes that can be burned into the
absorption profile. This is given by the ratio of the inhomogeneous and homogeneous
linewidths. This ratio can be as high as 106, but only at extremely low temperatures
(< 4oK). This is because, in general, the homogeneous linewidth increases with
temperature. Recent research efforts have focused on developing new materials that have a
large number of spectral holes at close to room temperature.
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The original memory system proposed for this technology was a bit-oriented memory. The
spectral holes were burned using an intense beam (write operation) and detected using a
beam with much lower laser intensity (read operation). One problem with this system is
that it is quite difficult to determine if a spectral hole is present without using a variable
threshold detector. Recently, absorption holography has been implemented to reduce the
background intensity and greatly improve the contrast ratios. Other recent advances have
been made to reduce crosstalk by applying an external electric field and sweeping the
optical frequency and phase while recording the hologram. A 20-second movie has been
recorded with this procedure (Kohler et al. 1991).
PSHB is an active area of research at both Japanese and U.S. universities, despite the
requirement of low temperature, because of the expectation that it will provide a storage
capacity improvement of three to four orders of magnitude over that of present optical disk
systems. It is hoped that future advances will raise the operating temperature. Basic
research is being carried out at Mitsubishi, Sony, and NTT. SRI is studying a variation of
PSHB, photon echo, where time rather than wavelength is used as the third dimension.
Near-Field Optical Storage
One of the novel optical storage technologies that may have an impact in the next
millennium is near-field scanning microscopy (NSOM). In its essence, this method is very
similar to that used for magnetic hard disks, in that the pickup heads must be placed very
near (about 50 nm above) the media. A near-field probe can produce spots as small as
40 nm in diameter and conceptually can achieve areal densities on the order of 50 to
100 Gbits/sq. in. The problem is that the probe must be in near contact with the medium,
making it difficult to prevent head crashes and support media removability.
Near-field optical storage techniques are being investigated both in Japan and the United
States, mostly as methods for testing and diagnosis of current optical and magnetic storage
media, because of the high resolution capability this approach provides.

COMPARISON OF JAPANESE AND U.S. R&D
It is clear from the JTEC panel’s research and site visits that Japan has pulled ahead of the
United States in production of optical storage media and drives. However, at the
fundamental R&D level there is still considerable activity going on in the United States:
U.S. universities and companies are active and even lead in the more futuristic, high-risk
areas. Table 3.1 summarizes the areas of research and development for future optical
storage systems and also indicates the areas where there is a significant U.S. presence.
Finally, Table 3.2. summarizes the relative status of Japan and the United States in the
technologies of optical storage.
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Table 3.1
Optical Storage Research and Development Areas

ISSUE
DRIVE

EQ ➙

CAPACITY

ACCESS TIME

DATA RATE

SPOT SIZE

HEAD MASS

OPTICAL POWER

• Blue Laser

• Split optical head
(OH)

• High-power Laser

• PWM

• Holographic OH

• Rotational Speed

• Optical Superresolution

• Integrated OH

• Efficient Code

ST ➙

RESEARCH
EQ ➙

• NA = 0.65
• Partial Response
Max. Likelihood
EQ ➙

• Near Field (NSOM)

ST ➙

• Multivalue Recording

MEDIA

• Tolerance to High
Rotational Speed

RESEARCH

• Parallel Accessing
• Direct Overwrite

• Magnetic Superresolution
• Phase-Change Media
3-D RECORDING
ST ➙

• Multilayer Medium

ST ➙

• Holographic Storage

EQ ➙

• PSHB

3-D RECORDING
EQ ➙

3-D RECORDING

• Array Devices

ST ➙

Strong U.S. Presence

EQ ➙

U.S. Presence

Table 3.2
Relative Optical Storage Technology Status, U.S. and Japan
OPTICAL STORAGE TECHNOLOGY

JAPAN STATUS

U.S. STATUS

Media

Ahead

Behind

Drives

Ahead

Behind

MO Media Utilization

Very Strong

Weak

Manufacturing MO Media

Very Strong

New Emphasis

New Media

Very Strong

Strong

Light Sources

Very Strong

New Emphasis

Strong

Strong

Materials

Strong

Stronger

Novel Optical Storage Concepts

Weaker

Very Strong

PRODUCTION

INNOVATIVE R&D WORK

Access Devices
NOVEL RESEARCH
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OPTICAL STORAGE IN THE FUTURE
At this point in time, the United States is clearly behind Japan in the development and
manufacture of optical storage drives, media, and components. The important question to
ask is whether optical storage has any strategic importance for the United States in the future.
In order to answer this question, the previously posed questions must first be answered:
1. Are the performance trends of optical storage devices posing any threats to the
U.S.-dominated magnetic storage markets ?
The answer to this question is negative as far as magnetic hard drives are concerned.
Indeed, it is expected that over the next five years, the storage density of magnetic disks
will increase at a rate not slower and possibly faster than optical disk systems, and
magnetic hard drives will therefore maintain their large market share in the near future.
This is especially true in view of new magneto-resistive readout heads that allow higher
densities utilizing the write-wide, read-narrow geometry, which reduces interference noise.
This progress towards high areal density storage systems will inevitably reduce the size of
the magnetic media to 3.5 in. disks and probably later to 2.5 in. disks.
As Figure 3.18 shows, the areal density of magnetic storage devices is expected to reach
10,000 bits/sq. in. by the year 2000. U.S. manufacturers such as Iomega and Syquest have
been continuously dropping the cost of their products and providing ever higher capacities.
Even new removable products such as Iomega’s Zip™ drives lead the competition with
optical disks systems for system backup and as diskette replacements.
10,000

NSIC demo

AREAL DENSITY (Mb/in2)

Aggressive trend

1000

IBM demos

IBM

100
Industry trend

10

1980

1985

1990

1995

Year of shipment to first customer
Fig. 3.18. Evolution of areal densities of optical and magnetic disk storage.

2000
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2. Are there any emerging applications where optical storage can open up new markets
and initiate new profitable business areas?
Some emerging storage applications, such as home multimedia applications (10 GB),
multimedia file servers (1 TB, or 1012 bytes), high-definition television and video disk
recorder (HDTV/VDR) (100 GB), and massive storage applications (10 petabytes [10 x 1015
bytes], with 1 GB/s I/O rate), may best be addressed in the future by optical storage. The
Japanese optical storage roadmap for the next five years addresses home multimedia
applications rather well; however, HDTV/VDR and multimedia file server applications
present a unique opportunity for the 3-D layered optical disk techniques that may
significantly reduce the cost of these emerging consumer applications. Since these
techniques are not yet dominated by Japan, the United States might exploit these openings.
3.
Is optical storage a key product enabling the overall establishment of a powerful
production-oriented optoelectronics industry?
As described in the previous section, the optical storage industry has been one of the key
enablers for the formation of a strong optoelectronics production infrastructure in Japan, as
well as a thriving optoelectronics business worth $40 billion in annual sales, compared to
total annual U.S. optoelectronic sales of $6 billion. As described by MITI, it is widely
believed in Japan that “electronics is the science of the twentieth century, and optics is the
science of the twenty-first.” The JTEC panelists believe that the United States cannot
afford to overlook one of the key business segments in optoelectronics.
4. Are there any areas in optical storage uniquely pursued in the United States that can be
utilized to rebuild a competitive industry?
Many of the major users of optical storage technology are located in the United States.
These include Hollywood, cable TV and video store operators, and Silicon Valley, as well
as U.S. Government-sponsored projects such as the Grand Challenge Problems. Thus, a
strong set of users for optical storage products exists in this country. The need for
enhanced storage capabilities has already resulted in collaborative efforts between Japanese
manufacturers and U.S. users. The recent teaming of Time Warner and Toshiba for the
DVD standard is perhaps the early sign of a growing trend. In addition to prompting
collaborative efforts between Japan and the United States, the strong user base in the
United States can also further drive development of a U.S. optoelectronic industrial base,
especially if U.S. researchers and manufacturers are motivated to commit to a
well-designed ten-year roadmap that will focus on ultra-high-density CD products (e.g.,
CD-R) for multimedia file servers and HDTV/VDRs. At this time, the United States seems
to have a slight lead in 3-D optical storage, a technology that is just emerging from the
fundamental research stage. This area appears to have promising potential.
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CHAPTER 4

AND

GUIDED WAVE DEVICES
PHOTONIC PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
Frederick J. Leonberger

This chapter reviews the current status of guided wave (otherwise known as integrated
optical) devices and advanced photonic packaging capability in the United States and
Japan. Integrated optical devices include modulators and passive circuits in LiNbO3, glass,
and semiconductors; these devices are applied to telecommunications, cable television
(CATV), and instrumentation. The photonic packaging activity discussed in this chapter is
primarily related to diode lasers, but it also includes automation activities and hybrid
photonic packaging.

GUIDED WAVE DEVICES
Background and Markets
Within the past decade, guided wave, or integrated optical (IO), components in various
materials have become available from a variety of vendors worldwide and are now being
deployed in commercial systems. These components are key to advanced transmitters in
many fiber-optic-based CATV and long-haul telecommunications systems. The basic
devices are based on planar optical waveguides, in which light is confined to channels at
the substrate surface and routed on the chip. These channels are typically less than 10 µm
across and are patterned using microlithography techniques. Using appropriate optical
circuits based on these channel guides, both passive functions (i.e., power splitting from
one to several channels) and active functions (i.e., electrical-to-optical signal conversion,
known as modulation) can be performed on the light.
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Figure 4.1 shows a representative modulator circuit, often referred to generically as an
integrated optical circuit (IOC) (Tamir 1987). The primary materials used in the
commercial market are glass (bulk or SiO2/Si) for passive devices and LiNbO3 for active
devices. A closely related area that is in the research stage is photonic integrated circuits
(PICs), in which a variety of semiconductor optoelectronic devices are monolithically
integrated and interconnected with waveguides such as lasers and modulators.

Fig. 4.1. Cable television modulator. This IOC consists of two modulation sections
as well as optical power splitting and recombining regions.

Applications for integrated optics have historically been in niches of the analog, digital,
and sensor fiber-optic markets; at present, however, major new markets are emerging.
Perhaps the largest new market is telecommunications, where IO devices will be used for
multigigabit data transmission, signal splitting and loop distribution, and bidirectional
communication modules. A second new market is CATV, where IO modules will be used
for external modulation in fiber-optic-based signal distribution systems. In both
telecommunications and CATV, IO devices enable signal transmission at higher data rates
and over longer distances. In a third market, instrumentation, a major application is fiberoptic gyroscopes. High-speed telecommunications and fiber gyro applications are common
to both the U.S. and Japanese markets today. In the United States, there has been high
interest in CATV and also other analog fiber-optic link applications of IO technologies. In
Japan, NTT’s push for fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) is driving telecommunications loop
applications.
A recent market forecast study of IO modulators predicts a 24% annual growth rate in
North America over the 1993 – 2003 period (Tamir 1987). A significant portion of this
growth is predicted to be for aerospace and military applications (e.g., fiber gyros). The
forecasted annual sales by 2003 is nearly $200 million. The photonics market enabled by IO
modulators (e.g., transmitters and gyros) is many times larger and will exceed $1 billion.
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Overview of Technology
In the United States, several companies, most notably Crystal Technology, AT&T, and
Uniphase Telecommunications Products, Inc. (UTP), sell LiNbO3 modulator devices in the
commercial market. Collectively, these companies provide devices for OEM applications
in CATV, high-speed telecommunications, and fiber gyros, in addition to providing various
laboratory and custom products, such as linearized modulators that meet the full NTSC
80-channel CATV specification and multigigabit/second digital modulators for 1.5 µm
systems. In Japan, modulators primarily for the multigigabit telecommunications market
are sold commercially by Sumitomo Cement internationally and fabricated by Fujitsu,
NEC, and Oki, mainly for their own uses. The specifications of these devices are
comparable to or slightly better than those of U.S. devices, but Japanese companies do not
offer the variety of devices made in the United States. Numerous high-quality R&D efforts
are going on in both countries. Some of the most notable development results include
16 x 16 switch arrays (16 inputs, 16 outputs) and 40 GHz modulators.
In the area of glass/silica passive waveguide devices, there are only two significant U.S.
producers, AT&T and PIRI (although PIRI is predominately Japanese-owned). In contrast,
many Japanese companies are in this business. 1 x N splitters ( N = 4, 8, 16) are offered by
Hitachi Cable, Furukawa, Fujikura, NEL, and NSG. The same companies are developing
planar lightwave circuits (PLCs) for two-wavelength home terminals and bidirectional
communication. Closely coupled to this work are efforts to pigtail (attach) multiple fibers
at once to an IO circuit. R&D efforts in both Japan and the United States are focused on
large PLCs, including planar erbium-doped amplifiers, components for wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM), and structures for the silicon microbench. Much of the
leading research is performed at AT&T in the United States and NTT in Japan.
In the semiconductor modulator area, the major focus is on developing devices suitable for
10 Gbit/s communications. Hitachi is working on a discrete modulator, and an integrated
diode laser and electroabsorption modulator is under development at AT&T in the United
States and at NTT, NEC, and Fujitsu in Japan.
In both the United States and Japan there is also ongoing development in the area of
polymer modulators. These devices are viewed by some researchers as the next-generation
commercial device, but significant development issues remain. At present, there is some
research activity in Japan, most notably at NTT, and there is commercial activity in the
United States at Akzo/Nobel, a part of the European parent company, which offers thermooptic (low-speed) modulators and switches.
Detailed Summary of Technology
Multifunction modulator chips for fiber-optic gyros
Fiber-optic gyros (FOGs) are generally envisioned as the next-generation gyros for various
aerospace and commercial applications (see Chapter 6). FOGs with IOCs provide the best
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dynamic range and sensitivity and offer the prospect of low manufacturing cost. The
pioneering work and the best-performing aerospace FOGs and FOG integrated optical
circuits have been developed in the United States under government sponsorship. FOG
IOCs are formed in LiNbO3 and are multifunctional because they provide beam-splitting,
polarization, and modulation. These chips and the attached fiber pigtails are adequately
robust for the aerospace environment and enable performance for FOGs in the intermediate
grade (1 – 10 deg/hr) and inertial grade (0.1 – 0.01 deg/hr). Figure 4.2 shows a schematic
of an IOC-based FOG.

Fig. 4.2. Modular FOG design.

In the United States, companies such as Honeywell and Litton are the leaders in aerospace
FOG development and also have some in-house IOC capability. Commercial IOCs (based
on annealed proton-exchange waveguides in LiNbO3) are available and widely used. In
Japan, JAE and Mitsubishi Precision are also developing aerospace FOGs; there is limited
availability of FOG IOCs manufactured in Japan.
For nonaerospace use of FOGs, Hitachi Cable has the leading effort, although U.S. firms
are also investigating these markets. Hitachi Cable is particularly focused on developing
low-cost FOGs and has an effort to make FOG IO chips as an alternative to purchasing all
its chips. The IO chips are needed for the company’s commercial gyros, which are in the
intermediate accuracy range, and also for very high-volume production of low-accuracy
(1 deg/sec) gyros needed for automotive navigation systems. (These systems combine
gyroscopes and GPS data with displays to form a map display in an automobile that
indicates the vehicle’s location and progress.) Hitachi is developing automated FOG
assembly equipment and is investigating the automation of pigtailing fibers to IOCs to
meet the aggressive cost targets of the automotive industry.
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Active and passive IOCs for fiber-optic telecommunications
IOCs are being used in telecommunications for high-speed modulation, signal splitting and
switching, and bidirectional communication. Figure 4.3 illustrates the variety of uses of
modulators in telecommunications.

Fig. 4.3. IO modulator use in telecommunications.

In the area of multigigabit long-haul signal transmission, there is considerable interest in
external modulation as a means of minimizing fiber dispersion and laser chirp problems
that limit transmission distance and signal bit rate. LiNbO3 modulators are being used in
2.5 Gbit/s (OC-48) systems to enable transmission over distances of greater than 100 km
without repeaters. Typical performance characteristics of these devices include < 5 V drive
voltage and 4 dB insertion loss. Similar devices are the technology of choice for present
and future undersea systems (e.g., transoceanic links operating at 5 Gbit/s), because they
have negligible (or tunable) chirp and enable the greatest distance between optical repeaters,
which are expensive. Modulators for 10 Gbit/s (OC-192) transmission are just now being
investigated by telecommunications equipment suppliers for their next-generation systems.
External modulation is also well suited for the WDM systems now under development in
the United States especially. LiNbO3 modulators make it possible to use CW (continuouswave) 1.5 µm lasers that have closely spaced wavelengths for transmission over the
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standard fiber already installed, which is optimized for 1.3 µm operation. Since installing
new fiber is a major cost, the externally modulated multigigabit approach is a significant
cost-saver for long-haul telecommunications operating companies. With such systems,
10 Gbit/s system operation is achieved by multiplexing four wavelength channels at
2.5 Gbit/s each. In Japan, the focus is almost exclusively on achieving 10 Gbit/s directly,
without WDM, in part because NTT is installing dispersion-shifted fiber (optimized for
1.5 µm), and the link spans are generally shorter than those in the United States.
To utilize LiNbO3 modulators effectively in commercial telecommunications systems,
manufacturers have focused on two technological issues: minimizing bias drift and achieving
Bellcore-type certification on the packaged modulator. For the former issue, several
approaches have been successfully developed: to passively bias the device so DC voltage is not
required; to provide a special chip coating to eliminate charge buildup; and to refine the
crystal growth to minimize impurities and precisely control crystal composition (stoichiometry).
Bellcore certification requires devices to meet a series of environmental tests; the
manufacturers have made improvements in the optomechanical packaging technology and
in the humidity resistance of the fiber/chip pigtail joints to satisfy these requirements.
Modulators are presently being used to transmit commercial telecommunications traffic.
As an alternative technology to LiNbO3 external modulation, AT&T and a number of
Japanese companies are developing distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes with
monolithically integrated electroabsorption modulators. These devices are intended for
2.5 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s systems at 1.5 µm. Excellent laboratory results have been
obtained. Relative to transmitters with CW diode lasers and LiNbO3 modulators, the
integrated structures offer lower drive voltage (2 V vs. 5 V) and a more compact size,
similar to DFB lasers; however, they also have lower extinction ratios (< 20 dB), residual
chirp, and are proving difficult to manufacture. (See Chapter 5 for more details.)
In both Japan and the United States there are a number of excellent R&D activities in
LiNbO3 IOCs that should lead to future commercial system enhancements. AT&T has
developed a polarization scrambler that significantly enhances (by several decibels in signalto-noise ratio) the performance of undersea systems that have many optical amplifiers.
Bellcore and UTP have developed acousto-optically tunable filters and switches that enable
switching of closely spaced (at 2 nm) wavelength channels in WDM systems at severalmicrosec rates. NTT and Hewlett-Packard have demonstrated modulators with electrical
bandwidths in excess of 40 GHz. AT&T, Oki, and NEC are developing high-speed switch
arrays (polarization independent, complexity 4 x 4 to 16 x 16) that can be reconfigured in
submicrosecond times and pass multigigabit data streams. Oki is developing a wavelengthconversion device for selectable wavelength sources in the 1.5 µm region.
IOCs formed in glass or silica films are often referred to as planar lightwave circuits (PLCs).
PLCs are now available commercially for 1 x N splitters and are being developed for dualwavelength fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) terminals and for dense-wavelength demultiplexing.
Emphasis is on low cost and environmental reliability. For splitters where N > 4, there are
strong arguments for integrated structures with simultaneous pigtailing of an N-fiber array.
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PLC devices are being formed with ion-exchange waveguides in bulk glass by Nippon
Sheet Glass (NSG) and in silica thin films by PIRI, Hitachi Cable, Furukawa, NTT, and
others. For these devices, propagation losses are quite low (0.1 dB/cm), and circuits are
formed on 3-inch and 4-inch substrates.
For the future, researchers in the United States and Japan envision and have demonstrated
complex silica PLCs that will enable demultiplexing closely spaced multichannel WDM
signals and on-chip, erbium-doped waveguide amplifiers. Also envisioned are polarizationindependent thermo-optic switches. Figure 4.4 illustrates a chip under development at both
NTT and AT&T that spatially demultiplexes closely spaced wavelength channels.

Fig. 4.4. Arrayed-waveguide grating demultiplexer.

A closely related activity still at the R&D stage at AT&T and NTT is silicon microbench
work. Taking advantage of silicon’s ability to be precision-etched, researchers are forming
micromechanical structures to support and align other photonic components, such as diode
lasers and LiNbO3 modulators, with silica waveguides or optical fibers. This is projected
to be a cost-effective method of interconnecting dissimilar photonic components for FTTC
and FTTH applications.
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IOC modulators for analog radio frequency applications
LiNbO3 modulators are being deployed, primarily in the United States, in a significant
portion of the fiber-optic CATV signal distribution systems, which utilize analog radiofrequency (RF) transmission. These systems are often of a tree/branch configuration, as
illustrated in Figure 4.5. In the supertrunk portion of the network, the trend is to 1.5 µm
externally modulated 80-channel systems that utilize CW laser diodes, LiNbO3 modulators,
and fiber amplifiers. This permits spans of over 50 km with no electrical regeneration. IO
modulators are used in transmitters for both headend and hub locations.
For the distribution part of the network (i.e., nodal points where the signal is sent out to
N lines), LiNbO3 analog modulators in conjunction with a high-power solid-state laser can
replace four or more directly modulated DFB diode lasers.

Fig. 4.5. Typical CATV system.

In order for modulators to work effectively in CATV, it is necessary to improve the
linearity of conventional structures. Two different approaches have been commercialized.
One is to build an electronic predistortion circuit that compensates for the modulator
electrical-to-optical transfer characteristic; the other is to build a special integrated optical
structure with two modulators that are driven differently to cancel nonlinear terms. These
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needs of the CATV industry have driven IOC manufacturers to build devices with highly
reproducible RF characteristics (such as very flat frequency response up to 1 GHz).
Modulators are also very important for other fiber-optic analog applications such as
antenna remoting. Over the frequency range of 100 MHz to 18 GHz, modulators in
conjunction with high-power lasers have provided the highest-performance fiber links for
military and aerospace applications, that is, those in the 100 dB/Hz dynamic range.
Systems are now being introduced for cellular and wireless applications that utilize
external modulation.
University research and other R&D activities
Osaka University and the University of Tokyo have long-standing high-quality research efforts
in LiNbO3, and efforts are ongoing in semiconductor structures. Work is at the basic materials
and processes characterization level and also in demonstrating novel devices. Interest in
LiNbO3 modulators for RF link applications is centered in Japan at Osaka University and
several national labs. Osaka University has also developed hybrid integrated optical disk
pickup heads and quasi-phase-matching structures for diode laser frequency doubling.
In the United States, university work on guided wave devices is centered at the Universities
of California at San Diego, Florida, and Wisconsin, and at Stanford University; their
activities are focused on LiNbO3 in, respectively, linearized modulators, high-speed and
high-optical-power modulators, modulators with gain, and frequency-doubled structures.
The University of Florida is also pursuing glass guides, and numerous universities are
working on semiconductor guided wave structures, often as part of laser diode programs.
In Japan, interest in quasi-phase-matching in LiNbO3 for frequency conversion is being
researched at Oki for 1.5 µm applications and at Sony for frequency doubling (blue light
generation). Sharp is not pursuing frequency doubling for blue light/data storage applications,
because of the considerably larger size of such a source compared to a diode laser.
Relative to high-speed telecommunications, R&D efforts in PICs and integrated DFB
lasers with electroabsorption modulators are going on at least at Oki, Fujitsu, NTT, and
Hitachi. These integrated devices are appealing because of their low drive voltage and
package size similar to that of regular diode lasers, but there are nontrivial development
and manufacturing issues regarding chirp, fabrication yield, and emission wavelength control.
There appears to be relatively little work on polymer waveguides and modulators in Japan.
While there have been several literature reports, efforts have been confined to laboratories
at universities and at NTT-Ibaraki, among other places.
Another related area of work is microlens arrays. Microlens arrays are two-dimensional
sets of lenslets: the state of the art is 300,000 lenslets on a 4 x 5 in. glass plate with neardiffraction-limit focusing. The lenslets are generally formed by ion exchange using
techniques similar to those for forming ion-exchange waveguides. The pioneering work
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was done at the Tokyo Institute of Technology, and major activities are at Hoya and NSG.
These lenslet arrays are designed for laser printing; another application under research is
two-dimensional optical signal processing.
PHOTONIC PACKAGING
State-of-the-art packaging technologies are often the key to production of cost-effective
photonic components. This is true for both high-volume, low-cost devices and highperformance, limited-volume devices. For example, the cost of today's CD laser is
dominated by the material and labor costs of the component optoelectronic packages.
Japanese companies have invested heavily to develop low-cost packages and highly
automated assembly methods for consumer products, and to develop robust, sophisticated
packages for high-performance telecommunications devices. Relative to the United States,
Japan has parity in high-performance packaging and leadership in low-cost packaging, with
the exception of LED packaging, where Hewlett-Packard has a very strong market position.
Overview of Technology
The panel observed that many Japanese companies are doing significant work on low-cost
assembly and packaging and use of automation, as well as on high-speed packaging
technology and precision ceramics for photonics. In assessing the state of development and
manufacturing of various devices, the panel often found it difficult to separate the costs of
chip processing and packaging, due to the interrelatedness of the technologies and the
nature of site visit discussions. Table 4.1 summarizes the status of automation and cost for
various types of laser diodes produced in Japan. Only CD laser manufacturers use full
automation, and that technology was not used until volume exceeded 1 million units/month.

Table 4.1
Laser Diode Types
LASER DIODE
TYPE
CD
Local Loop
HighPerformance

COST

VOLUME/YR

FULL
AUTOMATION

$1

120 million

Yes

$30
(target)
$1,500

1 million

Possibly

.01 - .1 million

No

COMMENTARY
Cost kept up by hermeticity
requirement
Simple package needed
Requires high-speed electronic
interface and extensive testing

Each large Japanese laser diode producer seems to have its own automation development
group. The JTEC panel heard about automated packaging at Sanyo and Rohm, and
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attempts to minimize package costs were evident at Sanyo, where lead frame packages with
open windows have been developed to undercut the traditional costs of CD-type laser
packages that are hermetic. Closely associated with cost reduction through automated
packaging is automated handling and packing of the laser diodes so that failures associated
with electrostatic discharge (ESD) can keep yields to customers above 99.9 %.
For local-loop lasers, where prices are targeted at $30 in volume of one million/year,
development of semiautomated packaging is underway at manufacturers such as
NEC-Kansai. Here the goal is to develop a fiber-pigtailed laser diode that will operate
without bias current or a thermoelectric cooler over -40o to 85o C for data rates to 1 Gbit/s.
To reach the price goal, effort is focused on the cost-limiting step of fiber-pigtailing. NEC
and others are developing passive fiber alignment using micromachined silicon to form
both fiber alignment grooves and diode locator pedestals, each etched to submicron
precision. At present, laser diodes and fibers can be reproducibly passively aligned and
attached to achieve < 5 dB coupling loss. As discussed in the guided wave section above,
this technology is not yet ready for production, but progress is very encouraging.
For packaging of high-speed telecommunications devices, Oki, Toshiba, and Fujitsu
described their approaches to the JTEC panel. These included assemblies of micro-optic ball
lenses, hermetic sealing, and semiautomation. For photonic hybrid assemblies (e.g., laser
diode, photo diode, and IOC in one package), the panel’s hosts at Hitachi described several
generations of its PLC modules. Here, as in the low-cost passively aligned laser module,
considerable R&D is required to reach the cost targets for local loop and FTTH applications.
Many companies in both the United States and Japan offer a full line of Bellcore-certified
telecommunications laser diodes and photodetectors. Of note in the United States are
AT&T, Lasertron, and Epitaxx; in Japan, all the major telecommunications component
suppliers offer such products.
Kyocera specializes in producing the precision ceramic parts that are universally needed to
package photonics. At present, nearly all such parts used by photonics industries
worldwide are manufactured in Japan by Kyocera or its competitors. Their products, such
as ceramic hybrids, laser submounts, fiber connector ferrules, and window assemblies, are
often custom-designed in special design centers provided for customers. Kyocera has
significant microwave and RF packaging expertise and has the ability to machine and
manufacture ceramics to submicron precision. While throughout its operations Kyocera
has been building on its basic ceramics business to move into higher-value products, it has
decided not to offer fully packaged laser diodes, so as to not compete with its customers.
Substantial work on connectors is ongoing in the United States and Japan but is not
reviewed in this report; however, it is worth noting one result developed at NTT for
computer backplane connections. Known as the MU connector, NTT’s novel miniature
fiber-optic connector has four times the packing density of conventional connectors, and it
can be mounted in a 100 mm width. NTT has also developed a set of installation tools for
the connector and is involved in fully commercializing the device.
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SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF U.S. AND JAPANESE EFFORTS
In the integrated optics area, there is fair parity overall between the United States and
Japan. U.S. firms are generally ahead in providing LiNbO3 modulators to the market,
although Japan offers very good digital telecommunications devices. Japan has a more
substantial effort in silica planar lightwave circuits. In semiconductors, Japan appears to
be slightly ahead in integrated laser/modulators, because there is a much larger effort and
more companies are working on commercial development. Both countries have excellent
R&D efforts in photonic integrated circuits.
In packaging, there is parity between the United States and Japan in providing highperformance photonic devices, and both countries have very good efforts in silicon
microbench R&D and other R&D for high-performance packages. Japanese companies
dominate the package parts and subassembly business. In the area of future high-volume
devices (e.g., packaged lasers for FTTC), Japan appears to be investing substantially more
resources. For present high-volume devices such as CD lasers, Japan is dominant, except for
LEDs, where the United States has a very strong position. Table 4.2 summarizes these results.
Table 4.2
Status of Integrated Optics and Packaging in Japan Compared to U.S.
R&D
Status

Trend

Ο

⇒
⇒

Integrated Optics
LiNbO3
Glass
Semiconducting (PIC)
Overall
Packaging
High-performance
High-volume
Package parts
Silicon microbench
Overall

Manufacturing
Status
Trend
⇒

Ο

⇑
⇑

−
−
x
−

⇑

Ο

⇒

Ο

⇒

Ο

⇑
⇑
⇒

+
+

⇑
⇑
x

+

⇑

Ο
Ο

+
+

x
+

KEY
−
Ο

+

Japan behind U.S.
Japan & U.S. even
Japan ahead of U.S.

⇒
⇑
x

No change in trend
Japan gaining on U.S.
Not applicable
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⇑
x
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CHAPTER 5

EMERGING DEVICE TECHNOLOGY
Larry A. Coldren

INTRODUCTION
The JTEC optoelectronics panel reviewed current optoelectronic device research and
development activities, primarily in Japan, in order to identify Japan’s emerging device
technologies, and in turn to identify the components and technologies that are likely to be
most important for future systems. A comparison of Japan’s R&D activities with those of
the United States gives insights into U.S. areas of strength and also into areas that might be
improved.
Generally, the panel finds that Japanese companies have successfully become major
suppliers of optoelectronic components in the larger markets they have targeted. In the
areas in which they have research efforts, they are well-poised to proceed into development
and manufacture. In fact, much of their “research” activity is really what many U.S.
companies would refer to as product development. Thus, the Japanese track record in
developing products from research projects tends to be good. At present, Japan’s optical
communications companies are focusing R&D on sources for 10-Gbit/s long-haul
transmission systems and access or loop lasers for use in local distribution loops and for
“fiber to the home.” Also significant is an ancillary effort on high-speed receiver
technology, and there is increased activity in recent years in developing analog lasers for
CATV and other subcarrier multiplexing applications. For customer-based equipment,
there is an emerging effort in Japan to develop interconnect lasers to support the perceived
demand for multimedia applications; this is seen by some as the next major market for
optoelectronic devices. Visible sources for sensing, display, plastic fiber applications, and
optical memory are also receiving a lot of attention, because this broad area likewise is
perceived as having major potential for future growth.
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The following points summarize the JTEC panel’s general impressions of Japanese efforts
in optoelectronic device technology:
•

numerous companies are working on important device technologies

•

research is generally focused toward applications

•

research, development, and manufacturing are well-connected

•

technology transfer takes place via personnel transfer

•

strong activity exits in components for consumer products

•

upper management strongly supports technology development

In this overview of the state of the art in Japan, the panel has divided emerging device
work into four categories: semiconductor light-emitting diodes (LEDs), lasers,
semiconductor optical amplifiers and switches, and integrated receivers. Advanced
materials and processing work, which perhaps indicates the direction of longer-term future
work, is a separate category.

SEMICONDUCTOR LEDs
The light sources for semiconductor-based optoelectronic devices are LEDs and lasers.
LEDs are produced by many Japanese companies. Several companies that have expertise
in the AlGaInP materials system — Toshiba and Mitsubishi, for example — have
expressed interest in generating highly efficient new red devices for automotive tail lights
and highway stoplights. In the United States, Hewlett-Packard is very competitive in these
areas. Of course, LEDs are widely used in optoisolators and low-data-rate (<50 Mbit/s)
optical links, and in these areas, again, Hewlett-Packard is very competitive. However, this
study focuses on emerging device applications: therefore, rather than discuss these LED
applications, this chapter will focus mainly on laser developments that seem to indicate
emerging new markets. Nevertheless, in the materials section there will be some
discussion of LED work in the new II-VI and III-V blue-green materials.

LASERS
The JTEC panel studied six applications-based categories of lasers: (1) transmission
lasers, (2) pumping lasers for erbium (Er)-doped fiber amplifiers, (3) local-loop or access
lasers, (4) analog lasers for CATV or other subcarrier multiplexing applications, (5) onpremises or interconnect lasers, and (6) visible, shorter-wavelength lasers for optical
storage, sensing, or display. (The first three applications tend to be dominated by common
carrier and telecommunications companies.)
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Included in the transmission lasers category are photonic integrated circuits (PICs),
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM), and time-division multiplexed (TDM) laser
sources, and 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm wavelength devices based on InP. The pumping lasers
category contains a brief review of work on 1.48 µm and 0.98 µm pump lasers for erbiumdoped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). The local-loop and access lasers category focuses
primarily on uncooled, unbiased 1.3 µm laser development for fiber-to-the-home (FTTH),
fiber-in-the-loop, (FITL) and other “access” applications. The analog lasers category is
dominated by the cable TV industry, although there is a segment of interest in satellite
communications and phased-array radars. The on-premises or interconnect lasers category
tends to be dominated by customer equipment encompassing the emerging markets of
intercomputer and intracomputer interconnection driven by multimedia applications.
However, the massively parallel architecture proposed for intracomputer interconnection is
also being explored for optical switching applications. Wavelengths for this category tend
to range in the visible to 0.98 µm area, based on gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrate
technology, although, some would still like to use 1.3 µm devices, even for these short-link
applications. Finally, the visible lasers category primarily includes work on red lasers for
optical memory (e.g., in compact disks), pointer, and scanner applications.
Table 5.1 lists these various kinds of lasers and the Japanese companies that make them.
Many of the leading results in these areas can be found in proceedings of recent
conferences, such as the International Semiconductor Laser Conference recently held in
Hawaii (IEEE 1994). No ordering of the companies indicates the level of effort.
Transmission Lasers
Transmission lasers are used in the core of the telecommunications network in Japan and
elsewhere worldwide, typically to transmit highly multiplexed data over relatively long
distances. Such lasers are currently being developed for use in high-data-rate time-division
multiplexed systems and in newer architectures using wavelength-division multiplexing.
Much of the laser technology emerging for optical fiber communications in Japan is driven
by its largest internal telecommunications equipment customer, Nippon Telephone and
Telegraph (NTT). Although recently, Japan’s domestic markets have been open to
competitive ventures, and foreign markets are also important, NTT still creates most of
Japan’s demand for optical fiber transmission systems and components. Japan’s overseas
telecommunications company, KDD, is active in submarine cable, and it generates a
market for long-haul transmission components, but NTT seems to dominate the general
directions of new device development in the transmission area. Companies most actively
involved in product and systems development are NEC, Fujitsu, Oki, Hitachi, and Toshiba,
but any company is free to bid on an NTT "open tender," its public call for proposals for a
given system. (See Chapter 2 for a fuller description of NTT’s bidding system.)
Time-division multiplexing is the most common digital technique common carriers use to
transmit many telephone conversations simultaneously. Data rates are continuing to rise,
although the limitations of electronics and the desire to be able to tap off individual time
slots inexpensively in loop architectures has introduced pressure to limit the data rate to
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Table 5.1
Japanese Diode Laser Efforts
TYPE/APPLICATION
TRANSMISSION
1. High-speed TDM
• Fabry-Pérot (1.3 µm)
• Fabry-Pérot (1.5 µm)
• Distributed Feedback (1.5 µm)
• Soliton sources (1.5 µm)
• Laser/modulator (1.5 µm)
2. WDM Sources
• Tunable lasers (1.5 µm)
• WDM arrays/PICs (1.5 µm)
PUMPS FOR EDFA
1. 1.48 µm Fabry-Pérot
2. 0.98 µm Fabry-Pérot
ACCESS (LOOP) – No bias; no cooler
1. 1.3 µm Fabry-Pérot
2. Vertical cavity surface-emitting laser

PRIMARY JAPANESE COMPANIES*

NEC, Oki, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Furukawa
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
NTT, NEC
Hitachi, NTT, KDD, NEC, Fujitsu, Oki
NTT, NEC, Hitachi, Oki, Toshiba
NTT, Hitachi, NEC, Oki, Toshiba
NEC, Oki, Furukawa, Mitsubishi
NEC, Furukawa, Hitachi, Fujitsu, KDD, Sumitomo
NEC, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Furukawa, Sumitomo, Mitsubishi,
Toshiba
NEC, NTT, Furukawa, (TIT)

STATUS

Production
Production
Production
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
Production
R, D, & P
R&D
R&D

ANALOG
1. CATV
• 1.3 µm distributed feedback
2. Microwave Links
• 1.5 µm distributed feedback

NEC, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Matsushita
NTT

Research

INTERCONNECT
1. VCSEL arrays
• 0.8 - 1.0 µm
• 1.3 µm
2. Edge-emitter arrays
• 1.3 µm Fabry-Pérot

NEC, Oki, Sanyo, Hitachi, NTT, Matsushita, (TIT)
NEC, NTT, Furukawa, (TIT)

R&D
Research

• 0.8 - 1.0 µm Fabry-Pérot
• 0.65 µm Fabry-Pérot
3. Optoelectronic integrated circuit/
Optical processing
VISIBLE
1. Sensing & display
• 630 - 670 nm (pointers, bar code)
2. Memory/optical disk
• 780 nm/CD
• 630 - 680 nm
• II - VI blue
• III - V blue

Production

NEC, Hitachi, Furukawa, Mitsubishi, Sumitomo, Fujitsu,
Toshiba
NEC, Oki, Sanyo
NEC, Toshiba, Mitsubishi

R&D
R&D
Research

NEC, NTT, Oki

Research

Toshiba, Hitachi, Sanyo, Mitsubishi, NEC, Matsushita,
Sony, Sharp

Production

Rohm, Sharp, Sanyo, Sony, Matsushita, Mitsubishi
Toshiba, Matsushita, Sanyo, NEC, Sharp, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu
Sony, Matsushita, Toshiba, Sharp
Nichia [LEDs - prod.], Toshiba, Matsushita

Production
R, D, & P
R&D
R&D

* University efforts are shown in parentheses
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some value. Additional capacity could be obtained by using wavelength-division
multiplexing. Presently, the highest TDM data rate used is 2.5 Gbit/s, but there are plans in
Japan to develop 10 Gbit/s TDM links. In the United States there seems to be more
interest in using WDM above 2.5 Gbit/s. The reasons for this disparity partially derive
from the fiber base already established in each country. In the United States good 1.3 µm
fiber is in place. It is not very suitable for high-bit-rate, long-haul transmission at 1.55 µm.
In Japan, much of the existing fiber is not of the highest quality; thus, Japanese firms
contemplate adding new dispersion-shifted fiber that is designed for high-bit-rate transmission
at 1.55 µm.
Lasers for high-speed time-division multiplexing applications
1.3 µm and 1.55 µm FP and 1.55 µm DFB lasers. TDM lasers currently in production
include 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm wavelength Fabry-Pérot (FP) lasers, as well as 1.55 µm
distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. The 1.55 µm DFB lasers are used for the longestdistance links where both fiber loss and dispersion are factors, such as undersea links. The
narrow linewidth of the DFB limits the effects of dispersion, and the fiber loss is minimal
at 1.55 µm. Moreover, EDFAs operate at this wavelength.
Research in this area is directed at obtaining lasers with low parasitics, high intrinsic
modulation bandwidth, and low spectral chirp (i.e., excess spectral bandwidth caused by
modulation). In Japan, NEC, Oki, Fujitsu, and Hitachi are carrying out concentrated work
on high-speed lasers. In this field, the United States holds the record for highest
modulation bandwidth at 1.55 µm (Morton et al. 1994). However, all four of the Japanese
companies just named have lasers that can be modulated to above 10 GHz, and this is more
than sufficient for the proposed 10 Gbit/s systems. Because of chirp, many Japanese R&D
efforts focus on integrating modulators with CW lasers, as will be outlined later.
Experimental records for long-haul systems tend to go back and forth between AT&T and
NTT, but it seems clear that Japan is somewhat ahead in developing 10 Gbit/s sources for
the marketplace, as indicated by the high number of related publications by Japanese
companies (OFC 1994 and 1995). Research in this area seems to be well poised to go into
production within several Japanese companies.
Soliton laser sources. Some R&D work also focuses on developing mode-locking
techniques to generate narrow-pulse trains, which must be gated in an external modulator
to encode information. Narrow pulses are desired for soliton pulse transmission, in which
the fiber dispersion is combined with nonlinear effects to generate a stable pulse width over
very long distances. Solitons are being studied primarily for transmission over long
uninterrupted paths, such as in undersea cables. NTT has been very active in this area.
Recently, it propagated soliton pulses at a 80 Gbit/s rate over 500 km with periodic EDFAs
and an EDF ring laser source (Nakazawa et al. 1994). AT&T’s efforts in the United States
have been sizable as well (primarily for undersea systems), and at present it would appear
that the United States is slightly ahead of Japan in the development of soliton-based
transmission systems.
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It seems clear that several Japanese companies will be able to provide 10 Gbit/s TDM
systems in the near future. There is research on 40 Gbit/s TDM, and such systems might
also be available within a few years. Here, the question is mainly one of architecture: it
may be more desirable to use WDM to accomplish this net capacity level.
Lasers for wavelength-division multiplexing applications
In the United States, Bellcore and AT&T intend to develop WDM techniques to multiplex
data where rates are higher than 2.5 Gbit/s. Several critical U.S. Government-funded
industry consortia have helped generate extensive efforts in recent years. In Japan there is
also considerable activity in WDM sources for such systems. NTT has been carrying out
several research efforts, and NEC, Hitachi, Fujitsu, and Toshiba have all developed some
components. The key laser devices are tunable lasers or arrays of different-wavelength
lasers. Issues are the control of the wavelength separation during manufacture and its
subsequent absolute control under environmental variations. Equally important in these
networks are tunable receivers or receiver arrays, as well as switches and fiber links that
either re-encode the appropriate wavelength or are optically transparent.
Tunable lasers. In the area of tunable lasers, NEC has been active for many years in
developing 3-section DBR devices, and Hitachi has recently demonstrated excellent results
with a similar 3-section DBR structure. Many of the basic ideas were generated earlier at
the Tokyo Institute of Technology under Professor Suematsu (1983, 161-176). Work at AT&T
compares very favorably with the Japanese 3-section tunable DBR device (Koch et al. 1988).
NTT has recently experimented with a superstructure grating DBR laser that provides
additional tuning range by using multiple reflection bands in two separate gratings
(Tohmori 1992). The first work on this concept was done at the University of California at
Santa Barbara (Jayaraman 1993), but no U.S. company seems to be pursuing it now. There
is work being done in Europe on a variety of tunable lasers.
WDM arrays. Monolithically integrated WDM arrays of DFB or DBR lasers have been
pursued by Toshiba, NTT, Hitachi, and NEC. In the United States, there has been leading
work at Bellcore (Zah 1992), as well as at AT&T and some other places. Also, numerous
WDM experiments have been carried out in Japan with discrete devices.
It appears that U.S. companies are somewhat ahead of the Japanese in development of
tunable lasers, due to recent efforts. However, this position derives from a clear difference
in focus. The Japanese seem to be moving directly to 10 Gbit/s before strongly considering
WDM systems, whereas the U.S. companies seem to feel that WDM should dominate
transmission above 2.5 Gbit/s. (The possible exceptions are MCI and Sprint, which appear
more open to moving directly to 10 Gbit/s for intercity links.) As noted above, there are
some bonafide reasons for the departure in strategy between the United States and Japan,
due to differences in the embedded fiber base for most common carriers.
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Photonic integrated circuits for TDM and WDM applications
The PICs in this source section have already been suggested above. In the WDM area,
PICs are used in integrated arrays of laser sources and in multisection tunable laser
structures. In the TDM area, the most widely researched PIC is a DFB laser integrated
with an electroabsorption modulator. This is desired to reduce the chirp that normally
accompanies the turn-on and turn-off transients. Some of the best device results have been
reported in a recent publication from NTT that showed 20 GHz bandwidth modulation and
22 dB on/off with only 2 V peak-to-peak drive (Wakita 1994). Monolithic devices with
2.5 mW out modulated at 2.5 Gbit/s with ± 2.5 V drive on the modulator section have been
used in recent AT&T systems experiments with EDFAs to transmit error-free data over
517 km (Johnson 1994). KDD, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Oki, and NEC have developed similar
integrated laser-modulators, and they appear to be in a position to manufacture them in the
near future. KDD is perhaps the biggest driver of this technology, and Hitachi seems to be in
the best manufacturing position, owing to its outstanding selective area growth technology.
The need for this kind of device seems to be well defined worldwide. (The majority of
PICs are being researched for receiver applications, and these will be discussed below.)
The capabilities in the United States are equal to or stronger than those in Japan in this PIC
area. However, the once-strong U.S. efforts at Bellcore seem to be fading, and the efforts
in Japan seem to be more widespread and more closely connected to potential production
facilities. In the future, the JTEC panel expects to see an increasing effort in Japan to make
low-cost, reliable PICs for both WDM and TDM applications.
Pump Lasers for EDFA
Both 1.48 µm and 0.98 µm FP lasers are being pursued at a number of Japanese companies
for pumping EDFAs. Those companies working on 1.48 µm include NEC, Oki,
Mitsubishi, and Furukawa. Those working on 0.98 µm include Fujitsu, Hitachi, KDD, and
NEC. In both cases, the powers out are sufficient, but the lifetimes of 0.98 µm pumps are
still being questioned. The shorter wavelength has some efficiency advantage, both in the
diode and in the pumping process; thus, newer efforts seem to be focusing on this. The
state-of-the-art performance for 0.98 µm in Japan is illustrated by some recent high-power,
high-temperature results from Hitachi. The highest CW power reported was 466 mW, and
a T0 of 156 K was observed between 20 and 80°C (Sagawa 1994). At 1.48 µm, Furukawa's
result was about the best the panel found: it has obtained CW powers of ~360 mW, with
threshold currents of ~30 mA (Kasukawa 1994).
The 1.48 µm diodes being produced in Japan are generally better than those of the United
States. In the 0.98 µm area the choice is less clear, with at least one U.S. company (SDL)
appearing to offer a somewhat better product (Gignac 1994). The panel expects to see a
continuing effort to produce pump lasers with high reliability at lower cost. Many future
all-optical network architectures will depend upon the presence of low-cost amplifiers.
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Access (or Loop) Lasers
1.3 µm FP lasers
"Access" lasers are those being developed for use in the final mile in accessing homes and
businesses with high-bandwidth optical fibers; thus, they are the ones to be used in the
widely discussed fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) and fiber-in-the-loop (FITL) architectures.
These lasers must be low in cost and must be useable with simple circuits. Thus, it is
generally assumed that they must operate without coolers and without any prebias.
Low-threshold 1.3 µm Fabry-Pérot structures are being developed by numerous companies
for this application. Fujitsu, NEC, Furukawa, Sumitomo, Toshiba, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi
are heavily involved (see Yamamoto et al. 1994; Uomi 1994; Ae 1994). It is expected to
be a big market worldwide, and some housing and business developments with fiber are
already being constructed in Japan. It is believed there that demand for high-bandwidth
optical fibers will come from multimedia applications. In fact, the multimedia market is
expected to become one of the largest in Japan in the next century.
The
telecommunications industry is clearly counting on this to provide a big boost to its
businesses in the coming years.
An example of the state of the art is the low-threshold laser recently developed at NECOhtsu. This laser has been operated at 1 Gbit/s in data links over a temperature range of
20-100°C without any prebias. Thresholds as low as 0.4 mA have been measured, and a
very high-yield process has been developed (Ae 1994). Fujitsu has a similar result
(Nobuhara 1994). This is the kind of performance required for the desired access laser. Of
course, still other companies have competitive efforts, and it is expected that this kind of
performance will be commonplace in a year or two.
In this area the Japanese seem to have a clear lead over the United States. Several
companies are ready to move into production with viable structures. The JTEC panel is not
aware of any U.S. company being in a similar state of readiness for production. In the next
decade, the JTEC panel agrees that the multimedia market will generate a large demand for
high-bandwidth fiber to homes and businesses. The multimedia business in Japan is
estimated to reach over 5% of its GNP by 2010; thus, it would surpass the automotive
industry in terms of both sales and employment. Of course, this would require a highbandwidth backbone, so the transmission business discussed above would also be
supported by the demand for multimedia services.
VCSELs
There are also research efforts exploring the use of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) for access applications in several companies, including NEC, NTT, and Furukawa,
as well as a university effort at the Tokyo Institute of Technology (TIT). Since the access
network seems to be rigidly focused on using 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm wavelengths, however,
the VCSEL effort for access applications is also limited to this wavelength range. Thus,
until these long-wavelength VCSELs look practical, the level of effort will remain small.
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Analog Lasers for Subcarrier Multiplexing Applications
1.3 µm DFB lasers for CATV
The biggest use of analog lasers currently is for cable television (CATV). Companies such
as NEC, Mitsubishi, and Matsushita are producing 1.3 µm DFB lasers for CATV
applications. The required high degree of linearity with associated low distortion is only
possible in a small fraction of conventional cleaved-facet DFB lasers. This is because of
the randomness of the facet location relative to the grating lines. NEC has developed a
novel partially corrugated design that appears to improve the yield substantially (Okuda
1994). NEC results represent the state of the art in Japan.
Microwave links
The other major application of analog lasers is satellite links. Both military and commercial
applications exist. Coaxial cable is relatively lossy and bulky, so optical fiber permits
much more efficient remoting of the antennas. Here, analog TV information may be the
most difficult information to transmit. Other wireless applications are also envisioned for
the future. A cell-like architecture requires many land-based stations. These can be much
more simple if analog encoding is used; thus, again, it may be desirable to use analog
optical fiber links to connect to these remote cell-stations in a wireless environment.
Because of Ortel and AT&T, the United States is competitive in this area. If demand
increases in the future, the United States should still be able to remain competitive. The
panel does expect demand to remain high in the coming years, due to both CATV and
antenna-remoting applications.
Interconnect Lasers and OEICs
Interconnect lasers encompass devices used over relatively short distances, usually under
the control of the user (rather than a common carrier) for more or less dedicated and
specialized traffic (although multiuser local area networks would be common). On-premises
interconnections of telecommunications switches would also provide a common carrier market.
VCSEL arrays
The vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser was first pursued by Professor Iga of TIT in
Japan, and several companies have begun small efforts in recent years. As the name
implies, the vertical-cavity laser is a very short-cavity laser with a pair of mirrors on each
side of an active layer, all grown sequentially on the surface of a semiconductor, so that the
light recirculates and emits in the vertical direction. The key difference between the
vertical-cavity and the conventional in-plane edge-emitting laser is that the VCSEL can be
entirely fabricated and tested at the wafer level, whereas the edge-emitter is only completed
once the wafer is cleaved into individual devices, thereby forming facet mirrors. Thus, the
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handling involved in making and testing the edge-emitters tends to be much higher, which
increases the cost. Of course, edge-emitters can be made at the wafer level with grating
mirrors or etched facets, but the processing is more complex. Again, the promise of the
VCSEL is that it should be a low-cost, easily-packaged device for use in high-volume
applications. Because VCSELs are naturally formed in arrays, they would seem to have
advantages in this format. This is especially true for 2-D arrays, which can only be done
with surface emitters.
VCSEL research is being carried out at NEC, Oki, Sanyo, Furukawa, Hitachi, Matsushita,
and NTT. Japan’s state of the art in the short wavelength region (0.8-1.0 µm) is a little
behind that of the United States, but Japanese researchers have put more effort into
exploring the long-wavelength regime. Nevertheless, U.S. efforts are comparable here
also. Some of the better work in the short-wavelength area in Japan has been done by
NEC. For example, NEC has recently reported a simple etched mesa structure with a
threshold current of 190 µA (Numai et al. 1993). In the United States, Sandia has recently
demonstrated devices with not only low thresholds, but also high wall-plug efficiencies (~
50%) in the important 1-2 mW range (Lear et al. 1995). In the long-wavelength (1.3-1.6
µm) area, Japan’s state of the art is comparable to or ahead of that in the United States. At
TIT, Iga's group demonstrated the first room-temperature CW operation more than a year
ago (Baba et al. 1993), but U.S. efforts have obtained significantly better threshold results
using wafer bonding (Babi et al. 1995). In the visible lasers area, the United States is
clearly ahead, since only the efforts at Sandia have led to good results (Schneider et al.
1994).
The JTEC panel expects to see increased efforts in the future, once applications are
identified. Hewlett-Packard is planning in the near future to introduce a parallel data link
product to interconnect workstations using VCSELs. Motorola has a sample 10-channel
parallel data link for sale. Vixel has VCSEL arrays for sale, and Honeywell plans to
introduce some products soon. Parallel data links using VCSEL arrays have also been
developed under government sponsorship in the United States. Thus, it would seem that
numerous applications might soon emerge. It is also likely that long-wavelength VCSELs
will become competitive; however, the work on access lasers will also continue to push
progress in edge-emitters. If the market becomes large enough and if the advantages of
wafer-scale processing can be utilized, then the VCSEL geometry may win. However,
barring these events, the momentum is still on the side of the edge-emitters.
Edge-emitting array lasers
Edge-emitting arrays are also being proposed for use in parallel data links. Both GaAs- and
InP-based arrays are being explored. At present the edge-emitters have a clear advantage
in the long-wavelength regime. They can piggyback on the successes of the access lasers
discussed above, and the VCSELs still are primitive. In the short-wavelength GaAs-based
system, the contest is closer. Again, edge-emitters are well developed, but VCSELs are also
performing extremely well and seem to possess clear advantages in manufacturability.
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The state of the art in Japan in the long-wavelength regime is represented by recent work at
Hitachi. Uomi et al. (1994, 2037) have recently reported very low threshold (0.56 mA)
1.3 µm devices with reasonable output powers, and already mentioned are similar results at
NEC for access applications (Ae et al. 1994). This would appear to surpass U.S. activities.
In the shorter-wavelength arena, there are a variety of data link activities. For example,
NEC is developing 980-nm lasers for use with plastic clad glass fiber and 650 nm lasers for
use with the new graded-index plastic optical fibers. Interconnect applications related to
multimedia as well as automotive applications are perceived. U.S. efforts at 980 nm are
competitive, but some of the best work is represented by university efforts (Zhao 1994),
and technology transfer efforts must still take place. In the visible wavelength regime, the
United States has fallen behind because of the thrust in Japan to develop sources for optical
storage (e.g., CD lasers), which effort has no parallel in the United States.
In the future, edge-emitting 1.3 µm lasers will be developed for access and interconnect
applications in parallel. The dual application will aid in making this longer wavelength
more competitive for interconnect applications, where the shorter wavelengths might otherwise
seem more natural. However, the continued development of shorter-wavelength visible sources
for optical recording will also have a similar consequence for development of low-cost,
reliable interconnect sources in the visible spectrum. Moreover, improvements in low-loss
and low-dispersion (e.g., graded-index) plastic fiber will also push development of visible laser
sources in the appropriate windows for interconnect applications, and some companies such
as Deutsche Bundeposte are considering using 780 nm CD lasers for FTTH access applications.
Thus, the argument for 1.3 µm might be used in a different way for the shorter wavelengths.
Optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs)
Monolithically integrated structures in this emitter laser category include integrated laserdrivers and “smart-pixel” circuits. (Most OEICs are associated with receivers.) In recent
years, there has been a move away from purely monolithic integration in favor of hybrid
integration using flip-chip bonding techniques; many of the applications once targeted for
OEICs have gone this route. Only where very large numbers are perceived does the panel
envision monolithic integration as being cost-effective. Fujitsu, NEC, and Matsushita have
been active in this area for some time.
In Japan there is some work, such as that by NTT and NEC, in integrating VCSELs with FETs
and detectors to create smart pixels that could be useful in board-to-board interconnects for
massively parallel computing or switching applications. Japanese efforts are at the basic
research level and would seem to parallel similar efforts in the United States. However,
the efforts in Japan appear to be better poised to move into production.
In the future, the panel expects that there will be continued modest development of OEICs,
with applications coming only in the high-volume cases. These may appear in the
interconnect area or in the optical storage area discussed below. For source integration, the
panel expects to see continued use of flip-chip and MCM technologies to achieve the
desired functionality with low-cost production.
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Shorter-Wavelength Lasers
780 nm compact optical disks
The use of lasers in compact optical disk players has brought about a revolution in the
diode laser industry. For the first time, there is an application that requires production of
more than a few thousand units per month. Thus, for the first time, the advantages of real
mass production can be employed. These advantages are perhaps best illustrated by Rohm,
a resistor manufacturing company that expanded into lasers. Through heavy use of
automation generally foreign to the laser diode business, Rohm was able to capture half of
the CD market, and in 1994 produced about 60 million laser diodes. This kind of demand
has pushed the price down to about $2/laser (as of late 1994), even with the conventional
cleaved-facet technology. Some argue that VCSELs would be much more manufacturable,
but the market has to be large to justify this new technology at such small unit prices.
Besides Rohm, other major players in the CD market include Sony, Sanyo, and Sharp.
Smaller efforts exist at Fujitsu, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, NEC, and Hitachi. Most of these
look forward to the magneto-optic read/write technology being a new market requiring
somewhat more demanding specifications (e.g., higher power) from the laser diodes.
Matsushita has developed a phase-change reversible (PCR) media that it claims has the
advantage of being more compatible with conventional CD technology. In fact, it
announced a PD/CD-ROM product for 1995 that handles both PCR and CD disks.
Shorter-wavelength (630-680 nm) optical disk lasers
There is an evolution toward shorter wavelengths for optical storage. A new standard at
650 nm has already been established. The panel expects to see products using this standard
in the next year or two. Together with some other improvements, about a factor of two in
storage density is promised. This technology is based upon the AlGaInP/GaAs system,
which is superior to the AlGaAs/GaAs system for wavelengths shorter than 780 nm. The
ZnSe-like II-VI compounds and the GaN-like III-V compounds promise to move the
wavelength into the blue range. These will be discussed in the materials section below.
Visible lasers for sensors and displays
Besides optical storage, applications for lasers in the 600-800 nm range lie in optical
pointers, bar-code scanners, printers, data links, and display. The production of pointers
relies upon visible light emission, and wavelengths in the 630-650 nm range are much
better than ones at ~670 nm, even though higher power tends to be available there. This is
due to the vast improvement in eye sensitivity. For the print heads and bar-code scanners
an analogous argument holds, but here the shorter-wavelength lasers are preferable because
of the sensitivity of the detecting medium. As already mentioned for data links,
compatibility with plastic fiber (650 nm) is important. For display, again, 670 nm is a bit
too long. Toshiba is a major player in these applications.
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In the future, the panel expects to see continued effort with AlGaInP red lasers, leading to
reduced threshold currents and increased powers out in the 630 to 650 nm range. The
Japanese are clearly ahead of the United States, but efforts such as those at
Hewlett-Packard and SDL promise to make the United States competitive if the markets
can be made available to the U.S. suppliers.
Integrated CD optical heads
There is also a significant amount of work in integrating CD lasers with other optical parts
to make a more compact, robust and manufacturable optical head. Sony is working on a
“laser coupler” that consists of a laser on a silicon submount containing a photodetector
and circuit elements for preamplification and generation of servo signals. A molded microprism
is also attached (Miyaoka 1994). Sharp uses a hologram half mirror and “OPIC,”
consisting of a photodiode, Si circuit, and CD laser in one element (Miyauchi et al. 1994).
SEMICONDUCTOR OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS AND SWITCHES
Proposed photonic integrated circuits, as introduced above, can benefit in many instances
from the inclusion of an optical amplifier to compensate for coupling, splitting, and
absorption losses. Efforts at NTT, Hitachi, Oki, and NEC aim to develop viable amplifier
elements, presumably for use in PICs, such as integrated receivers and switches. Some of
the recent efforts have focused on techniques to provide reasonable gains with polarization
independence (Magari et al. 1994; Kitamura, Komatsu, and Kitamura 1994). In theory, use
of integrated semiconductor preamps as receiver front ends can provide receiver
sensitivities close to the quantum limit. The use of optical amplifiers in semiconductor
switches promises to provide low loss (or even gain) and very good on/off ratios. Such
switches are particularly attractive, since most semiconductor switches incorporate a
significant amount of loss and have marginal on/off or crosstalk levels. Lossless switches
may be scaleable to larger sizes. Recent work at Hitachi has demonstrated lossless
switching in a 4 x 4 crossbar configuration (Kirihara et al. 1994).
Although there is work at AT&T and Bellcore in the United States, it appears that the
Japanese efforts are somewhat more serious and clearly more widespread. Thus, the JTEC
panel estimates that the Japanese are slightly ahead of the United States in these areas.
INTEGRATED RECEIVERS
TDM receiver technology continues to follow an evolutionary path toward higher
bandwidths as the transmission requirements go up. Benefits of integrating a preamplifier
with the photodetector increase as the required speed increases, because parasitics become
intolerable. Thus, work on OEIC receivers has intensified in recent years. Japanese
participants include NTT, NEC, Sumitomo, and Fujitsu. The widest published bandwidth
of 23 GHz was obtained using a pin/double-heterojunction bipolar transistor technology
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(Sano et al. 1994). Competitive U.S. efforts for high-speed receivers exist at AT&T, and
there are smaller efforts at Rockwell and Hughes. In the lower-speed arena previous work
at IBM on integrated MSM-MESFET receivers still would appear to be state of the art; this
technology is being manufactured at Vitesse. Thus, generally, the panel sees the United
States and Japan about even in this area.
In Japan there is also active development of a standardized access module specified by NTT
that incorporates 1.55 µm broadband receivers as well as 1.3 µm transceivers. Generally, a
passive splitter is used at 1.3 µm where relatively low data rates are involved, but a wavelength selective coupler or splitter is needed to select out the 1.55 µm channel with low
loss. NTT continues to do research in this area, as do numerous other Japanese companies.
Integrated WDM receiver technology is minimal in Japan. Efforts at AT&T and Bellcore
in the United States would seem to put the United States in the lead in this technology. For
example, workers at AT&T recently demonstrated a rather complex WDM receiver using
on-chip gain, a filter, and a fast photodetector on the same chip (Verdiell et al. 1994).
NEW MATERIALS AND PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
III-Vs
The success of Nichia Chemical in demonstrating blue GaN LEDs has generated a lot of
excitement both in Japan and in the United States (Nakamura 1994). Many Japanese
companies the JTEC panel visited, including Toshiba and Matsushita, are beginning efforts
in this materials system. Some are still continuing previous efforts in the II-VIs. In Japan
good products seem to find their way to market very rapidly. For example, the committee
observed very bright Nichia blue LEDs on sale in shops in Tokyo’s Akihabara district.
In the United States there is also a significant amount of new work, mainly in universities
(e.g., Illinois, Northwestern, North Carolina State, University of Texas at Austin, and the
University of California at Santa Barbara), but notably also in such companies as HewlettPackard, Xerox, SDL, APA Optics, and Honeywell. Hewlett-Packard appears ready to
launch a major activity in this direction.
Lasing has been reported in GaN in a relatively crude optically pumped structure (Yang et
al. 1995), but most work has been with LEDs. Many applications call for LEDs more than
for lasers; however, in the important area of optical recording, lasers are clearly required.
This application alone justifies the work being done to develop lasers in this system.
In the future the panel expects to see numerous reports of improved efficiency and lifetime
of LEDs as well as lasers in the GaN-AlN-InN system. The major issue is one of finding or
generating a lattice matched substrate. Surprisingly, the large number of defects accompanying
the growth of GaN on Al2O3 do not seem to destroy its luminescence properties (Lester et
al. 1995). However, it is widely assumed that a better substrate or technique for growing
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layers on mismatched substrates will be key to making practical device-quality material.
Japan appears to have a slight lead because of the Nichia work, but in terms of general
research results, the United States is somewhat closer. In fact, it seems that the United
States is moving about as fast as Japan in developing this materials system. Nevertheless,
moving the research into products still may be a hurdle for the United States.
II-VIs
In the ZnSe-based II-VI materials there are continuing efforts at a number of Japanese
companies, which are routinely reporting progress. For example, Sony has recently
reported 1 hour CW operation of its lasers (Ishibashi 1994). Toshiba, Matsushita, and
Sharp are also concentrating on making practical devices from the II-VI-based materials.
In the United States, North Carolina State and Eagle-Pitcher have demonstrated blue and
green LEDs grown on ZnSe substrates with probably the best performances to date. They
report 650-hour lifetimes and high brightness (Yu et al. 1994).
In the II-VIs it is well understood that defects must be eliminated to create long-lived
devices. Most efforts focus on finding techniques to remove the defects associated with
growth on lattice mismatched GaAs substrates or techniques to improve upon the ZnSe
lattice matched substrates mentioned above. The United States appears to be slightly
behind Japan in the II-VI area, but U.S. and Japanese efforts are relatively close. As in
other cases, being able to move research results into marketable products is a key issue.
Organics
Work on organics falls into three general areas: passive waveguides, electro-optic waveguide
modulators, and electroluminescent display materials. In all cases, the hope is to create a
lower-cost and more manufacturable technology. Also, it is believed that organic device
structures can be created on a wide variety of substrates without much regard to lattice
matching or surface topology. In the waveguide areas, significant research efforts exist at
Matsushita, Fujitsu, NEC, and NTT. Although still at the basic research level, they seem to
aim at both passive optical interconnects (incorporating such elements as splitters and
couplers) and active modulator structures (for high-speed switching and signal encoding
applications). Low-loss waveguides have been measured fairly recently (Matsuura et al.
1993; Langhoff, Stokich, and Heistand 1993). There is also some work on nonlinear
effects in NEC and Toyota. In the United States, there are analogous efforts at Honeywell,
General Electric, and a number of universities. All things considered, it would appear that
Japanese companies are closer to marketing products than U.S. companies.
In the electroluminescent display area, Sanyo, Idemitsu, and Matsushita are active in
developing light-emitting polymers that may find use in a variety of display applications
(Yu, Pakbaz, and Heeger 1994; Yang et al. 1995). In the United States, a few university
efforts exist, and a new start-up company, UNIAX Corporation, is actively developing
product concepts in light-emitting polymers. Table 5.2 summarizes the primary Japanese
companies involved in the materials work.
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Table 5.2.
New Optoelectronic Materials Efforts In Japan
MATERIAL TYPE
1. II-VIs
2. III-Vs
3. Organics
• Waveguides
• Modulators
• E-L display

PRIMARY JAPANESE COMPANIES

STATUS

Sony, Matsushita, Toshiba (ZnSe), Fujitsu (HgCdTe)
NEC (Sb system, ALE), Nichia (GaN system)

R&D
R&D

Matsushita, Fujitsu, NEC, NTT
"
"
"
"
Sanyo, Idemitsu, Matsushita

Research
Research

COMPARISON OF JAPANESE EFFORTS RELATIVE TO U.S. EFFORTS
Table 5.3 summarizes the JTEC panel’s comparisons of U.S. and Japanese efforts in the
optoelectronics devices area. In the interests of simplicity, a number of separate R&D
efforts are incorporated into only a few general categories in the table, and the comparisons
are made for the categories as a whole. Thus, the table represents generalizations only, not
exceptions; for example, in a category where the panel judges the Japanese to be ahead
overall, the United States may well be ahead in one particular segment.
Table 5.3.
Japanese Device Technology Relative to U.S. Technology
DEVICE

PRODUCTION
STATUS

VECTOR*

Ahead
Behind
Ahead

Up
NC
Up

Access

Ahead

Up

Analog

Even

Up

1. Lasers
Transmission
TDM
WDM
Pump

Interconnect
1.3 µm
0.98 µm - 0.85 µm
0.78 µm - 0.65 µm
Visible
Red
Blue

Ahead
Even
Ahead

Up
NC
Up

Ahead
Ahead

Up
NC

2. Amplifiers and Switches

Ahead

NC

3. Integrated Receivers

Ahead

Up

4. New Materials

Even

NC

* Future movement of Japan’s device technology status compared with U.S. NC = no change.
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In summary, in all cases except WDM, the JTEC panel concludes that Japanese component
technology is ahead of or even with that of the United States. Of course, as mentioned
above, there are generally a few exceptions within each category. In making these general
conclusions, the level of activity in the development and manufacturing areas or the
readiness to move the technology into manufacture have been more important factors than
leadership in the research area.
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CHAPTER 6

OPTICAL SENSORS

AND

SPECIALTY FIBERS

Donald B. Keck

INTRODUCTION
The “Information Age” is upon us. We generate, process, store, display, and transmit
information in ever increasing amounts. Sensing and measuring is one aspect of information
generation that will become an increasingly important activity in the coming years.
In the broadest context, the field of optical sensing includes both imaging and nonimaging
sensors. The imaging category includes both proximity sensing and remote sensing; it
encompasses all of the technology activity in charge-coupled device (CCD) focal plane
arrays, for example. Imaging and remote sensing are each distinct fields in themselves and
are beyond the scope of this study. This chapter focuses on the field of nonimaging sensor
technology.
Work on nonimaging optical sensor technology began building momentum about a decade
ago. Figure 6.1 shows the chronology of papers presented around the world in this broad
area. Further examination of the publication data indicates that optical sensing involving
fiber constitutes almost 93% of the work on nonimaging sensors. As a consequence, in
benchmarking this technology it is important to examine activity in specialty fibers.
Breaking the work in fiber-optic sensor technology into even smaller subsets, one finds not
only a very diverse field but a very fragmented marketplace as well. The myriad aspects of
transmitting light through guiding structures results in multiple methods of sensing and
measuring physical and chemical quantities; similarly, application of these techniques in
the marketplace is found in many niches.
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Fig. 6.1. Fiber-optic and optical sensor publication chronology (Dialog File 4, INSPEC Database).

Much of the optical sensor work is being done at universities and small companies; as a
result, the current cost picture for most of the sensors being produced and studied is that of
low-volume, high-cost manufacturing. Large companies are tending to watch and wait for
emergence of a large application requiring their expertise in high-volume manufacturing
before committing resources. All the benefits envisioned by workers in this field, and there
are many, have not yet resulted in the scale-up required for low-cost, high-volume
manufacturing. What is likely required is a convergence to a single technology platform
where many sensor types can be produced from a relatively small number of component
building blocks. While that concept is not new, and there seems to be a widely held view
that the components of optical fiber communications can provide the necessary ingredients,
to date that convergence has not happened, in North America, Asia, or Europe.
SUMMARY OF JAPANESE AND U.S. OPTICAL SENSOR ACTIVITIES
Optical sensing R&D can be broken into twelve topical categories: ten sensor types
(chemical, temperature, strain, biomedical, electrical and magnetic, rotation, vibration,
displacement, pressure, and flow) and two general categories (enabling science and
components, and networks and instrumentation). The status of the optical fibers used in
sensors is a distinct, but related, topic of interest to this study.
In both Japan and the United States there is a growing interest in optical sensing. Japan’s
Optoelectronics Industry and Technology Development Association (OITDA) indicates the
sensor market is currently worth approximately $920 million a year (OITDA 1994). The
North American Optoelectronics Industry Development Association (OIDA, private
communication with the author) predicts a growth potential reaching approximately
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$5 billion by the first decade of the next century. Currently, the largest activities in the
sensor market are chemical gas sensing, medical pressure sensing, automotive rotation and
direction sensing, and temperature sensing. The main growth areas are expected to be
chemical sensing, mostly related to environmental sensing, and biomedical sensing,
oriented at first toward point-of-care sensing, but evolving to home sensing. Strain sensing
associated with “smart structures” is also expected to be an area of considerable growth.
Optical sensor researchers have already demonstrated and/or delivered a technique for
sensing virtually every measurand of interest. For the most part, they have based their
work on optical fiber components and techniques resulting from the optical fiber
communications revolution. Sensitivity levels of optical sensors generally exceed the
values required by present applications. In addition to sensitivity, optical sensors also offer
freedom from electrical and magnetic interference. As with most sensitive measurement
techniques, however, interference from other competing effects can often be a problem — for
example, a strain sensor may be temperature-dependent. Much work has been done to
mitigate these competing effects, and many of these interferences have been overcome.
Research trends indicate that the most promising sensors are interferometric types of sensors,
fiber Bragg grating sensors, and evanescent wave sensors, including two-photon types.
A study of the published data and a review of the JTEC panel’s site visits leads to several
conclusions of national interest regarding this technology. Leading research is being done
primarily in the United States. The U.S. “national laboratories” such as the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have
done much of the leading work.
In the commercial arena, the relative national standings are mixed. The United States has
commercial leadership in chemical, strain, biomedical, and pressure sensing, while
Japanese companies lead in commercial rotation and electric and magnetic sensing. The
U.S. commercial arena is populated with many small companies, a number of which have
recently been purchased by foreign national companies; for example, the French company
Photonetics purchased Metricor, and the Swedish company ABB purchased the
Westinghouse optical sensor group. In Japan, the optical sensor effort comes mostly from
divisions of large companies such as Hitachi Cable and Sumitomo Electric. These
companies have focused on potentially high-volume applications with lower performance
requirements; a notable example is Hitachi’s fiber-optic gyroscope (FOG), designed for
high-volume automotive applications.
OPTICAL SENSOR TECHNOLOGIES
Measurands and Sensor Categories
At this point in the evolution of optical sensing technology, one can measure nearly all of
the physical measurands of interest and a very large number of chemical quantities. The
measurands possible are listed in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1
Optical Sensor Measurands
Temperature
Pressure
Flow
Liquid Level
Displacement (Position)
Vibration
Rotation
Magnetic Fields
Acceleration

Chemical Species
Force
Radiation
pH
Humidity
Strain
Velocity
Electric Fields
Acoustic Fields

Techniques by which the measurements are made can be broadly grouped in three
categories depending on (a) how the sensing is accomplished, (b) the physical extent of the
sensing, and (c) the role of the optical fiber in the sensing process.
Means of sensing
In this category, sensors are generally based either on measuring an intensity change in one
or more light beams or on looking at phase changes in the light beams by causing them to
interact or interfere with one another. Thus sensors in this category are termed either
intensity sensors or interferometric sensors. Techniques used in the case of intensity
sensors include light scattering (both Rayleigh and Raman), spectral transmission changes
(i.e., simple attenuation of transmitted light due to absorption), microbending or radiative
losses, reflectance changes, and changes in the modal properties of the fiber.
Interferometric sensors have been demonstrated based upon the magneto-optic, the laserDoppler, or the Sagnac effects, to name a few
Extent of sensing
This category is based on whether sensors operate only at a single point or over a
distribution of points. Thus, sensors in this category are termed either point sensors or
distributed sensors. In the case of a point sensor, the transducer may be at the end of a
fiber the sole purpose of which is to bring a light beam to and from the transducer.
Examples of this sensor type are interferometers bonded to the ends of fibers to measure
temperature and pressure. In the case of a distributed sensor, as the name implies, sensing
is performed all along the fiber length. Examples of this sensor type are fiber Bragg
gratings distributed along a fiber length to measure strain or temperature.
Role of optical fiber
Further distinction is often made in the case of fiber sensors as to whether measurands act
externally or internally to the fiber. Where the transducers are external to the fiber and the
fiber merely registers and transmits the sensed quantity, the sensors are termed extrinsic
sensors. Where the sensors are embedded in or are part of the fiber — and for this type
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there is often some modification to the fiber itself — the sensors are termed internal or
intrinsic sensors. Examples of extrinsic sensors are moving gratings to sense strain, fiberto-fiber couplers to sense displacement, and absorption cells to sense chemistry effects.
Examples of intrinsic sensors are those that use microbending losses in the fiber to sense
strain, modified fiber claddings to make spectroscopic measurements, and counterpropagating beams within a fiber coil to measure rotation.
Today, most of the measurands in Table 6.1 can be sensed by either intensity or
interferometric techniques and as either point or distributed effects. A wide variety of
physical phenomena are used to actually sense the quantity to be measured.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Optical Sensors
R&D in the optical sensor field is motivated by the expectation that optical sensors have
significant advantages compared to conventional sensor types, in terms of their properties.
Table 6.2 lists some of the advantages of optical over nonoptical sensors.
Table 6.2
Advantages of Optical Sensors
Greater Sensitivity
Electrical Passiveness
Freedom from Electromagnetic Interference

Wide Dynamic Range
Both Point and Distributed Configuration
Multiplexing Capabilities

Taking advantage of the capacity of optical fibers to send and receive optical signals over
long distances, a current trend is to create networks of sensors, or sensor arrays. This
avoids having to convert between electronics and photonics separately at each sensing site,
thereby reducing costs and increasing flexibility.
A difficulty of all sensors, both optical and nonoptical, is interference from multiple
effects. A sensor intended to measure strain or pressure may be very temperature-sensitive.
Intense R&D over the last five years to provide means for distinguishing between various
effects has been conducted for optical sensors. Considerable progress has been made, as
will be discussed below.
Publication and Patent Trends
Figure 6.2 shows both the publication and the patent chronology for fiber and optical
sensors combined. As indicated earlier, most sensors today involve the use of optical
fibers somewhere in the technique and are referred to as optical fiber sensors. Optical
sensors make use of the same physical phenomena to perform their sensing operation but
involve no optical fiber. They instead rely on lens or mirror systems to transmit and
manipulate the beams of light used in their sensing process. The fiber and optical sensors
field has been active slightly over a decade, with the patent record beginning earlier, as
might be expected, and showing growth similar to that of publications.
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It is instructive to examine the geographic origin of both the publications and the patents.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show, respectively, the geographical origins of publications and patents in
the field of fiber and optical sensing. Clearly, the major publication work in the field has
taken place in the United States and the United Kingdom. A major driving force for this has
been military need for sensors that make use of the intrinsic advantages listed in Table 6.2.
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The geographic origin of the majority of patents is very different from that of publications.
While Japanese organizations accounted for less than 10% of technical publications, they
accounted for about 31% of patents and are the largest contributors (Fig. 6.4). U.S.
organizations are the second largest patent contributors, with about 29% of total patents.
Differences in U.S. and Japanese patent laws probably account for the discrepancy in
geographic representation in the publications and patents figures: Japan has a first-to-file
patent system (distinct from the U.S. first-to-invent patent system), and the Japanese tend
to use their patent system as a combination publication and patent vehicle.
It is useful to divide the approximately 6,000 papers published on optical sensors
worldwide into the major enabling technology and market application categories shown in
Figure 6.5. Work in each of the major categories is summarized briefly in the following
sections. The major fiber and optical sensor types with direct market application are
chemical, temperature, strain, biomedical, electrical and magnetic, and rotation types.
These will be discussed in decreasing order of publication activity. The enabling sensor
technology category covers specialty fibers, detectors, and light sources; the networks and
instrumentation category covers a variety of sensor systems for monitoring multiple
sensors; and the “other” category covers pressure, displacement or position, vibration,
refractive index, flow, and acceleration.
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Fig. 6.5. Optical sensor publication chronology, by category (Dialog File 4).

Sensor Types
Because of the myriad ways now available to sense the same quantity, no single sensing
technique has emerged to become the large-volume leader. Some techniques, however,
seem to be more prominent than others for sensing a given measurand, and each technique
tends to have its own specialists among the company and university labs. This is definitely
a field in which new technologies are being developed and tested continuously; it is this
plethora of new techniques that leads to the fragmented nature of the optical sensor
marketplace.
Chemical sensors
For the most part, chemical sensors are examples of remote spectroscopy using fiber optics
as a relay vehicle. Both absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy are used. Chemical
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testing has been demonstrated using fiber-optic fluorimmunoassay (FOFIA). In this
technique, antigens specific for the antibodies to be detected are immobilized in proximity
to a guided optical beam. The antibodies are tagged with fluorophores and allowed to bond
to the antigens. Evanescent excitation of the fluorophores and/or collection of the resulting
fluorescent radiation provide for extremely sensitive monitoring techniques. In some tests,
10-12 molar levels of creatine kinase (CK-MB) have been detected (Walczak et al. 1992).
Recently reported work at the University of Strathclyde (UK) includes methane sensing
based on using the evanescent or retroreflected wave from a D-fiber (shown later in
Fig. 6.7) (Jin et el. 1994). The readout device utilizes an AC Fabry-Pérot interferometer.
Groundwater and soil contamination monitoring has been demonstrated at the 5 ppb level
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) using spectral absorption resulting
from the chemical reaction between the species to be detected and a reagent (Milanovich et
al. 1994). Specifically, tricholoroethylene (TCE) has been detected at these levels using as
the reagent pyridine, which reacts to form a colored compound that absorbs in the green
portion of the optical spectrum (530-570 nm).
In a novel use of coherent fiber bundles, each fiber is used as a separate channel for a
distinct species to be detected. By photoinitiated bonding, different analytes can be
attached to the distal ends of fibers in the bundle, each analyte specific to a given chemical
species. In a collaboration between LLNL and Tufts University, the fluorescent reflection
spectrum from the analyte-specific polymer is monitored to obtain the chemical
concentration of the analyte (Healey et al. 1994).
Distributed chemical sensing can be done by attaching an optical fiber to the side of a
plastic rod coated with an appropriate polymer. For example, hydrogel polymer can be
dip-coated onto a glass-fiber-reinforced plastic rod. Upon contact with water, resultant
swelling of the polymer produces microbending losses in the optical fiber, which can be
detected using an optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) (Wallace, Yang, and
Campbell 1994). Various gels can be used to detect different effects; for example, some
hydrogels do not show this swelling effect unless the pH exceeds a predetermined value;
hence, pH can be measured remotely.
The principal companies building chemical sensors include Pharmacia Biotech (Sweden),
which sells a nonfiber-optic device (Crossley 1994). Companies selling pH instruments
include CDI/3M; Optical Systems and Sensors; Lightsense, which in addition sells a blood
gas monitor; and Synectics Medical, which sells a bile sensor developed at the Italian lab
CNR/IROE. Fiberchem sells a hydrocarbon monitor based on sensing changes in the
cladding refractive index along a fiber. The Quantum Group, Inc., has commercialized
biomimetic optical sensors for carbon monoxide (CO); it manufactured more than
3 million units in 1994 (M. Goldstein, President, private communication with the author).
These are based on two-wavelength spectral changes in a secondary species.
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Temperature sensors

Temperature sensors probably constitute the largest class of commercially available optical
sensors. Many different physical phenomena are used to perform the sensing, each with
attributes suitable for a particular application; no single technique can accommodate the
entire range of temperatures and resolutions required for different applications. The main
physical techniques in use are remote pyrometry (or blackbody radiation monitoring),
Fabry-Pérot interferometers to measure optical path-length changes in a material, Raman
scattering, and rare-earth absorption and fluorescence monitoring. The range of operation
for all these techniques is very broad, with reported values from -50°C to over 1000°C.
Sensitivity can be at the ±0.1°C level, with newer techniques perhaps 100 times better.
The U.S. and European work in this area is primarily in small companies and universities.
In contrast, in Japan, large companies like Hitachi and Sumitomo are the significant
players.
The U.S. military need for temperature sensors has been at the high-temperature range for
fire monitoring and engine control. A number of optical fiber sensors were tested over two
temperature ranges of 0°C to 400°C and 400°C to 1100°C in a program sponsored by the
U.S. Office of Naval Research in 1992 (Day et al. 1994). The operability of temperature
sensors was established, but no one device could accommodate the entire range.
The major activity in Japan seems to be in distributed temperature sensing. It appears to
have begun with the electric power industry but now is being considered for the civil
infrastructure. Applications include temperature monitoring in ducts and tunnels, nuclear
plants, steel manufacturing plants, mines, and large halls. Additionally, distributed
temperature sensors have been used to monitor the curing temperature of concrete to
achieve the optimum structural strength in dam and building construction.
At present, activities in point-sensing of temperature appear to be stronger in the United
States and Europe, while activities in distributed sensing of temperature are stronger in
Japan. That trend is expected to continue. Table 6.3 is an attempt to identify the current
capabilities in these two areas of temperature sensing. The various techniques are
discussed below in greater detail.

Table 6.3
Fiber-optic Temperature Sensor Performance
Parameter
Range (°C)
Accuracy (°C)
Resolution (°C)
Length Resolution (meters)

Point Sensing
-50 → 1100
±1
± 0.1
NA

Distributed
Sensing
-10 → 500
±1
± 0.1
1-5
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Remote pyrometry. This technique uses optical fibers to telemeter the black-body
spectrum of a small piece of material such as sapphire to an appropriate measurement site.
Typically this is used in high-temperature applications. Companies working in this area
include Luxtron and Celect Electronics (Crossley 1994).
Fabry-Pérot (FP) interferometers. These temperature sensors measure the change in optical
path length of a short piece of material whose thermal expansion coefficient and refractive
index as a function of temperature are known. In some cases, multiple wavelengths are
used to null out secondary effects such as strain or pressure in the material being measured.
The FP is often made in materials such as glass, calcite, or zinc selenide (ZnSe), to name a
few. Because of material choices in packaging, these sensors are limited to perhaps 400°C.
Companies using this technique include Photonetics (formerly Metricor) and Sira, Ltd.
Fluorescence emission. Temperature is most often determined by measuring the fluorescence
emission decay times from rare-earth-doped and transition-metal-doped phosphors.
Neodymium-doped glass shows good performance over the range -50°C to 300°C
(Fernicola and Crovini 1992). Chromium:LiSAF crystal has shown high sensitivity from
0°C to 100°C and is suitable for biomedical sensing (Zhang, Grattan, and Palmer 1992).
Yttrium oxide and yttrium orthovanadate activated with europium (Eu) are suitable only
for measurements in the 500°C to 1000°C range (Noel et al. 1992). Recently, Cr:YAG has
been shown to operate over the range -25°C to 500°C. By using a digital signal processing
scheme for the decay measurement, resolution of 0.1°C over the entire range is possible
(Fernicola and Crovini 1994). Companies interested in this technique include Nortech
Fibronics of Canada, whose products operate in the range -40°C to 250°C; Optrand, Inc.,
which sells devices for high-temperature engine control applications; and Takaoka Electric,
which has taken over the activities of ASEA (Crossley 1994).
Distributed sensing. In the distributed temperature sensing area, Hitachi makes use of the
thermal properties of Raman scattering in the material of a conventional optical fiber (see
Hitachi site report in Appendix D). The company has a commercial product referred to as Fiber
Optic Temperature Laser Radar (FTR). In this technique researchers use a large pulsed
Nd:YAG laser (~100 watts) to excite Raman scattering, which is monitored using OTDR.
Hitachi’s commercial unit will operate over the range -10°C to perhaps 500°C, depending
on the fiber sheath material, with a quoted accuracy of ±1°C, and a resolution of ±0.1°C.
The response time for this readout is between 15 and 90 seconds, depending on the unit.
The longest length over which the OTDR technique has been successful is about 30 km.
Sumitomo Electric has reported that using a distributed Er-doped fiber, temperature
distribution along this length has been measured, with ±2.3°C sensitivity and 6.5 m
resolution (Wakami and Tanaka 1994).
Promising new optical sensor technologies. Although still in the research or development
phase, several new activities show promise for improved capability. Using a Brillouin gain
spectrum analysis, temperature and strain can be measured along the length of a fiber.
Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT) has demonstrated a technique using OTDR
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readout and finds a sensitivity of 1 MHz/°K (Shimizu, Horiguchi, and Koyamada 1994).
Temperature and length resolution are better than 0.5°C and 60 meters, respectively. NTT
has demonstrated this technique in two branches of a tree-and-branch network.
Building on the work in Er-doped fiber amplifiers for telecommunications, a hightemperature point sensor utilizing the green fluorescent intensity of Er-doped silica fiber
has been demonstrated. This is based on the recently observed fast thermalization between
the 4S3/2 and the 2H11/2 levels of Er. The relative population of these levels is represented
well by a Boltzman distribution and thereby is related well to temperature. This technique
was demonstrated between 300°K and 1000°K (Maurice et al. 1994). Researchers at
China’s Zhejiang University Department of Physics are attempting to Cr-dope sapphire
crystals to fabricate a “mini-black-body radiator” with a range of over 2000°C (Shen et al.
1994). They also report making Y-doped zirconia single-crystal fibers 300-500 µm in diameter
and 100-250 mm in length. These should also be capable of operating at over 2000°C.
A very promising area, demonstrated by several groups, builds on the temperature-sensing
capabilities of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) devices. A challenge is to fabricate a device that
responds to just one measurand, that is, temperature; some progress has been made. At the
Universities of Kent and Southhampton, two identical FBGs have been interferometrically
monitored (Rao and Jackson 1994). By incorporating these in a bimetallic beam,
temperature was reliably measured independent of other effects, with ±1% linearity
achieved over the range 25°C to 65°C, and with a possible resolution of ±0.006 °C.
In related work, the reliability of the germanium-silica fibers in which the FBG are
fabricated has been studied (Morey, Meltz, and Weiss 1994). The fibers seem to show
creep above 650°C. Calculations suggest that germania diffusion at temperatures as high
as 370°C is not a significant problem; however, due to this effect, the Bragg gratings could
produce a shift of 1% in the measurand within 2.8 years at 650°C and within 100 hours
at 800°C.
Strain sensors
Strain is measured by several methods, including fiber Bragg gratings, stimulated Brillouin
scattering, and polarimetry in birefringent materials. Of these techniques, the FBG technology
seems currently to be most preferred. In this technique a refractive index grating is written
into a single-mode germanium-doped silica fiber. Strain is sensed by monitoring the
reflected or transmitted wavelength from the grating as it is subjected to elongation. These
gratings are easy to produce and should therefore be cost-effective. NRL and United
Technology Research Center have had active programs in the area for several years. Using
an interferometric readout for the reflected wavelength, NRL has recorded sensitivity of
about 10-13 µstrain (A. Kersey, private communication with the author, February 1995).
Other laboratories working in this area include the Institute for Optical Research in
Sweden, which has used a two-core fiber with FBGs to simultaneously measure both
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temperature and strain (Wosinski et al. 1994). Strain sensors based on FBG are also
sensitive to temperature. Workers at the Department of Physical Sciences at Waterford
Regional Technical College in Ireland and the Department of Physics at Herriott-Watt in
Scotland have used dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy to measure a set of
parameters for both temperature and strain and extract the competing effects (Flavin,
McBride, and Jones 1994). They measure 18 µstrain with their technique.
As noted above, two identical FBGs can be used to nullify temperature effects. Using
these two FBGs in a strain sensor, as little as 9 µstrain was measured independent of
temperature (Rao and Jackson 1994).
Using Brillouin OTDR as for temperature measurement, NTT has demonstrated sensitivity
values of 5 MHz/0.01% strain. In two branches of a tree-and-branch network NTT has
shown a length resolution of 60 meters and a strain resolution of about 50-100 µstrain.
Biomedical sensors
Development of fiber-optic sensors for medical applications began nearly 20 years ago.
The proven success of biomedical optical sensors results from their reliability and
biocompatibility and the simplicity of the sensor-physician interface. Both invasive and
noninvasive types have been developed and manufactured. Nearly all of the activity in this
sensor area is in the United States and Europe; few Japanese contributions are present in
the published literature. For the most part, sensors are currently based on silica or plastic
fibers that are coupled to sensitive sections called optrodes, and they utilize intensity
modulation interrogation schemes. An emerging group of sensors is based on mid-IR
(infrared) transmitting fibers. Many of these make use of spectroscopy in some fashion,
either by using the directly transmitted or reflected light or by examining the fluorescent
return from some material that acts as an extrinsic sensor. Many involve use of dual
wavelengths to enhance sensitivity.
The following two activities are specific examples of spectroscopic biomedical sensors.
Using the correct fluorophores on the ends of three fibers, pH, carbon dioxide, and oxygen
can be simultaneously measured. Such a unit has been developed by CDI-3M Health Care,
based on a system designed by Gehrich et al. (1986). CDI-3M has also developed a
disposable probe for extracorporeal blood gas analysis (Baldini and Mignani 1994); it
manufactures about 10,000 a month. Two other companies, Biomedical Sensors (UK) and
Puritan Bennet Corporation (U.S.), make similar sensor heads. Oximetry in the blood is
typically measured by exploiting the different absorption spectra of the hemoglobin and
oxyhemoglobin in the near-IR (Baldini and Mignani 1994). Several invasive oximeters are
commercially available from Oximetric in Mountain View, CA, and BTI in Boulder, CO.
Flow monitoring by laser Dopplerimetry is used in several biomedical sensing applications,
including dermatology for testing of skin irritants, gastroenterology via endoscopes for
making blood perfusion measurements in the stomach and duodenum, etc., and dentistry
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for contact probes to measure blood flow in the teeth and gums. Sensors are used in
internal medicine for angiology and vascular surgery to monitor blood flow during vascular
reconstruction and the degree of arteriosclerosis in arteries, and they are used in
orthopedics for monitoring the blood perfusion in tissues during and after surgery. The
most common types of probes rely on spectral monitoring of the backscattered light.
Companies making probes of this type are Perimed in Sweden and Applied Laser
Technology in the Netherlands (Baldini and Mignani 1994).
Gastroenterology in vivo monitoring is also being performed using spectroscopic
techniques together with optical fiber light transport. In one technique, light from blue and
green LEDs (light-emitting diodes) is transmitted through fibers to a small cavity between
the fiber end and a retroreflector; any gastric fluids present are monitored by examining the
relative spectral response. Prodotec (Italy) and Synectics (Sweden) have commercialized
such a device (Baldini and Mignani 1994).
Fibers are used in a major ophthalmologic application: the detection of cataracts. By
simply monitoring the backscattered light intensity from the lens of the eye, the onset of
alpha-crystallite aggregation can be detected by autocorrelation measurements. The onset
is delineated by a bimodal distribution of particle size in the backscattered radiation.
Short lengths of heavy-metal-doped fibers are used in monitoring radiation treatment for
oncology patients. A simple differential attenuation measurement reliably reads dose level.
Hyperthermia treatment of tumors relies on temperature monitoring during microwave or
radio frequency irradiation. Luxtron (CA) developed one of the first such sensors based on
the fluorescence spectrum of rare earth dopants in the fiber. Several other sensors based on
Fabry-Pérot interferometer cavities and mid-IR pyrometry are being developed.
In the area of neurology, head trauma patients often require continuous monitoring of
intracranial pressure; this is being done by fiber-optic catheters tipped with a small
displacement diaphragm in front of two fibers. Simple monitoring of the retroreflected
energy back into the second fiber measures diaphragm displacement and hence pressure.
FP interferometers have also been used, as described below in the section on pressure sensors.
A low-cost disposable probe is made by Camino Labs (CA) (Baldini and Mignani 1994).
Electrical and magnetic sensors
Optical fiber sensors are an appealing choice for measurement of electric and magnetic
fields and electrical current, because of their inherently dielectric nature. They provide
galvanic isolation of the sensor head from ground potential, are less sensitive to
electromagnetic interference, generally are of small size, and provide superior safety.
Nearly all electric and magnetic field sensors based upon fiber optics are hybrid devices;
that is, the fiber is attached to some other material and is used to monitor any changes in
that material with electric and magnetic fields. This is required for electric fields since the
intrinsic inversion symmetry of the glass matrix of the optical fiber precludes a Pockels
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effect; it is required for magnetic fields because the Verdet constant of telecommunication
optical fibers is very small. Therefore, the fiber typically is used to sense dimensional
changes of a piezoelectric or piezomagnetic material in the presence of electric and
magnetic fields. Depending on the level of sensitivity required, the readout can be either
by simple intensity measurement or by interferometric techniques. Because the fiber is
sensitive to temperature, much of the present work is focused on removing that sensitivity.
In Sweden, the ABB Corporate Research Center has had ongoing field tests of
interferometric current and voltage sensors that have been integrated into the gas-insulated
high-voltage switch gear of a 220 kV station. For voltage sensing, the fiber is wound
around quartz crystals and the resulting piezoelectric induced stress in the fiber is
monitored with a white-light interferometer. Voltages from 0.1 to 1600 V are measured
with errors well below 1% (Bohnert, Brandle, and Frosio 1994). The current sensor is
based on using a modified fiber gyroscope readout to monitor the Faraday effect in an
ultra-low birefringence fiber 100 meters in length. ABB reports a maximum detectable
current of >23 kA, a sensitivity of about 2 A, and a relative error of ±0.15%.
Making use of the higher Verdet constants of SF57 glass, Siemens has demonstrated a
current sensor based on measuring the rotation of the plane of polarization from traversing
a reflecting ring of this material (Bosselmann and Menke 1994). Using a ring made of
yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG), NIST scientists have built similar devices. The YIG has a
Verdet constant of about 0.007 rad/A, compared to that of SF57 glass, which is about
0.00002 rad/turn. NIST has reported minimum detectable current of about 220 nA/ Hz
(Rochford et al. 1994).
The same iron-garnet materials are used to sense magnetic fields. Using a 25 mm length of
gallium-doped YIG together with flux concentrators, magnetic field sensitivity of about
1.4 pT/ Hz has been reported in a very simple polarization rotation experiment (Deeter et
al. 1993). This is believed to be the most sensitive value observed.
The most sensitive voltage sensor reported is based upon an electrostrictive transducer
made from lead-titanate-doped magnesium niobate with about 65 meters of fiber wrapped
around it. The readout is accomplished interferometrically with the use of a dither
frequency to remove noise. The interferometer is held at quadrature, and a phase-sensitive
detection is used. Voltage sensitivity as low as 20 nV/ Hz has been reported (Fabiny,
Vohra, and Bucholtz 1994).
The Naval Research Laboratory has reported measurement of high magnetic fields by using
an FBG. It was observed that the reflectance of the FBG as a function of wavelength was
different for right and left circular polarizations. By interferometrically reading the phase
difference due to FBG wavelength shifts, minimum detectable magnetic fields of about 2
gauss were possible. The dynamic range is very large, and fields of 100 Tesla (106 gauss)
are measurable (Kersey and Marrone 1994).
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Hoya Glass and Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc., have collaborated on a fiber-optic current
sensor. The single-mode fiber is made of a flint glass (high in lead) and therefore has a
large (relative to telecommunication grade fiber) Verdet constant, but it also has relatively
high transmission loss. Nevertheless, Hoya and Tokyo Electric Power are able to fabricate
a 3-turn, 10 cm coil and obtain polarized transmission with good (~35 dB) extinction
(Kurosawa et al. 1994). A superluminescent diode is used as the light source. Current is
measured by observing the polarization rotation through crossed polarizers.
Matsushita Electric Industrial Company is building similar current sensors based upon thin
garnet magneto-optic films inserted in a gapped toroid (Itoh et al. 1995). Unpolarized light
from an 880 nm LED is transmitted to the sensor via a multimode fiber. In a new design,
ball lenses are used to quasi-collimate the beam from the 80 µm diameter fiber and direct it
through two polarizers and the thin garnet film. The film is a 50-µm-thick BiGdLaYFe
garnet. A 200-µm-diameter fiber is used to collect the output beam. System loss is about
13 dB, and 1% linearity is achieved.
Matsushita is now selling an earlier version of this current sensor (~5% linearity) to one of
the Japanese utility companies, Kansai Electric Power Company, for use as a current fault
sensor (G. Day, private communication with the author, March 1995). The unit is located
at “switching” stations between the substations and consumers, and it services about 100
customers. The expected lifetime of the device is 20 years. Even at present volumes, the
price of the sensor head (transducer, optics, and fiber-optic links) is surprisingly low. The
costliest component, which is roughly 25% of the cost of the device, is the polarizer
(Corning Polarcor). In 1995, Matsushita began the third year of a seven-year agreement
with Kansai, delivering about 1,000 units a year. Eventually, Matsushita envisions selling
the 1%-linearity version in much higher volumes. Company managers see considerable
competition in Japan from Sumitomo Electric, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, NGK Insulator,
Furukawa Electric, Tokyo Electric Power, Fujikura, Hitachi, and Fuji Electric.
At the present time, the ranges for electric and magnetic field sensors and current sensors
are 0 to ±100 kV, 0 to 100 Tesla, and 0 to ± 25 kA, respectively. The highest sensitivities
reported (see above) are 20 nV/ Hz , 1 pT/ Hz , and 200 nA/ Hz , respectively. More
likely sensitivity values in commercial sensor units are thought to be 200 to 2000 nV/ Hz ,
and 10 to 100 pT/ Hz for electric and magnetic field sensors. For sensing very high
electric and magnetic fields, Ezekiel et al. (1994) have demonstrated a two-photon
technique for measuring Stark or Zeeman splittings of spectral lines using evanescent wave
propagation in a fiber to probe a surrounding gas whose levels are split. If even higher
fields are present, the hyperfine structure can be examined. This technique is being
referred to as stimulated Raman gain spectroscopy (SRG).
Rotation sensors
Two types of optical rotation sensors have been developed over the past decade, both based
on the Sagnac effect: the ring laser gyroscope and the fiber-optic gyroscope. When two
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light beams propagate in opposite directions around a common path, they experience a
relative phase shift depending upon the rotation rate of the plane of the path. The actual
heading or direction is obtained by integrating the output. In the case of the ring laser
gyroscope (RLG), this phase change produces a change in the oscillation frequency of a
laser that is integral to the path. In the case of the fiber-optic gyroscope, the phase
difference is detected by interfering the two beams outside the path. According to Ryan,
Hankin, and Kent (1992), the RLG, which is the first practical device to utilize the Sagnac
effect, has now become a component of commercial inertial navigation systems
(Honeywell has a contract for the Dornier 328). The FOG, however, being a simpler
device, is currently receiving more attention due to its potential to achieve the required
performance at a lower cost than with RLG or mechanical gyroscope technology.
The FOG consists of a loop of single-mode optical fiber (often polarization-maintaining
fiber) and related coupler components, a semiconductor laser or superluminescent LED,
and signal-processing electronics. The coupler components are generally fabricated in
proton-exhanged LiNbO3 integrated-optic circuits. This material is chosen for its ability to
modulate the light beam for improved detection.
The important metrics of FOG performance are minimum (sensitivity) and maximum
rotation rates (degrees/sec.); bias drift, which is the variation in rotation rate with time due
to ancillary effects such as temperature and aging; random walk, which is essentially a
short-term noise in the system; and scale factor, which is the degree to which the measured
rotation rate is independent of the absolute value of rotation rate. Other performance
parameters include hysteresis, turn-on time, dynamic range, and spectral noise. Generally,
three grades of product are identified, depending upon the values of these performance
parameters: moderate, intermediate, and inertial grades. The moderate and intermediate
categories of gyroscopes are being developed for industrial applications such as positioning
systems, self-guided robots, and bore-hole survey systems. The inertial category is for
navigation systems. Table 6.4 shows values of the important parameters for each grade.

Table 6.4
Fiber-Optic Gyroscope Requirements, by Grade
Parameter

Moderate
Grade

Intermediate
Grade

Inertial
Grade

Max. Rate (deg/sec)

100

100

200

Bias Stability (deg/hr)

10-100

0.1-1

0.01-0.0001

Random Walk (deg/√hr)

1-10

0.01-0.1

0.0001-0.001

Scale Factor (ppm)

10000

100-1000

1-10

Many companies are active in FOG technology, at all stages of the innovation process, and
for each performance grade. Typically it seems that U.S. companies are pursuing high-
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performance FOGs, while Japanese companies are aiming at the moderate and intermediate
device performance. The high-performance work is driven by military applications and
funding, while the moderate and intermediate work addresses commercial applications.
Currently, U.S. companies such as Honeywell, Litton, Northrup, Allied Signal, Smith
Industries, and Draper Laboratories can achieve FOG performance at the intermediate and
navigational grade levels. Most of their programs are in the development stage. In Japan,
Mitsubishi Precision and JAE have indicated they also have a research capability for
achieving navigational grade performance. Photonetics S.A. in France also has
commercially available FOGs with bias stability of a few tenths of a degree/hour and a
dynamic range of ±2000 deg/s (LeFevre 1994).
For the lower performance grades, Hitachi Cable has a number of position and orientation
products for use in autonomous vehicles, such as cleaning robots and unmanned dump
trucks and carriers; radio-controlled helicopters for agricultural spraying; and devices for
route surveying and mapping for pipes and tunnels and for underground construction.
Fiber-optic devices are attractive in the latter uses because of their immunity to magnetic
fields. Hitachi claims to be the largest producer of FOGs for both industrial and
commercial applications. The JTEC panel’s hosts there indicated that the company is
currently able to produce about 5,000 units/month (see also Hitachi Cable site report,
Appendix D). In 1993, Hitachi won an R&D 100 Award for its FOG automotive navigation
system, commercially deployed in certain Toyota models and used in conjunction with
GPS (global positioning satellite) systems. Figure 6.6 shows the dashboard of a car
equipped with one of the FOG units, as well as several other FOG applications.
New directions in the area of FOG rotation sensors include (1) obtaining better long-term
stability to achieve the inertial grade performance requirements, and (2) reducing the overall
cost of packaged devices. Some recent R&D aimed at higher performance makes use of
telecommunications work with erbium-doped optical fiber amplifiers. This has been directed
both toward making Er-doped fiber lasers and superfluorescent fiber sources (SFS) for
FOG sources and toward employing the Er-doped fiber laser in a ring-laser configuration. An
Er-doped ring fiber laser has been operated bidirectionally in multiple longitudinal modes
with stable CW output. The ring laser produces a beat frequency proportional to the rotation
rate. This work was conducted by the Department of Physics, KAIST, and the Korean
Electronics and Telecommunication Research Institute (Kim, Kim, and Kim 1994).
A fiber Brillouin ring laser using polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber has been
demonstrated by Tanaka at the University of Tokyo (Tanaka and Hotate 1994). The
rotation is measured by the beat frequency between the counter-propagating stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) beams. The PM fiber removes a source of noise due to modehopping between the two counter-propagating beams. Finally, Photonetics researchers
indicate that using an Er-doped fiber source they expect to attain 0.01 deg/hour bias
stability with 1 km coils in their FOG (LeFevre et al. 1994).
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Fig. 6.6. Hitachi FOG for Toyota dashboard display (upper left), cleaning robot (lower left), and autonomous dump
truck and helicopter applications (right). Describing the automotive application, an Hitachi brochure states, “The
FOG detects rotation of cars...allowing you to know the direction in which you are headed....and travel to the
desired destination in a minimum amount of time.” The Hitachi brochure also describes the important role such
systems would play in intelligent vehicle highway systems.

Pressure sensors
Pressure sensors based on movable diaphragms, on small Fabry-Pérot interferometers, or
on microbending, are the primary types being used today. They are finding use in
biomedical, process control, marine, and engine control applications.
The first pressure sensors for biomedical usage relied on piezoresistive techniques. These
were developed in the late 1950s for intravascular pressure measurements. Later, fiber
sensors based on moving diaphragms and monitoring retroreflected intensity emerged
(Pahler and Roberts 1977). Camino Labs in San Diego, CA, manufactures devices of this
type and is reported to be producing around 60,000 devices/year.
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The first FP devices were demonstrated in the late 1970s (Cox and Jones 1983), where one
of two parallel reflecting surfaces moved in response to the pressure changes. Later,
Metricor (now Photonetics, Inc.) developed a very compact version of this device based on
anodically bonding a silicon membrane to the end of a fiber (Saaski, Hartl, and Mitchell
1986). Thus, the diameter of the sensor unit was the same as the fiber itself. Additionally,
the interferometer is monitored at two wavelengths to avoid competing effects. This
approach can measure pressure to an accuracy of a few percent, which is sufficient for
many applications. This technique can also be adapted to measure temperature and
refractive index. Sira, Ltd., produces a device based on this technology.
In the early 1980s, pressure sensors based on microbending were demonstrated (Fields et
al. 1980). In this technique the fiber is positioned between two opposing serrated plates
that bend the fiber, causing signal loss in response to movement of the plates. This method
can be configured to sense displacement as well as pressure. Babcock and Wilcox is one
of the companies producing pressure sensors based on this technique (Berthold 1994).
For extremely high pressures, stress-birefringent polarization-based sensors have been
demonstrated. A number of universities have constructed devices capable of operating
over pressure ranges 0 - 100 MPa (760,000 torr) (Wolinski 1994). The current state of the
art in pressure sensing is capacity to sense pressures in the range of 0 to 700,000 torr.
Probably the largest of the applications, biomedical sensors, operates only in the range of
0 to 300 torr. The sensitivity of typical devices is 0.5 to 5 torr (0.01 to 0.1 psi); the best
devices can sense 0.06 torr (Rao and Jackson 1994). Relatively little is reported from
Japanese companies in the pressure sensor area.
Displacement and position sensors
Displacement sensors were some of the first optoelectronic sensors to be developed, beginning
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The simplest sensors rely on the change in retroreflectance of
light into a fiber because of movement of a proximal mirror surface. One of the first
Photonetics sensors was of this type, in which a conical tip is applied to the end of a fiber
(Cartellier 1990). Light is totally reflected back into the fiber if the surrounding medium is
air; however, if the fiber is inserted into a liquid matching the fiber index, light is extracted
from the fiber and lost. Thus, displacement of the liquid surface can be tracked. For
obvious reasons, these displacement sensors are referred to as liquid level sensors.
Babcock and Wilcox has also used microbending concepts to sense displacement by
causing loss in a fiber due to serrated plates variably pressing on the fiber. Some of these
sensors are reported to detect displacements as small as 10-10 m/ Hz (Lagakos et al. 1987). A
more practical sensitivity might be 10 µm. As for the range of displacements possible,
some of the fly-by-light sensors have been reported to operate from 0 to 50 cm.
Acoustic and vibration sensors
For the most part, fiber-optic vibration sensing has been done in the form of hydrophones
for naval applications. Initial work dates to the early 1980s, when omnidirectional devices
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were made. Fiber-optic devices have provided equal or superior performance to conventional
hydrophones in the areas of towed arrays, planar arrays, and fixed undersea surveillance arrays.
More recently, acoustic microphones have been fabricated using similar designs. The basic
configuration is a coil of fiber wrapped on a compliant cylinder. As the cylinder flexes in
response to the acoustic wave, the resulting stress in the fiber coil is monitored
interferometrically. Much of the data is summarized in a review paper from NRL (Wang et
al. 1994). The frequency response of these devices can be made very flat, from 0.01 to
over 4000 Hz. They can also be made nearly independent of absolute pressure from 0.7 to
3 MPa. The most responsive of these devices can be ~ -300 dB re 1 mPa, well below seastate zero. NRL reported on a 48-sensor towed array in 1990 and on a 49-channel planar
array in 1993. Ultrasonic devices have also been reported that are capable of operating
from 10 to 60 kHz.
Acoustic microphones have been fabricated by wrapping fiber around styrofoam cylinders
and inserting this optical device in one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
Performance as good as commercial microphones has been reported. Above 200 Hz the
noise floor can be below 20 dB re 20 mPa (Cho and Bualat 1994), and the frequency
response is flat to within 2 dB up to 2000 Hz. Though unconfirmed, some U.S. researchers
interviewed by the JTEC panel believe that audio microphones of this type are being made
by some Japanese audio equipment manufacturers.
Miscellaneous sensors
Several other sensor types have been fabricated in fiber-optic versions: index-of-refraction
sensing has been accomplished at the 10-5 level by monitoring the evanescent coupling
between a fiber and planar waveguide (Johnstone, Fawcett, and Yim 1994). Ranges of
index from about 1.3 to 1.7 can be measured. Index-of-refraction sensors are useful in food
processing applications, for example, to monitor sugar content, oil of hydrogenation, or
brine content of an operation. Flow sensors have been fabricated in which optical pressure
sensors are used to monitor vortex shedding around a suitable obstruction or by the use of
aperture plates. Accelerometers based upon sensing an angular displacement using fiber
optics are reported to have a detection threshold for angular movement of 4 x 10-10 rad/ Hz
and acceleration of approximately 10-6 g/ Hz (Listvin et al. 1994). Still other sensors
have been reported that are not relevant to the scope of this JTEC technology assessment.
Enabling Sensor Components
Specialty fibers for sensors
Since a large percentage of today’s optical sensors involve optical fibers in some form, it is
important to discuss the status of fiber R&D. For much of the work, sensor designers have
made use of the all-glass fibers that are readily available commercially due to high-volume
use in telecommunications.
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Interferometric sensors need single-mode, all-glass fibers; intensity type sensors typically
utilize multimode fiber for greater light-gathering capability. While high-NA (numerical
aperture) plastic fibers are used for some intensity type sensors, the transmission and
fluorescence properties of the plastic complicate the spectral response, so all-glass fibers
are favored for many spectroscopic-type sensors. Polarized light transmission is important
for a number of sensors (e.g., the fiber-optic gyroscope, FOG); many fiber devices are
designed to retain this property along the length of the fiber and in the presence of macroand micro-bending. In the case of the FOG, the requirements are for a small coil of fiber
for which the bending loss must be small, the polarization properties of the light must be
maintained, and the physical strength of the fiber must not be jeopardized. For many of the
chemical sensors, it is important for the light wave to interact with its surroundings.
Therefore, fibers have been made where the core is close to the cladding-outside interface.
An example of this type of fiber is the “D-fiber.” Shown in Figure 6.7 are the cross-section
views of several types of fiber manufactured and used today.

Single-mode Fiber

Multimode Fiber

Stress-Rod

D-Fiber

Elliptic Core

Polarization-Maintaining Fibers

Fig. 6.7. End view of specialty fibers.

Several companies around the world manufacture optical fibers. The large
telecommunications fiber manufacturers are Corning and AT&T in the United States;
Sumitomo, Fujikura, Furukawa, and Optical Fibres Australia in Asia and the Pacific; and
Alcatel, Pirelli, Optical Fibers Ltd., and Siecor, GmBh, in Europe. Many of these
companies also fabricate special fibers required for optical fiber sensing. In addition, there
are numerous smaller-volume fiber manufacturers such as 3M, Lightspec, Spectran, and
Andrew in the United States; Hitachi in Japan; and York in Europe, to name a few. While
it is difficult to ascertain leadership in manufacturing optical sensor fibers, due to the fact
that many sensors utilize existing telecommunications fibers, it would generally seem that
the United States, by virtue of its large fiber manufacturing base and fiber sensor research,
has the strongest position in both the design and manufacture of sensor fibers.
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Detectors
While not much change has taken place in the semiconductor devices actually used to
convert photons into electrons, progress continues to be made in readout techniques for the
sensor signals. Of particular note is the use of optical fiber interferometers to monitor
other interferometric sensors. NRL has led this activity (Kersey, Borkoff, and Morey 1992)
and has reported using fiber Mach-Zehnder (MZ) devices to monitor fiber Bragg grating
laser cavities and observe strain resolutions of 1.8 x 10-13/ Hz . NRL has also reported that
detection of wavelength shifts in Brillouin and Bragg grating sensors has been improved
recently using an all-fiber Fourier transform spectrometer. A demonstrated spectral
resolution capability of 0.07 cm-1 corresponds to a Bragg wavelength shift of ~0.015 nm in
the 1.55 µm region (Davis and Kersey 1994). In other detection work, workers at
Photonetics report using an erbium-doped fiber source in an optical coherence domain
reflectometer (OCDR) (LeFevre 1994); they observe a sensitivity of -100 dB in
backreflection. Workers at the University of Tokyo are also investigating this technique,
but with the addition of phase-modulation (Hotata and Saida 1994).
Light sources
The majority of optical sensors still utilize semiconductor lasers and LEDs as light sources.
Increasingly, however, the low-cost semiconductor lasers have been used to pump rareearth-doped fibers to provide excellent, stable fluorescent sources for chemical monitoring.
A thulium-doped zirconium fluoride fiber exhibiting strong bands at 1.47 µm and 1.9 µm
when pumped at 0.79 µm has been used to measure water content. It could have
application in measurement of relative humidity, moisture content in paper, and monitoring
of ammonia gas (MacCraith and McAleavey 1994).
Erbium-doped superfluorescent fiber sources have been developed for gyroscopes.
Pumping at 980 nm, these have emerged as the preferred light sources for rotation (FOG)
sensors. They avoid the unacceptably high thermal stability coefficient (~400 ppm/°C) for
navigational gyroscopes and offer 1 ppm stability (Hall, Burns, and Moeller 1994).
Networks and Instrumentation
All early sensor demonstrations were of single-sensor units. Eventually in an effort to
reduce system cost and increase reliability, several sensors were connected together in
either an array or a distributed network. Sensing was accomplished using optical
techniques, and only at the end of the network was the optical signal converted into an
electrical signal. Various frequency and time division multiplexing techniques were used
to extract the desired optical signal. The earliest array demonstrations began in about 1982
using frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) technology (Dandridge 1994). In 1988,
Plessey demonstrated a 6-element time-division multiplexed (TDM) acoustic array. At
NRL in the same timeframe, 10 sensors were being multiplexed using both FDM and TDM
techniques. More recently, a 16-element FDM acoustic sensor (hydrophone) has been
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described (Yurek et al. 1993). Much of the interest in sensor arrays arises from
considerations of cost and avoiding having to link multiple pieces of remote electronics
with nonoptical systems. Interest is now focused upon reducing costs of the optical
elements, such as 2 x 2 couplers, MZ interferometers, and FBGs. Use of multiplexed
networks has also moved away from multiple semiconductor lasers to use of single, highperformance Nd:YAG lasers; the resulting cost per photon is less by 2 to 10 times.
Several recent examples of sensor networks have been reported. The European BRITEEURAM STABILOS project is intending to use FBG technology to perform strain
monitoring in mine networks for such activities as on-line excavation and blasting
(Ferdinand et al. 1994). The desire is to have a temperature-insensitive concatenation of
strain and pressure sensors capable of detecting <0.1% strain and 0.1 bar pressure. The
strain and pressure range needed is 0 to 500 mm and 0 to 1000 bar. As many as 10 sensors
per line are desired in a STAR topology. Fiber network lengths could be a few kilometers.
Arrays of fiber Bragg grating sensors have been deployed for sensing strain in bridges and
other structures. Recently, 15 FBG sensors were embedded within the precast concrete
girders of a bridge during their construction (Maaskant et al. 1994). It was demonstrated
that these sensors can measure the change in internal strain within the girders associated
with both static and dynamic loading of the bridge with a truck. The sensor arrays were
used to directly test both steel and carbon composite tendons within the concrete deck
support girders. This is the first bridge in the world to use carbon fiber composite tendons.
TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY
Table 6.5 summarizes relative national capabilities in the optical sensor technologies
discussed in the preceding sections. The table lists the major sensor categories, the
broadest range of capability, and the highest sensitivity demonstrated in the laboratory
today. For some of the sensor types, also listed is the sensitivity that may be expected in a
practical device. The columns beside both the range and sensitivity list the nationality of
the organization having demonstrated the result. The state-of-the-art research result for the
majority of sensor types has been recorded by U.S. organizations. Much of this work has
been done at the Naval Research Laboratory and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology Laboratory. Overall, these results indicate that the United States leads in
research and development of optical sensors.
MARKETS AND APPLICATIONS
Many market surveys for optical sensors have been done over the past several years in the
United States, Japan, and Europe. While the estimates vary considerably, owing to the
variety of assumptions, they nevertheless agree in predicting a large and growing optical
fiber sensor market over the next two decades. Shown in Figure 6.8 are data from a 1993
Frost and Sullivan Market Intelligence estimate (FSMI 1993) and also data from OITDA.
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Table 6.5
Best Performance Levels of Various Optical Sensor Types
Sensor Type

Sensitivity

Leader

Range

Leader

Laboratory
Chemical
O2
Trichloroethylene
H2S
Temperature
Strain
Biomedical
pO2, pCO2
Glucose
Immunoglobulins
Electric

0 - >100%
0 - > 25 ppm

U.S.
U.S.

6 ppm
5 ppb
~ 1-5 ppb
10 -6 - >10 -3 o C

-96 - >3000 o C

U.S.

0 - 8000 µε

Can.

10

0 - >300 mm Hg
2.8 - >22 mM

U.S.

0.1 - >1 mm Hg

-13

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

Practical
1%

0.1 - > 1

ε / Hz

U.S.

1 - >10µε

U.S.

1 - >10 nM

& Magnetic

0.0001 - 100 Tesla

U.S.

0 - 25 kA

U.S.

0 - > ± 100 kV
o

1 pTesla/ Hz

U.S.

200 nA/ Hz

U.S.

10 pTesla/ Hz
1 - >10 A

20 nV/ Hz

U.S.

200 - >2000 nV/ Hz

-4 o

0.1o/Hr/ Hz

Rotation

0 - >1400 /s

U.S.

10 - 10 /Hr / Hz

U.S.

Vibration
Acoustic

45 - >160 dB re 1µP

U.S.

U.S.

Ultrasonic
Displacement

200 kHz - >5 MHz
0 - 50 cm

7 dB re µP / Hz
2 Hz
10 -4 µm/

Japan

Pressure

0 - >700,000 torr

Other
Flow
Refractive Index

0 - > 2000 mm/s
1.3 - >1.7

Eur

-3

Hz

0.06 torr

Eur

0.5 - >5 torr

0.1 - >1 mm/s
~ 10 -5

Eur

~ 10 -3
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Fig. 6.8. Optical sensor market survey.
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The obvious differences between the U.S. and Japanese figures are thought to be a result of
OITDA including more of the sensor systems in its numbers. OITDA’s numbers are the
sums of actual sales figures obtained from direct polling of member companies; likewise,
future projections are the sums of estimates polled from OITDA members. (Newer OITDA
projections were unavailable when this report was prepared.)
The FSMI report indicates that the unit price of sensors, a very important parameter, is
currently about $300 and is expected to decline to about $150 by the year 2000. This
would seem contrary to many reports. For example, major programs are in place to reduce
rotation sensor prices below $1,000, aiming toward $500 (Elwood 1995). Reasons for this
discrepancy include the mix of products being sold: many of the high-unit-volume sensors
are low in cost. Additionally, many sensors used in medical applications are disposable, so
that instrumentation unit costs are amortized over many sensor units.
The mix of sensor types has changed over the years as well. In the early days of sensor
development, it was projected that displacement, position, and proximity sensors would
constitute the majority of units sold. The segment occupied by these sensors today is small
and decreasing. Today, temperature, pressure, and chemical sensors probably constitute
the biggest segment of the sensor market. Of these three, chemical sensing, mostly
associated with medical and biomedical applications, is showing the fastest growth.
Another market area of considerable interest is automotive sensing. Potentially, the
automotive sensor market could grow to several billion dollars over the next several
decades if all the parameters to be sensed could be done cost-effectively in an optical
format. However, this market is extremely price conscious, and it is not clear that optical
techniques will be able to penetrate the market.
Another important market area for sensing is the civil infrastructure. The constantly aging
system of bridges, highways, buildings, railroads, dams, pipelines, etc., continually suffer
outages due to material fatigue. Increasingly, embedded fiber-optic sensors hold promise
for more routinely monitoring this aging and offer the possibility of taking remedial action
prior to catastrophic failure. A conference on the subject of “smart structures” was first
held in 1992 (SPIE 1992) and has become an annual event. Issues associated with the
technology for this market mostly have to do with packaging and attachment of the sensors.
It is in these areas that much research is taking place, mostly at universities. The other
issue is cost; currently optical sensors are as much as 100 times more expensive than
corresponding mechanical or electronic sensors.
COMPARISON OF U.S. AND JAPANESE EFFORTS
The JTEC panel visited three Japanese optical sensor manufacturers: Hitachi Cable, Hoya
Glass, and Furukawa Cable. One of the panel’s most instructive site visits on the subject
of optical sensing was to Hitachi Cable (see site report in Appendix D). There, Hitachi
representatives told the panel that the company has both distributed temperature sensors
and fiber-optic gyroscopes as commercial products; Hitachi is probably the largest FOG
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producer in the world, with production capability for intermediate grade FOGs (1° to
10°/hr, 100°/sec) of 2,500 units/month/shift; the Hitachi representatives indicated that they
normally run two 12-hour shifts a day. Hitachi Cable’s distributed temperature sensor is
used to detect hot-spots in motor windings and infrastructure ducts.
During the Hoya Glass site visit (see site report in Appendix D), panelists were told that
the company is making fluoride fibers for IR transmission, with applications in laser
surgery and temperature sensing. Hoya Glass is also producing a special flint glass fiber
for magnetic field sensing. Company officials at Furukawa Cable (see site report in
Appendix D) indicated that the company is producing a fiber with an offset core for
methane sensing. With the core offset, the evanescent wave can interrogate the region
surrounding the fiber. For a 20 cm fiber length, the panel’s hosts reported obtaining 1- and
2-dB signal changes for, respectively, 50% and 100% methane surrounding the fiber.
To obtain a more complete evaluation of the Japanese optical sensing capability, JTEC
performed an extensive literature search. As noted earlier, the United States leads all other
nations by a wide margin in number of optical sensor publications. Of those listed in the
INSPEC Database, approximately 6,000 articles published during the past decade, about
50% originated in the United States. Considering the number of times a U.S.-based
organization holds the world record for performance, as Table 6.5 shows, one must
conclude that most of the leading research is being done in the United States; however, as
noted in Figure 6.4 and discussed above, Japanese scientists do produce more patents than
U.S. scientists.
Analysis of the publication record can be taken deeper. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show separately
a breakdown into the 12 different categories of the optical sensor publications shown
earlier in Figure 6.5, for the United States and Asia (where most publications are Japanese).
Comparison of Sensor Technology Activities
To more clearly compare the activity levels of U.S. and Japanese R&D in optical sensors,
Figures 6.11 to 6.19 present the publication chronology separately for each of the twelve
categories in the United States, Asia (dominated by Japan), and Europe (presented but not
analyzed).
The category enabling science and components is the largest area for both the United States
and Asia and has shown steady growth over the last ten years. Networks and
instrumentation is the second largest area; there has been a sharper increase in publications
in the United States than in Japan, due to the large increase in U.S. defense R&D on
network and cascade sensors, focused on providing more cost-effective systems. Ignoring
the category other, which incorporates pressure, flow, displacement, and vibration sensors,
the third largest category is chemical sensing. Here again, the U.S. activity has increased
sharply, driven by concerns for the environment and the need to be able to “measure” in
order to “change.” The Japanese effort has not grown as rapidly.
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Fig. 6.9. U.S. publication chronology by sensor type.
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Fig. 6.10. Asian publication chronology by sensor type.
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Fig. 6.11. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: enabling science/components.
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Fig. 6.12. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: networks & instrumentation.
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Fig. 6.13. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: chemical sensors.
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Temperature sensing in both geographic regions has grown modestly and steadily with no
apparent differences in relative output. Strain sensing is clearly dominated by U.S.
organizations and is growing rapidly, likely as a result of “smart structure” efforts started in
military laboratories in the late ‘80s that have gradually shifted to the civilian infrastructure
over the past few years. Biomedical sensing shows modest growth in both geographic
areas, and the ratio of publications appears to be that of the relative populations of the two
countries. This ratio is not maintained for electric and magnetic field sensing; here, Japan
produces approximately the same number of publications as U.S. researchers, and there is a
hint of an increase in Japanese work and a decrease in U.S. work. This may well reflect the
greater use in Japan of electric power for trains and subways and the corresponding need to
provide sensors to monitor this infrastructure. Rotation sensing also appears to have
slightly higher relative effort in Japan. Overall, however, with the exception of electric and
magnetic sensing, it appears the United States has a larger R&D effort in all sensing areas.
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Fig. 6.14. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: temperature sensors.
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Fig. 6.15. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: strain sensors.
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Fig. 6.16. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: biomedical sensors.
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Fig. 6.17. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: electric/magnetic sensors.
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Fig. 6.18. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: rotation sensors.
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Fig. 6.19. U.S./Europe/Asia publication comparison by sensor category: other sensors.

Comparison of Commercial Activities
Figure 6.20 shows data regarding the geographic distribution of companies selling optical
sensors. Approximately 100 sensor companies were identified, nearly 50% being in the
United States and less than 10% in Japan. This probably reflects the facts that this
technology and market are very fragmented and that many small entrepreneurial companies
are active, particularly in the United States. The active companies in Japan tend to be
large, such as Hitachi, Hoya, Tokyo Electric, and Sumitomo, to name a few.
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Fig. 6.20. Geographic distribution of companies producing optical sensors
(UK Optical Sensors Collaborative Association 1994).
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It is interesting to speculate regarding the observation that Hitachi is commercially
pursuing the intermediate gyroscope market by concentrating on manufacturing for the
large-volume automotive market. The U.S. companies attempting to reduce gyroscope
costs under the U.S. Air Force Man-Tech programs, notably Honeywell and Litton, are
working toward navigational grade (higher performance) units for markets with much
smaller potential volume. Over the next three years these programs should generate about
30,000 units (Elwood 1995); Hitachi can currently produce that number of units in a single
year. Like Japan’s application of optoelectronic data storage technology to compact disk
and archival mass storage products, this appears to be another example of Japan’s market
strategy of targeting consumer goods for high-volume, medium-grade, low-cost
applications of cutting-edge electronics and optoelectronics technologies.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Table 6.6 summarizes Japan’s strengths compared to those of the United States in the twelve
optical sensor technology fields discussed in this chapter. The table compares R&D activities
as well as commercial or application activities, and looks at both current and future work.
Table 6.6
Optical Sensor Technology Status, Japan Compared to the United States
SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

R&D
Current
Trend

Enabling Science & Components
Networks & Instrumentation
Temperature

-

⇓
⇓
⇓

Chemical
Strain
Rotation
Electric & Magnetic
Biomedical
Pressure
Displacement
Vibration
Flow

-

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇒
⇓
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Applications
Current
Trend



⇒
⇒
⇑

-

⇓
⇓
⇒
⇑
⇓
⇒
⇒
⇑
⇒


, 






Key
-

Japan Behind



Japan/U.S. Neutral

⇓
⇒

Japan/U.S. Neutral

Japan Ahead

⇑

Japan Gaining



-

Japan Losing

-
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Research and Development of Optical Sensor Technologies
The JTEC panel’s assessment is that Japan lags the United States in all areas of current
R&D. As already noted in Table 6.5, virtually all state-of-the-art results have been
generated by U.S. laboratories. U.S. Government laboratories, in particular NRL and
NIST, have played a seminal role in establishing U.S. technological leadership in the
optical sensors field. Several university programs, such as that of the University of
Virginia, have also made significant contributions.
The panel also concludes that the trend is for the United States to lead Japan in most
optical sensor R&D categories in the near future, with the exception of the electric and
magnetic sensing area, where publications activity indicates increasing activity in Japan
and a neutral position relative to the United States. The R&D trend for the pressure,
displacement, vibration, and flow sensors is rated neutral simply because activity levels are
so small that no conclusion is possible.
Applications of Optical Sensor Technologies
Enabling science and components
In the applications and commercial aspects of optical sensor technology, the JTEC panel
finds the picture to be more mixed. It seems that Japan is ahead in the area of enabling
science and components. Optical sensor technology was built on the foundation of fiber
communications components and technologies. As noted in other chapters (see especially
Chapters 4 and 5), Japan’s activity in optical packaging and many optoelectronic enabling
components is ahead of the United States. The semiconductor lasers used in many sensor
devices come from Japanese companies. The electronic packaging and connector
technology of companies such as Kyocera, Sumitomo, Fujikura, and Furukawa will be very
valuable to optical sensor development and commercialization efforts. Work is increasing
in the United States, however, and the trend over time will likely be toward neutrality.
Networks and instrumentation
The relative status of Japan and the United States in networks and instrumentation appears
neutral. Japanese companies have already deployed distributed temperature sensors.
Certainly network technology of optical fiber communications is an area where the two
countries compete quite evenly, and networking with optical sensors will be increasingly
common. It is expected that parity will continue.
Chemical
The United States is ahead in the chemical sensor application area. Several U.S.
companies are selling units to measure various gases. For example, First Alert’s carbon
monoxide monitor, which uses optical techniques, sells many thousand units a year. The
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trend is expected to continue in favor of the United States because of U.S. environmental
and safety concerns.
Temperature
There are two ratings for temperature sensor applications: parity exists in the area of point
sensors (the number of applications is small); however, for distributed sensors, Japanese
companies have the lead in deployment, and their relative position is likely to become
stronger over time, since there is little U.S. activity in this field.
Strain
In the area of strain sensing, the United States is ahead. Babcock & Wilcox is selling
microbend sensors. Currently there appears to be no Japanese commercial presence. The
trend is expected to continue.
Biomedical
The United States is ahead in the biomedical area. Camino Laboratories is thought to be
selling about 60,000 units a year to perform cranial pressure sensing. The 3M subsidiary,
CDI, is reported to be selling per month on the order of 10,000 blood gas analyzers that use
optical sensing technology. The trend should continue in favor of the United States, since
little activity is noted among Japanese companies.
Electric and Magnetic
Japanese companies are probably ahead in the area of electric and magnetic field sensing.
Deployment of current and voltage sensors has already taken place in Japan and Europe.
The trend is expected to continue in favor of Japanese companies.
Rotation
For rotation sensors, at least of the intermediate grade, the Japanese are clearly ahead. As
noted above, Hitachi is capable of producing 5,000 units a month and is selling to
automobile manufacturers. The United States has in place programs to provide cost
reduction and scale-up. The trend is expected to be neutral, provided automotive FOGs do
not become incorporated in a broader cross-section of vehicles. This will be interesting to
watch over the next few years.
Other sensors
For pressure, displacement, vibration, and flow sensing, relatively little activity is
occurring; nevertheless the United States appears to lead in all these areas, with the
possible exception of vibration. In that area, it is rumored that Japanese companies are
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selling an optical microphone. If so, the trend is expected to continue in favor of Japan. In
the other areas, the trend is likely to be neutral.
In sum, the JTEC panel’s assessment is that the United States leads in virtually all highperformance optical sensing work. This has occurred due to the strong effort of the
national and Defense Department laboratories, notably NRL and NIST, together with DoDfunded work at several leading universities. The United States also leads in start-up
companies in the optical sensor field. Several of these have been purchased by non-U.S.
companies over the last few years; e.g., Metricor by Photonetics and the Westinghouse
effort by ABB. It appears that Japanese companies active in this field are focusing on highvolume applications with perhaps lower performance requirements. This is certainly true
for Hitachi’s fiber-optic gyroscope and may also be true for distributed temperature and
voltage sensors.
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CHAPTER 7

OPTOELECTRONICS IN JAPAN:
SOME ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Gary R. Saxonhouse

SIZE OF THE MARKET
The Optoelectronics Industry Development Association has estimated (OIDA 1994) that in
1993 markets identified for optoelectronics-enabled equipment totaled approximately
$70 billion (Fig. 7.l). While OIDA provides no estimates of national market shares, Japan’s
Hikari sangyo gijutsu shinkokai (Optoelectronics Industry and Technology Development
Association, or OITDA) reports 1993 Japanese production of optoelectronics equipment and
components at almost $35 billion (Fig. 7.2). OITDA’s definition of optoelectronics-enabled
equipment is considerably narrower than OIDA’s definition, requiring considerably more
optoelectronics value-added for inclusion in production statistics.1 Also, OIDA’s estimate is
for the value of equipment sold including distribution costs, while OITDA’s value of
production estimates do not include such costs. Therefore, it is likely that Japanese-based firms
together have a global share of the optoelectronics market substantially in excess of 50%.
This very large Japanese market share is the product of explosive growth over the past dozen
years, during which time the Japanese optoelectronics industry grew at an average annual rate
of 23.7% (Fig. 7.2). Such a rapid rate of growth is unlikely to continue in the future; indeed,
in the years since 1989, growth has slowed to an average annual rate of 11.6% (Table 7.1).
While slower than in the past, this rate of growth is still faster than the U.S. industry’s
average annual rate of growth of 9.9% over the same period.2
1

Note, however, that the OITDA figures for total production do involve some double-counting of components.
The rate of growth of the U.S. optoelectronics industry is based on the performance of a representative sample of firms
surveyed (DOC 1994, IV-14).
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Looking to the future, OIDA (1994) foresees a $400 billion global market in optoelectronicsenabled equipment by 2013 (Figs. 7.3 - 7.6). This implies a 9.5% average annual growth rate
in the market for optoelectronics products. This rate differs little from what the industry has
experienced over the past few years. Sustained over a twenty-year period, however, it does
imply that the industry will be larger by a factor of six. Given the slow rate of growth of gross
domestic product expected for both Japan and the United States over the next two decades, if
the forecast growth rate of the optoelectronics market is correct, optoelectronics will be a far
more important part of both countries’ economies than it is today.3
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Fig. 7.2. Production in the Japanese optoelectronics industry, 1983-1993 (OITDA 1994).
3

On the future growth of the Japanese and U.S. economies, see Saxonhouse 1994.
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Table 7.1
Value of Shipments, Japanese Optoelectronics Industry, 1987-1993 (¥ million)
CATEGORY

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

Optical Telecommunication Equipment

56756

60729

59380

105452

115330

204585

244619

Optical Measuring Equipment

17548

18776

18470

26476

24186

24146

24691

9114

5924

6015

9849

7421

9639

10157

48977

48977

78590

68710

95558

98851

100499

697140

913253

1112757

1216156

1283558

1405377

1489710
473044

Installation Equipment
Optical Sensors
Optical Disk Equipment
Digital Audio Disk Players

360649

454418

493156

486037

500028

507095

Video Disk Players

58679

89779

139216

147618

127587

137598

152458

CD-ROM Units, Optical Disk Equip. (Write-Once, Rewritable)

34608

43606

73355

92226

95299

121092

180068

153417

220921

294303

342939

406622

454489

498191

86522

100366

107770

135650

135104

114825

88304

2554

4163

4957

11686

18918

46315

65427

Optical Disks (Digital Audio)
Optical Disks (Video)
Optical Disks (CD-ROM, Write-Once, Rewritable)
Optical I/O Equipment
Printers, Copiers, Fascimile Machines
Bar Code Reader
Other (Array Sensor Applied Equipment)
Display Equipment (larger than 50")
Medical Laser Equipment
Laser Processing Equipment

200609

326406

421219

638008

763789

804872

846202

180783

301908

394353

601809

736277

778302

819590

7960

8597

10746

16821

16831

15136

15972

11866

15901

16120

19378

10681

11434

10640

1833

2273

8774

22214

22369

23968

24314

5347

5026

5007

5041

3183

2823

2980

37253

52322

69038

76680

68643

44356

42134

CO2 Laser Processing Equipment

24147

36220

49964

52721

48614

26035

22603

YAG Laser Processing Equipment

11580

14591

15794

18919

18247

17247

17625

Other Laser Processing Equipment

1526

1511

3280

5040

1782

1074

1906

17814

22980

22860

28152

25990

21000

22000

413

401

949

3799

3119

704

1331

1092804

1457067

1803059

2200537

2413146

2640321

2808637

110445

109916

134622

145093

147125

140399

138715

34601

29411

33641

40200

38067

42965

47498

Gas Lasers

7275

8512

12546

15595

16114

12004

11525

Solid-State Lasers

2221

2976

3310

6436

4094

3683

4125

Printing and Offsetting Equipment
Other Optical Equipment
SUBTOTAL-Optoelectronic Equipment
Light Emitting Devices
Semiconductor Lasers

66348

69002

85111

82728

88781

81747

75567

Photo Detectors (including Array Sensors)

LEDs

66866

89600

87071

109550

115506

107366

111503

Hybrid Optical Devices

36741

46294

44392

48210

54339

55727

57200

Display Devices

97650

112298

194072

232024

304041

385787

478657

Solar Cells

10354

9733

11640

13842

16339

15560

15710

Optical Fiber (including Cable)

76950

61560

108808

115974

127470

117662

126905

Fiber for Telecommunication

71001

54671

76153

84553

94988

107287

115833

5789

6889

32655

31421

32482

10375

11072

10988

20658

21666

22100

20908

11510

11524

6565

6828

7088

8488

8674

4786

4810

Image Fiber, Light Guides,etc.
Optical Connectors
Passive Optical Devices
Other Optical Components
SUBTOTAL-Optoelectronic Components
GRAND TOTAL for Optoelectronic Products

42931

15455

24429

19241

24862

27538

31353

459490

472342

633788

714388

819195

866335

976377

1552294

1929409

2436847

2914925

3232344

3506656

3785014

Indented, non-bold items are not included separately in subtotals; they are subtotaled in the bold line above.
Note that individual line totals may not add up to the subtotals and grand totals given here, as some minor categories have been omitted.
Source: OITDA 1994.
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SCALE OF PRODUCTION AND INVESTMENT ACTIVITY
The average establishment in the Japanese optoelectronics industry is smaller than its
U.S. counterpart. The average size of Japanese firms in the optoelectronics industry is
188 employees (see Fig. 7.7 for size breakdown). By contrast, U.S. optoelectronics
firms average 750 employees (DOC 1994, IV-35). This may seem surprising in light of
the relatively large size of the Japanese optoelectronics industry overall, but it is entirely
typical of Japanese industry. In general, Japanese firms are much less vertically
integrated than their American counterparts. Unlike General Motors, the Toyota Motor
Company is just an assembler of automobiles. The auto parts it uses in assembly are
purchased from a large network of long-term outside suppliers. This is known both in
Japan and abroad as the keiretsu system (on the Japanese keiretsu system, see Weinstein
and Yafeh 1996). Many argue this system combines the high-quality information flows
between component user and component maker so characteristic of vertical integration
with the high-powered incentives so characteristic of the impersonal market
mechanisms (Aoki 1988). The average Japanese optoelectronics establishment is
typically tied through equity or long-term contractual relationships to a larger company
25 to 30 times its size, on average (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.7. Distribution of employment by size of firm in Japan’s optoelectronics industry, 1992 (OITDA 1994).
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The much larger size of the Japanese optoelectronics industry compared to the U.S. industry
is reflected in its scale of investment. Although Japanese and U.S. investment data are based
on incomplete surveys, for the years for which data are available it appears that the Japanese
optoelectronics industry has been investing at a rate of better than $1 billion a year (Fig. 7.8),
which is five to six times the investment rate of the U.S. optoelectronics industry.
Significantly, despite the smaller size of the average Japanese firm, average investment per firm
is higher in Japan than in the United States, as Figure 7.9 shows (OITDA 1994; DOC 1994).
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Fig. 7.8. Investment in the optoelectronics industry: U.S. and Japan, 1989-1992 (OITDA and DOC).
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Fig. 7.9. Investment per firm in the optoelectronics industry: U.S. and Japan, 1989-1992 (OITDA and DOC).
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To some extent, the high rate of investment per firm in the Japanese optoelectronics industry
may reflect the structure of employment in the industry. As shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11,
the types of employees hired in the Japanese optoelectronics industry differ to some extent
from those hired in the U.S. optoelectronics industry. In particular, scientists and engineers
account for a much larger proportion of total employment in the Japanese optoelectronics
industry; correspondingly, production workers play a smaller role. The relatively small role
of production workers in the Japanese optoelectronics industry may be the result of high rates
of investment in labor-saving equipment.
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Fig. 7.10. Employment by employee type in the Japanese optoelectronics industry, 1993 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.11. Employment by employee type in the U.S. optoelectronics industry, 1993 (DOC 1994).
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SCALE OF R&D ACTIVITY
In common with investment expenditures, overall optoelectronics industry R&D expenditures
and R&D expenditures per firm are significantly larger in Japan than in the United States
(Figs. 7.12 and 7.13). This gap remains even after a correction has been made for differences
in purchasing power between the United States and Japan.4 Relatively small establishments
conduct most of the optoelectronics industry R&D in Japan.
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Fig. 7.12. R&D expenditures in the optoelectronics industry: Japan
and the U.S., 1989-1992 (OITDA 1994; DOC 1994).
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Fig. 7.13. R&D expenditures per firm in the optoelectronics industry:
Japan and the U.S., 1989-1992 (OITDA 1994; DOC 1994).
4

The purchasing power parity index used to make this adjustment is drawn from data from the Organization for Economic
Development and Cooperation and appears in Kagaku gijutsu cho 1995).
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Figures 7.14 - 7.20 and 7.21 - 7.27 present data on the scale of Japanese R&D activities for 33
optoelectronic product categories, organized first by the number of professional employees
engaged in R&D activities, and then by the size of R&D investments. The picture overall is of
an industry where most activity is occurring in companies – and programs – of small to modest
size. Out of 33 product categories, only ROM optical disks and optical printers have more than
50% of their R&D activity in programs of larger than 125 employees; likewise, only 5 product
categories – displays, optical fibers, ROM optical disks, write-once optical disks, and laser
processing equipment – have more than 50% of their R&D activity supported by large-scale
investment of more than $7.5 million.
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Fig. 7.14. Distribution of R&D personnel in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on number of scientists and engineers in program -1 (OITDA 1994).

Fig. 7.15. Distribution of R&D personnel in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on number of scientists and engineers in program -2 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.16. Distribution of R&D personnel in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on number of scientists and engineers in program -3 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.17. Distribution of R&D personnel in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on number of scientists and engineers in program -4 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.18. Distribution of R&D personnel in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on number of scientists and engineers in program -5 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.19. Distribution of R&D personnel in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on number of scientists and engineers in program -6 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.20. Distribution of R&D personnel in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on number of scientists and engineers in program -7 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.21. Distribution of R&D investment in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on yen value of program - 1 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.22. Distribution of R&D investment in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on yen value of program - 2 (OITDA 1994).

Fig. 7.23. Distribution of R&D investment in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on yen value of program - 3 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.24. Distribution of R&D investment in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
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Fig. 7.25. Distribution of R&D investment in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on yen value of program - 5 (OITDA 1994).
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Fig. 7.26. Distribution of R&D investment in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on yen value of program - 6 (OITDA 1994).

Fig. 7.27. Distribution of R&D investment in Japan’s optoelectronics industry by program size,
based on yen value of program - 7 (OITDA 1994).
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Among the products where there is at least some evidence that large economies of scale in
R&D may be present, displays, printers, and optical fibers together account for
approximately one-third of the sales of all optoelectronic products globally. In 1993 the
Japanese optoelectronics industry produced $5.6 billion in printers, $4.8 billion in displays,
and $1.3 billion in optical fibers (see Table 7.1). ROM optical disks and write-once optical
disks account for only one-fifth of the global market for optical disks, but together they
have constituted that market's fastest growing segment (OIDA 1994). It is expected that
until the beginning of the next century these products will occupy a significant share of the
huge market for information storage (OIDA 1994).
While the Japanese large-scale research and development programs in optoelectronics are
targeted on large and/or very rapidly growing product markets, there are many other areas
(semiconductor lasers, to name just one example) where virtually all R&D is conducted in
a large number of relatively small programs. As seen from Figure 7.14, most of the R&D
in Japan on semiconductors takes place in programs of 50 or fewer employees.5

THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT IN THE OPTOELECTRONICS INDUSTRY —
JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES
In assessing the international competitiveness of private sector firms in industries such as
optoelectronics, considerable attention has been focused on the business environment
within which such firms operate. In particular, many such assessments ask how the
business environment in the United States compares with the business environment abroad
within which foreign competitors operate. In survey after survey of U.S. firms, business
environment is viewed as the greatest area of disadvantage for American high-technology
firms. In this area, such surveys suggest that American high-technology firms are at their
greatest disadvantage when compared with firms operating in Japan. It is argued that the
role the Japanese government plays within the Japanese economy has put American firms
at a particular disadvantage when competing globally with Japanese firms. In this regard
the most commonly cited Japanese government practices are "financial support... including
R&D grants/credits, investment credits, favorable tax treatment, and low interest rate loans
to finance exports, R&D, and investment" (DOC 1994, V-8).
This particular characterization of Japanese government practices comes from the
responses of U.S. firms included in a U.S. Department of Commerce assessment of the
U.S. optoelectronics industry. When these firms were asked to provide specific examples
of such practices, however, "many companies mentioned MITI of Japan, but few gave
specific examples of how MITI programs benefited the optoelectronics industry"
(DOC 1994, V-8).

5

While comparative U.S.-Japan data are available on production, investment, R&D, and firm size, only Japanese data are
available on R&D program size.
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JAPANESE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF THE OPTOELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
Direct Government Expenditures
The Role of MITI
In Japan, government funding of private optoelectronics research and development is done
largely under the auspices of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) in the
context of a number of cooperative government-business research projects, the first of
which began in 1979 with the establishment of MITI's Optical Measurement and Control
System project. This project ran for seven years with $77 million in government funding.
The project joined together 16 Japanese companies with researchers from MITI's ElectroTechnical Laboratory. Included among these 16 firms were such large Japanese companies
as Toshiba, NEC, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, and Oki. In 1981, as part of
this project, the Optoelectronics Joint Research Laboratory (OJRL) began operations. Each
of the 16 participating companies lent research personnel to staff the joint laboratory, even
while they continued to receive funding for project-related work at their own laboratories.
At its peak of operation in 1984 and 1985, this joint laboratory comprised no more than 50
scientists and engineers (Hayashi, Masahiro, and Yoshifumi 1989). When the
optoelectronics programs of this industry employed some 5,500 scientists and engineers in
the mid-1980s, this would have to be considered a relatively small research project.
When OJRL (the chief purpose of which came to be advancing technology in fiber-optic
local area network systems using as a main tool optoelectronic semiconductors) disbanded
in 1986, MITI promoted the Optoelectronic Technology Research Corporation (OTRC) in
its place. Unlike the 100%-MITI-funded project that preceded it, the new ten-year,
$82 million OTRC budget, which also sponsors a joint research laboratory to focus on
optoelectronic semiconductors, is 70%-funded by the member companies themselves.
While the OTRC project is comparable in scale to its predecessor, the joint laboratory
includes on its roster no more than 15 scientists on loan from the participating companies.
There is almost no prospect that Japanese government funding for optoelectronics research
and development will change dramatically in the future. The growing importance of
MITI's Real World Computing (RWC) program does make it likely that, relatively
speaking, support will return in scale to the levels that were characteristic of the late 1970s
through the mid-1980s. The Real World Computing project is MITI's first major initiative
in support of the development of basic computer technologies since the end of its highly
controversial Fifth Generation Computer program, which, in retrospect, is viewed in Japan
as having been fatally flawed in its conception (Callon 1995). The very title of MITI's new
project is meant to distinguish it sharply from the failure of its previous initiative in basic
computer technology. One of the distinguishing features of the RWC program is its support
of optical computing in the interests of both energy-saving and miniaturization. Fujikura,
Fujitsu, Furukawa Electric, Hitachi, Matsushita, Mitsubishi Electric, Nippon Sheet Glass,
Oki, Sanyo, Sumitomo Electric, and Toshiba will divide a total of $70 million in government
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support over a ten-year period as principal research project contractors (RWC 1994). Under the
rubric of the RWC program a major femtosecond project was also initiated in 1995.
The Roles of STA, the Ministry of Education, and MPT
The Science and Technology Agency (STA), the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry
of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) all oversee significant optoelectronic research
programs. STA sponsors research at its own National Research Institute for Metals,6 while
the Ministry of Education provides for grants for optoelectronics research at Japan's
national universities.7 In turn, MPT, arbiters of Japan's future fiber-optic network,
sponsors optoelectronic research at its affiliated Communications Research Laboratory
(activities described in Kagaku gijutsu cho 1995). These programs most resemble the
academic programs of the National Science Foundation and research at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) laboratories in the United States.
Comparison with U.S. Government Direct Funding
Since 1979, when Japanese government support first began, Japanese optoelectronics firms
have received a total of $125 million from MITI, which agency’s direct funding is almost
certainly larger than that of all other Japanese government agencies. As Table 7.2 shows,
the total of 15 years of Japanese government support of its optoelectronics industry is
substantially less than what the U.S. government provides the U.S. optoelectronics industry
in a single year in support of R&D.8
To be sure, as Table 7.3 shows, over 95% of U.S. Government optoelectronics R&D
funding is defense-related. Much of this funding, however, does have direct commercial
relevance: respondents to a Department of Commerce survey reported there was a great
deal of applicability of their defense-funded optoelectronics R&D to the commercial
sector. Many firms said they supply similar or identical products to both military and nonmilitary customers; others said that while their products were currently geared toward
defense needs, the technologies were intended to be dual use (e.g., flight-by-light for use in
civilian aerospace applications; military sensor work converted to production automation,
industrial security or medical sensors; and forward-looking infrared systems, FLIRs, for
border control, drug interdiction, and law enforcement). In general, firms reported that
they could not afford to maintain the same level of funding of R&D for commercial
applications without government support. As one firm put it, "the DOD pays for new
product development, commercial customers do not" (DOC 1994).
6

The major optoelectronics project at the National Research Institute for Metals is “The Creation of Materials for HighFunctional Optoelectronic Devices with a Liquid-Drop Epitaxy Method” (Kagaku gijutsu cho 1994).
7
While the Ministry of Education provides almost half the Japanese government support for private sector R&D across
all fields, its R&D data include teaching salaries (Somucho 1995).
8
Suggestions have been made, such as those by Schaede (1995), that comprehensive, unbiased data for Government of
Japan funding of private R&D are not available; however, there are, in fact, a number of sources of this type of data, such
as the surveys by Somucho (1995), which make use of a stratified, random sample of firms, with corrections for
nonrespondents. These surveys confirm aggregate data provided by the Japanese Government.
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Table 7.2
Optoelectronics R&D Spending by U.S. Firms, 1989-1993 ($ million)
Source of Funding
In-House
Federal Government
Customer
Joint Venture
Other

1989
$533.5
189.7
8.7
0.5
3.2

1990
$598.9
200.1
11.6
2.5
2.2

1991
$651.3
204.8
15.3
7.8
3.5

1992
$615.7
178.6
17.1
0.4
3.0

1993
$619.8
219.7
20.4
5.2
2.6

Source: DOC 1994

Table 7.3
U.S. Government-Funded R&D, by Funding Organization ($ million)
Source of Funding
DOD
ARPA
Armed Forces (Navy, Army, Air Force)
NASA
DOE/Natl. Lab.
NIH
NSF
NIST
Other

1989
$122.0
4.5
48.1
10.7
2.4
0.6
0.3
-1.4

1990
$120.0
6.7
55.3
12.7
1.6
0.6
0.4
-2.0

1991
$116.6
9.0
57.5
15.0
1.5
1.1
0.4
-2.2

1992
$107.8
22.5
33.3
8.0
0.7
1.2
0.3
0.9
2.4

1993
$145.6
21.7
38.1
5.9
0.3
1.0
0.3
3.1
3.6

Source: DOC 1994

Tax Incentives
What's true for Japanese government spending policy is also true for Japanese government
tax policy. For the better part of two decades, Japan's tax policy has been more concerned
with removing distortions between sectors than with giving help to any particular sector.
The effective corporate income tax rates across Japanese sectors are remarkably uniform.
During the 1950s and 1960s, tax-free reserves and expanded accelerated depreciation were
widely used by the Japanese government to promote industrial development, but by 1982
their role was clearly marginal. Indeed, to the extent that those fiscal devices were used at
all in the 1980s, they were used not to differentiate tax rates across sectors, but to
harmonize them. Today there are only minor variations in the effective tax rates across
Japanese manufacturing sectors (Saxonhouse 1983, 259-304).
Notwithstanding an increasingly passive tax policy, high-technology sectors do benefit
from a variety of tax credits and special depreciation allowances in the Japanese tax code.
In common with the rest of Japanese industry, optoelectronics companies receive a
20 percent tax credit for research and development expenditures over and above a
company's previous highest level of research and development expenditures since 1967.
This credit is limited to 10% of a Japanese company's income tax liability. This particular
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limitation on the size of the tax credit and the use of a single year as a base in calculating it
instead of a three-year moving average makes this provision of the Japanese tax code,
during periods of economic growth, substantially less generous than its American
counterpart. In consequence, the generic U.S. research and development tax credit is
estimated to be 150% larger than the Japanese tax credit as a proportion of research and
development expenditures (Tsushosangyosho 1994).
There are provisions of the Japanese tax code promoting research and development that are
more specific than the general research and development tax credit. Included among these
is the Key Technologies Research and Development Tax Credit (Kiban gijutsu kaihatsu
sokushin zeisei). The list of research eligible for this credit includes 132 technologies. The
tax credit is equal to 7% of research and development investment made in any of the
eligible technologies, up to 15% of the corporate income tax liability. The limitation on
the tax credit is not independent, however, of the limit on the general research and
development tax credit. Among the 132 technologies eligible for the Key Technologies
Research and Development Tax Credit are 25 that are optoelectronics-related. These
technologies are listed in Table 7.4. The length of this list suggests that along with
semiconductors, robotics, new materials, biotechnology, and space science, optoelectronics
is the beneficiary of special tax advantages when compared with most other hightechnology industries. The Ministry of Finance estimates this special tax treatment could
be worth $35 million a year (Okurasho 1993). These tax incentives are substantially larger
and more widely diffused than the direct research support made available to the
optoelectronics industry by MITI. It does not appear that the Japanese optoelectronics
industry benefits in any significant way from the generally unexceptional accelerated
depreciation provisions of the Japanese tax code (Tsushosangyosho 1994).
There is one way by which Japanese optoelectronics companies can take advantage of
some accelerated tax provisions provided by the Japanese tax code: as is true for any
government-sponsored cooperative R&D program, any investments made by or paid for by
Japanese companies as part of the Optoelectronics Technology Research Corporation
project can be depreciated 100% in the year the investment is made. This provision also
governed investment made by Japanese companies in connection with MITI's Optical
Measurement and Control Systems project and will govern investments made in the future
in connection with the Real World Computing Program (OEDC 1993).
EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF JAPANESE GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
Government Policy as Signaling
It is possible that a policy-instrument-by-policy-instrument survey of the pecuniary
incentives provided by the Japanese government to promote optoelectronics may miss the
forest for the trees. The total amount and terms of government aid may be less important
than that such aid is given at all, as it may signal Japan's financial system that
optoelectronics is a particularly promising area worthy of support.
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Table 7.4
Optoelectronic Technologies Eligible for the Key Technologies
Research and Development Tax Credit, 1994
Laser DNA Microinjector

Flat Panel Display Tester

Laser Beam Fluid Particle Counter

Optical Data Storage Media Tester

LED Beam Particle Dispersion Counter

Magneto-Optical Data Storage Media Tester

Laser Beam Particle Dispersion Counter

Optical Recording Media Tester

Laser Oscillation Testing Equipment

Laser Beam Mask Pattern Measuring Equipment

Variable Wide-Bank Laser

Optical Measuring Device with Error ≤.00294/50 m

Optical Spectrum Analyzer

≤ 3 gigabit/s Fiber-Optic Digital Signal Analyzer

Solar Cell Testing Device

Optical Fiber Spinning Apparatus

Optical Fiber Signal Loss Testing Equipment

Halogen Glass Fiber Optical Spinning Apparatus

Optical Recording Media Groove Production Device

16-dot 256 Color Computer Printer Image Processor

Ultraprecise Photoelectric Forming Apparatus

Laser CVD System

Vacuum Deposition Chamber for Optical Uses

GaAs Crystal Growth Apparatus

Spectrum Analyzer using 0.005 Nanometer Laser
Source: Tsushosangyosho 1995

Why might Japan's private financial system respond to such a signal from the government?
Indeed, how is it that the Japanese government has the information to do any kind of
signaling at all? For the Japan of the 1950s, 1960s and even the 1970s, such questions
could be easily answered. Then, a signal from the government compensated for a lack of
information that might otherwise be provided by freely functioning capital markets. With
Japan's financial system highly concentrated and heavily regulated, its equity markets
played too marginal a role in the allocation of resources to serve as the ultimate arbiter of
future prospects; these same attributes of Japan’s financial system provided a framework
within which the Japanese government could influence allocation of resources. High
concentration of capital made a government presence not only possible but necessary.
Moreover, as long as Japan was far from the global economy's technological frontier,
fathoming what structural changes the Japanese economy required was not difficult. At the
same time, however, the complicated pressures of intra-keiretsu or bank group politics
often meant that in the absence of government pressure, a socially suboptimal allocation of
resources might easily result. Without government regulation, it was too easy for
established industries to divert badly needed resources from emerging industries.
Japan’s institutions of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, which allowed the Japanese
government to work through Japan's private financial system to shape Japan's industrial
structure, no longer exist today. Since the late 1970s, continuing financial deregulation has
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allowed Japanese firms to draw on far more diverse sources of finance, both domestic and
foreign, than had once been the case. Between the late 1970s and the late 1980s the
sources of Japanese corporate finance changed markedly. Once, bank loans had dominated
all other forms of external finance; by the late 1980s, however, equity and equity-linked
corporate bonds had surged to such an extent that bank loans were reduced to a secondary
role. The bank-centered keiretsu of today seem loosely organized or even amorphous.
Today's Japanese firms seeking to promote new industries such as optoelectronics no
longer need the government as an ally to force a main bank to turn on the financial spigot.
Problems that Japan's equity market has faced in the 1990s notwithstanding, sources of
finance remain so varied that a Japanese company seeking to finance new optoelectronics
activities may not look to its nominal main bank at all. The same deregulation that removes
the need for government intervention removes the means by which the government might
intervene. The Japanese banking system, now forced to compete with many other financial
institutions both at home and abroad and burdened with a staggering overhang of loans
gone bad, is no longer in a position to dictate the future of the optoelectronics industry.
Government Policy as Coordinator
Cues from the government may also be taken less seriously by the private sector than
before because of the highly uncertain environment within which the Japanese economy
now operates. With Japan at the technological frontier, unlike in earlier decades, the
precise direction an industry such as optoelectronics should follow is by no means clear;
there is certainly no reason to believe the government might be better informed than the
private sector on which way to go.
Optoelectronics is an excellent illustration of the difficulty the government has faced in the
various joint government-business cooperative R&D projects organized by MITI since the
late 1970s. Japanese government-sponsored consortia were once viewed as crucial
instruments of government policy, breaking down barriers to the inter-firm transfer of
information created by Japanese permanent employment practices, even while internalizing
the benefits of company-conducted basic research. At the very peak of their importance
and influence, projects such as MITI's celebrated Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI)
semiconductor consortium were viewed, accurately or otherwise, as playing a critical role
in helping diverse Japanese companies coordinate their research. Duplication of effort was
avoided and information that might otherwise have been considered proprietary was shared.
In contrast to the VLSI project, the three joint government-business optoelectronic projects
promoted by MITI today appear marginal to the industry's development; each project is
much smaller than the VLSI in nominal terms and even more so in real terms. Compared
to the VLSI project, they are also smaller relative to other related R&D activities in their
industry, and what resources are available have been dissipated over a considerably larger
number of firms. The VLSI project was not only relatively large, it was also viewed as
having a practical objective. In contrast, the Optical Measurement and Control System
project, and particularly the Optoelectronic Technology Research Corporation (OTRC) and
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the Real World Computing Program, all have been viewed as extremely academic activities
by most of the companies the JTEC panel visited, far removed from the efforts needed to
help develop technologies and products for emerging markets in optoelectronics.
Given the seemingly low regard in which the government-sponsored research consortia are
held by the industry, it is somewhat surprising that MITI has been able to involve most of the
major participants in Japan's optoelectronics industry. In part this may simply reflect MITI's
influence in regulation-ridden Japan; more importantly, the cost of participation in these
projects has been relatively minor for all member companies. MITI has fully funded both the
Optical Measurement and Control System project and the Real World Computing Program.
While MITI has funded only 30% of the budget of the OTRC and the Optoelectronics
Technology Research Laboratory, many of the contributions of the member companies have
been made in kind. Taking advantage of the aforementioned accelerated depreciation given
joint government-business R&D projects, member companies have donated substantial
amounts of used laboratory equipment to the OTRC.
Because MITI’s latest projects have been viewed as largely academic, member companies
that the JTEC panel visited seem to have been reluctant to allow their best scientists and
engineers to participate in any major way. Scientists and engineers that are participating
apparently have been discouraged from intimate cooperation with scientists and engineers
from other member companies. Of 207 patents filed in connection with these three projects,
only 34 reflect collaborative work across two or more member companies. Moreover, fearing
that MITI-sponsored cooperative research and development projects are more efforts to
diffuse information than to create new knowledge, optoelectronics industry leaders in any
particular technology have rarely chosen to take up topics in their areas of greatest expertise.
Government Telecommunications Policy
As in the United States, so in Japan the greatest impact that government policy will have
on the development of optoelectronics is in the area of telecommunications policy. For
example, in February 1995 the Japanese government announced its intention to complete a
nationwide fiber-optic network by 2010. This system should reach all of Japan’s major
population centers as early as 2000. An area will be considered to be connected if the
fiber-optic network reaches a distribution node in its neighborhood (Advanced Information
and Telecommunications Society 1995). Only subscribers to the information services
provided by the network will be connected to the distribution node. While MPT has
sought interest-free loans to build the network, the Ministry of Finance has offered only
low-interest-rate loans (Mainichi Daily News 1995).
The regulatory reform of telecommunications in Japan will also shape the development of
the optoelectronics industry. The speed with which deregulation occurs in the
telecommunications industry in Japan will affect the role NTT (Nippon Telephone and
Telegraph) will play in the optoelectronics industry and the kind of competition Japanese
firms in this industry will face at home and abroad.

Gary R. Saxonhouse
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It appears that much of the production, investment, and research and development activity
in Japan’s optoelectronics industry takes place in firms and establishments considerably
smaller than their U.S. counterparts. In particular, this in an industry, at least as it is
organized in Japan, where economies of scale in R&D activities do not appear to be
important. While initiative in the Japanese optoelectronics industry is widely dispersed,
these small firms and establishments are typically tied through equity or long-term
contractual relationships to much larger firms.
A careful attempt has been made to assess the role the Japanese government has played in
the development of the optoelectronics industry. While it is an article of faith among both
researchers and business in the U.S. optoelectronics industry that the Japanese
government’s role has been critical, there appears to be little concrete evidence to support
such views. Direct Japanese government support for optoelectronics R&D is very small,
and overall tax incentives quite modest by comparison with U.S. government practice. It is
true that much U.S. government support for optoelectronics underwrites the development
of specialized products useful for national security purposes. Nevertheless, it is widely
acknowledged that this support also funds the research underlying many products sold to
the private sector.
The Japanese government’s role as a catalyst for the optoelectronics industry’s
development appears to be no more significant than its role as a funding source. Almost
uniformly, Japanese firms engaged in optoelectronics appear to view governmentsponsored cooperative R&D projects as very marginal to the industry’s development.
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Stephen R. Forrest (Panel Chair)
Affiliation:

Princeton University

Address:

Engineering Quad, J301 POEM, Princeton University, Princeton NJ 08544

Dr. Forrest received his PhD from the University of Michigan in 1979 and joined Bell
Laboratories (Murray Hill), where he did both fundamental and applied R&D of
photodetectors for use in long wavelength optical communications systems. In 1982, he
became supervisor of the Integrated Optoelectronic Devices and Circuits Group at Bell
Labs. In 1985 he joined the faculty of the Departments of Electrical Engineering and
Materials Science at the University of Southern California, where he continued research on
optoelectronic integrated circuits and also on crystalline organic semiconductors. He
served as Director of the National Center for Integrated Photonic Technology, a consortium
of five universities. He joined Princeton University as the James S. McDonnell University
Professor of Electrical Engineering and Princeton Materials Institute, and as Director of
Princeton's Advanced Technology Center for Photonics and Optoelectronic Materials. He
has served as Associate Editor to the Journal of Quantum Electronics, and is on the OSA
Technical Council and the LEOS Board of Governors. He is a member of the SPS, MRS,
and the OSA, and is a Fellow of the IEEE.

Larry A. Coldren
Affiliation:

University of California at Santa Barbara

Address:

Electrical and Computer Engineering Dept., University of California
Santa Barbara CA 93106

Professor Coldren received his PhD in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University in
1972. After 13 years of research at Bell Laboratories, he was appointed Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) at the University of California at Santa
Barbara (UCSB) in 1984. In 1986, he assumed a joint appointment with Materials and
ECE. At UCSB his efforts have included work on novel guided-wave and vertical-cavity
modulators and lasers as well as the underlying materials growth and dry-etching
technology. His group has made many seminal contributions in these areas, including
recent contributions in ultrawide-tuning range lasers with good spurious mode suppression,
vertical-cavity with high-efficiency and temperature insensitivity, and UHV in-situ etching
and regrowth. He has authored or coauthored over 25 papers and has been issued 25
patents. He is a Fellow of the IEEE and OSA and a past vice-president of IEEE-LEOS. He
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is currently Director of the multicampus AROPA-supported Optoelectronics Technology
Center, Associate Director of the NSA-supported Science and Technology Center, and an
Associate Director of QUEST, the NSF-supported Science and Technology Center.

Sadik C. Esener
Affiliation:

University of California, San Diego

Address:

ECE Dept., 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093-0407

Dr. Esener received his PhD in Applied Physics and Electrical Engineering from the
University of California (UC) at San Diego in 1987. He is currently an Associate Professor
in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at UC, San Diego, and is the head
of the Optoelectronic Computing Group. He is engaged in research on high-space
interconnects and optoelectronic computing architecture. He received a certificate of
recognition from NASA in March 1987 for his work on optically addressed RAM. Dr.
Esener has written two book chapters, has published more than 40 research articles in
refereed journals, has presented numerous papers at scientific conferences, and holds four
patents. He is a member of IEEE, OSA, and SPIE; is the President of Call/Recall
Corporation; and is a cofounder of Parallel Solutions Corporation.

Donald B. Keck
Affiliation:

Corning, Inc.

Address:

Research & Development Engineering Division, Sullivan Park, SP/FR/2/9
Corning, Inc., Corning, NY 14831

Dr. Keck, Director of Optoelectronics Research at Corning, Incorporated, is a physicist by
formal education. His areas of expertise include molecular spectroscopy, gradient and
aspheric optics, guided-wave optics, fiber sensors and optical fiber waveguides, as well as
research management. He has authored more than 85 papers and portions of 5 books, and
holds 25 patents in the area of optical fibers and fiber components. He was a member of
the Corning team that invented the low-loss optical fiber. Dr. Keck is the recipient of
many honors and awards, and is a member of both the National Academy of Engineering
and the National Inventors Hall of Fame. He is currently Editor of the IEEE/OSA Journal
of Lightwave Technology, a member of the Board of Directors of the Optical Society of
America, and a member of the steering committee for OIDA.
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Frederick J. Leonberger
Affiliation:

Uniphase Telecommunications Products, Inc. (UTP)

Address:

1289 Blue Hills Ave., Bloomfield, CT 06002

Dr. Leonberger received his PhD from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
From 1975-84 he was with MIT Lincoln Laboratory, first as a staff member and later as an
associate group leader. In 1984 he joined United Technologies Research Center as
Manager of Photonics and Applied Physics. He is currently Vice President and Chief
Technical Officer of Uniphase Telecommunications Products (formerly United
Technologies Photonics), which manufactures a variety of integrated optic-based
components and associated subsystems. He served previously as General Manager of
United Technologies Photonics, Inc., which was acquired by Uniphase Corporation in May
1995. His activities have centered on development and applications of a variety of LiNbO3
and III-V semiconductor guided-wave and optoelectronic devices. He has served as
President of the IEEE Lasers and Electro-Optics Society, as an Associate Editor of the
Journal of Quantum Electronics and of Optics Letters, and as Chairman of the IEEE/OSA
Conferences on Integrated Optics, Optical Fiber Sensors, and Picosecond Optoelectronics.
He is a Fellow of IEEE and OSA, and has received the IEEE Quantum Electronics Award
and the UTC George Meade Medal.

Gary R. Saxonhouse
Affiliation:

University of Michigan

Address:

University of Michigan, Department of Economics, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1220

Dr. Saxonhouse is Professor of Economics at the University of Michigan and Director of
its Committee on Comparative and Historical Research on Market Economies
(CCHROME). He has also taught at Harvard, Yale, and Brown. While at Brown, he was
Henry Luce Professor of Comparative Development. His numerous articles in professional
journals and conference volumes have included studies on the structure and operation of
the Japanese economy, on U.S.-Japanese economic relations, on technology transfer, on
econometrics, and on English, Japanese, and Indian economic history. Dr. Saxonhouse is
currently a Fellow at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences (Stanford,
CA). The Association for Asian Studies, Northeast Asia Council, named him its
Distinguished Lecturer for the academic year 1979-80.
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Paul W. Shumate, Jr.
Affiliation:

Bellcore

Address:

MRE 2Q-186, 445 South Street, Morristown, NJ 07962-1910

Paul W. Shumate is Executive Director of Broadband Local Access and Premises
Networks at Bellcore. Having had engineering and management responsibilities in
lightwave system design since 1975, he is currently responsible for key aspects of fiber-inthe-loop and hybrid fiber/coax systems, including architectures, powering, evolution, cost
analyses, and media installation. Since 1980, at Bell Labs and then at Bellcore, he has been
a leading proponent of advanced fiber technologies for delivering new residential
broadband services. He is a Fellow of the IEEE and a member of the Optical Society of
America. In addition to lecturing extensively, he has written chapters for three books and
over eighty papers. Currently Vice President of Publications for the IEEE Lasers and
Electro-Optics Society, he was Editor of IEEE Photonics Technology Letters (1989-1994),
Editor of the IEEE Transactions on Magnetics (1972-1978), and a founder of the Journal
of Lightwave Technology. In 1993, he received the Telephony Vision award and the IEEE
Edwin H. Armstrong award, both for fiber-in-the-loop activities.
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Deborah L. Crawford
Affiliation :

National Science Foundation

Address :

Suite 675, National Science Foundation, 4201 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22230

Dr. Crawford is presently Program Director of Optical Communication Systems and
Solid-State and Microstructures at the National Science Foundation, having joined the
Foundation in October 1993. She received her Bachelor's degree (1985) in Electronic &
Electrical Engineering from the University of Glasgow, Scotland, and PhD (1988) in
Communication Systems Engineering from the University of Bradford, England.
Immediately prior to joining NSF, Dr. Crawford was a member of the Technical Staff at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, CA, where she was responsible for the research
and development of InP-based photonic components, with applications in the lightwave
communications arena as well as for specific NASA applications in remote sensing, lidar,
and micro-instrumentation for spacecraft applications. She was a visiting researcher at the
University of California, Santa Barbara (1989-1991), where she conducted research in high
speed InP-based and GaAs-based optoelectronic devices. From 1986 through 1988, she
was a researcher at AT&T Bell Laboratories, where she worked on monolithic
optoelectronic integrated circuits.

Gordon W. Day
Affiliation:

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Address:

81500 National Institute of Standards and Technology
325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303

Dr. Day was educated at the University of Illinois, where he received his PhD in Electrical
Engineering in 1970. He joined the National Bureau of Standards (now NIST) in 1969 as
an NBS/NRC Postdoctoral Fellow and has remained with that organization, conducting
and leading research in diverse areas of optoelectronics. In 1976 he helped form the NIST
Optical Fiber Measurements Programs, and in 1983 he started its program in optical fiber
sensors. At present, as Chief of the Optoelectronics Division, he is responsible for NIST's
principal program in support of the U.S. optoelectronics industry. Dr. Day previously was
Adjunct Professor of Physics at the Colorado School of Mines, Visiting Fellow at the
University of Southampton, and a Visiting Scholar at the University of Sydney. He is
presently Adjunct Professor at the University of Colorado. He is a Fellow of the IEEE, a
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member-elect of the IEEE/LEOS Board of Governors, an Associate Editor of the
IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology, and cofounder and Program Chair of the
biennial Symposium on Optical Fiber Measurements.

Michael J. DeHaemer
Affiliation:

JTEC/WTEC, Loyola College.

Address:

4501 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21210

Dr. DeHaemer is Director of the Japanese Technology Evaluation Center/World
Technology Evaluation Center (JTEC/WTEC) at Loyola College, Baltimore, Maryland.
He is a former Captain and submarine commander in the U.S. Navy. He is Founder and
Director of the Lattanze Human Computer Interface Laboratory, and he is a specialist in the
applications of synthesized speech and automated voice recognition systems as computer
interface output and input. On the faculty of the Sellinger School of Business and
Management at Loyola College, he is the Chairman of the Information Systems and
Decision Sciences Department, where he currently teaches Information Technology and
Strategy, the Human-Computer Interface, Applications of Experts Systems and Neural
Networks, and Production Management. Dr. DeHaemer has research interests in business
applications of artificial intelligence and the methodology of technology assessment. He
received his Bachelor's degree in Physics from the University of Notre Dame, his Master’s
degree in Operations Research from the Naval Postgraduate School, and both his Master's
degree in Business Administration and Industrial Engineering and his PhD in Management
Information Systems from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Robert K. Hickernell
Affiliation:

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Address:

325 Broadway, MS 814.02, Boulder, CO 80303

Dr. Hickernell received his PhD from the Optical Sciences Center at the University of
Arizona. He is Project Leader of Optoelectronic Manufacturing in the Optical Electronic
Metrology Group, Electronics and Electrical Engineering Laboratory of NIST. His
research experience has centered on the measurement of the properties of optical
waveguide devices and vertically oriented semiconductor devices. He developed a
photothermal deflection technique to spatially resolve attenuation in passive channel wave
guides, wave guide amplifiers, and polarizers. He was a guest researcher at the NTT OptoElectronics Laboratories in Ibaraki, Japan, where he studied dispersion in erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers using low-coherence interferometry. His recent research focus has been
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the measurement of the index of refraction of GaAs quantum wells and the modeling of its
effect on vertical cavity, surface-emitting laser operation.

Geoffrey M. Holdridge
Affiliation:

JTEC/WTEC, Loyola College

Address:

4501 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21210

Mr. Holdridge is Staff Director of the WTEC/JTEC Program, funded by the National
Science Foundation under a grant to the International Technology Research Institute (ITRI)
at Loyola College in Baltimore, Maryland. He manages the day-to-day affairs of the JTEC
and WTEC programs at ITRI. Prior to coming to Loyola in 1989, he served as a Special
Assistant to the Division Director for Emerging Engineering Technologies (EET) at NSF,
where he helped manage the JTEC program at NSF. In a special assignment for the EET
Division in 1987-88, he prepared a report on the long-term industrial consequences of a
loss of U.S. competitiveness in the memory chip market as part of NSF's contribution to an
interagency study on the status of the U.S. semiconductor industry. Mr. Holdridge has also
worked as Staff Consultant for the National Academy of Sciences' Panel on the Impact of
National Security Export Controls in International Technology Transfer (also known as the
Allen Panel). He holds a BA in History (specializing in 20th Century East Asia) from Yale
University.

Cecil H. Uyehara
Affiliation:

Uyehara International Associates

Address:

7614 Arnet Lane, Bethesda, MD 20817

Cecil H. Uyehara, President of Uyehara International Associates, is a consultant on U.S.Japanese relations (science and technology). He served in the U.S. government for almost
25 years, with the U.S. Air Force (weapons systems planning), the Office of Management
and Budget (military assistance) and the Agency for International Development (AID). He
has published on Japanese politics, scientific advice and public policy, and Japanese
calligraphy. He organized the first U.S. Congressional hearings on Japanese science and
technology, lectures at the U.S. Foreign Service Institute on Japanese science and
technology, and has served as a consultant to the Yomiuri Shimbun and the Library of
Congress on Japanese calligraphy. He received a BA from Keio University and an MA
from the University of Minnesota, both in Political Economy. He has received award and
grants from the Ford Foundation, American Philosophical Society, University of
Minnesota (Shevlin Fellowship), and the National Institute of Public Affairs.
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Mial E. Warren
Affiliation:

Sandia National Laboratories

Address:

Sandia National Laboratories, MIS 0603 P.O. Box 5800
U.S. Department of Energy, Albuquerque, NM 87185-0603

Dr. Warren received his PhD from the Optical Sciences Center at the University of
Arizona. He subsequently spent two years as a postdoctoral fellow at the University of
Arizona. Since joining Sandia National Laboratories in 1990, he has been involved in
photonic device research, primarily emphasizing vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs). His investigations in this area have focused on exploratory work in phasecoupled arrays of VCSELs, which has led to the demonstration of phase-shifted twodimensional arrays of VCSELs that produce a single-lobed on-axis beam. He has also
served as the liaison between the Photonics Research Department and the Optoelectronic
Components Department, giving him some exposure to manufacturing, packaging, and
application issues. Recently, he has initiated an effort in diffractive optics emphasizing
integration of diffractive optical elements with VCSELs and other photonic components
and systems.
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Site:

Eastman Kodak Co.
Elmgrove Road Facility
Rochester, NY 14653

Date Visited:

September 19, 1994

Report Author:

G. Holdridge (assisted by D. Keck and S. Esener)

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
G. Holdridge
D. Keck
G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
Robert A. Day
John E. Rueping
Keith E. Wetzel
Tom VanValkenburgh

John H. Shafer
Gene Kohlenberg
David B. Kay
John Agostinelli

Automatic Machine Systems Div., Kodak Park
Unit Director, Machine Vision & Flexible
Automation, Mach. Syst. Div., Kodak Park
Sr. Dev’t. Engineer, Electronic Packaging Design,
Electronic Products Div., Elmgrove Rd.
Unit Director, Advanced Manufacturing Systems,
Manufacturing, Research and Engineering
Organization, Kodak Park
Manager, Optomechatronic Imaging Subsystems,
Kodak Apparatus Div., Elmgrove Rd.
Unit Director, Optical Manufacturing R&D Lab.,
Manufacturing Research and Engineering
Optical Heads Group Leader and Research
Associate, Storage Products R&D, Kodak Park
Materials and Device Technology Lab., Electronics
Systems Division

BACKGROUND
The Eastman Kodak Company was founded in 1880 as a full-service photography
company, manufacturing cameras and film that the customer returned to Kodak for
processing and printing. The company now employs approximately 100,000 people
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worldwide, with approximately 39,000 of those in the Rochester, NY, area. Of these,
about 2,000 people are involved in production technology development, of whom some
300 are involved in the development of manufacturing equipment. Kodak had sales in
1993 of about $16 billion. On average, approximately seven percent of earnings are
reinvested in research and development. According to the company’s representatives, the
bulk of Kodak's R&D budget is devoted to new product development; a comparatively
small fraction is spent on manufacturing engineering or process development.
Kodak has undergone several restructuring exercises over the past three decades relevant to
its optoelectronic manufacturing activities. Having grown into a diverse multinational
company. Kodak was restructured in the mid-1980s into strategic business units. As a
result of this restructuring, Kodak later deemphasized some unprofitable activities,
including some that had supplied equipment and components for other parts of the
company. Thus, the company lost some of its in-house capability to develop
manufacturing equipment. Kodak mounted an effort to rebuild this capability beginning in
1990, and it now supports R&D programs in flexible automation, machine vision, and
precision fabrication technology.
Kodak has been experimenting with electronic and digital imaging technology since the mid -1970s.
This investment was controversial within the company for many years; some critics
proposed that Kodak focus instead on its traditional business in silver halide imaging
(which even today is a significant proportion of Kodak revenue). As a consequence,
Kodak's digital imaging activities went through several phases of uncertain or reduced
funding. Related areas of research, such as III-V materials R&D, were reduced or
eliminated as recently as 2-3 years prior to the JTEC team’s visit.
In 1993, Kodak's Board of Directors named a new Chief Executive Officer, George Fisher,
who came to Kodak from Motorola. This recent change of management at Kodak has
resulted in an important boost for the company's digital imaging activities. Redefining
Kodak's core business by characterizing the company as primarily an imaging company,
Kodak is divesting itself of some of the more distantly related business units, including
chemicals and pharmaceuticals. The new CEO has reaffirmed Kodak's commitment to digital
imaging technology and products as an integral part of Kodak's strategy for the future.
R&D AND MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES
Materials and Device Technology Laboratory
John Agostinelli, who is from the Electronics Systems Division of Kodak Research
Laboratories, described Kodak's activities aimed at the development of compact blue
coherent light sources. This effort is partially funded by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) as part of the ATP program. Other partners in the consortium
funded under the ATP activity include IBM, Uniphase, the University of Arizona, and
Carnegie Mellon University. SDL is also supplying lasers for this effort.
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Blue light source generation. Activity in this area at Kodak is focused on sources for
archival disk storage. Kodak's primary focus in the near term is aimed at obtaining blue
laser light by second harmonic generation with diode laser pumping at longer wavelengths.
Kodak has selected a quasi-phase matching approach. Materials under consideration
include lithium tantalate and potassium titanyl phosphate. Kodak exited the III-V materials
R&D area two years ago after a ten-year investment, and is now trying to establish
partnerships with outside vendors (e.g., SDL and Uniphase) for a suitable pump laser. The
ATP program requires that the laser vendor be a U.S. company. Kodak researchers see a
window of opportunity for about three years for their frequency doubled blue light before
gallium nitride technology may become competitive. Their goal is to produce the high
power package (~20 mW, though 15 mW could be usable) of coherent blue light that is
needed to write on a 14 in. read/write optical disk at the earliest possible time.
Long-term approach to blue light source. Kodak representatives see the III-nitride (e.g.,
gallium nitride) technology as the most promising material in the long run for direct blue
laser sources; II-VI materials may never achieve a true blue (as opposed to blue-green) and
also suffer serious lifetime limitations. II-VI lasers so far have not come even close to the
lifetime demonstrated by Nichia's LED device.
In terms of performance objectives, Kodak's application requires a laser modulation with
less than a two-nanosecond rise time. Product lifetime is also an important consideration:
something greater than 10,000 hours mean-time-to-failure is the metric. Alignment and
stability are key issues in the interface between the pumped source and the waveguide.
Other requirements include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

single spatial mode
relative intensity noise on read: <120 dB/Hz
speed > 30 MHz
operating temperature of 10 to 55oC
round cross section ideal; aspect ratio of ≤ 4:1 required; < 2:1 preferred
cost: a couple of hundred dollars would suffice for the high-end 14 in. storage
application; much lower (e.g., $50) cost would be required for consumer applications
(e.g., CD ROMs); the ultimate goal is less than one dollar per mW.

Dr. Kay expressed the view that, while the second-harmonic approach is expensive, Kodak
views it as cost-effective now for high-end archival systems (especially write-once
recorders) because of higher-output power possible with this approach and the greater
impact on storage capacity of 14 in. disks: 10 GB can be stored on current versions of the
14 in. disk; 10 to 15 GB capacity (double sided) is expected. Though similar capacity could
be achieved with arrays of low-capacity conventional optical disks (5¼ in.), such arrays
cannot match the performance of the single 14 in. high-density disk in terms of cost/MB.
Fast actuator technology for optical heads is another area of R&D required in order to
support higher density and data rates in optical disks of this type. Customers for the 14 in.
disk system include the Internal Revenue Service and other U.S. Government agencies.
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Parallel access using multiple blue sources was originally included in the ATP proposal to
the NIST for this system. However, this complicates the IR diode source laser design,
requiring TM polarization to efficiently use second harmonic generation sources. So far it
has proven impossible to build an array of high-power, single-mode TM diode lasers for
multichannel capability. Multichannel capability also complicates the design of heads and
lenses in such a system, increasing costs. After consultations among the partners in this
effort, it was decided that there is no pressing requirement for parallel access during the
three-year period when the second harmonic approach is viable.
Comparable Activities Abroad. Kodak representatives stated that there is also work in Japan in
frequency doubling approaches for coherent blue light sources. Matsushita and Sony are
working on ZnSe (II-VI) lasers. Nichia Chemical is now selling blue LEDs in the milliwatt
power range with lifetimes in the 10,000 - 20,000 hour range. Sony and Phillips are planning
a 635 nm laser for the next-generation optical drives. With data compression, such a disk
could play an entire feature-length movie on one side of a disk. The large revenue base and
production experience that Japanese companies derive from the existing CD player business
puts them in an ideal position to move into the high-density optical storage market.
Other applications of blue lasers. Blue lasers will be used at Kodak for other applications
beyond optical disks. Digital imaging requires output devices. For color, conventional
photographic papers must be exposed with red, green, and blue sources; diode lasers are a
good candidate for these sources. Cost reduction in the light source is a consideration for
the 14 in. disk application, but will be a far more crucial factor down the road for use in
photo-CD (or other consumer) applications; otherwise, Kodak's products in this area will
be restricted to low-volume, high-performance (i.e., small) markets.
The Materials and Device Technology Laboratory is also doing materials development in
inorganic thin films. Other materials work in support of image sensor programs is
ongoing. In the area of recording materials, Kodak has a history in dye polymer materials
and dye work for the photo-CD project. The 14 in. disk under development now uses a
phase-change material that Kodak regards as world class; not even Matsushita can match
its low power requirements, good stability, and ease of packaging. Other materials work at
Kodak includes magneto-optic materials for erasable optical storage and superlattice
materials. Materials for writable CDs are another priority; current materials are too costly.
Kodak counts materials as one of its strengths in this area: two-thirds of the optical
storage R&D budget is materials-related.
Flexible Automated Manufacturing
John Rueping devoted much of his presentation to a discussion of activities at Kodak that
have resulted in an understanding of flexible automation technology in Japan. He personally
traveled to Japan in 1985, 1992, and 1994 to visit Japanese manufacturing facilities. The
1992 and 1994 trips were each approximately three weeks in duration. Of all the Japanese
companies the Kodak team visited, they were the most impressed by Sony.
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Rueping showed the visiting JTEC group some slides depicting Japanese consumer
electronics products (camcorder, VCR, fax machine, etc.), each one of which features at
least one part that is aligned to within 1-micron tolerances. This kind of precision
manufacturing is not considered possible in the United States today for high-volume
consumer products. Other characteristics of these products are: (1) flexible automation is
used in their manufacturing; (2) this flexibility allows more than one model to be produced
on the same line, allowing the cost of the machinery to be distributed over a larger
production base; (3) many of these products will be replaced with new models within six
months; and (4) nothing comparable to them is made in the United States.
Rueping then showed a series of slides of several generations of flexible automation
equipment — the kind of equipment that has made precision manufacturing on a large
scale affordable for many Asian companies, while minimizing labor costs. The most
advanced such system is the Sony “Smart System.” This is a robotic assembly system with
integrated material handling of parts comprised of four basic modules: Smart Cell
(assembly), Advanced Part-Orienting System (APOS), Inspect/APC, and ATC (tray
changer). In turn, each of these modules employs many standard parts or components.
Sony uses a large number of similar robotic assembly systems in its own assembly plants in
Japan. In settled-down production, these systems typically exhibit a first-time yield higher
than 98%. Sales of such equipment that have been made to companies like Samsung and
Goldstar have likely helped Sony to finance the development of new generations. Rueping
expressed the view that in Korea as in Japan, controlled access to the domestic market,
long-term relationships between manufacturers and tool makers (or in-house manufacturing
equipment development), and willingness to use and adapt ideas from other companies and
other countries have been some of the keys to success in consumer electronics.
Japanese companies have been willing to sell manufacturing equipment to the United
States. But new models are often made available for sale here after they have been proven
in a domestic market — more than likely because it is easier to provide technical support
and parts for a new or experimental machine tool locally than it is for one installed on the
other side of the world. Thus, the purpose for Rueping's study missions to Japan in 1992
and 1994 was to look at flexible automation technology and arrange to purchase some of
this equipment.
Kodak is looking towards read/write optical disks as an important new product category for
this part of the company. Automated manufacturing of complex or precise parts is key to the
company's strategy for reducing the cost of these products. However, Rueping estimates that
the cost of developing automated manufacturing for one product line (e.g., high precision
read/write optical heads) is in the neighborhood of $25 million over several years. Asked if
Kodak is buying robots in Japan, Rueping responded that Kodak will purchase flexible
automation when commercial equipment meets Kodak’s needs and is attractively priced. In
some cases, cost, lead time, functionality, or other business reasons may make a compelling
case to develop flexible automation internally or in partnership with others.
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Process Development for Electronic Products
Keith Wetzel is primarily engaged in the development of packaging for optoelectronic
components, including process development for surface mounting. His organization has
been responsible for packaging lasers and LEDs, and is examining options for nextgeneration packaging of CCD sensors. Kodak buys ceramic packages for CCDs, which are
then assembled at Kodak. Kodak also has a limited in-house ceramic packaging (including
wire bonding) capability for occasional custom applications. Wetzel showed the visiting
JTEC team a CCD array ceramic package with a window installed by Kodak; he also
passed around a photo sensor for an automatic camera installed without a conventional
package, wired directly to a circuit board with a lens glued directly on top of it.
Kodak's CCD technology is world-class. For example, 16 Mpixel image sensors are
available for sale. Sales of CCD arrays to outside customers are currently about half the
level of internal consumption. John Shafer described a three-color CCD scanner now
available from Kodak that scans one frame per second with three color wheels at 6 Mpixel
for each color (for a total of 18 Mpixels). Another CCD product under development
digitizes 35 mm movie film into HDTV videotape in real time. A Kodak CCD sensor is at
the heart of Apple's electronic camera now being sold as a Macintosh accessory. Despite
these successes, Kodak's CCD products are not leading the world in sales; the Japanese
dominate the high-volume, low-cost markets for CCD products. Previous Kodak
management viewed digital image sensors as merely a defensive technology to silver halidebased products. Current management is taking a more positive view of this technology’s
role in the company's future.
Therefore, Wetzel and his associates are now looking at plastic packaging as an alternative
to ceramics. Wetzel stated that Kodak has the capability to shape and align parts to micron
tolerances in selected areas. However, in high-volume manufacturing, improvement is
needed in the precise placement of parts. A figure of roughly 25 microns was quoted as
Kodak's current manufacturing capability in packaging alignment precision.
Opto-Mechatronics LiNbO3
Shafer described several interesting Kodak optoelectromechanical products. Expertise in this
area has been reaffirmed by Kodak management recently as one of several core areas that
are valuable across Kodak's many business units. Shafer’s group covers input devices,
output devices, and output media. He showed examples of output from the following:
•

a commercial-grade laser printer that uses twenty 500 mW lasers to produce color
photo prepress prints from a digital database. Each print required four passes and took
about 15 minutes to produce. No grain or scan lines were visible in the 11 in. x 17 in.
sample Shafer showed to the visiting JTEC team.
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a specialized medical imaging laser printer that prints X-ray images at 300 dpi with
12-bit gray scale. This results in the virtually continuous gray scale resolution needed
for accurate X-ray interpretation.

Shafer noted that these are extremely expensive, low-volume products, a distinctly
different business from the low-cost, high-volume manufacturing that has been one of
Kodak's traditional strengths.
When asked about metrics (current standards) for resolution in optoelectronic imaging
technology, Shafer offered the following comments:
•

400 dpi for input devices and 600 dpi for output are common now. However, figures
quoted in marketing brochures can be misleading.

•

Resolution comparable to that of HDTV or 35 mm color film is another metric.

•

7 micron square pixels is a current standard.

•

Speed is an important consideration; again, the comparison would be made to current
high-speed 35 mm films.

•

Size is another consideration, especially for photojournalism applications of electronic
cameras. Kodak has now accumulated considerable experience in supplying
commercial-grade equipment for photojournalism and other applications.

•

Storage is also an issue for electronic cameras.

In the consumer arena, Kodak's Photo-CD product uses a 2K x 3K array x 8 bits/color. This
results in reproduction that is of sufficient quality for up to 8 in. x 10 in. reproductions. For
this market to take off, a camera price of $100 – $200 will be required; current prices are
not there yet. Kay mentioned that Photo-CD has given Kodak considerable credibility
among its Japanese competitors.
Optical Manufacturing R&D
Gene Kohlenberg described optical component manufacturing at Kodak, a core part of the
company's business, which includes traditional grind and polish, plastic molding, and
molded glass. Optics are manufactured by Kodak in Rochester and in Taiwan. Another
plant in China was scheduled to open soon after the JTEC visit. Molded glass is of
particular interest now for low mass and high precision in optical disk heads. The Kodak
proposal to NIST for ATP funding included work on alignment of precision optical
components via flexible automation, as a replacement for manual alignment.
Polyolefin plastic is of great interest for use in molded plastic lenses because it is
dimensionally and thermally stable and has low birefringence. Pentax is now making lenses
with this material; it has applications in optical heads and objective lenses. Although B.F.
Goodrich may have invented the material, high-quality polyolefin suitable for uses in lenses
appears to be available only in Japan; Mitsui Petrochemical is one of the leading suppliers.
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DISCUSSION
Government funding, particularly the ATP program, appears to be playing a key role in
leveraging Kodak's high-density optical memory activities. However, this work would
have never been undertaken if it were not totally consistent with Kodak's internal
requirements. On the other hand, the government has also created demand for the high-end
14 in. disk. In spite of the importance of U.S. Government funding, it represents only a
small fraction of the total R&D investment internally by Kodak on projects such as the
14 in. disk product. A Kodak representative commented that government contracts can
push the state of the art of a technology, but do not necessarily push the development of
processes for high-volume, low-cost production. One example is SDL (traditionally a DoD
supplier), which outclasses its Japanese competition in 860 nm and 630 nm lasers in terms
of both power and lifetime, but not in cost (though prices are coming down).
The current Kodak strategy appears to be to ride down the learning curve on high-density
optical memory technology to the point where this technology can be applied to large
consumer markets. However, company representatives were very much aware that some of
their competition, particularly in Japan, may be following the opposite strategy — starting
with low-performance devices in consumer markets to build know-how that may eventually
put them in a position to challenge Kodak's position in high-performance niches. Some
within Kodak have observed that it has proven difficult to build high-volume manufacturing
competence in optoelectronics by focusing on high-technology, low-volume products first.
Kodak representatives mentioned several examples of inadequate U.S. infrastructure
available to support its optoelectronic R&D and production activities: no U.S. supplier is
willing to produce the very high-quality polyolefins that are an ideal candidate material for
molded plastic lenses; evidently the low volume that Kodak would require of this material
does not justify the investment required to produce it. Mitsui Chemical has offered
finished polyolefin lenses for sale to Kodak. The samples Kodak tested were of inadequate
quality, and the offer was rejected. The JTEC panel’s hosts also cited examples of where
U.S. machine tool makers were unwilling or unable to produce custom tools needed on
Kodak's assembly line; the necessary tools can be procured in Japan.
In the development of heads for high-density optical disks, the U.S. strengths are in molded
glass and plastic lenses; actuators and laser diodes are coming mostly from Japan. The
Japanese also have the infrastructure and know-how (e.g., head alignment) in place to put
all of these components together for the next generation of drives.
Sony and Sanyo dominate the market (~80+%) for read-only CD heads (at the current price
of about $10 each). Kodak representatives described their vision of the future evolution of
head design and construction. Current heads are about half the size of a cigarette pack,
with conventional prisms, lenses, and so forth, assembled as discrete components. These
are being replaced in production CD players (especially at Sharp) with micro-optics
packages with integrated beam splitters and detectors fabricated on board. Phillips, Sharp,
and NEC are working on increased power for these integrated assemblies. As this trend
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towards greater integration continues, laser manufacturers will become head
manufacturers. The technology for laser diode grating units (LDGUs) is not yet available.
Requirements include circular cross section laser beams; surface-emitting laser diodes
currently available are too low in power and at wavelengths that are too long.

SUMMARY
Comments on the ATP Program. Kodak representatives commented that competition for
ATP funding is stiff, and producing and defending a proposal requires a significant
investment in time for the Kodak employees involved. Other concerns that were mentioned
during the JTEC team's visit include the delay in getting ATP-funded programs started and
concern over distribution of patent rights within the consortium. However, the panel’s hosts
expressed confidence that ATP funding can play a key role in allowing these U.S. companies
to catch up to the Japanese state of the art in high-volume optoelectronic manufacturing.
Without this incentive, Kodak finds that decisions about production automation are
deferred until new products under development are already two-thirds completed.
Internally-funded process R&D is difficult to justify for products that are still in the early
stages of development, or that are expected to sell at least initially in only small quantities.
Kodak representatives mentioned that the company feels pressure from Wall Street to
develop new products as quickly as possible. This has led to an emphasis in the R&D
budget allocation on product development R&D at the expense of manufacturing process
development. Data being gathered within Kodak at the time of the JTEC visit broke out
R&D funding by product versus process development as well as product category.
Asked if there is a place for a SEMATECH-type organization in stimulating the
development of automated manufacturing technology for optoelectronics in the United
States, Kodak representatives replied that the National Center for Manufacturing Science
(NCMS) should, and is now beginning to, play this role.
Relationships in Japan. Kodak has an ongoing relationship with Canon in the office
imaging area. The company also has its own R&D facility in Yokohama, though that
operation has been scaled down considerably from the original plan. However, unlike some
of its U.S. counterparts, Kodak has not moved optical storage manufacturing to Japan.

REFERENCES
Eastman Kodak Company brochures on its color, high-speed, and multipixel CCD Image Sensor
Models KLI-2103, KLI-2003, KLI-5001 (series), KLI-4103, KLI-6003, KAF-1600, and KAF-4200,
and the brochure Speed reading course for color scanners, copiers, and line cameras.
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Site:

Epitaxx
7 Graphics Drive
West Trenton, NJ 08628

Date Visited:

October 13, 1994

Report Author:

P. Shumate

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Forrest
F. Leonberger
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Dr. Yves Dzialowski
Dr. Chen-Show Wang
Jay Liebowitz

Executive Vice President
Vice President, Technology
Director of Marketing

BACKGROUND
Epitaxx is a manufacturer of high-performance, high-reliability packaged photodetectors,
detector arrays, pin FETs, and surface-emitting LEDs. The company also sells packaged
edge-emitting LEDs containing chips manufactured elsewhere. In 1994, Epitaxx expected
to supply over 300,000 devices (73% detectors, 27% SLEDs) for use in telecommunications
applications such as fiber-in-the-loop (35%), data communications (20%), cable television
hybrid fiber/coax networks (15%), military and space applications (15%), test and
measurement applications (7.5%), and near-IR (infrared) applications (7.5%). Overall,
75% of Epitaxx's sales are to OEMs. The company is growing rapidly and expects to be
shipping between 1 and 1.5 million devices within 5 years. Revenues for 1994 will exceed
$15 million. The company’s customers for telecommunications products include some of
the largest in North America, Europe, and Japan, with sales of 45%, 40%, and 15%,
respectively. Epitaxx sells both modules (packaged devices) and discrete devices (chips) to
these telecommunications customers.
The company’s annual R&D investment is about $2.5 million (15% of revenues). Of this,
$1.5 million results from contract (funded) R&D at the request of customers, and
$1 million is internal or unfunded. In addition, efforts on reliability and product
qualification are about a 4-man effort funded from a separate product-support and
manufacturing budget.
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The Epitaxx staff currently numbers 150, having grown from 70 in the 18 months
preceding the JTEC visit. The expansion has been almost entirely in the production area in
order to meet rising demand. There are 20 members of the engineering staff, 5 in the
production area, and 4 in QA. (There are a total of 8 people in the QA department.)
Management is matrix style, with line managers for materials, devices, optics, and
mechanical design and packaging. The product managers align with the four customer
groups. Epitaxx has a 44,000 sq. ft. facility containing Class-100 clean rooms for material
growth and other critical steps, Class-1,000 clean rooms for assembly, and Class-10,000
areas for other routine operations through packaging. Overall clean-room space is 10,000
sq. ft. The facility buildout was funded by a bond from West Trenton Township.
The company was founded in 1983 by Drs. Gregory Olson, Yves Dzialowski, and Vladimir
Ban. In 1990, it was bought by NSG America, Inc. (Nippon Sheet Glass). At that time,
Olson and Ban departed to set up other businesses. The company has been profitable every
year except its first 18 months and during the Gulf War.
PRODUCT LINE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pin PDs and SLEDs for high-speed data links (≤ 200 Mbit/s)
Pin PDs for telecommunications and other applications
Linear pin PDs for analog TV transmission over fiber for cable television
Large-area and other pin PDs for instrumentation
ELEDs for high-speed data transmission (≤140 Mbit/s)
Custom detector arrays for space applications
Under development at the time of the JTEC visit: long-wavelength APDs

DISCUSSION
Epitaxx’s business was initially focused on a small variety of InP-based photodetectors,
spanning everything from materials growth to subsystems. Now it has a broader, highvolume, limited product line but no subsystems efforts and minimal efforts on materials
growth. (It has found several reliable commercial sources of wafers.) Epitaxx attempts to
design the best possible devices and focus on the mass production and packaging of these.
The company’s management feels that the company should not dilute its design efforts to
work on subsystems, many of which only compensate for the performance defects of
poorer devices. (They also believe that if they were successful in designing subsystems
like data links, this would bring them into undesirable competition with their customers.
However, they do value-added electronics as a service to their customers when requested.)
By having the best and most-reliable devices (with extrapolated lifetimes approaching 1012
hours), Epitaxx can supply even the biggest system manufacturers, even though these
customers have in-house device capabilities. The company takes the view that this is the
lowest-cost solution for these large companies, particularly in view of recent reengineering
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to cut costs. If the Epitaxx product offers highest performance and reliability at reasonable
cost, these customers will use their in-house capabilities only as their own second source.
The engineering staff generates a few ideas for new products, but most are designed in
response to customer requests. Because of the type of customer the company generally and
successfully works with, Epitaxx management has learned to trust the customer's
assessment of needs and market forecasts, although they monitor industry trends.
Therefore, the company’s management does not feel it is necessary to take a role in
influencing emerging or potential markets. Furthermore, there is rarely any need for formal
ROI or IRR workups on new products.
Epitaxx, like others, has found that technology transfer works best if the design engineer
goes with the product rather than handing it off. Most of these engineers eventually return
to the design phase to develop another device for transfer into production.
Epitaxx planned to begin the ISO-9000 certification procedure beginning early in 1995.
The panel’s hosts did not believe certification is critical (at least currently) for maintaining
sales, because their large customers have their own stringent qualification processes and
incoming inspections.
JTEC team members asked whether sales in Japan increased after Epitaxx was acquired by
NSG. In fact, the company did business in Japan three years before the acquisition, and no
significant changes have resulted from the NSG relationship.
Because it is now a Japanese-owned company, Epitaxx is no longer eligible for SBIR
funding. On one hand, that is unfortunate, because previously the company used SBIR
funds for R&D that otherwise would have been taken from earnings; on the other hand,
JTEC panel hosts observed that no commercial product ever came out of that R&D.
Although Epitaxx does not have a separate R&D department, the company does have the
focused efforts of a group of researchers at NSG's research laboratory in Tsukuba.
Epitaxx has not gone to full production automation, because the volume is spread over
many different product types. The company has, however, built and installed numerous
yield-enhancing tools.

SUMMARY
Epitaxx is a fast-growing, small-to-medium-sized company with a clear view of its
mission; namely to lead in the production of a focused line of devices and to be a principal
supplier of large companies with solid product lines. The company depends on its
customers' assessment of markets and leadership in these markets to guide it in the
development of new products.
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Aside from device performance, Epitaxx emphasizes device reliability to differentiate its
products from those of competitors, and also because it is a metric important to its
customers. (Furthermore, in the early 1980s, the reliability of different long-wavelength
photodetector structures — mesa versus planar — was one of the areas of greatest debate,
strongly influencing the company in its design of new devices.)

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Basic Business
Development and manufacture of photonic devices for
1. Optical communication systems
2. Near infrared instruments
Key Technologies
1.
2.
3.
4.

III-V semiconductor material growth by VPE and MOVPE
Optoelectronics device design, fabrication and packaging (PD, LED)
Optomechanical assembly (PD, SLED, ELED, LD, arrays, etc.)
Interface circuit design for digital and analog
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Site:

Hewlett-Packard Optoelectronics Division
Components Group
370 W. Trimble Rd.
San Jose, CA

Date Visited:

September 27, 1994

Report Author:

L. Coldren

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
HOSTS:

Roland Haitz
George Craford
Frank Steranka
Jim Thompson

Group R&D Manager, Components Group
R&D Manager, Optoelectronics Division
R&D Project Manager, Materials Technology
Manager, III-V Materials

BACKGROUND
Hewlett-Packard (HP) is one of the largest producers of optoelectronics components in the
world. The company produces the largest dollar volume of LEDs and optical encoders and
400 million LED chips/month. The company also is a large producer of high-performance
optocouplers, low-cost fiber-optic transmitter and receiver components using LEDs, and
related microwave and rf (radio frequency) components. Revenues from rf and optical
components sales are $700 million/year for 9,000 employees (counting overseas operations).
The Optoelectronics Division’s customers are primarily outside of the company; company
representatives estimated only 5% of their customers are internal. The Division’s focus is
on low-cost, high-volume products. Customers include computer companies interested in
low-cost data links; automotive companies interested in bright LED tail lights; and sensor
companies, producers of bar code reading instruments, and microwave/rf systems houses.
DISCUSSION
Producing low-cost, high-volume components is clearly the business of Hewlett-Packard.
Company representatives showed plastic-encapsulated LED-based data link components
costing as little as $2 for a transmitter/receiver pair for 10 Mb/s Ethernet. With 62.5 µm
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multimode fiber, a 50 Mb/s link goes for $20. The panelists’ hosts indicated they also have
more expensive data link items. They anticipate a 622 Mb/s link based upon LEDs. At a
recent conference, HP employee Al Yuen reviewed the company’s development of
VCSELs for higher-speed links. The company is also exploring CD lasers for Fiber
Channel and other higher-speed links. Chief competitors named were AMP, Honeywell,
and Sumitomo.
The visible LEDs based on A"InGaP/GaAs is one of Hewlett-Packard’s areas of current
emphasis. The company’s researchers are using a wafer bonding technique to place the
A"InGaP on transparent GaP for increased external efficiency. Hewlett-Packard is getting
15% external efficiency. (Thirty percent extraction efficiency is typical with transparent
substrates.) The company grows not only its own epitaxial material, but also its GaAs
substrates. JTEC’s hosts emphasized the importance of the company producing its own
material. Outside suppliers of GaAs substrates could be used today, but this wasn’t true in
the past. Wafer growth, epitaxial growth, and some processing is done in San Jose. All of
the die attach, packaging, and testing, as well as some of the processing, is done off-shore
in either Singapore or Malaysia. Wafer fabrication is not automated; packaging and
assembly is. About 30% of the effort occurs at the front end (development); 70% occurs at
the product manufacturing stage. Sharp and Toshiba were mentioned as competitors.
Hewlett-Packard is also very interested in pursuing GaN for blue, green, and UV emitters.
Roland Haitz called it “the most important materials system in the next decade.” The
company appeared poised to put a lot of effort in this direction, and JTEC’s hosts
expressed interest in possible government funding, liking the 50% support concept offered
by ATP.
Company representatives discussed techniques for technology transfer with the JTEC
panel. They viewed the close integration of development activities and manufacturing as
critical and claimed most of their basic ideas came from the literature rather than directly
from research labs. However, Haitz stated his strong support of university research. Panel
hosts again emphasized the importance of materials technology in the company’s success.
They also disagreed that optoelectronics manufacturing should become more like silicon
(wafer-scale everything), and they pointed out several counter-examples. One needs to pay
attention to III-V fundamentals, not only the manufacturing process. In San Jose, HewlettPackard spends about 9% on R&D. Data links are seen as the company’s biggest
component application; it does not make systems.

SUMMARY
•
•
•
•

The Division’s focus is on low-cost, high-volume products.
For cost reduction, automation of packaging is a first priority.
AlInGaP is important; GaN will be very important in the future.
The Division supports university-industry interactions.
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Site:

Honeywell Inc., Microswitch Division
830 Arapaho Road
Richardson, TX 75081-2241

Date Visited:

September 27, 1994

Report Author:

D. B. Keck

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. B. Keck
S. Forrest
G. Saxonhouse
D. Veasey
HOSTS:
William D. McGee
John R. Buie
Bret Robertson
Curtis M. Stoops
W. N. Shaunfield
Dr. Robert Baird

Product/Business Development Manager,
Optoelectronics Division
Director, Optoelectronics Marketing
Manager, Optoelectronics Sensors
Business Development
Location Director, Richardson
Director, Optoelectronic Engineering
Chief Scientist (inventor of LED)

BACKGROUND
Honeywell is a $5.96 billion company built on creating control components, products,
systems, and services for residential, industrial, and governmental facilities and equipment.
In 1993, the company employed about 52,300 people, had $4.6 billion in assets, spent $232
million in capital investments, and generated $322 million in net income. Honeywell invested
$741 million in R&D, of which $337 million was internally generated. The company is
divided into 3 major divisions: Home and Building Control, Industrial Control, and Space
and Aviation Control, which generated $2.4 billion, $1.69 billion, and $1.67 billion,
respectively, in sales, and 10%, 11.7%, and 9.3% operating margins, respectively.
Together, these divisions represent 97% of Honeywell's business. Corporate headquarters
is in Minneapolis, MN.
The Microswitch Division, which is part of the Industrial Control Group, is located in
Richardson, TX. It began as the acquisition in 1978 of a spin-off of Texas Instruments,
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Spectronics, Inc. Most of Spectronics’ business in 1971 was as a military supplier of early
fiber-optic communications equipment (fly-by-light). Honeywell acquired Spectronics in
1978 and continued concentration on short-haul telecommunications. This was a relatively
separate world from most of fiber-optic telecommunications and allowed Honeywell to
quickly penetrate the datacom/LAN area. Military cutbacks over the last few years caused
Honeywell to phase out of the night vision and display area and to deemphasize the
military area, particularly in the Microswitch Division.
The central lab, with its 10-year horizon, became more interested in integrated
optoelectronics. The Microswitch Division horizon is 3 years, with a planning cycle of
5 years; nevertheless, the company sees the central lab and the Microswitch Division
coming more into business alignment.
Honeywell funds the central research lab in two ways: with a corporate tax and by divisionspecific funding.
A large percentage of the Microswitch Division’s business is international. The division
has achieved its greatest success in Europe, but has a mixed business in the East
Asia/Pacific region. Business is dismal in Japan. Optoelectronics is a small part of
Honeywell’s business, probably less than 20% (about $330 million). As a company,
Honeywell focuses on supplying customized products to OEM manufacturers. This
strategy has worked well in the past by providing a platform for OEM manufacturers.
However, lately the OEMs are transferring manufacturing off-shore lest the product become
too standard. The Honeywell contribution becomes less valued and no longer of great interest.
In Europe the customization model has worked less well than in the United States but has
been sustainable.
Concerning its presence in Asia, Honeywell has divested its part ownership of Yamataki,
but it maintains a strong partnership with that Japanese company. This is a long-standing
alliance of more than 50 years that was formed for the control business. Honeywell has
other points of presence in Asia, but not in optoelectronics. The company is still developing
that strategy.
Optoelectronics funding to date has come principally from the Texas operation. The
company’s funding of the central lab was for low-bit-rate products and standards. The
business unit at Richardson did the product development. The company sees high-speed
LANs coming along nicely; however, for the next 5 years these LANs will not replace the
revenue stream from Ethernet systems. FDDI is beginning to gain acceptance.
Honeywell sees its competencies as semiconductor device physics — largely shortwavelength, LED-based packaging; and analog circuitry. The company’s view is that
LEDs are relatively easy and forgiving, that lasers are more difficult and temperaturesensitive, and that VCSELs may be even easier.
Honeywell is working on
short-wavelength VCSELs capable of gigabit operation.
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For Honeywell, optoelectronics technology has not been the driver. The company’s
business is based on solving a problem for a customer at the best price. This has typically
been an MIS manager interested in wiring up a facility with a fiber network. At present,
there seems to be very little competition from Japan for Honeywell’s product; however, the
consumer audio market in Japan seems to be running its course, and producers may begin
to reorient their product for the datacom market. Honeywell estimates that the audio link
market volume is worth about ten times its datacom market volume. Company
representatives indicated that they believe the manufacturing infrastructure for audio links
is highly automated and will pose a competitive threat to Honeywell. Toshiba is believed
to have the largest share.
One Honeywell optoelectronics product is a source/detector pair sold by OEM to the
computer industry to sense end of tape. Sharp began to produce a similar product (the sidelooker) for the consumer market. It was developed to sense capstan speed on record
players and CDs. Eventually, it grew into remote control for TVs. The Sharp volumes are
higher and are tied to products made in Japan.
At present, the company’s strategy for LAN work does not target automotive applications.
Since Microswitch Division’s R&D is largely self-funded, targeting automotive
applications would dilute its LAN work, where the division is becoming much more
competitive. Motorola is the latest competitor to offer products in this area.
Microswitch funding for R&D is comparable to the overall Honeywell percentage. The
Microswitch Division has very little government funding; it sees government contracts as
supporting work that is commercially too far in the future. Although typically the division
has operated by solving customer problems 3-18 months out, it is now trying to look out
5 years. This division helped to write the Honeywell proposal for the Affordable Gigabit
Link project. The Technology Center has looked at ATP programs, but this division has not.

CORE COMPETENCIES
The JTEC panel’s hosts at Honeywell see themselves as being in semiconductor
components, but doubt that outsiders will agree. Their business is really as a niche product
provider, and it is difficult to do volume (efficient) manufacturing with that base. The
company tries to be very flexible in its approach to customer problems. While its scientists
are capable of doing band theory and Schroedinger equation calculations, they know how
to get down and dirty. Most of their products are analog. There are apparently a few small
U.S. companies that do this.
Packaging is viewed as one of the Microswitch Division’s core competencies. Many other
U.S. firms take the view that packaging is not very glamorous and can only degrade the
product performance.
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Packaging equipment comes largely from the semiconductor industry — nothing is yet
designed for optoelectronics. The Microswitch Division is still using TO cans to package
its LEDs. Division researchers thought that if they started from scratch rather than from a
semiconductor base, the machines might be designed differently. Their LAN products are
mostly multimode fiber-based, and therefore alignment tolerances are not as stringent.
Positioning machines need to be good to about 50 µm to hit the fiber, in contrast to the
equipment used to insert transistors in sockets, where about 375 µm is sufficient. The
Microswitch Division will buy machines rather than develop its own. The JTEC team’s
hosts cited a small company, Megamation, which has machines capable of doing about
12 µm. Dr. Robert Baird remarked that while the CD-laser industry is sufficiently large to
drive machine development, the optoelectronics industry for communications is not
sufficiently large to do the same; consequently, Honeywell must rely on equipment
designed for the semiconductor industry. Dr. Baird believes that equipment makers exist
in the United States capable of achieving optoelectronics tolerances, but currently the
industry cannot afford to develop them for the currently low production volumes.
Honeywell’s off-shore activity is in Juarez, Mexico. It may move its LAN manufacturing
there if volumes grow. However if it automates the operation, there is no particular
advantage to moving to Mexico.
The JTEC team’s hosts presented a number of the company’s products. Most of these were
variations on an LED-detector pair. These were put in customer-specific packages to
provide simple beam-continuity sensing to short-distance communication links.
Mr. Shaunfield was pleased that the VCSEL work was going on at the central lab and that
they are in close contact. The VCSELs will package very much like Honeywell’s current
LED devices. While the back facet can't be monitored, it is hoped that the devices will be
sufficiently uniform and not require it. JTEC’s hosts indicated they do not see the
presently reported series resistance as a major problem, and they are in close contact with
Professor Coldren at UCSB.
The VCSEL work was being done in the central laboratory at the time of the JTEC visit. It
was scheduled to take one year to finish the product development and turn it over to
manufacturing. To provide for a better transfer, there are quarterly meetings between the
central laboratory and the Microswitch Division leaders. The scientists are in constant
contact. The Microswitch Division sets the transfer specifications and also provides
measurements. E-mail has helped the process. Occasionally there are transfers of
personnel, but this did not appear to be typical. Apparently the lab does not have any
internships. Division people may spend only a few days in the central lab to obtain technology.
The division appears to be moving toward a more team-oriented product innovation
approach. Marketing is responsible for setting up and leading product development activities;
however, they expect that when the VCSELs arrive, the central lab and Microswitch
Division product development people will work with marketing to provide samples and obtain
customer feedback.
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Microswitch Division representatives hold the view that the Japanese innovation cycle
starts at a later time than what is generally accepted in the United States, and therefore, the
development cycles appear to be shorter.
The division has initiated its Status Tracking of Actions and Results (STAR) program to
measure cycle times. This is an internally generated computer tracking system for all
projects. A worker indicates how much time will be required to do a particular job. The
project timeline is then assembled based on all worker inputs. No attempt is made to
prejudge the proper length of time that should be necessary to perform a job. Flags are
raised whenever a problem arises, and the computer calculates a new project chart.
Initially, the number of days-late/total project time was running at about 30%. As the
system has become better understood, the division’s scientists believe they are hitting the
predicted project completion dates.
In the Microswitch workforce of 70 people, 6% have PhD degrees, 14% have MS degrees
in technical areas, and 12% have MS degrees in nontechnical areas. The company has little
turnover and proceeds slowly with new hires. The push is to become more efficient and to
encourage engineers to practice multiple skills. The skills are becoming better balanced.
Formerly, engineers were predominantly electrical engineers; now with package design
becoming more important, more mechanical engineers are being hired. Currently the R&D
staff apply off-the-shelf computer-assisted design (CAD) software, but think they could use
better software, particularly for lens design packages. They have found only one supplier,
Stallar Software, that looks at the problem of energy rather than that of image transfer.

MANUFACTURING
In the area of manufacturing, Microswitch Division representatives look for sole sources
for their supplies, preferring to partner with suppliers. They do not believe the Japanese
are as sensitive to customer service and delivery time concerns as are U.S. companies. The
Microswitch Division places heavy emphasis on quality. Honeywell has three levels of
measures: team level, department level, and division level. Individual awards are tied to
each measurement, and team awards are commonly given to reward team achievement. The
Microswitch Division is a nonunion shop, and all employees receive annual performance
reviews.
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Site:

IBM Optical Interconnect Technology
OEM Technical Support
3605 Highway 52 North
Rochester, Minnesota 55901-7829

Date Visited:

October 23, 1994

Report Author:

R. Hickernell
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
M. DeHaemer
R. Hickernell
HOSTS:
Steve DeFoster
Gerry Heiling
Ronald Soderstrom
R. Jonathan Thatcher

DISCUSSION
The Rochester IBM site has 5,500 employees who are proud of their teamwork, which has
resulted in revenue and profitability for the company. They are also proud of winning the
1990 Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award, which is displayed prominently in the
front lobby and listed on business cards. In 1992, IBM Rochester became the first IBM site
to achieve ISO-9000 registration.
JTEC panelists met with members of the Optical Interconnect Solutions Department in the
AS/400 and Fiber Channel OEM divisions of IBM. Their optical solutions to data
interconnects are mid-range solutions that can be scaled up or down from the particular
needs of the AS/400.
As of August 1995, approximately 300,000 AS/400 systems were installed worldwide,
two-thirds of which were outside of the United States. Eight thousand firms write software
for the AS/400, and 20,000 applications have been written. A new advanced family of
AS/400s has been introduced recently, and ten are shipped from the Rochester site every
minute, priced at between $12 thousand and $1 million.
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In the division, about twenty scientists work on the development of optical link cards for
computer interconnection. From 1990 to August 1995, over 250,000 such cards were
manufactured and shipped. The main optoelectronic components of the cards are a laser
transmitter operating near 780 nm, a large-area (600-micron-diameter) silicon pin or
GaAs MSM receiver photodetector, and multimode fiber connector bores (for 50- or
62.5-micron core fiber) built into a molded duplex SC connector configuration. A key to
the low-cost production and high-data-rate operation of the links is the use of lasers
originally designed for compact disk (CD) player applications. Dual-sided surface-mount
technology (transmitter electronics on one side, receiver electronics on the other) is used
for low-cost packaging of both optics and electronics.
The primary application of the link card is for fiber channel (FC) at data rates of 1,063,
531, and 266 Mbit/s. The technology allows a growth path to 4 Gbit/s, enabled by the
short-wavelength laser and GaAs MSM detector. Another near-term application is for
ATM at a data rate of 622 Mbit/s. The links are designed for modest distances, up to
500 m at the FC 1,063 Mbit/s data rate in a fiber with a 50 micron core. (For comparison,
the typical AS/400 link length is 10 m.) Multimode fiber is preferred because of the lower
cost for connectors and device receptacles, because of the significant installed base, and
because multimode fiber is written into premise wiring standards.
The Optical Interconnect Solutions Department overcame four major challenges in
developing an optical link using a short-wavelength laser in favor of the long-wavelength
(1,300 nm) LED alternative: (1) The cost of the lasers was overcome by using low-cost
CD-type lasers. (2) The perception that LEDs have a lifetime 1,000 times that of lasers
was countered by improving the reliability of CD-type lasers through process and screening
enhancements and by verifying the lifetime of the lasers. IBM's lifetime test facility has
logged over 80 million hours of laser operation time. Whereas typical off-the-shelf CD
lasers have an average failure rate of 0.6%/khr over 18 khrs at 35°C, the high-reliability
CD lasers that IBM uses in its link cards have shown a projected average failure rate of less
than 0.007%/khr over a 60 khr period at the higher temperature of 50°C. (3) Problems
with modal noise and relative intensity noise in multimode fibers were eliminated by using
short coherence lengths and/or self-pulsating lasers. (4) The laser safety issue was overcome by
designing and certifying the link card as a class-1 laser product using an open fiber control
technique; if light is not sensed by the receiver, the laser is automatically shut off.
IBM has an alliance with Hewlett-Packard to codevelop similar cards for use in fiber
channel standard applications. Sun Microsystems is the third party in a Fiber Channel
Systems Initiative. As of August 1995, RISC System/6000 and IBM 3090 mainframes
were being shipped with an optical link card.
Steve DeFoster gave an overview of optical card manufacturing, followed by a tour of the
manufacturing line. The AS/400 card line turns out over 200 different parts of various
volumes, a formidable job for cost control and turnaround compared to the typical
computer card line that produces high volumes of only a few different types. The
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advantages of the card line that enable it to produce low-cost products with quick cycle
times are the location of development and manufacturing under one roof (with excellent
communication between them) concurrent engineering, use of the same hardware in
development and manufacturing areas, and vertical integration. Prototype optical links are
built on the manufacturing line, so that manufacturing problems are discovered early in the
development stage.
On the manufacturing floor the JTEC team observed many of the stages of optical link card
production, including automated chip placement, wave soldering of the boards, hand
assembly of lasers and receivers in plastic housings, hand soldering of electrical
connections from the board to the transmitter and receiver, and extensive, semi-automated
optical testing of the finished cards. The department designed its own automated bit-errorrate (BER) tester, which is significantly less expensive and faster than the equivalent
Tektronix BER tester.
During the manufacturing line tour, Jonathan Thatcher again emphasized that the key to the
success of the product line was the screening of CD lasers for high performance. The
screening process is performed to IBM specifications by manufacturers at their own sites.
Over 95% of the lasers used in the links are supplied by Japanese manufacturers.
IBM shares data on lifetime and reliability of lasers with manufacturers on an individual
basis. It has been asked for data from competitor's products, but refuses, for reasons of
maintaining trust. One of the challenges to reliability testing is the issue of accelerated life
testing procedures. IBM is working with laser manufacturers to develop guidelines.
Researchers in the Optical Interconnects Solutions Department are investigating the use of
vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) for use in future generation optical links.
Most of the work to date has consisted of feasibility studies, although they have been
awarded an ARPA contract to develop interconnects using VCSELs. This work will allow
VCSEL manufacturers to develop improved manufacturing specifications. VCSELs
apparently can meet the requirement of a short coherence length, but the coherence length
depends heavily on VCSEL design. As a part of the ARPA contract, IBM is investigating
the design of VCSELs for modal noise reduction.
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Site:

Lasertron, Inc.
37 North Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803

Date Visited:

October 6, 1994

Report Author:

P. Shumate

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Forrest
G. Gamota
F. Leonberger
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Dr. Ken W. Nill
Dr. Charles E. Hurwitz
James Lewis
Dr. Dale Flanders

Executive Vice President
Vice President, Quality
Director of Marketing
Director of Engineering

BACKGROUND
Lasertron was established in 1978 to manufacture InGaAsP lasers, which were first
fabricated by the founder, J. J. Hsieh, in 1976. With its long-wavelength packaged lasers
and subsequently its high-speed photodetectors, Lasertron has enabled many U.S.
manufacturers to enter the 1.3 µm transmission equipment business. Lasertron currently
employs 180 people, about 60 of whom are in engineering. The company has $30 million
in sales, mostly in Europe and Asia. In addition to devices designed in-house, Lasertron is
currently transferring 980 nm laser chip technology from IBM Zurich, and has licensed the
technology for uncooled loop lasers from Bellcore. The company has a small amount
(<5%) of government funding.
Lasertron has two buildings totaling 70,000 square feet, including material growth,
packaging, test, and burn-in facilities. All manufacturing is done at a facility in Burlington,
MA, which is where the JTEC team met for this visit.
DISCUSSION
Lasertron's philosophy is to focus on a narrow product line and excel there, selling to major
manufacturers such as ATT, Alcatel, and Siemens. The aim is to know the customers’
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needs, satisfy them, and if the product technology already exists, then the company does
not reinvent it. (Company reps also feel it is important to know the customer's customers.)
To this end, Lasertron has been able to rely on commercial EPI suppliers. It has been
unable to find a viable U.S. manufacturer of component packages for its products, and thus
it relies on one European and two Japanese suppliers.
With regard to subsystem products, Lasertron has looked at the datacom market,
particularly FDDI, but concludes that, although the numbers are large, the price objectives
are so small that there is no significant revenue opportunity there, given the number of
suppliers involved. In other market segments, however, Lasertron does offer subsystems,
notably as a supplier of analog fiber-optic links for cellular telephone applications.
JTEC panelists asked Lasertron representatives about their interest in optical amplifiers
(EDFAs), but they have no commercial plans, due to, among other factors, their sensitivity
to being seen as competing with their customers. Lasertron is presently the dominant
supplier of 980 nm pump lasers to the EDFA market segment.
With Lasertron’s success in fabrication and packaging, a problem that the company often
encounters is the desire on the part of second- and third-tier customers for the supplying of
small quantities of prototype products at large, volume-discounted prices (e.g., 10,000
pieces). Since volumes depend on the commercial success of these companies’ new
systems, agreement to manufacture such specials carries with it commercial risk, though
one which is unavoidable in Lasertron’s markets.
JTEC team members asked whether the company has considered specifying, selecting, or
modifying its lasers for high-linearity analog applications like cable TV transmission. It
currently sells products into selected analog market applications, e.g., cellular telephone
and CATV Return Video Path Lasers, but it has no plans to compete with Ortel and
Japanese manufacturers for the supply of Head-End Analog DFB lasers.
After the meeting, the JTEC team toured the packaging, testing, and burn-in facilities.

SUMMARY
Lasertron supplies advanced devices to major equipment manufacturers worldwide,
generating about $170,000 in revenues per employee. The company has excellent facilities
and highly reliable, high-performance long-wavelength devices.
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Site:

Ortel Corporation
2015 West Chestnut Street
Alhambra, CA 91803

Date Visited:

October 7, 1994

Report Author:

S. Esener

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
S. Esener
S. Forrest
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Israel Ury
Amnon Yariv
Lawrence Stark
Nadav Bar-Chaim
Hank Blauvelt
Daniel Renner
P. C. Chen

Chief Technology Officer and Director
Chairman, Board of Directors
Vice President, New Business Development
Vice President, Device Structures and Materials
Vice President, Fiber-optic Technologies
Director of Engineering
Senior Staff Scientist

BACKGROUND
Ortel was founded in April 1980 with the objective of producing high-speed semiconductor
lasers. Since 1987, Ortel's main emphasis has become the development of linear fiberoptic technology, which it pioneered. Ortel now employs approximately 300 people
worldwide. The company has subsidiaries in France and Germany. Roughly 17% of the
employees (48 people) are directly involved in R&D. Ortel’s revenues in 1994 were about
$30 million. R&D expenses were about 14% of total revenues in the same year.
Ortel designs, manufactures, sells, and supports linear fiber-optic products for transmission
of a variety of digital, digitally compressed, or analog information via radio frequency (rf)
signals on fiber-optic cable. The main application of Ortel's technology is cable television
(CATV). Linear fiber-optic technology provides the CATV system operators a low-cost
means to transform their traditional one-way, video-only distribution systems to interactive,
two-way, video-voice, and data delivery systems. Other applications include satellite earth
stations, cellular networks, and certain government communication projects.
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Ortel's products include packaged lasers and photodiodes coupled to optical fiber (modules),
transmitters, receivers incorporating modules and other circuits (sub-systems), and
transmitters and receivers in modular rack mount chassis designs (links). Ortel markets and
sells its products worldwide to OEM manufacturers and system integrators. Ortel's main
customers include communication equipment manufacturers and integrators such as General
Instrument Corp., Bosch, Philips, and Thompson Broadband Systems.

ORTEL’S MAIN BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL APPROACHES
Israel Ury, a cofounder of Ortel Corporation and presently Chief Scientist, described the
technical activities that led Ortel to become the enabler and market pusher for linear fiber
optics. Linear fiber optics is now accepted by U.S. CATV corporations and is slowly being
accepted by telecommunication companies (TELCO). In addition, linear fiber-optic
systems have applications in cellular networks, earth station communication for satellite
installations, and certain government communication projects.
Linear Fiber Optics for CATV and TELCO
Traditional telephone networks are based on digital fiber-optic links from the central office
down to the last mile, and use twisted pairs to distribute services over the last mile. This
network is ubiquitous but suffers from low bandwidth and therefore does not allow for
video transmission. On the other hand, traditional CATV network is fully based on coaxial
lines, including the last mile. Since this requires many amplifiers and repeaters, the signal
quality in general is reduced as the communication distance grows, and the network has
potential for many failure points. Thus, to reach more distant subscribers and to provide
increased channel capacity, CATV operators are faced with expensive rebuilds of their
systems. Most importantly, present CATV networks offer limited interactive capability
(that is, limited two-way communication). Ortel's architectural approach is a hybrid
solution that utilizes good features of both networks; it uses the fiber-optic links of the
telephone network to the last mile and takes advantage of the coaxial network to carry the
signal over the last mile to the homes. This provides fully interactive service, with high
signal quality due to the fiber-optic links, and it uses the already-in-place extensive coaxial
infrastructure while assuring high bandwidth.
Compared to digital fiber optics, the main advantage of linear fiber optics is that it does not
require a decoder with every receiver, which significantly reduces the cost to the CATV
subscriber. Assuming 200 million TV sets and 100 million VCRs in the United States, the
decoders required by a digital network would cost $50 – $90 billion. The cost-effectiveness of
the linear fiber-optic network has been the driving force behind Ortel's recent success.
According to Ury, the linear fiber-optic network has big market potential in the United
States ($1.9 billion) and in Europe ($1.6 billion), but not necessarily in Asia and Japan,
because other network architectures may be employed there. The total world market for
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CATV networks is estimated to be $4.8 billion. At the time of the JTEC visit, Ortel had
30% of the U.S. CATV network market. Of Ortel products, 30% are sold in Europe, mostly to
OEM manufacturers. Ortel's sales in Japan are negligible. Similarly, since the linear fiberoptic system has not been adopted in Japan, this is not a main line business for Japanese
companies either.
Ortel designers feel that presently the local loop will consist of 500 homes; thus, from a
cost-effectiveness point of view, the magic number is one laser per 500 homes, with the
goal of increasing that ratio to one laser per 200 homes rather rapidly. They expect the
component costs to drop 20% per year, using cost-learning curves to project this estimate.
They believe the cost will be driven by customers. CATV companies know how much
they are willing to spend per customer but do not necessarily know what to get.
The enabling technology for this network is linearized lasers and photodetectors operating
at 1.3 µm. Early in the game, Ortel opted for a linear laser approach rather then external
linearized modulators, since the modulator approach would be costlier and their coupling
still remains difficult. However, Ortel researchers feel that external modulators could be
effective at higher levels in the network. Hitachi recently demonstrated good external
modulators (both absorption and phase).
Ortel's approach to laser linearization is accomplished by an external circuit and is based
on rf predistortion. This is a technique in which the performance of linear devices can be
considerably improved by preconditioning signals in such a way as to negate predictable
deviations from ideal performance. Ortel has pioneered this area and retains a competitive
advantage due to its patented predistorter design. In this approach, the most critical
parameter to control is laser chirp, which must be controlled within a critical range for best
network performance. Ortel's DFB lasers operate at the 40 to 750 MHz range and provide
500 analog + digital channel capacity and are mostly used at CATV headends or TELCO
central offices. Although there is little work in Japan in this area, Fujitsu lasers have exhibited the
best linear behavior, and Sumitomo could also be considered a potential competitor.
Application of Linear Fiber Optics to Cellular and Wireless Communications
The availability and popularity of cellular phones has created increased demands on cell
capacity in congested locations. As the number of phone calls have increased, more cells
and antennas are needed, requiring new base stations and equipment. More complete
cellular coverage inside buildings is required as well. Cellular system operators must
distribute rf signals throughout their network. It is not cost-effective to use coaxial lines to
transmit cellular radio signals from existing base station to remote antennas. In addition, in
some locations shadow areas can occur due to physical blocking of the signal by structures
such as buildings.
Linear fiber-optic products can be used to provide a direct transmission path for rf signals
between the base station and the remote antenna site. They can also be used for rf signal
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distribution inside buildings. This allows for consolidation of the required equipment at the
base stations, allowing the operator to dynamically allocate channels to remote antennas. It
eliminates the need for amplifiers, thus reducing installation and maintenance costs.
For cellular base stations it is critical to have linearized lasers operating at 800 to 1000 MHz
frequencies, providing at least 96 channels. For personal communications and PCN links,
1.7 to 2.2 GHz radio frequencies are required. Ortel has introduced components that
satisfy these requirements, based on its DFB lasers and the rf predistortion circuits.
Recently, the Japanese have announced DFB laser research at 1.8 GHz.
Ortel has two main customers in this area. A system is being installed for the healthcare
emergency system at the University of Atlanta. Ortel has also entered in an ARPA
consortium for analog fiber with Hughes Aerospace.
Application of Linear Fiber Optics to Satellite Communications
Satellite earth stations have been relying on coaxial links to distribute rf satellite signals
between antennas and nearby control rooms. The communication distance needs to be kept
short because of signal deterioration on coaxial links, even when they are designed for
specific frequency bands. Presently, satellite services users must access remote antennas
through microwave links, because earth stations are often located in remote areas.
Linear fiber-optic links can be used to remove some of these limitations, thereby reducing
installation, operating, and access costs. Ortel products provide a complete system solution
to this mostly U.S. niche market. The approach is to use intermediate frequencies (IF),
940 - 1550 MHz, on the fiber-optic link per transponder. For 12-transponder systems for
satellite earth station teleport, TV broadcast frequency bands of 3.6-4.2, 5.8-6.5, 10.9-12.75,
and 14 - 14.5 GHz are used. In this new application area of linear fiber optics, Ortel enjoys a
near 100% market share in high-frequency satellite communications products (above 3 GHz).
At lower frequencies (L-band and IF), it has a dominant market share, but does have
competitors. (Ortel also provided systems for broadcasting the Winter Olympics in Norway.)
Government
Approximately 5% of Ortel's operating income (2% of the company’s revenues) comes from
government contracts. Ortel applies to government programs only if the government allows
the company to carry on R&D in an area it is interested in investigating over the next 3 – 5
years. In 1988, Ortel shifted from being a company dependent on government to being
commercially oriented. Its scientific administration likes the TRP program and has high
hopes for meaningful collaboration with GTE in such a program. The JTEC team’s hosts
especially praised the aspect of the TRP program that lets the company build testbeds with
operating prototypes with the customer, that is, with a direct tie-in to the market; on balance,
however, the company seems to be more critical of the ATP program for investigating areas
with time horizons that are too far out and for giving inadequate attention to manufacturing
development.
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ORTEL'S TECHNICAL AND MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES
Ortel's product lines are built with proprietary semiconductor laser and photodiodes that are
designed and fabricated by the company’s scientists and engineers using epitaxial wafer
fabrication processes. Ortel's devices are based on InP- and GaAs-based compound
semiconductor technology. Ortel has established wafer fabrication capabilities, including
epitaxial layer growth, dielectric coating, diffusion, metalization, photolithography, and the
formation of submicron gratings for DFB lasers. However, for production Ortel buys its
epi-wafer from outside. Thus, Ortel produces its own opto-chips.
In addition, Ortel has its own board design and microelectronic packaging facilities. The
boards are, however, assembled outside. The company considers packaging as the critical
aspect of linear fiber-optic product performance. Ortel has a patented miniature optical bench
consisting of a laser chip, optics, and an arrangement to hold the optical fiber in alignment
with one micron tolerance. This optical bench is common to many of the company’s
products. Ortel's product quality assurance is administered at the vice-president level.
Statistical process control is mostly used. Ortel also works very closely with its customers.
ORTEL'S BUSINESS AND R&D APPROACH
Currently Ortel's direct competitors in CATV and TELCO include Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, NEC,
AT&T Microelectronics, and Philips. Ortel has opted to remain in the device and subsystems
area for CATV applications because of the large investments required for systems-oriented
products. However, Ortel does produce systems for satellite communication applications,
since it has 99% of the U.S. market and is the only supplier besides SATCO.
A potential competitive disadvantage is that there are alternative network technologies; for
example, the PCM digital fiber-optic technology offered by Broadband Technologies or the
standard present CATV network. However, Ortel designers seemed confident in the success
of their approach. Their philosophy is to be the best in a limited number of markets.
To remain competitive, Ortel sets its development program with a team covering knowhow from research all the way to manufacturing. New product ideas are first funneled
through the business manager, who transmits them to the strategic committee, which
consists of 50% engineers and 50% business people. Then a preliminary project review is
carried out for feasibility, and normal engineering reviews are used to carry the project
forward. Ortel has, on average, 20 design reviews per year.
Ortel foresees limitations when it comes to its production output; it plans to raise capital to
invest in manufacturing and some automation effort. However, the company is not clear how
much automation will pay off. The goal is to achieve 1 mm alignment tolerances with 0.1
mm stability. Ortel’s management counts on TRP-type government programs and NCSI to
build up the manufacturing infrastructure for such capabilities as fiber-positioning
automation.
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Site:

David Sarnoff Research Center
CN 5300
Princeton, NJ 08543-5300

Date Visited:

March 30, 1995

Report Author:

S. Forrest and D. B. Keck
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Forrest
D. Keck
HOSTS:
M. Ettenberg

Vice President, Solid State Division

BACKGROUND
The current Sarnoff operation began in 1987. As part of its original divestiture from GE, it
received a support payment of about $50 million/year for 5 years. Some of this was used to
create a fund that now supports spin-off projects. Sarnoff’s annual capital budget is about
$9 million. The Research Center has about 750 people, 500 of whom hold graduate
degrees. The budget is approximately $100 million/year. Sarnoff’s activities are divided
into three areas: Information Systems, Electronics Systems, and Solid State.
Sarnoff’s three divisions operate with different visions but the same structure. They
maintain 5 market specialists in each division to find new opportunities. The market
specialist’s job is to open doors, but the technical people sell the contracts. They measure
their progress by how well they hit projected income.
Each division has about 150 people. The organization is hierarchical: a vice president has
3-6 lab directors; the directors have 3-6 group heads; each group includes 8-12 members.
They have a disproportionate number of PhDs in the organization. These people are
responsible for transferring technology into the pilot production line and making it work.
The PhD scientists not only invent the device or system but are responsible for the product
and/or process for the long term. This concept seems very similar to what the JTEC panel
saw in Japan. A scientist or engineer moves with a project transfer and receives much
credit for having done so. Further, while the Japanese companies tend to hire personnel
with MS and BS degrees rather than PhDs, they nevertheless have PhD-capable people in
their workforces. It is very likely that these are the people most likely to transfer a project,
because of their intellectual capability. That is certainly the Sarnoff model.
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The Sarnoff growth rate is currently about 20% per year. Most of this is in the software
and design areas. Dr. Ettenberg was not hiring in optoelectronics at the time of the JTEC
visit.
Dr. Ettenberg sees Japan as behind in optoelectronics because of being relatively inflexible.
Once Japanese companies begin moving in a given technology direction, it is difficult for
them change this direction. This, argues Dr. Ettenberg, must work at the key component
level; that is, not at the chip but at the microprocessor level or at the level of the software
to run the chip. Sarnoff is increasingly doing software. Dr. Ettenberg estimates that 20%
of the center’s effort is in this area, and that percentage is growing.
Dr. Ettenberg picks his customers by knowing their business. Sarnoff has defined its core
competency as "photons in to photons out." This is an extension of the former RCA
competency in video technology. Over the past few years, Sarnoff has obtained
government contracts to support the building of a competency in digital video.
Typically, Sarnoff researchers work in project teams. A team may consist of 6 PhDs plus
support. It is able on most projects to produce "one-that-works" for a customer in
9-12 months. In an additional 12 months, it will be at the 100–1000 unit pilot production
level. The PhDs are expected to stay with a project until it is completed. Some projects
develop into spin-off companies.
The research center presently has four spin-offs running: Sarnoff Real Time Corporation
(building video servers); SARIF (doing LCD projection displays); Sensar (making video
boards); and Secure Products (phosphor tagging of U.S. currency). Sarnoff scientists are in
many cases given equity positions in the start-ups, which keeps them motivated to remain
with Sarnoff and working toward the next spin-off. The vision is to create $1 billion in
spin-offs by the year 2000.
The Sarnoff transition was successfully achieved over the past 8 years from a captive
laboratory of General Electric to a stand-alone pilot manufacturing laboratory. The
company will build 1 to 10,000 units/year of devices, subsystems, and systems within its
core competency area under contract to companies or government laboratories.
Government contracts, however, merely keep the infrastructure going; the research center
is unable to make sufficient money on these endeavors to fund the operations. For this,
Sarnoff must obtain industrial development contracts.
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Site:

SDL, Inc.
90 Rose Orchard Way
San Jose, CA 95134-1365

Date Visited:

September 27, 1994

Report Author:

F. Leonberger
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
PRINCIPAL HOST:
Dr. Donald Scifres

Chairman, CEO, and President

BACKGROUND
SDL is a manufacturer of a large variety of semiconductor diode lasers and semiconductor
OEICs. The company’s primary focus is on high-power (.01 to 10W) applications at
wavelengths from 0.63 to 2 microns. SDL was formed in 1983 as a joint venture of Xerox
and Spectra Physics. In 1992, the company repurchased the shares held by its corporate
owners. The company has experienced rapid growth and early profitability. It presently
employs about 200 people in two adjoining facilities totaling 64,000 sq. ft., including
18,000 sq. ft. of clean room space. The company has the potential to increase production
ten-fold.
Sales figures are not released. SDL has extensive MOCVD epitaxial growth facilities, a
state-of-the-art vertically integrated semiconductor fab line, and an extensive quality
assurance program.
The company's product sales are supplemented by significant contract R&D (CR&D) from
the U.S. government (approximately 20% of total revenue). SDL has a roughly equal
distribution of products in about ten different markets, including optical fiber
communication, printing, data storage, display, satellite communications, sensors, and
metalworking. SDL has over 200 products, and the broad range of applications it
addresses, coupled with the developmental or niche nature of its customer's systems, result
in most product runs being several hundred lasers. However, SDL does have high-volume
customers, and the company's laser wafer processing capacity is comparable to that of the
world's other leading laser diode manufacturers.
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DISCUSSION
The JTEC panel members met exclusively with Dr. Donald Scifres and had both a wideranging discussion and a plant tour. SDL has tailored its investment in device development
and process improvement to maximize business potential. Dr. Scifres believes SDL’s
growth capabilities are crucial to its success. While CR&D and some internal R&D
(IR&D) support new product demonstrations, over half the IR&D budget is spent on
manufacturing and reliability. Overall, IR&D is 10% of sales. A major space qualification
program SDL successfully performed seven years ago is viewed as key in establishing its
quality assurance infrastructure, quality products, and market success.
SDL uses engineering teams to do CR&D, engineering/manufacturing teams to do limitedquantity (<100) production runs, and manufacturing teams for large-volume orders.
Product development/technology transfer is typically handled by joint engineering/
manufacturing teams. There was not a major culture of transferring people to
manufacturing. SDL has as many technical staff members with doctorate degrees as with
master’s or bachelor’s of science degrees. Most technicians and operators have an
associate's degree.
At present, SDL sees limited value in extending to higher level of vertical integration than
packaged lasers. Management worries about product-line confinement (i.e., abandoning
other markets) and competing with customers, and believes it can achieve better returns by
concentrating on total volume of production.
With respect to VCSELs, a key question is identifying the market area (beyond twodimensional arrays) where the devices will have an unfair advantage over more traditional
and proven cost-effective technologies.

SUMMARY
SDL is the leading example in the United States of a small photonics company that has
prospered in bringing new/emerging laser technology to diverse markets. It has focused on
product quality, product reliability, and product diversity.
Several other items that the company is concerned with are the difficulty in penetrating
competitive overseas markets and the relative lack of government funding for process
improvement. It also sees a need for a larger U.S. presence in international standards
committees, primarily for information gathering and dissemination purposes, so that U.S.
companies are not blind-sided by the actions of the committees.
A significant number of the early demonstrations in SDL's new product development are
funded via CR&D. The latter stage effort in product development (i.e., packaging and
reliability) is funded by IR&D.
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Site:

3M Data Storage Diskette and
Optical Technology Division
3M Center, Building 236-1B-99
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000

Date Visited:

October 24, 1994

Report Author:

S. Esener
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
M. DeHaemer
S. Esener
R. Hickernell
HOST:
Dr. Steven Webster

Technical Director

BACKGROUND AND ORGANIZATION
3M is a global leader in consumer and professional video markets and is the world’s largest
manufacturer of data storage media. 3M core technology platforms include microreplication,
injection molding, thin-film materials and processes, adhesives, and specialty chemicals and
optoelectronics. The company’s optoelectronics division is involved with blue lasers and fiber
optics. Roughly 7.2% of 3M sales revenue is invested back into research; however, this
percentage is much larger for research in optical storage.
3M has been involved with optical recording since the early sixties. 3M developed the first
optical videodisk in 1963, resulting in 19 U.S. patents. At the time, 3M was a leader in
magnetic storage products and saw optical storage as a long-term investment to protect its
storage business. In 1983, 3M introduced the 12 in. and 5.25 in. write-once optical disks. In
1985, the company introduced CD-ROM services, mostly for software distribution, including
data preparation, mastering, and disk production with a focus on fast turnaround time.
Also in 1985, 3M demonstrated the first commercial MO disk at COMDEX. In 1988, the
company was first to market a 5.25 in. 650 MB ISO standard rewritable optical disk; and in
1993, it was first to OEM-qualify for 5.25 in., 1.3 GB ISO standard rewritable optical disks.
This standard was codeveloped with IBM, Hewlett-Packard, DEC, and Fujitsu USA.
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TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION
Overall Process Review
The basic sequence of optical disk media fabrication involves an injection molded substrate
with one side flat and the other stamped. The stamper is fabricated from glass and coated with
a photoresist layer that is then patterned through a master for a suitable format. Nickel is then
deposited on the stamper and patterned by lift-off. The stamper is used to transfer the format
to each disk. After the stamping process, active thin films are put on the plastic disk substrates
and finalized with a stack of seal coat and damping layer.
Mastering
3M mastering facilities are spread in Menemonie, Wisconsin, and Vadnais Heights,
Minnesota. The company’s strong point is the available flexibility and ability to master any
format. 3M achieves state-of-the-art precision in track pitch accuracy and feature sizes. It uses
automated photoresist processing as well as in-process testing. It also has extensive modeling
capability for complete media structure. The JTEC team was shown the mastering control
room, where an argon laser was used to record the master under computer control.
Replication
3M has multiple stamper-making technologies, including a galvanic stamper process that is the
cheapest, a photo-polymer process, and a unique proprietary process. The photopolymer
replication is used on video disks and large formats and is essential to multilayer disks. The
injection molding technology is used in small-format products. Key issues to lower cost
include increasing the number of disks stamped per stamper while reducing the number of
defects. It was interesting to observe that the injection molding machines used at 3M were
made in Japan, as was the resin used for the disks. 3M does not itself manufacture the state-ofthe-art machines, but after purchasing machines from Japan, it modifies them to its needs and
specs. The mold is seen as the critical component, since it needs to be matched to the injection
machine. Molds are internally developed, based on experience with molds purchased from
Japan.
The JTEC panel toured the company’s injection molding facilities, which includes two
Japanese injection molders.
Thin Films
3M was an early innovator in write-once technologies using bubble forming, ablative, and dye
polymer materials. 3M was also a leader in the development of the MO media, with technical
breakthrough first reported in 1983. It has a leading market position in current products in the
United States, due to its sales force and willingness to work with its clients. The company has
a strong patent position in the area of thin films and processes.
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3M is committed to the migration of MO media and is actively pursuing research in innovative
solutions such as direct overwrite, magnetic superresolution (invented at Sony), and materials
for blue laser recording. The company has new growing programs in phase-change media,
especially for write-once CD-R applications. R&D was also underway at the time of the JTEC
visit on rewritable phase-change materials. It is interesting to note that a decision was made in
1982 not to pursue phase-change materials. Now 3M is late in the area of phase-change
materials, where Matsushita and Asahi Chemical are the leaders.
The JTEC panelists also toured the thin-film deposition facilities, where three metal layers are
deposited by a sequence of DC sputtering machines. A key issue was the introduction of the
disks onto the system by human operators, which increases the risks of defects and slows down
production. 3M anticipated automating this procedure in 1995. Another issue is the pumping
down time during the outgas of the substrates. A key factor in increasing production speed is
reducing pump time.
Chemical Coating and Components
3M plans to use the strength of its Specialty Materials Division in future products. For
example, the company uses an antistatic hard coating (patent pending). It also has unique
optical cartridge designs that provide high reliability in jukebox environments.
Testing
3M uses its internal expertise in test system technology in optics, electronics, software, coding,
and channels. The company has internally developed test systems for materials characterization,
mechanical testing, defect scanning, and dynamic performance characterization. 3M also leads
the ANSI subcommittee on media lifetime.
The JTEC panel toured 3M’s new Seika test lab and a defect analysis lab. Team members saw
different recorders, some Japanese (Pulsetech)-made and some American (Apex)-made. Much
of the media characterization was based on optical microscopy and relied heavily on the
experience of the personnel.
Advanced Research
3M was first to demonstrate a blue-green laser diode. The company does not see itself in the
laser business, but it wants to facilitate the storage market; however, 3M sees media fabrication
compatible with blue lasers as an important issue. In MO systems, the birefringence of the
substrate is a major source of background noise. Since birefringence increases with decreasing
wavelength, the noise floor increases with the use of bluer lasers. From this point of view,
phase-change media might offer some advantages, since it does not rely on polarization
modulation but on reflectivity change. 3M is collaborating with Philips and IBM under U.S.
Government funding for the commercialization of blue-green diodes. R&D for blue-green
optical media is also underway.
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DISCUSSION
During discussions, Dr. Steven Webster discussed possible technology migration directions.
The key emerging markets for optical technology could be video storage and a replacement for
current diskette technology. For video applications, 3M is collaborating with Sony and Philips
for a 6.6 GB HD-CD that will use MPEG-2 compression. He also described the smart disk
concept that was originally put forward by Ogawa with the coined buzzword “MO-ware,”
where applications for different computer platforms and the user’s data files are stored on one
disk. The user can then create his entire computing environment anywhere he carries this disk.
For several years the business was slow in growing, and companies were conserving their
capital; however since 1993, the business has been growing, and 3M has taken measures to
build up production capacity.
Three important steps are being taken during the design of increased production capacity:
1. automate substrate inspection and automated loading (incrementally invested)
2. develop new thin-film process to reduce pumping times
3. address high-volume issues
3M representatives indicated that they appreciate the government funding to get ahead of the
curve, and felt that TRP was a good vehicle to both reach this goal and to convince upper
management.
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Site:

United Technologies Photonics (UTP)1
1289 Blue Hills Ave.
Bloomfield, CT 06002

Date Visited:

October 6, 1994

Report Author:

S. Forrest
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Forrest
G. Gamota
P. Shumate
HOST:
F. Leonberger

General Manager

BACKGROUND
United Technologies Photonics (UTP) was a small subsidiary of United Technologies
Corporation (UTC) [see footnote]. UTP concentrated on broadening the portfolio of its
parent company in the photonic technology area, specifically in the area of LiNbO3
modulators, waveguides, and associated integrated optics (IO) devices. UTP was spun off
from United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) in 1992. The parent, UTC, is a giant
corporation with such well-known subsidiaries as Pratt and Whitney, Sikorsky Helicopter,
and Otis. For the most part, the R&D needs of these larger subsidiaries are met by the
approximately 800 employees of UTRC. UTRC not only served the R&D needs within the
company, but also did some government contract work. In the case of UTP, roughly 5% of
this small operation's employees worked at UTRC, where LiNbO3 wafer fabrication was
accomplished. With the business success of UTP, it appeared to be self-supporting, with
approximately 60 employees and annual revenues of somewhat less than $10 million.
The rationale for the initial split of UTP from its parent was to allow for more streamlined
procurement and other operational processes, which would then allow it to have reduced
overhead so that it could more readily meet the needs of its customer base. This move
toward partial independence was made with an eye to developing a healthy business that
would allow for future self-funding of all photonics-related business to UTC. The parent
also established a unique incentive plan for those employees who chose to make the move
1

UTP was acquired by Uniphase Corporation in May 1995 (after the JTEC panel’s visit), and is now known
as “Uniphase Telecommunications Products (UTP).”
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into this small business venture. UTP currently provides standard and custom LiNbO3 IO
devices and modules. Its funding base is approximately equally split between government
and commercial customers. However, it was noted that the 1 to 1.5 year delay between
submitting a white paper and receiving government funding does not make this particular
funding vehicle attractive for developing commercial products.

DISCUSSION
The JTEC panel received a thorough presentation of the company’s objectives and
products from General Manager, Dr. Fred Leonberger. This presentation was followed by
a complete tour of the facilities for designing, post-clean-room processing, packaging, and
testing of the wide range of planar waveguide devices offered by UTP. As noted above,
most of the wafer fabrication occurs at UTRC.
Because it is a small, entrepreneurial photonics business, UTP has found its niche by being
a major supplier in the United States of high-performance, custom LiNbO3 waveguide type
devices and associated modules. In particular, modulators of varying degrees of
sophistication are designed, fabricated, packaged, and characterized at UTP to the
customer's particular set of needs and specifications. To allow for this flexibility,
sophisticated modeling and CAD tools have been developed and are routinely employed by
the UTP engineering staff. Mask fabrication is expedited after design by direct transfer of
the CAD designs from UTP to the mask supplier using e-mail. High yields are obtained,
since the finished devices can often be trimmed to meet customer requirements.
The overall product philosophy is that bare chips will not be offered as products, since they
are of minimal value compared to fully packaged, pigtailed, planar waveguide devices.
Hence, a considerable amount of resources (both monetary and intellectual) are devoted at
UTP toward packaging issues. As an indication of progress made in this regard, coupling
losses in UTP’s epoxy-bonded fiber/waveguide pigtailing technology have been reduced
from 5 ± 1 dB a couple of years ago to only 3.5 ± 0.5 dB at the time of the JTEC visit (as
compared with 2.5 dB theoretical loss). Electronic interfacing to the waveguide-based
devices is also accomplished by a staff of electrical engineers at UTP. The engineering
staff expertise is thus apportioned as follows: 33% are in optics, 33% are circuit designers,
and 33% are packaging engineers. A large fraction of this staff have advanced degrees,
including PhDs.
To ensure good product acceptance by the customer, UTP has also concentrated on
developing a thorough understanding of device reliability. The company has instituted a
rigorous burn-in and aging program of its modulators. Current technology involves
UV-cured epoxy bonding, nonhermetic packaging, and device fabrication using 3 in. wafers.
However, as 4 in. LiNbO3 wafers become available, UTP intends to incorporate them into
its product line. Between 5 and 10 wafers are currently processed each week, yielding
50 to 70 devices each.
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A particular emphasis is placed on sales and marketing forces to try to forecast the future
prospects in this rather specialized, small-volume market that appears to be the niche of
LiNbO3 waveguide devices. In the past few years, the largest markets have been for fiberoptic gyros and CATV, which create a volume of modulators and couplers ranging to
several thousand per year. The gyro market, however, has the potential for explosive
growth if automotive manufacturers incorporate such devices into their products. Another
potential large-scale customer is CATV. Currently, UTP sells several hundred modulators
per year to these customers. However, whether or not CATV develops as a major market
for LiNbO3 based devices is critically dependent on the final architectures that are adopted
for transporting video and other high bandwidth services to the home. In 1995 and beyond,
high-speed digital modulators (≥2.5 Gbit/s) offer a comparable or larger market
opportunity for long-haul telecommunications systems. To help understand these markets,
UTP tries to work with its customer’s customer. Indeed, it is of particular importance not
to overestimate the size of the markets, since two of the device customers for UTP might
be serving the same systems customer.

SUMMARY
UTP is a typical, entrepreneurial photonics company that grew out of a focused effort in a
larger company that wanted to obtain a foothold in the photonics industry. By
concentrating its focus in the area of custom waveguide devices based on LiNbO3, UTP is
filling an important and largely unoccupied domestic niche in this enabling technology
area. There appear to be continued excellent prospects for growth in LiNbO3 technology,
depending on the directions that the market takes in the coming one or two years. Since
UTP is a device and subsystem supplier, the company will have little effect on the ultimate
direction taken by its systems customers. However, by working closely with its customers,
UTP will maintain an ability to respond to needs as they arise, thereby building a business
on its existing foundation. The growing volume in LiNbO3 devices for fiber gyros, CATV,
and telecommunications should continue to reduce the costs of the devices being produced.
By attending to reliability and packaging issues, UTP hopes to retain and increase its
domestic market leadership in planar waveguide technology.
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Site:

Fujikura Sakura Plant
1440 Mutsuzaki, Sakura-shi
Chiba-ken 285, Japan

Date Visited:

December 12, 1994

Report Author:

P. Shumate

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
G. Day
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Dr. Koichi Inada
Dr. Ryozo Yamauchi
Hiroshi Yokosuka
Mr. Toshikuni Maruoka

Director and General Manager, Opto-Electronics
Laboratory and Fiber-Optic System Division
General Manager, Optical Fiber Combinations Dept.
General Manager, Fiber and Cable Accessory Dept.
General Manager, Transmission Line Department

BACKGROUND
Fujikura, established in 1885, is a manufacturer of optical fiber cable, accessories, and
devices; electric wire and cable; and electric and electronic components and materials. It
has four manufacturing plants in Japan, including the Sakura Plant in Chiba (one of the
largest cable-manufacturing facilities worldwide), and overseas operations in the United
States, Brazil, UK, Thailand, China, Singapore, and Malaysia. It has research laboratories
at Sakura (this report), as well as in Tokyo and Shimousa. In Japan, Fujikura employs
4,287 people (1,650 at Sakura) and has annual sales of approximately $250 billion, of
which about 4% is invested in R&D. Fujikura representatives said that this is high for
companies whose major product is cables (71% of net sales). The Sakura Plant
(5.72 million sq. ft. site area; 1.94 million sq. ft. floor space) originally made copper for
telecommunications but now has responsibilities for all telecommunications products,
including fiber, fiber and metallic cables, and electronics.
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The Opto-Electronics Laboratory, which Dr. Koichi Inada leads, was only about six years
old at the time of the JTEC visit. During this period, the lab’s mission changed from
fabricating only fibers and cables to also fabricating systems. (Fujikura was one of the
three cable manufacturers to begin joint development of optical fiber with NTT circa 1975.)
DISCUSSION
Fujikura representatives discussed each of their product responsibilities relevant to the thrust
of this study: T. Maruoka discussed fiber cable design, evaluation, and reliability;
H. Yokosuka discussed fiber and cable accessories, including connectors, remote fiber test
systems, and optical filters; and R. Yamauchi discussed fibers and fiber-related
components, including couplers, fiber amplifiers, and future production systems for fiber.
JTEC panelists asked about Fujikura’s approach to each of the following:
Optical isolators for EDFAs. Fujikura buys isolators; it does not work on them at this time.
1310 nm fiber amplifiers. Fujikura is pessimistic about amplifiers such as PDFFAs, since
they are expensive and not compatible with subscriber-loop applications.
Planar waveguide couplers. Fujikura is just now developing silica-on-silicon couplers.
When the volume builds to several hundred thousand devices, their cost will be
competitive with fiber-based couplers.
Dispersion-shifted fiber. This is 15% of the plant’s current (fiber) product line, made for
submarine cable and trunking applications. But the panel’s hosts believe that the trunking
market is past its peak and that the subcable market is at its peak. They do not see an
application for DSF in the subscriber loop or in cable TV.
High birefringence fiber. Fujikura presently makes stress-induced high-birefringence fiber
that Corning sells in the United States.
Precision pieceparts and fiber geometry. Fujikura says that ferrules with 0.5 µm tolerance
are available, but the use of these to minimize the need for precise alignment steps is
limited by the fiber itself. While the specifications for fiber o.d. (outside diameter) is ± 2 µm,
the Fujikura factory limit is ± 1 µm, and typically ± 0.5 µm. Therefore, until the o.d.
tolerance gets down to ± 0.1 to 0.2 µm, such piecepart tolerances are not warranted. Fujikura
representatives feel that available standards will not support such small fiber tolerances,
although one member of the JTEC team, Gordon Day, stated that the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) provides a standard for fiber down to ± 0.1 µm.
Plastic optical fiber. Some Japanese companies have recently demonstrated a shortdistance (100 m) high-bit-rate (2.5 Gbit/s) link with graded-index POF. Fujikura, however,
has reservations about GI-POF because of problems focusing the light from the large core
onto small, high-speed photodetectors, and believes silica fiber is the superior technology.
Although the plant produces cables and equipment for LANs and automotive applications,
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both of which could be impacted by POF, Fujikura is not currently working on
communications networks for home use.
Cable TV products. Fujikura is looking here as an important future market, and it is
developing analog cable TV systems for NTT, which may use them to lease transport
facilities to cable operators. The timing of this market is difficult. The plant currently
manufactures two-way coaxial cable amplifiers (upstream transmission in the 10 – 50 MHz
band).
Interactions with NTT. NTT is a major customer for telecommunications products and
system prototypes such as those used for the Kansai fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) trial.
Fujikura makes FTTH system equipment, including the ONU at the home for video signals.
In the development of this equipment, NTT selects a few (typically three to five)
manufacturers through an open-tender process for bids to develop the initial products.
Currently, as a result of this open-tender process, AT&T was selected as one of the
narrowband ISDN system manufacturers, and Siecor was selected as a supplier of highcount optical fiber cable.
Market studies for NTT-proposed products. Since 80% of the telecommunications market
in Japan is controlled by NTT, NTT’s proposals for new products are taken seriously as an
indication of sufficient market opportunity and sales. NTT does not guarantee any specific
volumes, but provides an estimate for the market potential.
Relationship with Alcoa Fujikura in the United States. Alcoa Fujikura operates facilities
for cabling optical fiber. The company has been buying U.S.-made fiber.
Automation of product lines. Fujikura develops automation as production quantities rise,
based on a detailed, formal payback study for each case. Although the primary motivation
is to reduce costs (number of workers), improved yield and quality also are considered.
Once approved, a central automation department at the plant works with small groups of
scientists and engineers in the labs who are familiar with the technologies and procedures,
and who themselves can design automated assembly and testing equipment. (This group
may have already designed and built semiautomatic equipment for the new product.)
Funding comes from the department receiving the assistance.
Technology transfer. As the JTEC panel has found common, Fujikura transfers technology
from the R&D labs to manufacturing sites by transferring design specifications along with
up to six or seven key people for from three months to a year. Some but not all of these
people return to R&D.
Technical discussions were followed by a brief tour of a system lab where JTEC panelists
saw a prototype fiber-to-the-home subscriber system for NTT. It combines ISDN delivery
at 1310 nm with video delivery at 1550 nm. The video service combines 11 channels
(presently) of analog AM-VSB TV between 90 and 400 MHz with 36 channels of FM
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video (including HDTV) and 60 channels of QAM compressed digital video between 500
and 2400 MHz. The FM and QAM carriers are in the same channel assignments as
satellite DBS systems, so that set-top converters can leverage off of available technology.
The optical network unit at the home is approximately 4 in. x 8 in. x 2 in. It dissipates
seven watts, and is available in either one- or four-output versions. By using several stages
of amplifiers and optical splitting, one analog DFB laser can provide service to 10,000
homes. The prototype uses dispersion-compensated fiber, but Fujikura representatives feel
another approach to dispersion compensation is needed because of the difficulty of
handling 25 to 33% of the span length in high-dispersion fiber wound on a spool.

SUMMARY
Fujikura, a leading supplier of fiber and fiber cables (as well as metallic cables), is
expanding vertically to include all associated assembly equipment (e.g., fusion splicers)
and test systems (e.g., remote fiber test systems, hand-held computer-based systems, and
OTDRs, which are still in the R&D division). The Sakura plant is further expanding into a
full line of fiber-related components including connectors, fiber and planar-waveguide
couplers, and fiber amplifiers. Importantly, Fujikura is also developing lightwave systems
— LANs, cable TV, and fiber-to-the-home types. One-third of the fiber-related business is
currently in systems. The plant has an active research program, as evidenced by the many
recent papers given to the JTEC team. Fujikura has a structured process for technology
transfer and line automation.
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Site:

Fujitsu Laboratories, Ltd.
10-1, Morinosato - Wakamiya
Atsugi 243-01, Japan

Date Visited:

December 16, 1994

Report Author:

P. Shumate

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
G. Day
M. DeHaemer
P. Shumate
L. Warren
HOSTS:
Dr. Hajime Imai
S. Yamakoshi
Haruhisa Soda
Toshiyuki Tanahashi

Deputy Gen. Mgr., Fujitsu Laboratories, Ltd. (Atsugi)
Manager, Optical Semiconductor Devices Laboratory
Senior Researcher, Optical Semiconductor Devices Lab
Senior Researcher, Optical Semiconductor Devices Lab

BACKGROUND
Fujitsu Laboratories provides R&D support to its parent company, Fujitsu Ltd., a major
supplier of telecommunications and computing equipment, with 164,000 employees, 1994
revenues of $30.5 billion, and 1994 R&D expenditures of $3.2 billion. Fujitsu’s corporate
goal is to become the leading information technology company, supplying products for
computing (PCs to supercomputers), communications (including switching), multimedia,
software, and services. It is a leader in broadband ISDN, with Gbit/s transmission
products, ATM switches, and fiber subscriber-loop equipment. Fujitsu Laboratories carries
out R&D in these areas, including development of new materials and devices to support
related new products.
Fujitsu Laboratories was created in 1962 by merging R&D sections that were previously
managed by separate technical divisions, and it became a wholly owned subsidiary of Fujitsu, Ltd. in
1968. The staff numbers approximately 1,650 people who are trained predominantly in
electronics and physics (48% and 19%, respectively) and have master’s and bachelor’s
degrees (52% and 29%, respectively). The capitalization is approximately $50 million.
Fujitsu currently has five functional laboratories at four locations, according to R&D focus:
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Kawasaki
Multimedia Systems Laboratories (24% of staff)
• Systems, software, and infrastructure technology for multimedia
Akashi
Personal Systems Laboratories (16% of staff)
• Systems and devices for home/office information processing
Numazu
Institute for Social Information Science (4% of staff)
• Information sciences
Atsugi
Electronic Systems Laboratories (9% of staff)
• Peripherals and imaging (including holography, color image processing, and printing),
magnetic storage, sensing, and control technologies
Electron Devices and Materials Laboratories (30% of staff)
• ULSI (including architectures for super µPs and neuroprocessors) optoelectronic
devices, and materials

DISCUSSION
Multimedia Labs
As described to the JTEC panel, the Multimedia Labs has a systems division looking at, for
example, computer networking and natural-language processing; a technology division
developing broadband-ISDN systems, high-speed (e.g., 10 Gbit/s and optical FDM)
transmission systems, wireless communication systems, and neurocomputers; and a devices
division for LSI and packaging as related to multimedia interfaces.
Personal Systems Labs
The Personal Systems Labs has two divisions: a systems division that works on distributed
systems (including information networking, information retrieval, and security), personal
computing (including multimedia workstations and memobooks, and speech recognition
and synthesis), and human-computer interfaces (including artificial reality). A devices
division concentrates on magneto-optic storage, multimedia I/O devices (including peninput panels and field-emission flat-panel displays), advanced electronics packaging for
portable equipment, and medical equipment (including ultrasonic imaging and digital
radiography).
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Institute for Social Information Science
The Institute for Social Information Science, established in 1972, investigates themes that
are consistent with the needs and requirements of the new information society. It is
organized into five research groups with work spanning machine learning; mechanisms for
simulating human thought, senses, and motion; basic mathematics and computing;
information-processing capabilities of biological systems, including biomolecular and
DNA sequences; and expert systems and interfaces for information processing.
PRESENTATIONS
H. Soda presented his work on MQW (multi-quantum-well) local-loop lasers and MQW
DFB (distributed feedback) lasers with integrated modulators. The local-loop lasers
incorporate a spot-sized transformer to expand the mode-field diameter and thereby
desensitize coupling to single-mode fiber. This facilitates the design (fewer precision
parts) and production (less-critical alignments) of low-cost packages for loop applications.
The unpumped MQW and SCH (separate confinement heterostructure) transformer region
is thinned down by about 5 times from the active-region heights, expanding the laser modefield diameter from its normal 1 µm diameter to about 3.5 µm. At 50% coupling
efficiency, 1 dB additional loss corresponds to ±2 µm of fiber transverse motion rather than
the usual ±0.7 µm. The output beam shape is almost circular.
The MQW DFB laser with modulator is intended for 1.55 µm, 10 Gbit/s upgrades in 1.3 µm
transmission systems that use previously installed conventional single-mode fiber. Chirp
from a directly modulated laser at 1.55 µm, where fiber dispersion is approximately
17 ps/nm/km, would induce severe penalties and reduce span lengths, negating the
advantage of lower attenuation at 1.55 µm. Solutions are to combine a narrow-linewidth
laser with an external modulator (plus isolator to prevent reflections from reentering the
DFB), or integrate the modulator with the laser. Fujitsu uses a strained-layer MQW-activeregion DFB laser (10 mA room-temperature threshold) followed by a short isolation
(unpumped) region and an integrated MQW absorption modulator having a 3 dB
bandwidth of 12 GHz. This combination introduces only a 3 dB loss relative to 8 dB
expected using an external modulator. The company has performed 50 km and 70 km
transmission experiments at 10 mW and 10 Gbit/s, and found negligible dispersion
penalties. At higher power levels (narrower linewidths), distances up to 120 km are
expected.
Soda presented work on the high-efficiency, low-astigmatism visible lasers for optical
storage. The s³ (self-aligned stepped substrate) structure is a simple means for obtaining
real-refractive-index (RRI) guiding rather than gain guiding. The s³ structure results in
one-step MOVPE growth, high yield, and low threshold and astigmatism. (The JTEC team
saw the far-field pattern later in a lab tour, and it appeared almost perfectly circular,
although Fujitsu specifies a 11 x 17 degree far-field.) The astigmatism is nearly
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independent of power level. Accelerated aging tests at 50°C and 60°C, and 35 mW output
power, show no significant changes in threshold after 2 kh and 1.4 kh, respectively.
Following these presentations, the panel visited several laboratories and heard other
presentations by researchers on optical transmission devices.

SUMMARY
Fujitsu Laboratories, Ltd., is a world-class R&D facility, organized along strategic thrusts
for future products and for efficient technology transfer. (See next site report on Fujitsu
Quantum Devices, Ltd.) The quality of the research, as judged by progress in materials and
devices as well as publications, is very high. The Atsugi Lab offers excellent materialsgrowth, fabrication, and characterization facilities. Furthermore, its geographic location
offers an attractive, campus-like environment.
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Site:

Fujitsu Quantum Devices, Ltd.
Kokubo Kogyo Danchi
Showa-chou, Nakakoma-gun
Yamanashi 409-38, Japan

Date Visited:

December 14, 1994

Report Author:

P. Shumate

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
G. Day
M. DeHaemer
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Dr. Takao Fujiwara
Dr. Syouji Isozumi
Dr. Katsuhito Shima
Dr. Hajime Imai

President
Manager, Optical Devices Manufacturing Department
Section Manager, Optical Devices Manufacturing Dept.
Deputy General Manager, Fujitsu Laboratories, Ltd.
(Atsugi)

BACKGROUND
Fujitsu Quantum Devices (FQD), which employs about 800 people, is a manufacturing
facility established 10 years ago specifically for transferring microwave and optoelectronic
device technology from research labs into production. The current product line includes
microwave amplifiers, GaAs ICs, power FETs, photodetectors, LEDs, 1.3 µm and 1.48 µm
Fabry-Pérot (FP) lasers, and 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm DFB lasers. These support Fujitsu
products in wireless systems, SONET and other transmission systems, ATM and
conventional electronic switching systems, magneto-optic storage, computers ranging from
PCs to supercomputers, and information-processing systems. In these areas, Fujitsu, Ltd.,
had sales in 1993 of approximately $30.5 billion, of which $3.2 billion (10.5%) was
reinvested in R&D. (1994 values for sales and R&D are 9.3% and 14.7% less than 1993,
respectively. The larger decline in R&D than in sales was due to a decision to be more
selective in R&D programs.)
The first product at Yamanashi was a microwave amplifier (1984), followed by
photodetectors, LEDs and power FETs in 1985, lasers in 1987, and linear lasers for cable
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TV applications in 1990. Other important facilities include the Aizu plant 200 km north of
Tokyo, which manufactures FP access (loop) lasers in coaxial packages using fully
automatic alignment procedures, and which assembles and tests HEMTs processed in
Yamanashi; the Kofu plant, which assembles butterfly and DIP laser packages with both
manual and semiautomatic alignments; and the Suzaka plant, which assembles
photodetector modules and receivers.

FACILITIES AND STAFF
The Yamanashi plant consists of two buildings, Building 1 (88,300 ft2) for microwave and
OE devices, and a new facility, Building 2 (183,000 ft2), for GaAs gate arrays and MMICs.
Both buildings have extensive clean-room space: Building 2 has 22,000 ft2 in Class-10, for
sputtering, and so forth; otherwise, it has <Class 1,000 for assembly and testing. Building 1
uses <1,000 for wafer processing and <10,000 for assembly and testing. Even in the Class10,000 areas, there is great emphasis on complete outerwear (hats, face masks, bunny suits,
socks, and shoes) and air showers usually reserved for cleaner to much cleaner areas.
JTEC panelists feel Fujitsu enforces this to remind workers constantly of the importance of
cleanliness and quality control. The facilities are of the highest construction quality and
unusually well laid out and neatly kept. Extensive automation is employed in Class-10 areas
for wafer handling and other functions. There are also extensive areas in less-clean space
for processing of all types, burn-in, and testing.
Seventy percent of the 800 staff members are production workers with high school degrees.
They hold two-hour meetings monthly to discuss means to improve reliability. The JTEC
panel saw a video tape showing great emphasis on physical activities to promote
teamwork. Ten percent of the staff are engineers, 15% are in administration, and 5% are in
maintenance. There are formal, internal career development programs, such as a one-year
program that develops a researcher into a manager following on-the-job training.
DISCUSSION
Technology Transfer
As mentioned above, the Yamanashi plant was specifically designed to facilitate
technology transfer. People move from one of the company’s four research labs, where
they develop the concept through prototypes, to FQD where they work with local engineers
to develop the full production process. In addition, research is increasingly carried out at
the plant itself to facilitate direct transfer. Dr. Takao Fujiwara was the first (in 1986) to
move from the Atsugi lab, where he developed short-wavelength transmission lasers.
Dr. Syouji Isozumi worked on 1.3 µm laser yield improvement at Atsugi, and
Dr. Katsuhito Shima worked on 780 nm lasers. Preproduction lines are established in the
lab to evaluate quality and develop the data necessary for transferring devices into
production. No automation is developed prior to transfer.
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Automation of Product Lines
Automation is begun when production quantities rise to greater than 10,000/month. But the
market for specific devices can fluctuate significantly from month to month. First, this
makes it difficult to look at the need for automation solely in terms of quantities. Second,
it makes certain types of automation more important because of the need, for these devices,
to depend less on specially trained production people. Therefore, it is important first to
automate steps that are very specific to the device. Fujitsu has an engineering department
specifically for planning automation, but the company cooperates with outside companies
to design the equipment itself. Fujitsu develops the basic idea, and then goes to the
equipment supplier.
Interactions with NTT
The company and JTEC panel representatives discussed the “open tender” process to learn
more about how device people are involved in a bid. Basically, the contract is negotiated
between NTT and the factory-side system people, and then the system people go to the
laboratories for any new devices that may be needed. Sometimes the systems-level
researchers at the laboratories are also involved. Any work done at a laboratory is then
transferred back to the factory. Since NTT does not guarantee production quantities, the
Fujitsu Business Group does an independent market analysis. On the other hand, success
in winning one of the bids under the open-tender process implies a large market in Japan,
and that is a factor. If a system (or device) developed under this process is to be sold to
anyone other than NTT, however, NTT must give its permission first.
Short-Wavelength Lasers
No visible or other short-wavelength lasers, including 980 nm pumps, were in production
at Yamanashi at the time of the JTEC visit. It appeared that short-wavelength pump lasers
may have been under consideration. No GaAs-based optoelectronics were being fabricated
except 850 nm LEDs for low-speed data links.
Cable TV Analog Lasers
Both the 1,300 nm analog laser and the regular DFB for transmission use the same MQW
buried heterostructure, but with some parameters changed depending on the application.
These two types of devices are produced in alternate periods of time (months). The cost of
these devices is dominated by packaging materials, mainly the isolator.
2.488 Gbit/s Transmission System
During the plant tour, the JTEC panel saw a display of the components for Fujitsu’s
commercial 2.488 Gbit/s (OC-48) SDH long-haul trunk transmission system. The display
consisted of eight GaAs ICs for all multiplexing, transmitting, and receiving functions, plus
the DFB transmitter, the complete APD receiver (-32 dBm sensitivity, gain <10), and an
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EDFA pumped at 1480 nm, 70 mW. The system operates to 200 km. All these
components are made at FQD. Fujitsu researchers are currently working on the nextgeneration 10 Gbit/s (OC-192) system.
ISO-9000
Fujitsu was ISO-9000 certified last year, but many people in the business side say it is not
important for sales. One key customer carries out an equally or more-stringent audit
apparently similar to ISO-9000, whereas another carries out one as stringent but unrelated
to ISO-9000.

SUMMARY
Fujitsu Quantum Devices, Ltd., is a very large and capable facility that is tightly coupled
with more basic research carried out at its laboratories. Efficient technology transfer is a
central focus. The company’s device work, fabrication, and packaging facilities are worldclass, supplying devices to transmission, switching, wireless, and computing products that
are also among the most advanced of their type available.
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Site:

Furukawa Electric Co.
Optotechnology Laboratory
6 Yawata-Kaigandori, Ichihara
Chiba 290, Japan

Date Visited:

December 12, 1994

Report Author:

G. Day

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
G. Day
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Dr. Naoya Uchida
Shintaro Sentsui
Haruki Ohgoshi
Dr. Shoichi Ozawa

Director, General Manager, Optotechnology Lab.
General Manager, Development and Engineering Dept.
Manager, Optical Transmission System Research
Manager, Optical Integrated Circuits, Development
and Engineering Department

BACKGROUND
Furukawa Electric Company was founded in 1884. It employs about 10,000 people and has
sales of about $5 billion/year. Cable is the main product, at 56% of sales. Aluminum (20%)
and copper and related products (10%) are the next largest categories. Other significant
product areas include plastics, superconductors, information equipment, and GaAs wafers.
Furukawa operates 7 laboratories, with a staff of 850 and budget of $150 million (3% of sales).
The JTEC team’s hosts described activities at six of these: Optotechnology Laboratory,
Information and Electronics Laboratory, Yokohama R&D Laboratory, Chiba Research
Laboratory, Hiratsuka Research Laboratory, and Nikko Research Laboratory. The main
items of R&D interest are materials, power and energy, optoelectronics,
telecommunications, and electronics. In addition to the Optotechnology Laboratory, two
other laboratories are concerned with optoelectronics. The Information and Electronics
Laboratory conducts research on optical links and optical transmission systems. The
Yokohama R&D Laboratory conducts research on laser diodes, LEDs, and photodiodes.
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DISCUSSION
The Optotechnology Laboratory has a staff of 150 out of a total of 2,000 Furukawa
employees in Chiba. It conducts research on optical fiber, optical cables, optical devices
(connectors, fiber devices, and SiO2:Si waveguide devices), optical equipment and systems
(fiber amplifiers, equipment for construction and maintenance, equipment for link
operation and inspection), and other topics (metallic cables and materials for cables).
Two paths for new product development were described. One results from a direct
Business Department order based on the interest of a specific customers. The other arises
as an R&D proposal that first goes to the business department for agreement, then funding.
The lab depends primarily on customers’ market studies rather than conduct any of its own.

PRODUCT AREAS
Ten product areas were discussed in detail:
High-Count Optical Cable
One thousand fiber cable with a diameter of 30 mm and 4,000 fiber cable with a diameter
of 40 mm represented the state of the art at the time of the JTEC visit.
Dispersion Compensation Fiber
Dispersion of -85 ps/nm km, mode field diameter of 5 µm, and attenuation of 0.4 dB/km
are values consistent with those of other manufacturers. However, the use of such fiber for
dispersion compensation requires a compensating fiber to be about 20% as long as the
transmission fiber, so that there is a need for alternative compensation fibers or devices.
Carbon-Coated Fibers
Fibers are coated with carbon for improved strength and water resistance.
Sensor Fiber
The laboratory demonstrated offset core designs for evanescent field sensing. The targeted
application is methane sensing. Present sensitivity is 1 dB/ 20 mm in 50% methane
environment and 2 dB/20 mm in 100% methane (atmospheric pressure).
Connectors
Laboratory representatives discussed various connector designs.
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Inline Filters
Another product consists of dielectric coatings on thin glass, inserted between fibers lying
in Si v-grooves.
Planar Waveguide Devices
This is an area of growing interest for Furukawa; the technology is based on NTT work,
but pursued independently, without collaboration. Couplers are SiO2 on Si, produced by
flame hydrolysis. 1 x 8 couplers have been transferred to Fitel Products Division in
Urayasu and are commercially available; excess loss is 1 dB. 1 x 16 couplers are under
development. Both active and passive alignment technologies are presently being used,
though passive techniques are desired for low-cost manufacturing. Present manufacturing
capacity is 100 devices/month. At present, the cost of a 1 x 4 waveguide coupler is
comparable to that of a fiber coupler. Waveguide couplers become more competitive as
the splitting ratios increase; they are also smaller than fiber devices for equivalent ratios.
The company also has a Mach-Zehnder wavelength-insensitive directional coupler under
development that operates from -40 to +85°C with only 0.2 dB change in coupling.
Pump Lasers For EDFAs
Yokohama Laboratories produces 980 nm chips and supplies on carriers for assembly in
Chiba. The package includes two molded glass lenses: an asymmetric spherical
collimating lens before the isolator, and an aspheric lens to focus light into the fiber. They
achieve lifetimes of 1 Mh at 25 °C, maintained with a thermoelectric cooler.
EDFAs
EDFAs are commercially available through Fitel Products Division.
Video/ISDN Distribution System
The video/ISDN distribution system supplies ISDN at 1310 nm and video at 1550 nm.
There are 11 channels of AM video and 50 channels of FM video. A series of 1 x 16 splitters
and amplifiers yields 5,488 channels for a single laser source. The key technologies
making this possible are the optical fiber amplifier, the optical waveguide splitter, and
dispersion compensating fiber. A prototype system is now being tested in a field trial in
Keihanna.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Technology is usually transferred, along with the technology, to a production division (e.g.,
Fitel) by transferring staff. Furukawa maintains a Plant and Facilities Department,
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consisting of about 100 people, which specializes in the development of manufacturing
systems and automation. It has capabilities in mechatronics (micromechatronics,
micromachining, and robotics), manufacturing line construction (line automation, new
manufacturing processes), and sensing systems. This division collaborates with research
lab personnel in establishing manufacturing capabilities.

REFERENCES
Furukawa brochures on the Optotechnology Laboratory and the Chiba Works; technical
descriptions and specifications on the PLC (planar lightwave circuit) Technology and the
EDFA; and a description of Keihanna field trial.
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Site:

Hitachi Cable, Ltd.
Takasago Branch, Hitaka Works
880 Isagozawa-cho
Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken
319-14 Japan
Tel.: 0294 42 9911

Date Visited:

November 15, 1994

Report Author:

D. Crawford

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
B. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
C. Uyehara
HOSTS:
M. Onishi
Dr. H. Kajioka
Dr. T. Yuhara
Dr. H. Ohuchi
S. Yamamoto

Deputy General Manager, Hitaka Works
Manager, Optical Fiber Gyro Section
Research Engineer, Optical Fiber Gyro Section
Gen. Manager, First Dept., Optoelectronic Systems Lab
Senior Researcher, Third Dept., Optoelectronic
Systems Laboratory

BACKGROUND
Hitachi Wire Plants was established in 1918 as a wire and cable production company. In
1956, Hitachi Wire and Cable became independent of Hitachi, Ltd., and in 1966 it was
renamed Hitachi Cable, Ltd. Today, the company employs 6,800 staff members. Of plant
personnel, 1,063 are engineers, 462 are technicians, and 3,219 are workers. The research
laboratory employs 388 personnel, with other employees distributed throughout the plants,
research lab, head office, and branch offices. The company’s six plants are described in
Table Hitachi.1.
Hitachi Wire and Cable has capital stock of $258 million, with net sales of $2.85 billion in
1993, of which 3-4% is invested in the company’s research and development activities.
The Hitaka plants (including Takasago) accounted for 59% of company sales in 1993.
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Table Hitachi.1
Hitachi Cable’s Plants in Japan
PLANTS

SITE AREA (m2)

PRODUCTS

Hitaka Plant

399,000

Power and telecommunication cables, insulated wires and
cables, Silica Planar Waveguide technology

Densen Plant

121,000

Rubber products: car hoses, office automation equipment
electronic components: lead frame, TAB tape, etc.
Submarine cables (power and communication cables),
optical fiber submarine cables for AT&T

Minato

33,000

Toyoura

401,000

Cu, magnetic, and Al wire

Tsuchiura

604,000

Cu products and tubes

Takasago

427,000

Compound semiconductors: mainly GaAs devices, optical
devices, LAN equipment, electronic wire and cables,
cables for control, optical fiber gyroscope products

Hitachi Cable has overseas subsidiaries and affiliates in the United States, Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand, and Hong Kong.
Six percent of the company’s business is in electronics (fine wire and IC lead frame), and
6% is in communications cable, of which submarine fiber-optic cable is one product.
Overall, fiber-optic cable accounts for one-third of the communications cable business.
Note that one of the largest segments of its business (15%) is optoelectronic products and
cable accessories. Further breakdown of this category was not available in the literature
and information provided.
In R&D, the company employed 435 persons as of March 1994: 30% in the optoelectronic
systems laboratory, 15% in the systems materials laboratory, 11% in the advanced research
center, 13% in R&D in the factory, and 31% in the power systems laboratory. According
to R&D fields, 40% of these employees are directly associated with optoelectronics and
communications technology, and 11% are associated with electronic components
technology.
DISCUSSION
The JTEC panel visited two nearby Hitachi plants, Hitaka Works and Takasago Works,
each of which has some optoelectronics activity. In the area of optoelectronics technology,
two main areas of activity were discussed:
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Sensing and Surveillance Systems
These systems are designed for measurement and control of motion and improved
reliability for electrical power transmission systems. Applications include fiber-optic gyros
for motion measurement; pipe-mapping and gyro compasses; FTR for salt deposition on
insulator monitoring systems; and gas analysis monitoring for degradation of oil-filled cable.
Communications
Work on optical subscriber systems for communications includes planar waveguide devices on
silica for star coupler, optoelectronic bidirectional modules, and high delta n waveguides.
Hitachi Cable is the largest producer of cost-effective, high-performance FOGs for both
industrial and commercial applications. Hitachi began development of polarizationmaintaining fiber in 1978 and began FOG development in earnest in the mid-1980s. From
1981-1990, polarization-maintaining fiber devices were developed, and from 1986 on the
necessary signal processing capability was developed. The FOG project transferred from
the research and development center to the Takasago Works in 1988 with 9 personnel. The
project now employs 70 personnel and has a large production base, with standardization of
the product in automotive navigation applications. This product is used in the Toyota
Mark II, was chosen by R&D magazine as one of the most promising new products of
1993, and thousands of units have been delivered since 1992. (See Fig. 6.6, p. 115.) It is
the automobile application that is the market driver for other applications. The automotive
application is very cost-sensitive; the company has made a major investment in the
manufacturing technology and has employed considerable R&D resources in cost-reduction
techniques. The panelists walked through the manufacturing facility for FOG products,
part of which was automated. This is the largest manufacturing line in the world for FOG
products, with a capacity of 2,500 units/month/shift (two 12-hour shifts in one day). This
production line was established in 1992.
Other applications for FOG sensors include an FOG mapping system used to calculate the
position of pipes, and an FOG used to establish North (a gyro compass).
A major effort to reduce cost in these fiber-optic devices includes development of LiNbO3
integrated optic circuits that perform polarizer, coupler, and phase modulator functions,
and that can be produced at low cost and high volume using microelectronic-compatible
technology.
For communications applications, Hitachi Cable is developing activities in high-silica
guided wave products; so-called planar lightwave circuit products; 2 x 2, 1 x 8, and 2 x 16
star couplers with fiber pigtails; hybrid integrated modules incorporating lasers and
photodetectors; and custom device development according to customer needs. There are
currently 40 people working in the area of planar optical guided wave devices, 30 in
research and development, and 10 in products. It appears there is not yet an established
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market for the product, although the company foresees a large market in FTTH, FTTO, and so
forth. At least half of the personnel working in this activity are looking at packaging issues.
The primary emphasis is on high silica waveguides on silica substrates. These devices
offer high performance and potential for fairly simple optical integration. The second
approach under consideration is high silica waveguides on silicon substrates, the attraction
being in the possibility for OEIC and hybrid integration. The groups have also considered
LiNbO3 III-V semiconductor and polymer activities, but these are currently not judged to
be as competitive for the totally passive applications discussed. The current waveguide
silica-on-silica technology is perceived to offer high reliability, superior optical
performance (low insertion loss, low polarization dependence loss, and compatibility with
optical fiber), and future expandability in integrated circuits and low-cost.
Note that these products offer the potential to fusion-splice the waveguides and optical
fibers. This is a considerable merit. Hitachi Cable claims to be able to fusion-splice these
fibers to chips with ± 0.5 µm in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The JTEC team also toured the production facility for this technology. The available
cleanroom area is very large, although the equipment seemed somewhat limited. Hitachi
Cable representatives are optimistic about these products, which are at a less advanced
product realization stage than the FOG discussed above.

OTHER INFORMATION
The JTEC team’s hosts discussed the method used to select research projects. Each
manager has the opportunity to present his technology to the President once or twice each
year, when the President selects projects for investment. They did indicate, however, that
many underground projects do exist and are maintained discreetly by managers until
promising results are obtained.
Hitachi Cable representatives also indicated that engineers and scientists occasionally do
consult with the Hitachi marketing department at project conception.
On the manufacturing line, the employees are mainly high school graduates who receive
on-the-job training. In the FOG and waveguide technology areas, the division between
R&D and manufacturing is somewhat amorphous. The selection of employees who might
become what in the United States would be part-time graduate students is primarily
market-driven (what type of expert the company foresees it may need helps determine the
appropriate employee), although no specific model is followed.
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Site:

Hitachi Central Research Laboratory
1-280 Higashi-koigakubo,
Kokubunji, Tokyo 185 Japan

Date Visited:

November 16, 1994

Report Author:

S. Esener

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
D. Keck
G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
Dr. M. Nakamura
Dr. M. Ojima
F. Hara

General Manager
Head of Optoelectronics Research Center
Head of International Relations Section
Planning Office

BACKGROUND
According to Dr. Nakamura, Hitachi and its subsidiaries’ main business is a combination
of electrical, electronics, and information systems — encompassing, for example, the
activities of IBM and General Electric combined. Hitachi is active in the areas of
information and electronics (mainframes to microcomputers, magnetic and optical disks,
telecommunication, medical electronics, and chip making), power systems (nuclear and
thermal power plant, transmission systems, pollution control equipment), industrial
systems, transportation systems (elevators escalators, automotive), and consumer products
(air conditioners, refrigerators, TVs, VCRs, video cameras). The net sales of the Hitachi
group in 1994 reached ¥7,400 billion (~$74 billion1), and net income was ¥65 billion
(~$6.5 million). From 1993 to 1994, Hitachi experienced a drop of about 16% in its
earnings, which led to a 1995 restructuring effort. It employs 330,637 employees
worldwide. In 1994, 32% of net sales (¥25,155 billion, ~$25.2 million) were derived from
electronics and information, 30% from power systems, 10% from consumer products
(electronics and home appliances) now shifting to Asia, and 28% from materials (wires and
cables, metals, chemicals) and other services.
______________________________

1. Throughout this report, yen-to-dollar conversions are made at the rate of ¥100 to $1 for ease of comparison.
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R&D expenditures totaled ¥484,237 million (~$484 million), or 6.5% of all sales. This
figure dropped by 3% from the preceding year. The Information Systems and Electronics
sector accounted for over 60% of these expenditures. It should be noted that in 1994, during
severe business conditions, plant and equipment investment was increased and was channeled
into sectors with high growth potential, such as semiconductors and liquid crystal displays.

R&D PHILOSOPHY
The Hitachi Central Research Laboratory (HCRL) was established in 1942 by N. Odaira,
founder of Hitachi, Ltd., to create new basic technologies for the coming 10 to 20 years,
while pursuing development work for today’s business. Early in 1948, HCRL adopted the
practice of bringing together representatives of HCRL and all of the company’s plants with
the vision that “as long as we are the lab of a private company we must strive to contribute
to the company’s business from a long-range view.” Joint meetings have played an
important role in the promotion of technology transfer. On HCRL’s 50th anniversary, its
motto became “from catch-up research to pioneering research” by “trying to avoid
duplicating previous work, cooperation in research projects, and timeliness of the good
results” with the aim of becoming a center of excellence.
The Strategic Business Projects system became operational in 1992. Under this system, the
business divisions are put in charge of all aspects of the development of strategically
important products, including planning, R&D, prototype design, production, and
marketing. This system is supplemented by a preproject review system to assess the
commercial and technical feasibility of projects prior to implementation.
Hitachi pursues joint development partnerships and alliances with other companies and
universities in Japan and overseas to make use of R&D resources. For example, it collaborated
with Cambridge University (UK) in a project that led to demonstration of a single electron
memory, and it collaborated with Trinity College, Dublin, in a project that led to development
of an artificial retina for optical neural network systems, a step towards robotic vision.

R&D ORGANIZATION
Nine corporate research laboratories2 are directly attached to the president’s office:
•
•
•
•
•

Central Research Lab for information and electronics
Hitachi Research Lab for power & industrial systems
Mechanical Research Lab for mechatronics
Energy Research Lab Nuclear Power System
Production Engineering Research Lab

______________________________

2. Hitachi reduced the number of its corporate laboratories from nine to seven in 1995.

1300
1300
700
350
600

people
people
people
people
people
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•
•
•
•

Systems Development Lab for systems and software technology
Image & Media System Lab for AV and multimedia
Design Center for industrial design
Advanced Research Lab for fundamental science

700
380
180
170

people
people
people
people

In addition, R&D for product development is also carried out within the business divisions
under the Engineering Development Centers.
The labs are funded as corporate research by the head office for product targets beyond five
years or as commissioned research by business divisions and subsidiary companies for
product targets within five years. When considering the funding for all nine labs, 30% is
funded as corporate research and 70% as commissioned research. When considering
HCRL alone, 45% of its funding is corporate, while 55% is derived from commissioned
research. All funding for the Advanced Research Lab comes from corporate research.
In addition, Hitachi funds research facilities throughout the world: Hitachi America, Ltd.
(HAL) has labs for semiconductor research in California, and for automotive products and
advanced television on the East Coast; in Europe, Hitachi Europe, Ltd. (HEL) carries on
research on microelectronics at the HEL Cambridge lab, computational sciences at the
HEL Dublin lab, and industrial design at the HEL Design Groups in Germany and Italy. In
addition, Hitachi organizes research visit programs with the goal of promoting synergistic
research through interactions among researchers from different backgrounds and cultures.
During the period 1985-1992, 100 researchers, mostly from Europe and North America,
participated in this program at HCRL, more than 40% in electronic devices research.

RESEARCH AREAS IN HCRL
Of the research funding in HCRL, 45% is focused on electronic devices, including research
on ultrahigh-speed devices, optoelectronic ICs, high-capacity storage, ULSI, and highresolution image sensors; 32% of funding is spent on information systems, including
ultrahigh-speed processors, broadband communications, end user programming, storage
systems, advanced workstations, and mobile image media communication systems; 16% of
funding is spent for fundamental research in machine intelligence, superconducting
devices, and advanced measurement techniques; and the remaining 7% of funding is spent
for R&D in medical and welfare systems. This research is carried out in twelve research
centers or departments at HCRL:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ultrahigh-Speed Processor Research Department
Intelligent System Research Department
Network Systems Research Center
Mobile Communication Systems Research Center
Information Storage Research Center
Optoelectronics Research Center
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7. ULSI Research Center
8. Functional Devices Research Department
9. Advanced Devices Research Department
10. Medical Electronics Research Center
11. Exploratory Research Department
12. Advanced Technology Development Department

CORE R&D PROJECTS
Fundamental Research
The goal of HCRL’s fundamental research is to pursue advanced new technology and bring
new explanations to scientific principles. Recent successes include observation of silicon
crystal growth using STM, demonstration of an ultrafast superconducting logic circuit,
atomic storage using AFMs, and room temperature operation of a single electron memory.
Electronic Devices
The objectives in this area are to achieve higher levels of integration while downsizing,
higher speeds for lower power requirements, and higher capacity. Research is presently
focused on 1 Gbit DRAM, 32-bit RISC processors, and magneto-resistive heads for
ultrahigh-density magnetic disks. In the optoelectronics area, important research directions
include the monolithic integration of DFB lasers and optical modulators, and highsensitivity image pick-up tubes.
Information Systems
HCRL is heavily involved in downsizing high-speed and high-performance computer
systems. It conducts research on massively parallel processor systems such as the SR2001,
UNIX workstations using RISC microprocessors and server cluster systems, high-density
disk arrays, and wide-area distributed parallel computing. The laboratory’s research also
aims towards intelligent systems with open architectures that can be personalized. Such
applications include geographic information systems.
Telecommunications Systems
Research in this area presently concentrates on ATM transmission systems for B-ISDNs,
40 Gbit/s optical transmission systems, mobile communication systems, and multipoint
multimedia communication. HCRL research also aims at intelligent network management.
Media Fusion
This effort concentrates on video-on-demand, mobile computing, and HDTV.
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Medical & Welfare

This effort focuses on DNA analysis, diagnosis by high-sensitivity imaging, and sign
language translation.

ACTIVITIES AT THE OPTOELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
HCRL is composed of twelve research centers, including the optoelectronics research
center that operates under the direction of Dr. M. Ojima. The center includes 70
researchers. Fifty of these work in the area of devices; the remaining 20 work on systems.
A man-year costs approximately ¥25 million (~$250,000), including salary, 40%;
equipment, 20 to 30%; and consumables, 20 to 30%.
The optoelectronics research center consists of five research units, four of which focus on
communications-related issues. Dr. Ojima was promoted in 1995 from his research
position on optical disks to the position of head of the center.
•

The first unit, headed by K. Uomi, conducts research on semiconductor lasers for
communications, laser diode arrays, and low-threshold lasers for interconnects, device
simulations, and InP-based MQW crystal growth.

•

The second unit, headed by S. Tsuji, concentrates on high-speed APD/PD, optical modules
for access networks, fiber-optic interconnects, and advanced device processing (MBE, CBE).

•

The third unit, under H. Inoue, works on 10 Gbit/s to 40 Gbit/s optical modulators,
matrix optical switches and amplifiers, and wavelength switches. The high-speed
modulators were in a stage near to product development.

•

The fourth unit, under Y. Nakano, concentrates on system issues, including 10 to 40 Gbit/s
optical communication systems, optical communication systems for access networks,
and WDM/FDM optical communication systems.

These four units work cohesively for telecommunications networks, high-speed and WDM
transmissions, and optical interconnects. For high-speed transmission systems, they
investigate high-speed external modulators, superlattice APDs at 1.55 µm and pin
photodiodes, and optical amplifiers and excitation light sources for repeaters. For WDM
transmission systems, their emphasis is on narrow-spectrum DFB lasers as transmitters and
wavelength tunable detectors for receivers. For optical interconnects, the effort is focused
on low-threshold lasers and laser arrays, and uniform pin photodiode arrays for receivers.
•

The fifth unit, headed by S. Yano, focuses on semiconductor lasers for optical
recording, including blue-green lasers, SHG, and GaAs-based MQW crystal growth.
The system emphasis is for optical disks as well as laser printers. The unit is also
developing GaAlAs high-power lasers.
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Dr. Ojima’s center is tightly coupled to three production sites: the Telecommunications
Division, the Fiber Optics Division, and the Semiconductor Devices Division. In addition
to the optoelectronic research center headed by Dr. Ojima, other activities in photonics
technologies exist at Hitachi, Ltd. For example, research on optical disks and recorder-replay
units is carried out in the Information Storage Research Center at HCRL jointly with the
Data Storage and Retrieval Systems Division production site. Additional work on optical
telecommunications networks is carried out at the Network Systems Research Center and at
the Telecommunications Division. Passive optical devices and optical fibers are researched
at Hitachi Cable, Ltd. Optical disk media research is carried out at Hitachi-Maxell.
DISCUSSION
Single-mode interconnects were planned for production in 1996, with low crosstalk and
skew. These presently consist of 8 channels, 200 Mbit/s, and 280 mW/ch power
consumption, with 1 Gbit/s expected soon. The price is expected to be around $5,000.
Supercomputing and switching matrix are the application areas.
For laser array research, researchers have demonstrated a multiwavelength laser array
operating at 1.55 µm with 10 nm control using thickness-controlled epitaxy.
Concerning TDM and WDM transmission systems, Dr. Ojima and his researchers believe
that until the year 2000 transmission systems will operate on a TDM base up to 10 Gbit/s.
Beyond 2000, they expect a 4-wavelength WDM system to provide 40 Gbit/s, and by 2005,
they expect 8-wavelength systems to operate at 160 Gbit/s.
For long-haul transmission applications, Hitachi researchers are developing a DFB laser with
external modulators; with -28 dBm signal power they obtain a BER of about 10-11. The
researchers prefer indirect modulation to avoid the chirp problem associated with lasers.
They use InP Mach-Zehnder modulators. They have research programs on both III-V
electro-absorption as well as phase modulators, and they plan to use some type of
dispersion management for applying these modulators to 40 Gbit/s WDM systems.
Hitachi researchers find MITI projects useful and participate in them. For example, two of
Hitachi researchers are involved with the RWC program. Dr. Katayama, who is now the
head of OTL, is from Hitachi. The researchers consider the MITI projects to be a forum for
researchers and a way to create links between them. The outcomes of these projects are
certainly near-term, but they find that discussions started between participating researchers
pay off in the long run. They also pointed out that in most cases the best researchers were
sent to OTL.
Hitachi also encourages the Femtosecond research program; it sees the potential of a direct
outcome of OTDM technology and possible indirect payoff in time analysis.
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About 10 researchers a year from HCRL move to universities. Also, HCRL recently
recruited a university professor and a Japanese researcher from Hewlett-Packard.
HCRL researchers felt that the effect of the recession was mostly in the cuts for equipment
expenses (20%), but the number of researchers has remained, in general, stable. They also
felt a push exists towards more applied research with a shift of researchers towards
business units during the reorganization. The optoelectronics activity was practically not
affected by the restructuring effort, because it is still in its infancy; the computer section
was most affected.

VISIT TO THE DEMO ROOM
HCRL representatives showed the JTEC panelists several accomplishments in the demo
room, including a complete system for sign language translation.
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Site:

Hitachi-Maxell, Ltd.
6-20-1 Kinunodai, Yawara-mura
Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki, 300-24 Japan

Date Visited:

November 15, 1994

Report Author:

D. Keck
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Keck
S. Esener
G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
Dr. N. Ohta
K. Shimazaki
Dr. T. Yorozu
R. Tamura

Manager, Second Dept., Engineering Research Lab, ERL
Researcher, ERL
Senior Engineer, Optical Disk Engineering Department
Researcher, ERL

BACKGROUND
What is today Hitachi-Maxell was established in 1961. The sales of the company and
consolidated subsidiaries are about $1.5 billion, with 4,000 employees and $79 million in
capital investment. The company started as a battery producer, and the name Maxell
derives from Maximum Capacity Battery Cell. The company’s layered media technology
led it to produce magnetic recording media, and in 1960, it produced its first audio
magnetic tape. In 1961, Maxell joined the Hitachi Group. Hitachi controls 52% of Maxell,
and the rest is publicly owned. In 1980, Hitachi-Maxell began producing both video
magnetic tapes and floppy discs for computers.
The Hitachi Central Laboratory started research on optical recording 20 years ago. Maxell
began picking up the technology in 1984; the company entered the optoelectronics
manufacturing arena in 1994 with a 2.6 Gbit, 12 in. write-once disk. Today the company
believes it is Japan’s largest video tape producer and second largest audio tape producer.
Twenty years ago, the current Hitachi-Maxell president, Hiroshi Watanabe, was the general
manager of the Hitachi Central Research Laboratory (CRL). Like many Japanese
companies, Hitachi-Maxell’s management is heavily technology-trained. The HitachiMaxell research has been little affected by the current recession.
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ORGANIZATION
Figure Maxell.1 shows the Hitachi-Maxell organization. Two manufacturing and one
engineering research divisions are concerned with optical disk activities. Dr. Toshikatsu
Manabe heads the Engineering Research Lab (ERL). He came from Hitachi’s CRL
12 years ago and has a seat on the Maxell Board. Dr. Ohta, the JTEC team’s host, also
came from CRL 4 years prior to the JTEC visit. He reports both to Manabe as Manager of
ERL’s Second Department and to the head of the Digital Media Division (DMDmanufacturing) as Manager of the Optical Disk (OD) Development Department.
The company’s optical storage activities involve about 100 people: 20 in the ERL OD,
30 in the DMD OD department, and the remaining in the Hitachi CRL. Dr. Ohta is
responsible for both engineering and production design. The JTEC panel visited both the
ERL and the Digital Media Division Factory.

PRODUCT STRATEGY
Figure Maxell.2 shows the product evolution scenario that Hitachi-Maxell envisions. The
company’s first optical product in 1984 was a 12 in. write-once disk used primarily by
banks and government for archival storage. Maxell’s 650 MB CD-ROM was produced in
1987. The first rewritable was a 640 MB 5 in. magneto-optic (MO) unit in 1989. Last year
the company achieved 2 GB in a magneto-optic rewritable disk, with an access time of
40 ms. This is being used in a jukebox connected to computer hard disks for central
storage, replacing magnetic tape units. The price is $200/disk or about $0.10/MB. A
library system for the United States is being made by Hewlett-Packard. A half-height 5 in.
unit has been introduced, but is expensive at $4,000; the selling feature is disk
removability.
Dr. Ohta does not think that OD can compete with magnetic hard disks, even with the
removable feature, but he does see being able to compete with floppy disks and tapes. He
also does not think the 2.5 in. format will replace the 3.5 in. format.
Maxell planned to ship a 3.5 in. 650 MB rewritable MO disk in 1995 (same capacity as the
current CD-ROMs). The company also has a 5 in. CD-R write-once at 650 MB.
Maxell will have a 2.6 GB 5 in. MO in production in 1996. With MPEG-2 standards
currently being adopted (8X compression) this will accommodate one-hour video storage.
The company expects to move this 2.6 GB capacity to the 3.5 in format by about 1999.
The company’s CD-R product will require a new organic material to achieve 2.6 GB
capacity. Management thinks MO will win over phase change except for Maxell’s
circa-1998 CD-E erasable replacement for the CD-ROM product.
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The 12 in. write-once market is steady to slightly increasing. Maxell has no plans to move
to a 14 in. product, because it is not needed for capacity and it doesn’t fit the company’s
equipment format.

Fig. Maxell.1. Hitachi group.

Fig. Maxell.2. Engineering Research Laboratory.
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TECHNOLOGY
To achieve the product evolution described above, Hitachi-Maxell will change its
technology. Generally, for its 0.128 to 0.230 GB products it has used 780 nm lasers and
constant velocity. To move from 0.230 to 0.650 GB capacity, the company will move to
680 nm lasers. The move from 0.650 to 1.3 GB capacity will rely on either the company’s
Multi-Valued MO or Sony’s superresolution technology. To increase from 1.3 to 2.6 GB
will require shorter-wavelength technology.
Mr. Katsusuke Shimazaki described the Hitachi-Maxell Multi-Valued technology, which
was presented at the summer 1994 Magneto-Optic Recording Symposium, a conference for
which Dr. Ohta served as program chair. (Sony and other companies presented ten papers
on superresolution, but Dr. Ohta thinks next year there will be that many on multi-valued
recording.) Multi-valued recording involves depositing multiple layers of MO material.
Currently Hitachi-Maxell’s engineers will deposit only two. Each layer can independently
have a different magneto-optic rotation, thereby giving 2n (n is number of layers) values.
Therefore for the 2 layers, there will be a total of 4 bits/storage location. The layers are of
slightly different thicknesses, so the light can pass through. The readout requires no new
hardware other than 2 coils and the chip for readout. Dr. Ohta said both of these are very
inexpensive. The company expects multi-valued technology to be in production in 2-3 years.
Shimazaki will transfer to the factory to move the technology and return when it is
complete — he has done this on two earlier occasions.
Speed of data access in optical recording is governed by the head weight. A magnetic head
weighs 2 grams, while an optical head weighs about 20 grams. Hitachi-Maxell is working
on concepts of multiple heads to overcome this limitation.
MANUFACTURING
The JTEC team visited the Engineering Research Laboratory, located in a facility about
3 years old. There are currently about 120 people on the staff. The team saw state-of-theart equipment in the analytic laboratory, including Auger spectroscopy (Quantum) and
ESCA (Perkin-Elmer) machines. Each machine is staffed, but people are cross-trained.
The team also toured one operatorless floppy disk production line at the Digital Media
Division. The machines were developed at Hitachi-Maxell itself, and it does not sell to
others. Over 15 million disks/month are produced. Dr. Ohta declined to say how many
lines of these machines are required for this level of production.
The optical disk line was in class-100 to -1,000 clean rooms. Disk recording layers are
deposited by RF sputtering in large rather than small vacuum chambers. Line workers are
mostly high school graduates. Testing is by sampling at early stages of the process but
100% at output. Disk tracks are stamped by molding machines costing about $0.3 million
each. Several ten thousands of disks are produced by each mold.
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DISCUSSION
The JTEC team had a discussion of technology transfer with Drs. Ohta and Yorozu and
with K. Shimazaki and R. Tamura.
Dr. Yorozu joined Maxell from another small company, Optical Storage Corp., a
subsidiary of Sumitomo Metal Mining and Sumitomo Chemical. He is Maxell’s manager
of disk design and development in the Digital Media Division. He described it as difficult
to go from research into manufacturing — schedules are very rigid, difficult criteria must
be met, and initial yields are not high in the factory but must be increased.
Hitachi-Maxell transfers products to a pilot line using a joint research and production team.
From the pilot line, a product is moved to a main production line and the pilot line begins a
new product. In a fairly typical fashion, defect testing of materials is done in the ERL and
product testing is done in the factory.
Shimazaki will come and work for Yorozu to transfer his multi-valued concept. He is
typical of Japanese researchers who see creative ideas as coming not only from research
but also from manufacturing operations. They see Japanese companies as telling
researchers that they must be flexible and do more than just research. Scientists are
attracted to industry rather than university research in Japan because of the “better”
equipment in industry. Once in the company they must become flexible.
Tamura is a researcher doing phase-change media work. He did a two-year sabbatical in
the United States, returning one year prior to the team’s visit. He went from Hitachi CRL
to the Hitachi San Francisco office to learn the U.S. market.
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Site Visited:

Hoya Corporation R&D Center
3-3-1, Musashino, Akishima-shi
Tokyo, 196 Japan

Date Visited:

November 15, 1994

Report Author:

S. Esener

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
D. Keck
HOSTS:
S. Takahashi
T. Yamashita
Y. Yokoo
K. Matsumoto
T. Miura
Dr. Y. Tomita
S. Omi
K. Satoh
H. Mitsui

Dr. Eng., General Manager
Optical Fiber Group Leader, Photonics Section
Guided Wave Opt. Group Leader, Photonics Section
Advanced Optical Devices Group Leader,
Display Section
Advanced Optical Devices Group, Display Section
Analytical Chemistry Group Leader,
Analytical Technology Section
Nonlinear Group Leader, Photonics Section
Device Engineering Group, Photonics Section
Advanced Thin Film Group, Electronics Section

BACKGROUND and ORGANIZATION
Since its establishment in 1941 as Japan’s first specialty optical glass manufacturer, Hoya
Corporation continues to diversify its operations in three business segments: Optics and
Electronics, Health and Culture, and Software and Service, which supports the other two
segments. Hoya has a global network of subsidiaries and affiliates anchored in Europe,
North America, and Asia and Oceania. Hoya is a listed company with net sales of about
¥135 billion (∼$1.35 billion). It employs 7,741 people. Thirty percent of Hoya’s gross
sales are generated overseas.
Presently, Hoya’s main income of ¥81 billion is generated by the Health and Culture business
segment. This unit produces contact lenses and intraocular lenses (¥7.2 billion); eye
glasses with high index and low dispersion (¥58.2 billion); and crystal glassware for the
sophisticated end of the market (¥15.5 million).
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The Optics and Electronics segment produces photomasks for IC fabrication, glass
magnetic disks for PC hard drives, and liquid crystal displays for a wide spectrum of
applications (¥25.7 billion). Hoya also produces lenses and lens blanks and nonspherical
molded-glass lenses that allow less aberrations for still and video cameras, binocular
lenses, and office automation equipment (¥23.5 billion).
Finally Hoya’s third segment, Software and Services provides special software
development and in-house services (¥4.3 billion). Hoya is also involved with international
partners in developing complete solutions for communication networks. For example, a
subsidiary, Hoya-Schott Corporation, combines Schott’s silica fiber technology with
Hoya’s cold light sources and coupling technology
Under the guidance of its chairman Tetsuo Suzuki and its president Mamoru Yamanaka,
Hoya is aiming to transition from being a glass company to a “total company” by exploring
the possibilities offered by optoelectronics technology for the 21st century.
R&D ORGANIZATION
In April 1994, Hoya went through a reorganization of its corporate structure as part of its
new medium-term management plan. This plan encourages process innovation through
minimizing costs, shortening lead and manufacturing times, and streamlining the
manufacturing process, accompanied by global advancement of its production and sales
network, and a streamlined corporate organization that comprises only three levels.
This plan also requires the introduction of new products. With this objective in mind, the
Hoya group is making a concerted effort to conduct product and technology R&D. As a
consequence, the company’s R&D effort has been consolidated into one R&D center by
combining its Materials Research Laboratory and Device Development Center. The goal
of this integrated R&D system is to encompass all stages of the R&D process, from
materials development to the commercialization of new products. The links between the
R&D Center and the development departments in all divisions have been strengthened, and
although sales have declined, R&D funding has been protected. R&D expenditures
comprise 5% of gross sales, with 2% spent at the R&D center and the remaining 3% in
different divisions. About 80% of R&D expenditures were focused on optoelectronics at
the time of the JTEC visit. The R&D center employs about 100 researchers; another 50
researchers are working in the divisions. Out of 150 researchers, it was estimated that 10%
had PhDs, 40% had master’s degrees, and the remaining 50% had bachelor’s degrees.
Hoya R&D Center participates in Japanese government programs, especially in the area of
nonlinear optics. The patents generated from such activities belong to the government,
with the company receiving a nonexclusive license. Hoya was involved in the
development of electroluminescent organic materials for display applications, but this
effort has been completely stopped because it was not as successful as LCD technology.
Hoya collaborates with the Tokyo Institute of Technology on materials characterization.
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TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION
IR Transmitting Fluoride Glass Fiber
For applications including laser power delivery, optical temperature monitoring, thermal
image transmission and spectroscopy, repeaterless telecommunications, and the
development of fiber lasers and amplifiers, Hoya R&D center is conducting basic
fundamental research in fluoride glass fibers under T. Yamashita. The center’s effort is
mostly concentrated on laser surgery power delivery systems for Er:Yag lasers operating at
2.94 µm. Hoya researchers use a step index (multimode) Fluorozirco-aluminate glass fiber
coated with Teflon FEP and a UV curable polymer with a core/cladding diameter ratio of
450/500 (µm). Their objective was to achieve a NA of 0.22 with a transmission loss of
less than 0.1 dB/m and a deliverable energy level of 800 mJ/pulse. The minimum bending
radius should be less than 30 mm and the number of bending cycles should exceed 4 x 104
cycles. They have already achieved 90% transmission efficiency over 2.4 m lengths for an
input power density of 80 kW/mm2. They prefer the AlF3-based fibers over the ZrF4 fibers,
because of their chemical, thermal, and mechanical durability, as well as their high damage
threshold at Er:Yag laser wavelengths. The effort involves four researchers.
Optical Waveguide Components
Under Y. Yokoo, Hoya researchers are involved in waveguide optical device development
for both optical communication and optical signal processing applications. Their key
emphasis is placed on device design, manufacturing processes, and packaging and testing.
They have developed lithium-tanatalate- and lithium-niobate-based acousto-optic modulators
and polarizing couplers for optical communication at 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm wavelengths, as
well as multichannel modulators, phase modulators, acousto-optic modulators, frequency
shifters, and polarizing couplers for signal processing at 633 and 830 nm. One low-cost
system objective is the realization of a fiber-optic gyro.
Microlens Development
Led by K. Matsumoto, another technology platform under development at Hoya is the
fabrication of quartz microlens arrays. This is a 4- to 5-year program, 50% supported by
the division R&D and 50% by the R&D center. These lenses can be made 3 to 200 µm in
diameter with 0.5 to 20 µm in height in spherical convex form but with spatial arbitrary
arrangement. They are transparent in the UV region and possess high mechanical strength
and chemical durability. The NA ranges from 0.1 to 0.4, and the array uniformity is 5% over
3 inches. Although not demonstrated, the company believes it can apply this technology to
anamorphic systems; however, Hoya researchers are presently looking for applications for
this technology. They consider NSG to be their main competitor in this area.
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Nonlinear Optics Program
The objective for this 10-year government-supported program is to develop all optical
means for ultrafast switching devices using 3rd order nonlinearities. This project, led at
Hoya by S. Omi, includes eight other corporations and four universities. It investigates
alternative ways to achieve ultrafast switching devices, including doped glass, organic
materials, and thin films. Participating firms do share the information formally through
3 to 4 review meetings per year. Hoya’s goal is to achieve devices with time responses in the
order of 100 fs and a figure of merit of |χ3|/α =10-9 esu.cm. Hoya has developed a glass doped
with nm-scale copper microparticles that provides |χ3|/α =10-11 – 10-10 esu.cm for µP of about
100A radius and time delays of about 0.7 ps. As major competitors, Hoya cites Sumitomo
and BASF AEG. Hoya expects the market for ultrafast devices to materialize in the early
21st century.
KTP Crystal Growth
Another area of present research at Hoya R&D center, under K. Sato, is the development of
new growth techniques for large-size high-quality KTP crystals for Q switching
applications. One of the center’s customers is Lawrence Livermore Labs. Existing growth
methods such as flux method and slow cooling lead to growth with sector boundaries
limiting the physical dimensions of the crystals and their optical quality. A new growth
technique that is a flux method under constant temperature allowed Hoya researchers to
grow defect-free KTP crystals with 8 x 11 x 15 mm dimensions. They consider their main
competition to be China and Professor Sasaki’s group in Japan. They are looking presently
for more applications for their crystals.
Silicon Carbide Thin Films
The electronics section in the R&D center is involved in the heteroepitaxial growth of
3C-SiC on Si substrates by gas-source, low-pressure CVD. Historically, Hoya started to
grow polycrystalline SiC for use as X-ray mask material. Having this technology available,
H. Mitsui leads Hoya researchers in investigating the use of single crystalline SiC as a
material for electronic devices. Indeed, SiC offers a wide bandgap (2.2 ev), high electron
mobility (1000 cm2/V/sec), high breakdown voltages, and semiconductor behavior at high
temperatures. In addition, it has good chemical stability, radiation durability, and
mechanical strength. So far, researchers at the R&D center have grown single crystalline
0.05 to 1.2 µm thick, n-type 3C-SiC on (001) silicon substrate with excellent uniformity.
However, the electron mobility is limited to less than 100 cm2/V/sec, possibly due to misfit
dislocations on films with carrier densities of 5x1016 to 5x1018 cm-3. Hoya researchers
indicated that they are also contemplating using 3C-SiC thin films as a buffer material on
silicon to enable the growth of other materials, including diamond, GaN, PZT, and BaTiO3.
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TOUR OF THE FACILITIES
Dr. U. Tomita showed the JTEC team the analytical instruments facility for surface,
composition and other analyses. The team saw two sets of SEMs and two different kinds
of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (ESCA) machines, one U.S.-made (Perkin-Elmer),
and one Japanese-made. The team also was shown facilities for inductively-coupled
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP), atomic absorption spectroscopy, X-ray
fluorescence analysis, and ion chromatography (IC). The facility included, in addition, a
transmission electron microscope (TEM), a scanning ultrasonic acoustic microscope
(SAM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), a microscratch tester, and a
thermal mechanical analyzer. The center had also access to a nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) machine and an X-ray diffractometer.

DISCUSSION
During discussions, Dr. Shiro Takahashi pointed out the severe competition in the area of
crystal glassware from Eastern Europe. He pointed out that the lead content in the
glassware is becoming an important issue; however, Japanese officials have not yet decided
when lead free-glass should be mandated. He asked about the situation in the United
States. Another point discussed was the tight government control over vision care products
such as intraocular lenses (IOLs). When asked how research ideas are generated and how
decisions are made to phase out or start a research program, Hoya representatives said that
roughly 50% of ideas are generated by researchers at the center and another 50% by the
divisions. Dr. Takahashi is responsible for the ultimate decision-making on the projects.
Monthly progress review meetings are held with division representatives.
Most researchers have a master’s degree in the area of optics. Few have PhDs; however,
some researchers visit Japanese universities or government labs.
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Site:

Kyocera Corporation
5-22 Kitainoue-cho, Higashino
Yamashima-ku, Yamashina, Japan

Date Visited:

November 18, 1994

Report Author:

F. Leonberger
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
C. Uyehara
HOSTS:
Dr. Y. Hayashi
T. Kambara
Y. Kishira
M. Tacano
M. Isogami
K. Kaneko
H. Katsuda
M. Fuji
S. Muraki
M. Okuta

Deputy General Manager, Corporate Technology
and Planning Group
Deputy General Manager, Electro-Optic Products Div.

BACKGROUND
Kyocera is a manufacturer of diversified products related to ceramics. The company is
relatively young, having been founded in 1959; it had 1993 sales of ¥427 billion
(~$4.27 billion). Today Kyocera’s products range from ceramics to cameras to cellular
phones.
One of the company’s stated goals is for telecommunications to be its core business, with a
vertical integration strategy ranging from materials and device products to network
services. Kyocera’s original products were fine ceramic parts for industrial use, but its two
largest products groups today are electronic components (i.e., resistors, hybrids, and
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capacitors) and semiconductor components (i.e., ceramic packages and modules). The
Electro-Optic Division, which the JTEC panel was visiting, is a new business organized
out of the company’s Fine Ceramics Group and its Semiconductor Components Group.
While this division accounts for less than 2% of corporate sales today, it is considered key
to Kyocera’s future. The division has specialized in ultraprecision ceramic ferrules for
fiber-optic connectors and package parts for diode lasers and photodetectors. Today
Kyocera is the world’s leading supplier of these critical components, with more than a 60%
market share.

DISCUSSION
Kyocera’s fiber-optic products include ferrules for connectors, fiber connectors, fiber
assemblies, microlens assemblies, isolators, WDM/couplers, laser diode and photodiode
package parts and assemblies, and single crystals (the newest product will be LiNbO3).
The company provides custom packaging services through a worldwide set of design
centers. The optoelectronic packaging activity is an outgrowth of the company’s extensive
microwave packaging business of metalized products.
The Electro-Optics Division draws its staff from a variety of research and development,
engineering, manufacturing, sales, and administrative groups throughout the corporation.
The division is self-supporting and invests 8 to 10% of sales in R&D (compared to a
corporate average of 4%). In addition, the division draws on the R&D services of groups
in three separate corporate research organizations. This latter activity is supported by other
corporate funds. (The research labs are the Yokohama R&D Center, the Keihanna R&D
Center, and the Kokubu R&D Center.)
In the ferrule product area, Kyocera manufactures 1.2 million units/month; this will soon
be increased to 2 million units. The company obtains micron-scale precision using special
tooling that is designed and built internally. Kyocera builds 90% of the ceramic tooling
used in the company.
Kyocera makes a large variety of laser diode and photodiode package parts. The company
produces, for example, flat packs with 50 ohm feedthroughs for multigigabit transmitters,
various submounts, sapphire windows, and CATV/microwave photodetector packages.
The company has moved to Al3N4 submounts and away from Be2O3 with its toxicity
problems. In developmental packages, it makes V-grooves for fiber/laser arrays from
ceramic and silicon and are prototyping packages for WDM (FTTH) hybrid optoelectronic
modules. In Kyocera’s manufacturing/assembly activities, it has automated alignment and
laser welding systems and automated optical/electronic inspection systems, which it
designs and builds internally.
Kyocera has developed a variety of sophisticated modeling tools for optimizing the
microwave performance of its packages and parts, including three-dimensional
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electromagnetic analysis. It is now developing similar software (e.g., BPM techniques) for
optical packaging problems such as fiber-to-chip coupling.
Kyocera has a strong focus on working with customers for special packages. Much of this
work is with U.S. companies. It has an Integrated Packaging Service, which includes
maintaining design centers around the world, organizing technology exchange seminars,
and doing assembly by request. In general, the company’s assembly activities are aimed at
serving customers and becoming more expert at component design; it does not compete
with its customers (i.e., it doesn’t intend to enter the packaged laser diode business).
One of the new electro-optics business areas for Kyocera will be LiNbO3 wafers, as an
outgrowth of its single crystal business. The company intends to focus on higher-purity
optical grade material, since the other companies that sell the material focus primarily on
wafers for the SAW business. The company has a new furnace design and growth
technique that it feels will enable it to grow a family of high-quality optical crystals, not
just LiNbO3. Kyocera researchers are also beginning research on higher grades of material,
including Ti-diffused LiNbO3. This move into LiNbO3 is an example of the company’s
continued quest for new business areas in electro-optics that can be built on its present
capabilities.
Kyocera representatives feel that a secret of the company’s rapid growth and success is its
ability to operate a new thrust like a small company. Company representatives refer to the
process as “ameba-like,” in that the organization grows and splits as it makes business
sense. It has a special accounting system that allows for flexibility and tracking small
“P&L centers.” The JTEC panel’s hosts contrasted their operations to those of the giant
formalized Japanese electronics companies (in which decisions and changes happen much
slower). The Electro-optics Division, with employees who are resident in larger
organizations and facilities, is a good example of the process in operation. As technology
progresses to maturation, it is common for engineers in Kyocera to move between
facilities.

SUMMARY/OBSERVATIONS
Kyocera is an impressive company that has used its expertise in ceramics and a fast and
flexible business organization/culture to be a major supplier of critical package
components for electronics and optoelectronics. The company continually seeks partnering
relationships with its customers and personifies the approach of coinvesting in leadingedge technology today to build OEM production business for tomorrow.
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Site:

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.
3-1-1 Yagumo-Nakamachi, Moriguchi
Osaka, 570, Japan

Date Visited:

December 15, 1994

Report Author:

G. Day

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
G. Day
M. DeHaemer
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Toshi Ishikawa
Yoko Ohiwa
Ryoichi Imanaka
Shunji Ohara
Tadao Shioyama
Dr. Motosugu Ogura
Mr. Nagataka Ishiguro

Manager, R&D Planning, Overseas Dept., Corporate
Engineering and Quality Support Division
Coordinator, Overseas Dept., Corporate Engineering
and Quality Support Division
General Manager, Development Office, Disk
Systems Division
Manager, Equipment Research Laboratory
Director, Optical Devices Group, Materials and
Devices Laboratory
Manager, Semiconductor Group 1, Semiconductor
Research Center
Manager, Discrete Device Division, Matsushita
Electronics Corp.

BACKGROUND
Matsushita Electric was founded in 1918 and has grown into a company with $64 billion in
sales and over 250,000 employees. It has a broad range of products, including
communications and industrial (25%), video (20%), home appliances (13%), electronic
components (12%), entertainment (9%), audio (8%), and kitchen-related products and
batteries (5%). It is best known through its brand names: National, Panasonic, Technics,
and Quasar. Matsushita spends $3.7 billion (5.8% of sales) on R&D and has a capital
investment of $2.6 billion (4% of sales). The Matsushita Electric Group comprises
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318 companies, of which 150 are located overseas in 38 countries. Unfavorable economic
conditions have substantially reduced Matsushita’s profitability in recent years. Per share
income in FY94 was about ¥12, compared to ¥18 in FY93 and ¥111 in FY91.

DISCUSSION
Discussions with Matsushita focused on two technologies: semiconductor lasers and
optical data storage.
Lasers
Matsushita’s work on lasers focuses on four main applications areas: optical disks (88%),
printers (5%), fiber communications (4%), and bar-code scanners and pointers (3%).
Infrared lasers at a wavelength of 790 nm are the major category in mass production. They
are produced in GaAlAs/GaAs by MOVPE. The power range is 3 to 5 mW for CDs and
printers, and 35 mW for optical disks. A particular thrust of this program has been the
development of low-current designs: this has required development of nonabsorbing
blocking regions. These laser diodes are packaged in plastic flat-pack assemblies
containing a laser, a 45-degree mirror, a driver circuit, and a holographic focusing element.
Micrometer stability is required, so a special, high-stability plastic is used for the
holographic element.
Red lasers, ranging in wavelength from 635 to 680 nm, are also mass-produced. They are
strained MQW types produced in AlGaInP/GaInP by MOVPE. The power range is 3 to 5 mW
for pointing and bar-code readers, 35 mW for optical disks, and up to 500 mW for some
medical applications. Linear DFB lasers, MQW in InGaAsP/InP, also grown by MOVPE,
are available in small production quantities for CATV and other subcarrier applications,
including FTTH. Pump lasers (80 mW at 1480 nm, GaInAs/GaAs, MOVPE) are under
development. Blue-green lasers are a topic of active research. The company is focusing on
ZnMgSSe/GaAs strained MQW, grown by MBE. The target wavelength is less than
500 nm.
In addition to semiconductor lasers, the company produces optical amplifiers in small
production quantities for FTTH applications, and there is research on bidirectional
amplifiers. Amplifiers are pumped at 1480 nm and have low distortion, noise figures
<7 dB, 11 dB gains, and +17 dBm output power.
Matsushita is studying OEICs for optical interconnection, and there is work on fiber lasers,
specifically up-conversion designs for optical storage and medical applications. An
important related area is the development of holographic read/write heads for optical data
storage.
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Optical Data Storage
Matsushita has made very large strides in the development of phase change rewritable
technology for optical data storage. This technology involves the conversion of spots on a
thin film between a crystalline state and an amorphous state with a pulsed laser. Melting
and cooling of the material leads to the low reflectivity (<5% R) amorphous state.
Annealing restores a high reflectivity (25% R) crystalline state. This phase change occurs
in about 100 ns. The materials are mixtures of GeTe-Sb2Te3-Sb, sandwiched between
ZnS-SiO2 layers with an Al film backing, resulting in a four-layer structure. The films are
sputtered on a polycarbonate substrate and overcoated with resin. At present the company
uses 780 nm lasers, but the films (and structure) are not strongly sensitive to wavelength,
and wavelengths between 770 and 790 nm work well.
Early work (1981) on PCR at Matsushita resulted in the demonstration of a 200 mm
diameter WORM disk with a capacity of 15,000 still pictures, followed by a 200 MB
130 mm WORM data disk in 1987 and a 300 mm WORM disk with 60 minutes of video in
1989. Read/write (R/W) products were first introduced in 1991 with a 1 GB 130 mm disk,
increased in capacity in 1993 to 1.5 GB. A 300 mm R/W disk holding 40 minutes of
digital NTSC video was planned to be introduced in 1995, along with a 120 mm system
called PD/CD-ROM, capable of handling both PCR media and conventional CD (audio)
and CD-ROM disks.
A particular advantage of PCR technology is this compatibility with present CD and
CD-ROM technology. Matsushita envisions a single drive on a personal computer that
would accept both kinds of media. This is essentially the PD/CD-ROM system that was
announced in September of 1994 and was planned for sale beginning in 1995. Video
capability will eventually be added to this system, with the incorporation of video
compression such as MPEG-2.
Matsushita believes that the major problem to be solved in this technology is reduction in
the cost of the media. At present, manufacturing, which includes sputtering of the films, is
done in an automated facility that requires 25 seconds per disk. A new facility, under
construction in 1994, will reduce manufacturing time to 5 seconds/disk. At the time of the
JTEC visit, the cost of a 1.5 GB PCR disk was $150 (SRP). The cost of a 650 MB PCR
disk was expected to be $60 (SRP) in the near future.
Matsushita staff members indicated that the media has been criticized for its poor
“cycleability” compared to magneto-optic media. They asserted that they were then able to
achieve more than 500 thousand cycles with PCR media. MO media achieve more than a
million cycles.
[Another company claimed that PCR media require 50% more laser power (60 mW
compared to 40 mW for MO), and that this would be a serious limitation. Matsushita does
not agree with this analysis and believes the power requirements are about the same.]
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Access times for PCR and MO are about the same, because the drive is the limit in both
cases.
Matsushita representatives noted that since disk capacity quadruples about every 6 years, a
3 GB capacity might be available in 2 to 3 years.
Matsushita claims to have 188 Japanese and 65 overseas patents on PCR technology
registered or applied for.

REFERENCES
Matsushita Electric. 1994. Annual Report.
_____. Overview of Matsushita (viewgraph copies)
_____. Copies of viewgraphs describing activities on Opto-electronic Devices
_____. Copies of viewgraphs describing PCR technology
_____. Press release on PD optical disk system
_____. Product literature:
Panasonic models LF-7394, LF-7300A, and LF-7304 5.25" Optical Disk Drive useable
with 500 MB/1 GByte, and 1.5 R/W media and 470/940 MByte and 1.4 GByte
WORM media
Panasonic models LF-J7324A, LF-J7328A, and LF-J7350A, Optical Disk Autochanger
with R/W capacities ranging from 36-75 GByte
Panasonic model LF-3294 3.5" 230 MByte Magneto-optical Disk Drive
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Site:

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)
Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL)
1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba
Ibaraki 305 Japan

Date Visited:

November 15, 1994

Report Author:

D. B. Keck

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Keck
S. Esener
G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
Dr. Hiroyoshi Yajima
Dr. Takehiko Hidaka

Director, Optoelectronics Division
Chief, Optical Information Section, Optoelectronics
Division

BACKGROUND
The Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) is roughly the equivalent of the U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), reporting to MITI as NIST does to
Department of Commerce.
ETL was formed in 1891 under the Ministry of
Communications to perform electrical testing. It claims to have developed in 1956 the
world’s first transistorized electronic computer with a built-in program.
Currently the laboratory concentrates on four major R&D areas: energy, information,
standards and measurement, and electronics and bioelectronics technology. The lab’s
mission has five thrusts: basic research for future science and technology, research
important to the government, research that requires neutrality and objectivity, research in
interdisciplinary areas, and research requiring a long lead time. The 1993 ETL budget was
about $100 million, covering 634 people.
ETL’s main output is publications. It is responsible for gathering inputs from industry to
plan future activities to be funded by MITI. Industry researchers visit ETL’s laboratories to
learn a new field — perhaps 30 people across ETL do this each year.
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ORGANIZATION
ETL is organized into 15 divisions, each having about 40 researchers and officers. The
divisions are Physical Science, Materials Science, Electron Devices, Supermolecular
Science, Metrology Fundamentals, Optoelectronics, Quantum Radiation, Frontier
Technology, Energy Fundamentals, Energy Technology, Information Science, Computer
Science, Machine Understanding, Intelligent Systems, and Life Electronics Research
(Osaka). In addition, there are the General Affairs Division, the International Research
Cooperation Office, and the Technical Information Office.
The Optoelectronics Division, headed by Dr. Hiroyoshi Yajima, has about 40 people, 50%
of whom have PhDs or are PhD students. The average age is 42-43, with a retirement age
of 60. There are four sections of the Optoelectronics Division: Lasers, Photon Process,
Optical Information, and Light and Radio Waves. Dr. Takehiko Hidaka heads the Optical
Information Section.

OPTOELECTRONICS DIVISION ACTIVITIES
In the Laser Section, activities involve soft X-rays and ultra-short wavelengths and pulses.
The Photon Process Section is concerned with lasers for material processing. Device
research is the major part of the Optical Information Section. The Light and Radio Wave
Section, which deals with standards and measurements, is the oldest activity at ETL.
In 1980 MITI started an optoelectronics project in which the research and development of
OEICs was a major subject; the Optoelectronics Division led this project. The work was
concluded in 1985 but formed the basis for this work in the rest of the world today. With
industry support, the Optoelectronics Division’s activities spawned the Optoelectronics
Technology Research Consortium (OTRC), a consortium of 30 industrial companies,
directed by Dr. Hayashi. The OTRC budget has been about $100 million/year, covering
about 22-23 researchers, 70% funded by MITI and 30% by industry. There has been some
collaboration between OTRC and ETL, but no people have been exchanged. Funding for
this consortium was scheduled to end in 1995. It was expected that an administrative shell
would be created to deal with intellectual property generated by the OTRC. The
consortium was expected to be self-sustaining.
Following the Fifth Generation Computer Initiative, ETL has spurred activities on the Real
World Computer program. (This explains why NIST is the U.S. counterpart agency).
Dr. Yajima gathered the information regarding appropriate optoelectronics programs and
sold the program to MITI. About 10%, or $5 million, of the $50 million RWC budget was
planned for optical computing in 1994. The total budget for RWC was expected to be
$500 million. The Optoelectronics Division of ETL will receive very little of this for its
own budget.
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Figure ETL.1 shows the currently supported RWC programs on optical computing. For
each of the items, the following companies are conducting research:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fiber-plate-optical digital processor — Matsushita
optical neuro-devices — Mitsubishi
wavelength controlled LD arrays — Sanyo, Fujitsu, Furukawa
optical frequency controller — Hitachi (rotating Doppler, see Hitachi CRL report)
optical amplifier — Toshiba
optical memory and switch — NEC (V-step technology)
beam deflector — Fujikura (grating deflector technology)
multi-material OEIC — Oki
optical buss interconnection system — Nippon Sheet Glass (NSG)
optical connector — Sumitomo

Currently the Optoelectronics Division is planning for the Femtosecond Project, the
objective of which is to do things “very fast,” (i.e., in terahertz speeds). To this end, the
OE Division organized an international workshop on this topic at the AIST-Tsukuba
Research Center for February 1995 to solicit suggestions from industry and academia, both
domestically and internationally, regarding the appropriate research programs to be
undertaken (see Fig. ETL.2).
ETL representatives expected that the OTRC facility would be used to house whatever
programs are conducted in the Femtosecond area. They expect funding for this program to
be around $200 million each year over the next 10 years. This workshop was being
sponsored by The New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization
(NEDO) and the Institute of Research and Innovation (IRI), along with ETL.

OPTOELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
Dr. Hidaka very briefly described some of the programs in the optoelectronics division.
The division’s scientists and engineers are studying both microlenses with spherical
gradients for improved imaging, and hollow Ge-glass fibers for 10.6 µm transmission. By
using multiple layers to create Bragg waveguides, their theory indicates a 0.1 dB/m loss for
1 mm diameter guides. The actual losses observed to date are 2 to 3 times higher. The
researchers are studying an isolator based on Y-branching in a magneto-optic material.
Using twin-stripe semiconductor lasers coupled both optically and electrically, they have
demonstrated an optical flip-flop. Finally, by controlling injection current in electrodes
adjacent to and following the laser cavity electrodes, they can perform a variety of light
manipulation functions, including beam scanning and beam focusing. They demonstrated
scanning over a 10-degree angle at an unstated resolution. Figure ETL.3 gives additional
details regarding these activities.
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Fig. ETL.1. Research subjects on optical computing.
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Fig. ETL.2. International workshop on femtosecond technology announcement.
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Fig. ETL.3. Research in optical information.
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Site:

Ministry of International Trade and Industry
Chiyodaku
Tokyo 100, Japan

Date Visited:

November 14, 1994

Report Author:

F. Leonberger

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
F. Leonberger, and both the A and B Teams, except for G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
T. Saeki
K. Kaji

Deputy Director, Industrial Electronics Division,
Machinery and Information Industries Bureau
Deputy Director, Industrial Electronics Division,
Machinery and Information Industries Bureau

N. Enomoto
A. Yamamoto
BACKGROUND
MITI has been and continues to be the principal government funding agency for
optoelectronics in Japan. MITI has funded a small number of large multiyear programs that
have fixed lifetimes for technology advancement and has ongoing licensing and other
intellectual property activities. The two most recent programs are the optical portion of the
Real World Computing Program (FY 1992 - 2001) and the Optoelectronics Technology
Research Corporation (FY 1986 - 1995). The former program will incorporate the new
United States/Japan Joint Optoelectronics Program (JOP). MITI is also a sponsor of OITDA,
and as such is involved in technology and business data compilation and forecasting.
DISCUSSION
T. Saeki described the previous MITI optoelectronics programs and the one in the planning
stage, the Femtosecond Technology Program. He also discussed a number of intellectual
property issues related to the programs. The Femtosecond Technology Program may
possibly be as large as ¥20 billion (~$200 million) over 10 years. Its content is still being
specified, but it will be at least partially oriented towards applications and communications
(terabits). It will not focus exclusively on laser tools and technology or high-speed
scientific studies (as the program name might imply).
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A number of non-MITI personnel are involved in planning the program, including Japanese
university experts. It is envisioned that the program will involve a limited number of
Japanese companies (about 10), foreign companies, and universities.
With respect to intellectual property (IP), the major programs are each handled differently.
The basic concept is that an entity is formed (e.g., the Optoelectronics Technology
Research Co.) that is funded by both the government and private companies (through their
investment in the program). All IP developed by the program becomes the property of the
entity, and outside companies as well as corporate program members can license the IP.
The IP royalties are divided amongst the founders of the entity. Typically one-half to
two-thirds goes to MITI and the balance goes to the corporate funders. The
Optoelectronics Technology Research Co. program has resulted in 200 patent applications,
only 2 of which have also been filed outside Japan.
Overall government funding of optoelectronics in Japan is provided by MITI and several
other agencies. The Ministry of Education funds only the universities. The Ministry of
Post and Telecommunications (MPT) used to fund NTT prior to that company's
privatization, but now only funds the MPT government labs. The Ministry of Science and
Technology funds a small amount of work through its space and energy programs.
It is interesting to note that the Japanese government has not significantly supported work
in two major optoelectronic areas: displays and optical data storage. In displays, the JTEC
team was told the activity was driven by Sharp to develop the electronic calculator market.
MITI believes this history is consistent with its policy to only support precompetitive R&D
and not to fund commercial product development.
K. Kaji summarized the OITDA forecasts for optoelectronics. For optoelectronic
equipment, the forecasted sales numbers are ¥6.9 trillion (~$69 billion) in 1995 and
¥11.9 trillion (~$119 billion) in 2000. For optoelectronic components, the correspondingyear numbers are ¥1.4 trillion and ¥3.2 trillion (~$14 billion and ~$32 billion). These
forecasts for the out years were done four years prior to the JTEC panel’s visit and were
scheduled to be updated in 1995 (i.e., OITDA updates forecasts every 5 years). The actual
reported industry performance has been considerably below the early 1990s’ forecast. The
major sales areas continue to be displays, data storage, and telecommunication equipment.

SUMMARY
The JTEC panel’s visit to MITI represented the formal start of the JTEC panel visits. The
panel members met MITI officials and learned about the government’s role in developing
optoelectronic technology. MITI is looking to the future of optoelectronics and envisions
more international collaboration, as evidenced by the JOP program and the planned
femtosecond program.
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Site:

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
Semiconductor Research Laboratory
Amagasaki, Hyogo 661 Japan

Date Visited:

November 16, 1994

Report Author:

R. Hickernell

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
HOSTS:
Dr. Kazuo Kyuma
Dr. Shuichi Tai
Dr. Anno Hermanns
Bryan Banish

Department Manager
Visiting researcher
Visiting researcher

BACKGROUND
The Semiconductor Research Laboratory, with 120 researchers, is one of the 10 corporate
research and development laboratories of Mitsubishi Electric Corp., and one of four in the
Amagasaki region of western Japan, near Osaka. The Central Research Lab and the
Materials and Electronic Devices Lab are located on the same site. The Electro-Optics and
Microwave Systems Lab is located in the Kamakura area. Corporate R&D laboratory
researchers number about 2,500 in total. Optoelectronics development is also pursued in
the Optoelectronic and Microwave Devices Lab of the Semiconductor Group. The
Semiconductor Group has 1,100 researchers located in the Kita-Utami area. Mitsubishi
Electric Corporation has 107,800 total employees.

DISCUSSION
The Semiconductor Research Lab was formed as a result of laboratory’s restructuring in
June 1993. It has three main purposes: semiconductor (mostly silicon) processing and
materials; next-generation Si and III-V semiconductor devices; and new device designs for
VLSI, parallel processing, DRAMs, and OEICs. The Advanced LSI System Technology
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Department, with 30 researchers, is charged with the third purpose. Researchers from the
department gave presentations on the development of an artificial retina and an optical
neural chip.
Optical neurochips typically require LED, photodetector, and spatial light modulator
(SLM) arrays to accomplish image processing and display functions. The variable
sensitivity photodetector (VSPD) concept developed at Mitsubishi essentially combines the
SLM and detector functions in a single device. The GaAs version of the VSPD uses
interdigitated electrodes on a GaAs substrate to vary the detector sensitivity by varying the
applied voltage.
The artificial retina consists of a two-dimensional array of VSPDs whose adjacent elements
are set to predefined sensitivities (depending on the intended function) before scanning an
image. Functions already demonstrated include edge extraction, smoothing, correlation,
and pattern recognition. Dr. Kazuo Kyuma et al. hope to develop an “intelligent camera”
product based on the artificial retina. Targeted applications are in the automotive, aircraft,
military surveillance, and optical character recognition industries. A prototype has
demonstrated 80 x 80 µm resolution and a frame rate of 2.5 kHz. Two stated advantages of
the device over other groups’ versions of an artificial retina are the use of GaAs
photodetectors and the ability to perform several different functions using the same array.
The artificial retina has been applied to Japanese kanji character recognition by a visiting
researcher from the United States working at Mitsubishi. Using a clustering algorithm, the
number of pattern comparisons for the standard Joyo kanji set can be reduced from 1945 to
147 and still retain a 99.99% success rate of recognition at a speed of
2.3 classifications/sec.
Dr. Anno Hermanns, also a visiting researcher in the department (former postdoctoral
researcher at the University of Colorado), described his work on a silicon bipolar VSPD.
The challenge has been to retain the advantages of low cost and high density, which is
difficult for CCD or MOS imagers with on-chip processing. The solution is a lateral p-n-p
structure fabricated using a standard 1.2 micron CMOS process. The 23 x 23 micron
pixels have high photosensitivity (30 A/W), fast response time, seven orders of magnitude
dynamic range, and are easily integrated with other analog CMOS circuitry. Minimum
detectable light levels are approximately 1 uW/cm2. A 128 x 128 prototype array of Si
VSPDs is currently being fabricated by a company in California. The 18 x 18 device array
reportedly had no problems with crosstalk.
Dr. Kyuma stated his personal objectives for the artificial retina chip: first, to see its
application to a product within the company, and second, to offer it through the United
States-Japan Joint Optoelectronics Project. He mentioned two methods of moving
products from R&D to commercialization: staff from the R&D group move with the
product to the business unit, which works best if the market is large, or the business unit
goes to the R&D group and learns the technology, which works best if the market is small.
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Dr. Kyuma personally believes that he must now have a significant role in the marketing of
his division’s products, a break from the past when a marketing group found most
applications for the R&D groups.
Dr. Kyuma’s department is receiving about ¥50 million from the Real World Computing
project, primarily for labor, for work on computing applications. He believes that the
optimum funding balance for a project in R&D is 50% funding from corporate R&D and
50% from the operating units. At the present, his corporate R&D budget share is larger
than 50%.
According to Dr. Kyuma, Mitsubishi Electric as a whole wants to be strong in systems
applications, as demonstrated by the names of the company’s laboratories. Due to low
profit margins for individual devices, the only devices that tend to make profit in the
electronics business are DRAMs and microprocessors. He feels that, in Japan, the number
of companies that have very similar sets of products is too large, causing intense
competition and a smaller profit margin. Differentiation in product lines and systems
applications of electronic devices are two paths to profitability. Mitsubishi foresees selling
VSPD arrays as a key part of a vision system, not as individual chips.
Dr. Hermanns stated that there are no silicon foundry services in Japan as there are in the
United States. Japanese university researchers are particularly disadvantaged by this
situation because of the low funding levels for in-house facilities and the difficulty of
accessing industrial facilities. The Japanese government is trying to start a domestic
foundry service.

SUMMARY
The JTEC panel’s visit to the Advanced LSI System Technology Department focused on
longer-range research and development of optoelectronics for image processing and
computing. The work is of high quality and has some practical goals for application. The
panel was not able to visit the nearby Optoelectronics Laboratory, which is responsible for
the development of III-IV compound semiconductor devices such as GaAs-IC and laser
diodes.
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Site:

NEC Optoelectronics Research Laboratories
34 Miyukigaoka, Tsukuba
Ibaraki 305, Japan

Date Visited:

December 12, 1994

Report Author:

L. Coldren
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
M. DeHaemer
HOSTS:
Dr. Ikuo Mito
Dr. Kiyoshi Asakawa

Dr. Kenichi Kasahara
Dr. Kenko Taguchi

Senior Manager, Optoelectronic Device Research Lab
Senior Research Specialist reporting directly to
K. Kobayashi (formerly Senior Manager,
OE Basic Research Lab)
Manager, Basic Research, OE Basic Research Lab
(former Senior Mgr., OE Basic Research Lab)
Sr. Manager, Basic Research, OE Device Research Lab

Dr. K. Kobayashi, General Manager of NEC OE Research Labs, kindly arranged the visit,
although he was unable to be present.

BACKGROUND
NEC’s current motto of “C&C for human potential” is so ingrained that one can read
through several of the company’s brochures without finding the abbreviation “C&C” even
defined. The integration of computers and communication is the basis for NEC’s business
activities. Major product areas are listed as (1) communications systems and equipment,
(2) computers and industrial electronic systems, and (3) electron devices. Sales
percentages are listed as 27%, 50%, and 18%, respectively, in these three areas. Consumer
electronics accounts for the balance of about 5%. International activities account for 24%
of the total sales. NEC has 8 major plants near Tokyo, 55 subsidiaries in Japan, and 33
others in 16 countries worldwide. R&D facilities include 5 facilities in Japan and the NEC
Research Institute in the United States. About 7% of sales go to support R&D expenses.
In fiscal 1994 (ending March 31), NEC had sales of $35 billion but a net income of only
$65 million. Over the past several years, profits have declined, as have those of many
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Japanese companies. In 1994 NEC showed a net loss of about $450 million. The company
expects profits to increase slowly over the next few years, again paralleling the general
economic recovery in Japan.
NEC is organized into eleven operating groups. In this visit to Tsukuba Optoelectronics
Research Labs, the JTEC panel visited elements of the Research & Development Group.
The technology transfer between these entities is one key aspect of the panel’s study.
The Research & Development Group is responsible for creating C&C core technologies
and identifying new areas for high-tech products. It consists of a vast array of different
laboratories and centers spread across six locations. Tsukuba houses elements of the
Fundamental Research Labs, the Microelectronics Research Labs, and the Optoelectronics
Research Labs. Dr. Kohroh Kobayashi is currently General Manager of the OE Research
Labs. His office is at the Central Research Labs in Kawasaki. About 80 of the 150 OE
Research Labs members work in Tsukuba in either the OE Basic Research or OE Device
Research Labs.

DISCUSSION
The JTEC panel’s host for the visit was Dr. Ikuo Mito, Senior Manager of the OE Device
Research Lab. He outlined the company’s general activities, and Drs. Kenichi Kasahara
and Kiyoshi Asakawa discussed some of the work of the OE Basic Research Lab.
Afterward, the panel members toured the lab and finished with more general discussion of
NEC’s business interests and technology transfer procedures.
Dr. Mito’s introduction included a strong indication that the company was moving toward
home and business multimedia applications with a target of 50% of sales by 1999. He
reviewed a program focused on interconnection, including experiments on plastic optical
fiber (POF) at 650 nm with lasers and 570 nm with LEDs. He also discussed the lab’s
interest in 980 nm data links using plastic-clad glass fiber (PCF). All work at the time of
the JTEC visit was using edge-emitters, but VCSELs were being developed for the 980 nm
case. A 100-meter-long 2.5 Gbit/s data link experiment had been completed with gradedindex POF at 650 nm. This graded-index POF was generating a lot of excitement. GaAs
detectors and Si pins are possible detectors, but the GaAs is preferred, since the bias
voltage is too high with silicon. Single lines as well as one-dimensional arrays are being
pursued for parallel data links. Very large core fibers also look attractive for low-cost
packaging. The main difficulties are reducing the device costs and obtaining low-loss
plastic fiber.
For the 980 to 950 nm data links, VCSEL arrays are being researched, although edgeemitters appear to be workable. The interest is mainly because of the high-efficiency, hightemperature performance (high T0 ), and the ability to use zero-bias drive circuits. Despite
difficulties in using Si detectors, the research seems to be focused on using a low-voltage
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Si pin for this application. Thus, the wavelength may need to become a little shorter than
980 nm. Low cost packaging is a focus. Plastic encapsulation will be used. Applications
in computer interconnection between and within boards as well as between boxes with
fiber channel are perceived for Video on Demand (VOD). An example was also given of a
computer application containing 8 processors with 4 ports each 72 bits wide at 50 Mbit/s.
VCSELs are also being explored in the OE Basic Lab by Dr. Kasahara’s group for optical
switching and computing applications. His work on the “VSTEP” is well known. This is
basically a VCSEL in series with a pnpn diode to provide latching, so that once pulsed on,
the device continues to emit until reset. Applications are not well defined for this
technology.
The transfer of technology from Tsukuba to the factory at Kansai was discussed at some
length. Generally, most technology is transferred without a permanent transfer of people.
However, about 10 of the 150 OE Research Labs’ researchers are spending time in the
development and manufacturing plants, on average. The output of their research generally
connects to the efforts at the ULSI Device Development lab (in the Semiconductor Group)
or directly to the Optical Group in the Compound Semiconductor Device Division. There
are also close interactions with NEC’s Transmitter Group.
Over the past ten years, about 80% of the device projects carried to maturity in the OE Device
Research Lab have generated products for NEC. The panel’s hosts listed as successes
InGaAsP/InP-LDs, Dets, and APDs; AlGaInP/GaAs-LDs at visible; and Ge APDs. Listed as
failures were AlGaAs LDs and OEICs. Still in question are PICs and InGaAlAs/InP APDs.
An integrated DFB-mod is under codevelopment with Kansai engineers.
Funding for research comes from contracts with the production division (30%) and
headquarters (70%). Of the total R&D listed by NEC, only about 10% (or 1% of NEC
sales) actually goes to the R&D Group — the rest goes to the product development groups.
The lab tour illustrated several OMVPE machines of home design and gas-source MBE for
optical device growth. The JTEC team members also observed the usual processing
equipment and learned about the lab’s work on AlPSb/GaPSb for DBR mirrors on InP
grown by gas-source MBE in the OE Basic Lab. Because of the larger impedance
discontinuity, NEC scientists claimed that mirrors with comparable reflectivity to the
GaAs/AlAs mirrors could be grown on InP. These may enable practical VCSELs on InP.
Future activities cited include 630 nm lasers (in about one year), continued work with bluegreen lasers; and semiconductor optical amplifiers. For future progress, NEC researchers
cite the need for control circuits for tunable lasers; low-cost packaging; improved patterned
growth; and a better tunable laser-modulator. (The researchers have plans for arrays of
integrated DBR-mods joined into a common waveguide.)
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SUMMARY
The 80 researchers at the NEC-Tsukuba location comprise a little more than half of the
NEC Optoelectronics Research Labs, currently directed by Dr. K. Kobayashi. Others
reside at the Central Research Labs in Kanagawa. In addition to the basic work on shortand long-wavelength VCSELs in the basic lab, the focus of the OE Device Lab (under
Dr. Mito) seemed to be on simple data links for on-premises multimedia applications. For
its optical interconnection thrust, NEC-Tsukuba seems to have a strong focus on plastic
fiber (perhaps graded index) using 650 nm sources, and on plastic-clad glass fiber using
980 nm sources. Edge-emitters were viewed as satisfactory for all of these applications,
although if cost reductions might be possible with VCSELs, they would be pursued
vigorously. Low-cost packaging using plastic encapsulation was a complementary thrust.
Video-on-demand was listed as an additional application for VCSELs for either intra- or
inter-computer interconnections
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Site:

NEC Kansai Electronics Research Laboratory
NEC Kansai, Ltd.
9-1, Seiran 2-Chome, Otsu
Shiga 520, Japan

Date Visit:

December 15, 1994

Report Author:

L. Coldren
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
G. Day
M. DeHaemer
P. Shumate
M. Warren
HOSTS:
Dr. Hiroyuki Abe
Noriyoshi Kitagawa
Sho Iwayama
Hiroaki Ishiuchi
T. Uji

General Manager, Kansai Electronics Research Lab,
NEC Corporation
Senior Vice President, NEC Kansai, Ltd.
Manager, Engineering, Compound Semiconductor
Device Dept., 2nd Semi. Div., NEC Kansai, Ltd.
Engineering Manager, Compound Semi. Dev’t. Dept.,
2nd Semi. Div., NEC Kansai, Ltd.
Senior Manager, Photonic Device Research,
Kansai Electronics Research Lab, NEC Corp.

BACKGROUND
The previous NEC-Tsukuba report outlines the operations of NEC and some of the
relationships to the Kansai Electronics Research Lab (part of the Research and
Development Group of NEC, like the OE Research Labs in Tsukuba) and NEC Kansai,
Ltd., the wafer fabrication subsidiary. The Kansai Electronics Research Lab was formed in
1991 with 50 researchers from the OE Research Labs under Dr. Hiroyuki Abe, 50 from the
ULSI Development Lab, and 40 other research engineers. The move to Kansai allowed
them to carry out research using manufacturing-line equipment, thus effectively integrating
previous R&D with the manufacturing of compound semiconductor devices.
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DISCUSSION
First to speak was Noriyoshi Kitagawa of NEC Kansai, Ltd. NEC Kansai has 4,000
employees, and 1993 sales reached $1.2 billion. All products that the lab manufactures are
sold to NEC; some go to other NEC subsidiaries for packaging, and so forth. Compound
semiconductor devices moved to Kansai very recently and account for 7% of the factory’s
output. Besides compound semiconductor devices (microwave and optical devices), the
rest of the production includes CMOS, DRAM, zener diodes, SBT (power), tantalum
capacitors, EL displays, cordless telephones, and tuners. In the semiconductor area, the
factory generally generates wafers or chips. These are then processed into final products
elsewhere. Most of the compound semiconductor products are microwave devices:
low-noise FETs for low-noise preamps for satellites (production of 2 million/month);
power FETs for portable telephones (production of 1.2 million/month); MMICs (production of
50 thousand/month); and Schottky or Varactor diodes for mixers, tuners, and oscillators.
Optical devices include (1) 1.3 µm and 1.5 µm DFB and FP lasers (production of
30 thousand/month) for applications in fiber communications and analog and optical
measurement; (2) visible (red) LDs (production of 30 thousand/month) for applications in
bar-code readers, pointers, distance measuring, and optical disks; (3) long-wavelength
LEDs for applications in fiber communications, data links, and LANs; (4) shortwavelength LEDs for applications in photo couplers, interrupters, and remote controls; and
(5) APD and pin detectors for communications applications.
Next Dr. Abe reviewed the R&D activities of NEC, pointing out the parallel charter of
Kobayashi’s lab at Tsukuba and his lab. The Kansai Electronics Research Lab focuses on
ultrahigh-speed compound semiconductor devices and semiconductor photonic devices.
The primary application at present for the photonic devices explored in this lab is for
access network (FTTH). Dr. Abe also pointed out the importance of the co-location of the
ULSI Device Development Labs to produce engineering prototypes suitable for
manufacture. Generally, there is an overlap of activities between the Kansai Electronics
Research Lab and the ULSI Labs in developing new devices. Thus, a smooth technology
transfer from research through development is assured. Also, the same holds for the
transition from the ULSI labs to NEC Kansai, Ltd., the manufacturing subsidiary. To have
close coupling between R&D and production, the labs have monthly R,D&P meetings that
also include engineers from Tsukuba and the Kanagawa Central Research Labs. An
example of the overlap of activities between the OERL (in Tsukuba and Kanagawa) was
the simultaneous work on long-wavelength LDs. On the other hand, Tsukuba is
researching long-distance LDs, while Kansai is working on subscriber-loop lasers. An
outline of these interactions is shown in Figure NEC-Kansai.1.
Dr. Abe also reviewed the status and plans for dedicated communication networks between
the many NEC sites for the purpose of supporting good communications between them.
The labs plan to use 5 Mbit/s multimedia channels between plants (labs) multiplexed onto
a 250 Mbit/s backbone. Figure NEC-Kansai.2 shows this R&D group network.
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Fig. NEC-Kansai.1. R&D and production of compound semiconductor devices.

Fig. NEC-Kansai.2. NEC R&D group network.
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T. Uji, a member of Dr. Abe’s Lab, introduced some of the recent work on devices for
optical access networks. Ease of use, low cost, and transmission capability were key
elements that he stressed. As indicated in Figure NEC-Kansai.3, such devices must be
cooler-less, control-free, be easy to align, and deliver the needed speed, power, and
reliability. He presented record results for 1.3 µm edge-emitting laser diodes. His results
included dynamic tests of control-free diodes that operated at zero bias over -40 to 85 °C at
1 Gbit/s with 30 mA. Passive alignment using Si V-groove and premarked diode locators
gave coupling losses < 5 dB from reproducible submicron alignments. The researchers also
seek MTTF of 100 kh at 85°C. Figure NEC-Kansai.4 shows the basic structure of this
device.

Fig. NEC-Kansai.3. Technology requirements for fiber-optic subscriber networks.
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Fig. NEC-Kansai.4. Control-free LDs for optical subscriber loops.
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Analog lasers using NEC-Kansai’s partially corrugated waveguide technology showed high
yield and low distortion. These are in production. The laboratory uses a “partial
corrugation” DBR-like design to reduce the effect of unpredictable facet phase. This
appears to give better uniformity of the optical field. In the array area, Uji showed results
from a data link that used a 12-channel 1.3 µm LED source array and a matching InGaAs
pin diode receiver array, operating at 155 Mbit/s. He also showed his scientists’ results
using TBA and TBP, nontoxic MOVPE sources, and a sub-mA threshold 1.3 µm LD that
used an all-MOVPE process. His work measured a threshold current of 0.4 mA with an
output of 0.8 mW at 10 mA. Finally, he outlined a full wafer E-beam-RIE process that led
to very high diode wavelength predictability. Multiwavelength arrays are desired for dense
WDM applications.
During the lab tour the JTEC panel learned that NEC Kansai’s chips are sent to QDK (a
subcontractor of NEC in Kyushu Island) for assembly and packaging. QDK is well known
for its large and automated Si-IC line. The short-wavelength LED line at QDK is
completely automated also.

SUMMARY
NEC-Otsu is a no-nonsense, generate-product operation. The most impressive aspect is
that world-class researchers are working to produce practical, low-cost products. This
operation is an excellent model for U.S. companies (or any companies) that really want to
have an impact in this field. The JTEC panel recommends that people seeking success in
the optoelectronics field visit NEC-Otsu. Although it was clear that technology was being
transferred from other NEC locations to the factory at NEC Kansai, Ltd., it appeared that
the transfer might be more efficient between Dr. Abe’s lab and the factory co-located in
Otsu. It seems likely that good, low-cost sources for the access (FTTH) network will soon
be forthcoming.
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Site:

Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd. (NSG)
8-1, 5-Chome, Nishi-Hashimoto
Sagamihara, Kanagawa-ken, 229 Japan

Date Visited:

November 18, 1994

Report Author:

D. Keck
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JTEC:
D. Keck
HOSTS:
Dr. Koichi Nishizawa

Deputy Chief Researcher, Fiber Optics Division

BACKGROUND
Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd. (NSG), founded in 1918, is part of the Sumitomo Group. It
manufactures products in both the flat glass and specialty glass markets. The company has
5 main production facilities in Japan and 3 production facilities for automotive glass and
SELFOC lenses in the United States. In addition, it has production facilities in Mexico,
Malaysia, and Taiwan, and it provides technical assistance to China. NSG sales in 1994
were down about 20% from a high of $2.5 billion in 1992, leveling off at about $2 billion.
NSG employs about 3,800 employees and is capitalized at about $400 million.
NSG in a period of economic downturn has been suffering the same economic difficulties
as steel and other heavy industries, since much of its output goes to the automotive market.
The company has done considerable restructuring over the past three years by reducing
labor costs and by introducing automation in processing.
NSG’s Optics Division, while suffering, does have several areas that are growing, such as
SLAs, lens arrays for copy machines, fax machines, and printers. Mitsubishi Rayon is a
big competitor, with plastic lenses as well as CCDs using conventional optics for the fax
machine market. NSG’s sales of SLAs to Oki and others for LED printers are good;
although ink jets still have the largest market share, the LED printer market is increasing,
and Oki has recently introduced its LED printer in the United States.
NSG has central research facilities in Itami (Osaka area materials research), a research
facility in Tsukuba (see following site report), and its Technical Center at Sagamihara. The
company is beginning to staff its R&D facilities not as a percent of sales but a percent of
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net profits; at the time of the JTEC visit, it aimed at 10 to 15% of net profit. In all, NSG
has a total of several hundred R&D personnel, with 20% doing optoelectronics work.
There are about 10 to 20 engineers at the Sagamihara Technical Center.

TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION
At the Sagamihara facility and supported by the Technical Center, NSG produces auto
glass, LCD glass, and memory disk glass. In 1995 the company learned to fabricate highfrequency antennas in windows, relying on getting the electromagnetic design from the
various universities with whom it has relationships. NSG has developed coating
technology for UV and IR filters for automotive windows. Another technology it has
developed and has in production is the ability to injection-mold the seal around automotive
windows so that the windows come ready to install.
NSG is developing LCD windows (UMU®) for architecture as well as automobiles. It
obtains the LCD polymer, Talique, from Raychem. These windows are very expensive and
therefore may be used initially for smaller windows.
NSG has developed technology for directly depositing solar batteries on automotive
windows, in particular sunroof windows, using polycrystalline silicon technology. The
batteries can produce 50 to 60 watts/m2. These were in production at “low levels.”
The company’s main thrust into optoelectronics has been the Selfoc microlens. Lenses are
now fabricated using both thallium and lithium as ion-exchange materials. Thallium
produces larger NA but is more dispersive, while lithium is restricted to small NA and is
less dispersive. NSG now produces an image relay rod for medical and industrial
applications; this uses a lithium ion exchange, and rods 30 cm in length are possible. The
focusing period is a few centimeters, and resolution of 12 lp/mm is typical. Rod diameters
between 0.35 and 3 mm are fabricated. The medical applications for this technology are
growing, while the industrial market is leveling off.
In the microlens area, NSG’s competitors are NEG, with a low-performing but low-cost
ball lens, and Hoya, with high-performance but high-priced molded aspheric lenses. NSG
tried to produce a compact disk lens, but plastic shut the company out with lower cost.
NSG has now added to its product line an axial gradient lens; this gives added power to a
ground and polished lens. Axial gradient lenses are typically used as collimating lenses for
such applications as printers.
At the time of the JTEC visit, the company was developing its planar lenses for liquid
crystal displays and projectors. These are made by depositing a photoresist on metal coated
substrates, exposing an array of holes, and then ion-exchanging through the holes. This
produces a regular array of lenslets for enhanced light throughput in projection LCDs.
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Lens usage will depend heavily on lens cost. Nevertheless, NSG is in production with its
lens plates, which have a few dozen 4 x 5 units with 300,000 lenslets in each.
NSG is collaborating with IOT (Germany) to produce ion exchange waveguide couplers. It
is jointly developing a 16-port coupler that is viewed as the maximum port count. There
was no Japanese market until the NTT announcement concerning FTTB for 1995. The
company is planning to provide couplers to the subscriber loop market. At the time of the
JTEC visit, it anticipated a 2 x 16 coupler that would be priced at less than $50/port.
NSG’s production uses a wafer of a few inches, made of a special silicate glass containing
fluorine. Formerly it used ion-exchanged thallium, but now it uses silver. Thallium is still
used for multimode couplers where a higher NA is required.
NSG is remaining flexible in the waveguide coupler area and has arranged to distribute
fused-biconic-taper (FBT) couplers made by Sifam (SFO), a UK company advised by the
University of Southhampton. FBTs are used in EDFAs. Cable companies like Fujikura are
presently the main users, but Oki also has a good 980 nm laser.
NSG has a fiber collimator product consisting of a Selfoc lens aligned to a single-mode
fiber. This is used for making isolators and laser modules. NSG does all of the assembly
itself. It also buys laser and detector modules from various manufacturers, adds a Selfoc
lens, and packages. It has developed its own machines to do the alignment and assembly.
When used with a fiber collimator, these units allow NSG to sell LAN components. The
company plans to introduce these modules into fiber channel, and so forth.
NSG is producing high NA (0.5) step index fiber with epoxy coating for short-distance
communication applications. Fiber loss is 12 to 15 dB/km. This fiber is intended for LED
use over 100 m distances. The fiber is a multicomponent glass made by a double crucible
process. Production capability is 500 km/month. Showa is a competitor.
The same technology is being used for illumination fibers for displays, refrigerators, and so
forth. The fiber NA = 0.5, with core and cladding diameters of 240 and 250 µm,
respectively. The stated price was around 10 cents/meter with production of a few hundred
km/month. Plastic clad silica fiber is the company’s competition; however, all plastic fiber
has losses of 100 to 300 dB/km. Mitsubishi Rayon is using deuterated plastics and has
reported losses of 60 to 70 dB/km and prices of about $0.10/m. For plastic, NSG saw the
issues as reliability, viz flames and heat, and spectral flatness. NSG’s spectral flatness was
typified as 30 and 60 dB/km at 800 nm and 500 nm, respectively. To date, NSG has not
talked to any auto company. It would like to introduce this product in the United States.
NSG is producing flat glass for LCD substrates. It uses a float process with a subsequent
grinding to get flatness. Thicknesses in production at the time of the JTEC visit were 0.55,
0.7, and 1.1 mm. With NSG’s extensive glass coating technology it can easily apply the
ITO coating. Presently it adds a SiO2 layer to avoid Na migration. This is sputtered on in a
multistage assembly line vacuum chamber. Moving holders with eight glass sheets on two
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sides are moved past the sputtering heads. The company is also experimenting with using
a special fluoric-silica solution bath to make the surface anti-alkali layer. NSG has
operated a subsidiary, Nanox, at Fukushima to produce small LCD panels.
NSG is supplying glass disks to an optical storage maker; this customer likes the stability
of glass. NSG uses the same composition as for its LCD product. These disks are ion
exchanged for strength and must be polished for flatness. The company tests reliability by
spinning the disk at 24,000 rpm and looking for breakage.
NSG is beginning to develop a precision grinding and polishing capability for creating
unique shapes and hopes this will become a new business. It is using commercial
Speedfam equipment that it modifies.
A core competency for NSG is the lamination of plastic between glass without bubbles.
This technology was developed years ago after the son of an auto company owner was
killed in an auto accident. This accelerated the development of a laminated glass for
automobile safety.
As part of the Real World Computing (RWC) project, NSG has an Optical Bus
Interconnect System (OBIS) program. The entire project was funded at $50 million/year
over ten years; of this amount, NSG receives about $300,000 per year. The goal is to make
an optical motherboard.

FACTORY TOUR
Dr. Koichi Nishizawa showed the JTEC representative NSG’s Selfoc lens production
facilities. Here a few hundred thousand single element lenses/month and about the same
number of lens arrays/month are produced. Lens arrays are produced in large sheets and
then precision cut and polished. NSG performs an MTF for each array on an automated
line. All arrays are 100% visually inspected but only sampled on optical performance. The
majority of workers were temporary employees obtained from the relatively skilled pool in
the area. Several other manufacturing companies such as Kawasaki are in this area and
access the same pool of workers.

DISCUSSION
Technology Transfer
Regarding technology transfer, in the past Nippon Sheet Glass maintained research
separate from production. Presently it is beginning to move people more to accomplish
transfers using a team approach. The teams are led by production people, never by
research people. Dr. Nishizawa stated that the company is beginning to adopt the “Gold
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Medal Project” system gaining favor in Japan, and that Sharp, Hitachi and others are using.
Basically, a few projects are chosen and have the attention of the company’s top person.
The project leader is hand-picked and has one year to achieve the goal established by the
top company person. The leader takes a risk but is given all the necessary resources to
achieve the project goal.
Government Funding
Dr. Nishizawa described his view of government funding in Japan by using an historical
perspective. In 1980, MITI funded the Optical Measurement and Control System program.
This was an 8-year project funded at ¥10 billion with 11 companies: OITDA (the founder),
Toshiba, Hitachi, Mitsubishi Electric, NEC, Fujitsu (electronics), Fujikura, Furukawa,
Sumitomo (cable), Oki, and NSG. Later Fuji Electric, Shimazu Corporation, and
Yokogawa Electric were added.
Dr. Nishizawa thought the MITI targets were unclear after 1990, and he had heard that
some companies were reluctant to join. At the time, he viewed MITI as changing to staged
projects, beginning with a feasibility phase where many projects are picked but few
continue to the next phase. He believes this will apply successfully to next-generation
projects.
He also cited a Science and Technology Agency program for funding 3 - 4 distinguished
scientists and their groups each year. These will probably be restricted to medium-size
companies. The program initially focused on nuclear and space programs, but now it
covers biotechnology and optoelectronics. Funding is typically for 5 - 10 scientists at about
$1 million/year. Examples of named scientists are Professor Nishizawa at Tohoku
University, who has a semiconductor project, and Dr. Yoshida at Nikon, who has an X-ray
reflector project.
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Site:

Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd. (NSG)
Tsukuba Research Center
5.4, Tokodai, Tsukuba City
Ibaraki Pref. 300-26, Japan

Date Visited:

November 15, 1995

Report Author:

S. Esener

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
D. Keck
G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
Dr. Yoshinobu Mitsuhashi
Kenjiro Hamanaka

General Manager, Technical Planning and
Administration Department
Senior Researcher, R&D group

BACKGROUND
Nippon Sheet Glass (see the preceding site report on NSG’s Sagamihara facility for overall
NSG background description) has three research centers: its central research facility in
Itami, its technical center at Sagamihara, and its optoelectronics devices and thin-film
technology research center in Tsukuba. Of NSG’s 300 or so researchers, about 20% are
doing optoelectronics work. The Tsukuba facility has 40 scientists, down from 60 in 1991.
NSG’s Tsukuba Research Center aims to develop solar energy control and intelligent glass
as well as to undertake research in micro-optics and optoelectronics. The center’s focus is
on light and heat control through glass, providing substrates for recording media, and
displaying information on glass by LCDs. The center is focusing on LCDs and has nearly
abandoned electroluminescence for displays. The center’s scientists depend heavily on
their vacuum coating technologies. They are applying the SELFOC lens concept to microoptics leading to microlens arrays, optical waveguides, and silicon bench technologies such
as OBIS (Optical Bus Interconnection System).
NSG Techno Research (NSG-TR), which is in the same building, was spun-off from the
Tsukuba Research Center to provide services such as evaluation and measurements for
other groups inside and outside NSG. NSG-TR started in April 1994, and it has significant
interaction with Tsukuba Research Center personnel.
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TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION
Smart Glass
NSG sells automobile glass to all manufacturers, but the profits come from high-priced
cars, which was a shrinking market. Low-cost requirements hit the company, which found
that vacuum deposition equipment is too costly for mass production. The company’s main
technical success in 1994 was a water repellent coating for the windows, using a sol-gel
technology with a dopant. The company’s representatives showed the JTEC panel very large
(entire auto window) LCD windows. They also showed very large area grating layers put in
the glass to alter angle of view. This can be used in building glasses for privacy.
Glass Disks For Data Storage
NSG supplies glass disks to Hitachi-Maxell for optical data storage. NSG also supplies
magnetic hard disks using glass substrates. These disks are ion exchanged for strength and
must be polished for flatness. The company’s scientists are experimenting with sol-gel
coatings that can be patterned for grooving the disks, presently viewed as very expensive.
Vacuum Coating
NSG has developed an antistatic and antireflection coating for CRTs. It expects to be able
to apply to the front panel before sealing. The JTEC team witnessed the dramatic
difference in the performance of coated and noncoated displays.
Microlenses
The panel was shown 2-D lens arrays fabricated by the Iga process to be used with
projection LCDs. The center is making 4 x 5 units with 300,000 lenslets in each. The lens
array diagonal is 3 in. The lenslet array significantly improves the display luminance.
Waveguide Couplers
(See discussion in previous NSG report, page 279.)
Imaging Fibers
NSG has also a joint venture with Olympus to do imaging fibers. It has close to
$10 million in sales/year from one furnace. A SELFOC lens is attached to the fiber bundle.
Evaluation Facilities
As evaluation and characterization facilities, the Tsukuba center provides electron
microscopes (TEM and SEM), an X-ray microanalyzer, SIMS, FT-IR, and an induction
coupled spectrophotometer.
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MITI-Funded Projects
NLO project (Koyama)
NSG has had a project doing layered semiconductor doping. Particles of CdTe are layered
with SiO2 in a repeated fashion using laser-assisted PECVD. NSG scientists can control
the particle size, and it showed a distribution from 2 to 5 nm with an average of 3 nm.
JTEC’s hosts quoted values of x=3 - 2.7E-7 esu and alpha = 800 cm-1. Response times
were about 1 psec. The equipment for the experiment came from MITI.
OBIS project (Hamanaka)
The OBIS project is aimed at packaging efficiently free-space optical interconnect
concepts. It uses lines of SELFOC lenses (casted in a steel package) and partially
transmitting prisms to deflect collimated beams out of the line to various 2-D receivers of
transmitter arrays. Various components such as beam splitters are inserted into grooves
that are fabricated by a diamond cutter. The SELFOC lenses are 4 mm in diameter. Thus far,
they can transmit 130 x 130 pixels (16 µm diameter pixels) along each line.
Optical fiber sensors
About 10 years ago, MITI funded a program in optical fiber sensors. Currently no MITI
program exists, and NSG has no program in optical fiber sensors

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Regarding technology transfer, NSG’s research cycle is about 5 years long. Fifty to
seventy percent of people rotate to production and transfer forward and back to research.
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Site:

NTT Optoelectronics Laboratories,
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corp.
3-1, Morinosato Wakamiya
Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa-Ken, 243-01
Japan

Date Visited:

December 16, 1994

Report Author:

M. Warren (assisted by P. Shumate)
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
G. Day
M. DeHaemer
H. Morishita
P. Shumate
M. Warren
HOSTS:
Dr. Tetsuhiko Ikegami

Dr. Tomonori Aoyama
Dr. Junichi Yoshida
Dr. Takashi Mizutani
Dr. Hajime Yamada

Sr. Vice President and Sr. Executive Manager NTT
Science & Core Tech. Lab Group and NTT
Basic Research Labs
Vice President and Dir., NTT Optoelectronics Labs
Exec. Research Manager, Integrated Optoelec. Labs
Exec. Manager, Photonic Functional Device Labs
Senior Manager, Research Planning Dept.

BACKGROUND
Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT) is the major supplier of domestic
telecommunications to the Japanese market. As its name implies, it has been somewhat
modeled on AT&T in the United States. NTT was a public (government-owned)
corporation operating as a regulated monopoly until it was privatized in 1985. Until that
time it not only operated the domestic Japanese telephone services, but also influenced
standards and set specifications for a number of Japanese electronics companies that
manufactured products for NTT in a close relationship (NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Oki, etc.).
American trade pressure was partly responsible for a new (after 1981) open procurement
policy that allowed foreign and domestic companies that were not part of the original NTT
family of vendors to compete for NTT’s business.
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At the time of the JTEC visit, NTT reported an operating revenue of ¥5.8 trillion, an
income of ¥230 billion, and 215,600 employees. NTT is the largest company in the world,
based on a market value of $130 billion. At the time of the JTEC visit, about 5% of
operating revenue (¥290 billion) was spent on R&D. NTT’s research staff totals 3,300,
and the development staff totals 7,500. There are three Research Center groups: the
Telecommunications Network group with 1,500 researchers, the Multimedia System group
with 800 to 900 researchers, and the Science and Core Technology group with 1,130
researchers. The JTEC visit was to the Optoelectronics (OE) Laboratories in Atsugi, which
are part of the NTT Science and Core Technology group, headed by Dr. Tetsuhiko Ikegami.
The OE labs have about 250 researchers, half of them in Atsugi and the other half in
Ibaraki. The Atsugi researchers are organized in two departments. Dr. Junichi Yoshida
heads the Integrated Optoelectronics department, which concentrates on semiconductor
optical devices for lightwave transmission systems and OEICs. Dr. Takashi Mizutani
heads the Photonic Functional Devices department, which includes work on two-dimensional
array devices, quantum effect devices, and heteroepitaxial devices. The Atsugi laboratory
is also the location of NTT’s basic research department, which does fundamental research
and includes a number of non-Japanese staff and postdoctoral personnel.

DISCUSSION
The discussion started with some informal conversation about the size and scope of NTT’s
research activities. Dr. Ikegami was present for the first half hour of the discussion. He
expressed the opinion that after 1985, NTT research activities took a more basic emphasis,
but with a recent reorganization there was an effort to refocus research toward applications.
Dr. Tomonori Aoyoma presented NTT’s technology transfer activities. The substance of
that presentation, with some supplementary discussion of the activities of two NTT
subsidiary companies involved in technology transfer, is recounted in the technology
transfer section of this report.
Four technical presentations were given as part of a short laboratory tour. The first
technical presentation was of a waveguide pin-photodiode for OEIC applications by
Dr. Yoshida. This device was part of an effort in OEICs for board-to-board interconnect
applications. The OEIC concept is an integrated receiver consisting of a pin photodiode
and a HEMT (high electron mobility transistor) on a semi-insulating InP substrate. The
initial work was with surface-illuminated photodiodes that were fabricated in 5 channel
arrays with -35 dB crosstalk. These devices had insufficient high frequency response, so
waveguide pin photodiodes were being investigated for better efficiency at high frequency.
Waveguide detectors 12 microns long exhibit 110 GHz cutoff frequencies. A novel aspect
of this device is the use of a multimode structure to increase coupling efficiency from
optical fibers into the waveguide structure. The multimode structure is realized by using
intermediate cladding layers around the InGaAs low bandgap core layer to increase the
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optical field size while not decreasing the bandwidth of the device. The high bandwidth
was realized by fabricating devices with wet etched mushroom mesas that allowed large
(6 micron) contact areas to the cladding layers with a very narrow (2 micron) core layer to
lower the RC product.
The second technical presentation was on tunable DBR lasers by Dr. Y. Yoshikuni. These
devices have two feedback gratings that are periodic, chirped gratings. The grating
mirrors, called SSG (super-structure-grating) mirrors, have periodic reflection peaks. The
two grating mirrors are phase shifted so the peaks can be aligned at only one frequency for
which lasing will occur. The laser has multiple contact areas that act as electrical tuning
elements by varying the current injection to different contacts. Small variations in the
refractive index in the parts of the laser can result in large changes in wavelength by
switching the alignment of the reflection peaks of the grating mirrors. A three-port laser,
operating at 1.55 micron, has shown quasi-continuous tuning over 34 nm and can operate
at 10 Gbit/s, but the switching speed is around 2 to 3 ns.
A third presentation, by Dr. H. Mori, was on fabrication of InP laser diodes on silicon
substrates. These 1.54 micron lasers were fabricated by sophisticated heteroepitaxy
techniques that allow the growth of the lasers on substrates containing LSI silicon circuitry.
The fabrication sequence uses epitaxial silicon surfaces (called ESS) on the silicon wafer to
provide the desired double atomic stepped surface for high-quality III-V layers. The native
oxide can be removed by a simple HF dip instead of the high-temperature processing used
previously. The quality of the material is indicated by InP layers on silicon, with 70% of
the photoluminescence peak intensity of InP layers on InP substrates. The laser diodes
fabricated by this process have 50 mA thresholds and operate CW at room temperature. A
demonstration was provided of a video signal being transmitted by one of these lasers.
The last technical presentation was by Dr. T. Kurokawa on current efforts in vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) technology at NTT. This work is an outgrowth of earlier
efforts on vertical-cavity, optically controlled switching devices called EARS (exciton
absorption reflection switches). NTT’s work is now concentrating on VCSELs and smart
pixel concepts integrating VCSELs with photodiodes and FETs. The recent VCSEL work
was on 850 nm substrate-emitting lasers grown by MOVPE on AlGaAs substrates. The
approximately 10% aluminum concentration substrates were purchased from Hitachi.
Substrate-emitting VCSELs at 980 nm on GaAs are produced by a number of groups, but
850 nm VCSELs have always been top-emitting devices because of the absorption of the
GaAs substrate. The unusual choice of substrate-emission for 850 nm devices is claimed
to have better thermal dissipation, access to the VCSEL emission from both top and
bottom, and easier fabrication. The devices have been fabricated in 8 x 8 arrays with deep,
mesa-isolated devices planarized with polyimide. Their performance is claimed to be
identical to similar devices grown on GaAs. The work on smart pixels consists of
integration of a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodiode, a metal-semiconductor
FET (MESFET), and a VCSEL. Fabrication of the devices utilizes MOVPE and MBE
growth on GaAs. An InGaP selective etch stop layer facilitates the integration of the
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different devices. Optical switching operations have been demonstrated at 250 MHz. The
power dissipation for a pixel was quoted at 50 mW.
The technology presentations focused on device-related work. There was a short
discussion during the meeting of systems efforts at NTT. NTT is heavily involved in
Japanese multimedia activities. It was stated that 1995 would be a threshold year for
multimedia research in Japan.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
NTT is a service company and does not have manufacturing activities, although there is no
law by which NTT is prevented from manufacturing its own hardware. Due to the nature
of the company (NTT is still the biggest telephone operating company in Japan), public
opinion does not approve of NTT having manufacturing facilities. This lack of
manufacturing facilities is a situation similar to that of other national PTTs and the U.S.
Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs) and Bellcore. This is a major difficulty for
NTT and most similar organizations that carry out leading-edge research on
telecommunications technologies and systems. In order to test new system concepts,
prototype devices and hardware are often needed. The 1984 divestiture agreement in the
United States is particularly rigid about even prototyping by the RBOCs and Bellcore.
There are three procurement tracks for NTT to deal with manufacturers. Track I is direct
purchase of existing catalog items that are commonly available. Track II is purchase of
products that already exist and that must be modified to meet NTT’s use or specifications.
Track III is a route for R&D flow (tech transfer) to manufacturers in the form of product
prototypes and specifications. This track is for products that are not already available and
that NTT must develop itself and then transfer to a manufacturer. Technology transfer
from NTT to other companies can also be performed through NTT Advanced Technology
Corporation (NATC). NATC was started in 1976 to assist, as a consultant, the transfer of
NTT technologies to small companies. This is accomplished without NATC actually
fabricating devices or building systems.
The technology transfer process from NTT to outside companies can take place in four
different ways. The first is through NATC. The second is through joint R&D with
manufacturers as described by Track III procurement. This approach is mostly for large
companies, and licensing is required for sale of products utilizing NTT technology to third
parties. The third is conventional patent licensing, and the fourth is conventional software
licensing. Another form of technology transfer exists: NEL (NTT Electronics Technology
Corporation) is a subsidiary of NTT that does low-volume manufacturing of LSIs and some
semiconductor devices. It was set up in 1982 to fabricate devices and systems mainly for
smaller companies that lack fabrication capabilities, and to produce prototypes for NTT
labs to purchase for trials.
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The role of universities and collaborative research also was discussed. NTT support for
university activities includes the funding of about 20 postdoctoral positions and 20 to 30
visiting professors. There are typically 10 to 20 sponsored research cases at one time with
an upper limit of ¥5 million (~$50,000) each. NTT retains the patent rights in its
sponsored research in the form of nonexclusive, royalty-free licenses. There are some
grants to researchers without contracts (i.e., gifts) that are limited to ¥1 million (~$10,000)
each.
One interesting question related to technology transfer was whether NTT was required to
transfer technology to its new competitors. The answer was yes. The example given was
sales by an NTT vendor, such as NEC, of NTT-developed equipment. In such a case, NTT
would collect a royalty and could have some control over the timing of the approval of the
sale. New domestic competitors to NTT were listed as DDI (Daini Denda Inc.), which
relies on a microwave transmission network; Nihon Telecom, which is laying fiber in
railway rights-of-way; and Nihon Kosoku Tsushin, which is using highway rights-of-way
for fiber.
NATC (NTT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION)
NATC, owned by NTT, Japanese banks, and a variety of major electronics companies, was
established in 1976 as Nippon Telecommunication Engineering Co., Ltd. It was renamed
NTT Technology Transfer Corp. in 1985, and finally NTT Advanced Technology Corp. in
1990. As of April 1994, NTAC was capitalized at about $5 million, and it employed 680
people, most of them in Musashino. Drawing on NTT technologies and facilities, NATC
assists in transferring technology to small companies that otherwise could not easily get at
it, provides technology consulting, provides education and training, assists in designing
manufacturing facilities, provides system integration, conducts technology surveys and
evaluations, and assists in the sales of its own products. A benefit for NTT is that NATC
provides strategic feedback to its research personnel on markets and the need for new
technologies.
Income from NATC’s activities in 1992 was about ¥60 billion
(~$600 million). As of the end of 1992, NATC had carried out a cumulative total of 1,260
technology transfers and 1,310 consulting engagements. A sampling of recent activities
includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

design and assembly of optical fiber connectors
design and fabrication of lithium niobate optical modulators
16-QAM digital microwave equipment
fabrication process for 0.8 micron CMOS
fabrication of GaAs MESFETs
fabrication of large-area liquid-crystal display panels
design and fabrication of thin-film magnetic heads.
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NEL (NTT ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION)
NEL, 82% owned by NTT, is located in Tokyo. Its principle function is to fabricate and
sell devices based on technologies developed at NTT research facilities. According to figures
available at the time of the JTEC visit, NEL has 478 employees, and sales revenues in 1992
were ¥6.5 billion (~$65 million). The product line includes 0.5 micron and 0.8 micron
CMOS and Bi-CMOS LSI; bipolar and GaAs ICs and MMICs for up to 10 Gbit/s; laser
modules at 980 and 1480 nm for amplifier pumps; 1310, 1550, and 1650 nm lasers for
transmission and transmission monitoring; laser-driver modules; and a broad array of
subsystem boards. For devices, the company offer a variety of packages, as well as
custom-designed packages on request. NEL conducts sales through independent agents in
the United States and Europe. Its primary role seems to be to supply small quantities of
specialized components to system vendors that do not have that production capability
themselves. This presumably opens up some system procurement to smaller players.
Through these two unregulated subsidiaries, NTT has found an extraordinarily effective
means of obtaining prototypes for its own use, while also making its technology available
to others. NEL is similar to Fulcrum, an unregulated subsidiary of British Telecom that
specializes in system prototypes. NATC has expanded into a broad range of technology
transfer and consulting activities, and with low capitalization (no labs) and a small number
of people, it produces a strong bottom line ($750,000 per person).

CONCLUSIONS
The NTT facilities at Atsugi are very impressive and among the finest in the world. The
short technical presentations also were very impressive and well illustrated NTT’s
capabilities in optoelectronic devices. The atmosphere is probably much like Bell Labs
before divestiture. Some of the NTT management people indicated anxiety over whether
they would be able to continue on their present course with the changing competitive
environment for telecommunications in Japan. Dr. Aoyama expressed the view that not
only the competitive environment, but also the discussion of NTT divestiture that will take
place this year, will have large influence on the company’s future direction.

REFERENCES
NTT Atsugi R&D Center brochure
NTT Research and Development 1994 Review of Activities
Imagination & Technology NTT R&D information brochure
NATC NTT Advanced Technology Corp. Company Profile
Viewgraphs from presentation on NTT technology transfer processes
Numerous reprints of publications by groups that made technical presentations
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Site:

NTT Optoelectronics Laboratories
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Tokai-Mura, Naka Gun
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11

Date Visited:

November 15, 1994

Report Author:

S. Forrest

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
C. Uyehara
HOSTS:
Kuniharu Kato
M. Horiguchi
S. Mitachi
S. Sudo
T. Kitagawa
S. Imamura
K. Okamoto
Y. Ohmori

Associate Manager, Research Planning Division

BACKGROUND
NTT’s Optoelectronics (OE) Labs is one of several research laboratories that serve as the
research arm of NTT. (General background information on NTT is included in the
previous NTT site report, pp. 285-6.) The NTT research staff has remained relatively
unchanged for the past ten years, while the development group has increased from less than
3,000 in 1986 to well over 5,000 today. Overall, NTT demonstrates a sizable commitment
to both research and development, and it operates some of the premier industrial research
labs in Japan.
The influence of NTT Labs on OE research and development in Japan is clearly evidenced
by the ability of NTT engineers and scientists to often “set the agenda” for those in other
Japanese companies. That is, problems first identified at NTT are often picked up as
important issues and topics to be addressed at other Japanese OE companies at a later date.
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NTT’s major optoelectronic research activities are centered at the Atsugi labs (see previous
NTT site report by M. Warren), where both OEICs and other photonic devices are
investigated. Activities at Ibaraki concentrate on photonic components and materials.
There are roughly 250 researchers in these OE labs, with approximately equal numbers at
the Atsugi and Ibaraki locations. The visit of the JTEC team covered several areas,
including discussions of “hot” research topics, intellectual property issues, and technology
transfer.
DISCUSSION
The JTEC panel was given presentations on several key technologies now under
investigation at the labs. The technologies were planar lightwave circuits (PLCs) and other
guided wave devices, optical amplifiers operating at both 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm
wavelengths, connector technology, and polymer waveguide technology. In most cases, the
activities could be classified as advanced development or engineering research. The
exception was the connector technology, which was much closer to traditional product
development work.
It is interesting to note that although there was considerable recognition by the NTT
scientists of the need for cost reduction, there was no manufacturing research underway on
photonic devices. That is, research directed primarily at improving manufacturing
processes, including automated packaging, did not seem to be emphasized at the labs.
In the PLC research, the JTEC team was introduced to NTT’s effort at fabricating PLCs on
both Si and SiO2 substrates using a flame-hydrolysis waveguide deposition technique.
Once the deposition of the doped silica has been accomplished, the films and substrate are
heated in a furnace to achieve a dense, optical-quality waveguide. Using this process, 144
x 144 star couplers were fabricated with a high degree of uniformity from guide to guide.
Optical coupling of the guides was accomplished by attaching fiber ribbons in groups of
eight using Si v-groove assemblies. The JTEC team was told that the alignment of the
v-groove assemblies is done using automated alignment tools.
A second guided wave device was a sophisticated thermo-optic matrix switch. This switch
uses the temperature dependence of the refractive index of silica to switch 2 x 2 crossbars.
The switch had a 2 ms switching time and a 15 dB on-off ratio employing a 0.5 W heater.
Excess loss of 10 dB at 1.3 µm was claimed. The slow response of these large switching
matrices was asserted not to be of consequence, since they were primarily needed for
telephone line redundancy applications.
A final waveguide device was a dispersion equalizer consisting of 12 MZ (Mach-Zehnder)
interferometers in a series. This device was designed to cancel fiber dispersion in 50 km of
single-mode fiber. The PLC activity has 30 people in all, with approximately 10 of those
concerned with packaging issues.
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The most impressive research result was in the area of optical amplifiers. NTT claims to
be the first lab to demonstrate a 1.3 µm fiber amplifier module. In fact, such a module
used in transmitting a television signal was demonstrated to us during our visit. The core
of the amplifier is a Pr-doped fiber pumped by a 1.017 µm solid state laser. The pump
power was 340 mW. One particular problem with this technology is that a comparable
semiconductor laser is still not available, although NTT is working on this device. The
operating parameters of the amplifier were quite impressive. A noise figure of 3.4 dB is
achieved that is superior to EDFAs, since the PDFA relies on a transition at 1.3 µm that is
not at the ground state of Pr, which is in contrast to the process for the EDFA. Hence,
re-excitation of the relaxed Pr atoms by the 1.3 µm light is not a problem contributing to
noise. The amplifiers also have a gain of from 30 to 35 dB, with a gain efficiency of 0.4
dB/mW, and a saturated output power of +9 dBm.
The optical amplifier group was working at the time of the JTEC visit on Nd-doped fiber
amps for use at 1.4 and 1.6 µm. These wavelengths may eventually be used for
maintenance and supervisory functions in fiber-optic communication systems.
The most “engineering-oriented” activity we saw was in the fiber connector area. A full
range of plastic, low cost single-mode connectors had been developed, including high
precision panda fiber (for polarization sensitive applications) connectors. These friction
assembled connectors have a polarization crosstalk of <-25 dB, and are very rapidly
assembled using ferrules with key-ways to assure reproducible connections. Miniature
connectors for use on crowded back-planes, with dimensions of only a few millimeters on a
side have been developed. Perhaps the most noteworthy part of this work is that the
development was carried well beyond the point where only the connector technology was
perfected. Rather, a range of clever tools for inserting and demounting miniature
connectors in the back planes, as well as connector and back plane cleaning tools for use in
the field by technicians, were developed and demonstrated.
The final technology that NTT hosts showed the JTEC team was in the area of polymer
waveguides. The developments at NTT in this emerging technology were concentrated in
making very low-loss polymer waveguides on large substrates for a variety of fiber-optic
applications. By replacing the C-H bond by its deuterium equivalent (i.e., C-D) in PMMA,
a loss of 0.09 dB/cm was achieved at 1.3 µm, and 1.5 dB/cm at 1.55 µm. The 1.3 µm
value meets the NTT-stated criterion for maximum allowable loss of 10 dB/m. On the
down side of this result is a thermal stability of the material up to only 80°C. Also, to
achieve lower loss at 1.55 µm, deuterated polysiloxane was used. This had a loss of only
0.5 dB/cm at the longer wavelength, with an improved thermal stability. For example, no
propagation loss increase was observed in the polysiloxane material after 100 h exposure to
120°C. The polymer activity is done by a staff of approximately 10 to 12 people.
Technology transfer of ideas generated at NTT laboratories to the public sector occurs via a
three step process. In the first step, the technology is developed to a reasonable maturity at
the labs. Next, this concept is transferred via technical papers and other documentation to
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NTT’s R&D subsidiary; NTT Advanced Technology Corp. (NATC). Once the idea has
been fully matured at NATC it is again transferred via papers and other documentation to
one or more commercial manufacturers. Note that this transfer occurs without the transfer
of personnel, although laboratory engineers will often interact with their counterparts at
NATC to expedite the transfer process. Generally, only technologies not important to the
NTT business sectors are transferred in this manner. The time scale for technology
development within the NTT labs is 2 years or longer, depending on the complexity of the
technology being considered. The technology is transferred from NTT to NATC after the
development in NTT, and the time sale of the transfer is usually half a year to one year.
Also, for this process to take place, NATC must pay a licensing fee to NTT, and the
ultimate product manufacturer must in turn pay such a fee to NATC. [See NTT/Atsugi site
report for further information on technology transfer.]

SUMMARY
It was clear that NTT labs continues to be the leading industrial laboratory in Japan. The
quality and quantity of research projects, of which the JTEC team only saw a small fraction
due to limited time, is extremely impressive. For comparison purposes, NTT can be
considered the “Bell Labs” of Japan. Its activities appear to have considerable influence in
setting the research agenda with regards to telecommunications systems elsewhere in the
country. The sizable investment in research and development placed in these labs by NTT
appears to be paying off considerable dividends in terms of providing the company with a
strong, overall position in fiber optics long haul communications technology.
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Site:

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Optical Network Systems Laboratory
Y-808A 1-2356 Take Yokosuka
Kanagawa 238-03 Japan

Date Visited:

November 17, 1994

Report Author:

S. Esener

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
D. Keck
HOSTS:
Dr. T. Matsumoto
T. Sakano
K. Inoue
Hisao Yoshinaga

Executive Research Engineer,
Project Leader, Optical Network Systems Lab
Research Engineer, Photonics Signal
Processing Research Group
Senior Research Engineer, Photonics
Signal Processing Research Group
Research Engineer, Broadband Transmission
Research Group

BACKGROUND
In 1944, there were 1 million telephone subscribers in Japan. By the end of the war, that
number had been reduced to 400,000. NTT was established to reconstruct the Japanese
telecommunication facilities and to develop the required technology for domestic use and
production. Between 1966 and 1980, NTT went through an age of growth, introducing new
communication services, and the number of subscribers exceeded 10 million by 1968. From
1981 to 1990, NTT became a world class competitor, with many of its technologies, including
its optical communication technologies, being used throughout the world. In 1985, NTT was
converted into a private corporation. Its R&D activities strengthened in the areas of original
software development and LSI. The results constitute the technical base for a network reform
for the coming information communication age. Since 1991, NTT has entered an era of
cooperation, with R&D results that lead the world and are used throughout the world. For
example, in 1991, NTT succeeded in demonstrating optical transmission over 1,260 km at
10 Gbit/s under actual field conditions. [See NTT/Atsugi site report starting on p. 285 for
further general background information on NTT.]
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NTT R&D centers are grouped in one department and 3 lab groups where a total of 3,000
researchers are involved:
•
•
•
•

Network Systems Development Department
Telecommunication Network Laboratory Group
Multimedia System Laboratory Group
Science and Core Technology Laboratory Group

These groups consist of a total of 13 labs distributed in seven locations near Tokyo and one
additional in Kyoto. The Yokosuka facility that this JTEC team visited employs 1,250
researchers. The facility hosts, in addition to NTT, subsidiaries such as NTT DoCoMo, which
specializes in wireless communication.
The team visited the Optical Network Systems Laboratory, one of the 5 labs of the
Telecommunication Network Laboratory group. It has 230 researchers, of whom 10% have
PhD degrees, 75% have MS degrees, 10% have BS degrees, and 5% are high school graduates.
The Optical Network Systems Laboratory, headed by Dr. T. Miki, consists of 4 labs: the
Lightwave Communication Lab, the Transport Processing Lab, the Optical Subscriber Network
Lab, and the Kanaya Research Lab, in addition to the Project Team 1 lead by
Dr. T. Matsumoto, our host. Project Team 1 is subdivided into three groups: the Photonic
Networks, Photonic Transmission, and Photonic Signal Processing Groups.

DISCUSSION
The role of NTT’s Optical Network Systems Laboratory is to research and develop
communication systems and related fundamental and application technologies. Some
technologies developed are supplied to manufacturing companies. Competition among the
companies brings cost reductions in components and systems.
Joint work between system and device labs within NTT is put in place with a proposal of a
new system or device. Demonstration of the system is carried out under the cooperation with
the labs. The system labs use devices from NTT labs as well as those bought from other
companies.
Originally, NTT was not set up to manufacture; it used to buy from other Japanese companies.
In 1985, NTT became a private company. It now has several subsidiaries, such as NEL, which
fabricates LSIs, active OE components, and passive couplers. Competition between the
subsidiaries is possible. There are several Japanese competitors in the area of communications.
In general, telecom companies in Japan expand their business independently of funding from
the government. Electric companies supply systems and components to the telecom companies.
In order to get feedback from its clients, NTT establishes pilot projects. For example, in
Kansai an experiment involving 250 homes is being carried out that provides them with an
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optical access network. The official goal is to provide every home in Japan access to such a
network by 2015. The network will provide broadband services such as high-speed data,
multimedia, and video, in addition to conventional telephone services by employing optical
cable via service nodes.
The main difference between Japan and the United States in this respect is that the United
States has already a well-developed coaxial cable TV distribution network; it may be cheaper
for the United States to use this network in a hybrid form with analog fiber optics. In Japan,
the coax network is not extensive, and it may be as economical to adopt a fully digital system,
with the fiber reaching all the way through the home.
In terms of the evolution of such a network, NTT sees the role of analog networks decreasing
as the network size increases beyond 50 million users, and it sees an evolution in digital
networks from N-ISDN to ATM to B-ISDN as the number of users approaches 80 million by the
year 2010. Presently, B-ISDN is simply too costly to deploy. However, in the Transport
Processing Lab several kinds of key technologies for B-ISDN are an advanced stage of R&D,
including ATM transmission and cross-connect, circuits for network interfaces, massively
parallel signal processing for super high-definition images, and advanced software for network
operation.

THE DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
The JTEC panel saw several accomplishments in the area of free-space optical interconnects,
optical transmission experiments, and a demonstration room describing how optical access
networks may affect homes. The demonstration was similar to the Kansai experiment.
On the free-space interconnects, T. Sakano demonstrated three systems: the COSINE-1 system
dating from 1990 with a manually reconfigurable free space optical switch operating with
LEDs, where optical alignment requirements were carefully analyzed; the COSINE-2
multiprocessor system that uses an automatically rearrangeable free space switch dating from
1992; and the more recent COSINE-3, 3-D mesh multiprocessor system using board-to-board
free-space interconnects. In addition the JTEC team saw a rearrangeable 128 x 128 multistage
network optical switch based on a liquid crystal light modulator array. In all cases, major
emphasis was put on the packaging aspect of the prototypes.
On the transmission experiment, K. Inoue showed a 20 Gbit/s experiment with multimedia
capability.
Finally, in the demonstration room H. Yoshinaga demonstrated and discussed further the
benefits of an optical access network by showing a piano lesson where the student and the
teacher are in visual contact via a high-definition TV remote link.
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Site:

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Semiconductor Technology Laboratories (STL)
Research & Development Group
550-5, Higashiasakawa-cho, Hachioji-shi
Tokyo 193, Japan

Date Visited:

November 16, 1994

Report Author:

D. Keck

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
D. Keck
G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
Dr. Takeshi Kamijoh
Dr. Yukihiro Ozeki
Dr. Tatsuo Kunii
Hiroshi Wada
Dr. Hironori Sasaki

Advanced Photonic Devices Project Leader, STL
Manager, Lightwave Transmission Systems,
Engineering Dept. 1, Transmission Syst. Div.
Research Supervisor, Semiconductor Lasers Section,
Optoelectronics Department, STL
Optoelectronics Device Section, STL
Research Scientist, R&D Group

BACKGROUND
Oki Electric is a very old company — its motto is “Progressive Since 1881.” The company
has annual sales of about $4 billion and spends $200 million on R&D. The thrust areas for
the company are communications, switching, and computing. For the two years preceding
the JTEC visit, Oki Electric was shrinking due to the recession, but management believed
that the company had stabilized at then-current staffing levels.
About 10 to 20% of the company’s activities are in the research phase of the innovation
cycle. Optoelectronics products are sold through two business groups: the Electrical
Component Business Group and the Transmission Network System Business Group.
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ORGANIZATION
The R&D Group is divided into 5 laboratories: Semiconductor Technology (STL), Micro
Systems, Multimedia, Electronic Communications Systems, and the Kansai Laboratory
(see Fig. Oki.1). Total personnel in these groups is about 400. The Semiconductor
Technology Laboratory has about 100 people, approximately 15 to 20% of whom have
PhDs. Our hosts estimated that about 60 scientists in the R&D group, or about 15%, work
on optoelectronics.
Within STL are six projects or departments. Areas of investigation for each are listed in
Figure Oki.1. Dr. Kamijoh used a graph (Fig. Oki.2) to describe how the various
organizations interacted. Plotting on one axis the continuum from research to production
and on the perpendicular axis the continuum from devices to systems, he identified STL as
doing device research. This group views the Electrical Component Business Group as its
primary customer. Kansei Research Lab primarily does systems research for Transmission
Network System Business Group. Information is shared between research and development
people by direct meetings about once a month and frequent faxes and phone conversations.

PRODUCT STRATEGY
Figure Oki.3 shows the major Oki projects in the three stages of innovation the company
recognizes: research, development, and production.
Within the Optical Communication area, the company has in production 150 Mbit/s to
2.4 Gbit/s transmission systems, an Er-doped fiber amplifier transmission line, a 2.4 Gbit/s
FDM system, and an active double star system. The company’s scientists and engineers are
developing a passive double star system (current NTT architecture) and 40 Gbit/s TDM and
WDM systems. In the research phase they are investigating soliton transmission, 160 Gbit/s
TDM, a switched access network, and a high-density WDM ring network.
The switching (photonic) area has a parallel board-to-board interconnection system in
production, and an optical ATM switch in research.
In optical computing, STL has in production an LED printer and a 400 dpi LED array. Its
research topics involve interconnection: board-to-board, chip-to-chip, and gate-to-gate.
Devices in production include both 1300 nm and 1550 nm Fabry-Pérot and DFB laser
diodes, high-power 1480 nm lasers, semiconductor optical modulators, 1300 nm
superluminescent LEDs, and polarization-insensitive semiconductor optical amplifiers. In
development are 980 nm high-power lasers, large-scale waveguide matrix switches,
waveguide wavelength filters, monolithic multiwavelength lasers, and multi-electrode
tunable lasers. Research topics include ultrafast optical pulse generation, wavelength
conversion devices, multimaterial OEICs, and surface-emitting lasers.
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Fig. Oki.1. Oki R&D group.
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Fig. Oki.2. Photonics business-development-research map.
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Fig. Oki.3. Oki research-development-production.
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TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION
Systems
Dr. Yukihiro Ozeki described transmission systems R&D. He returned from studying in
the United States 3 years ago, having earned his PhD from Prof. C. L. Tang at Cornell. He
is located at Oki’s downtown Tokyo laboratory, which develops systems from various Oki
components. He indicated that Oki entered the low-bit-rate systems business in the mid1970s, selling to NTT. Since he returned to Japan, he felt business was much more
competitive and international. Oki’s system sales are $60 to $70 million, mostly to NTT,
some to Honduras or Southeast Asia; none are to the United States.
Oki’s scientists are working on a 10 GB/s system that they believe will be the backbone of
the future. Strategically, they divide their work into high-speed (HS) and low-speed (LS)
blocks. The topics within the HS block area are optical transmitters and receivers, where
the specific topic areas are external modulation, optical amplification, dispersion
compensation, WDM, adaptive filtering, and optical nonlinearity suppression. Also within
the HS block area are IC/LSI devices consisting of work on GaAs MESFET IC/LSIs
(0.3 µm) and dielectric resonator filters. Photonic devices such as MQW lasers, external
modulators, APD and PD, and tunable filters are a third section within the HS block area.
Also in that area are optical amplifiers, where the researchers are looking at 980 nm pump
lasers, isolators, and waveguides. High-speed packaging work completes the HS block
area. Less was said about the LS block, where topics were broadly grouped into power
consumption, high-density packaging, and flexibility.
The JTEC team’s hosts described specifics within the HS block topic area. Oki researchers
envision electrically multiplexing sixteen 622 Mbit/s channels to get the 10 GB/s stream.
The chips used will rely on some 0.3 µm MESFET technology for the very high-speed
parts, but mostly 0.5 µm technology. For the optical transmitter, they are looking to either
LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder or electro-absorptive (EA) modulators. They favor the EA
modulator approach monolithically fabricated with their DFB laser. Their unit will include
an aspheric collimating lens, an optical isolator, and a ball lens integrated into the fiber
connector assembly. This product is in development now, and they hope it will be ready in
two years. Their optical receiver also uses a connectorized ball lens to input to a pin
photodiode. This is mounted to a GaAs IC preamp. They expect to use an EDFA preamp
before the electro-optic module. Without the EDFA, they have a receiver sensitivity of
about -15 dBm. With the EDFA, this is improved to -33 dBm at 10-11 BER. They
showed a very complete mapping of all the nonlinear limitations to fiber transmission
systems. At the time of the JTEC visit, Oki researchers were building a 10 GB/s system
prototype for NTT. They showed pictures of the unit housed in a 7ft high rack.
In the low-speed block area, Oki was selling 10,000 156 Mbit/s systems annually. These
are used primarily as optical interconnections for telephone switching systems. The price
was estimated at $1,000 to $2,000 for a transmitter/receiver pair. Oki’s competitor is
Hitachi, but Oki is selling it some systems for private label. Oki researchers are working,
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however, on a board-to-board 12-channel, 150 Mbit/s unit for the subscriber network, with
a target cost of about $20/channel.
Oki has been working on optical amplifiers since 1986. Its researchers began looking at a
fiber Raman amplifier and developed a high-power 1480 nm pump laser for it. They then
sold these pumps worldwide for EDFAs and for a time believed that they were number one
in the business. Now with the shift to 980 nm pumps, they are not number one but have a
program to introduce this product. Oki sells an EDFA product that uses beam optics and
splitters. It buys the Er fiber and assembles the unit. Its scientists are working on gainflattened amplifiers and were achieving flatnesses to about 3 dB over a 30 nm band. Oki,
along with Hitachi, Fujitsu, and NEC, are producing EDFAs for NTT for 10 GB/s systems.
Typically, NTT gives target specifications and then the companies work to meet these.
Light Sources/Modulators
Dr. Tatsuo Kunii described some of Oki’s device work on laser arrays and EA modulators.
(He also is a Cornell PhD graduate who studied under Professor Tang.) Approximately 20
people are working on 6 - 7 telecommunications device projects. They see the EA
modulator as key to 10 Gbit/s systems. They are using a polyimide buried ridge structure
for the modulator. Their work shows a modulation index, a = 0.3, which is required for the
Japanese systems. Current performance is maximum extinction ratio > 40 dB, polarization
dependency < 0.7 dB, extinction efficiency > 10 dB/V, insertion loss 10 to 12 dB, coupling
loss 6 to 7 dB, and propagation loss 2 dB/100 µm.
Dr. Kunii described Oki’s multiwavelength DBR laser work. By changing mask width
during deposition, laser wavelength can be changed controllably. He showed 4 lasers with
5 nm peak wavelength separation and 6 to 8 mW output. Oki’s competitors are NEC and
Hitachi. Each is doing the same device research in anticipation of the next NTT request.
Oki’s researchers are investigating methods to generate ultrafast pulses. This work is
expected to be part of the MITI Femtosecond Project. Oki views the following hierarchy to
generate pulses in laser diodes: gain-switching, 10 GHz; external modulation, 30 GHz;
active mode-locking, 40 GHz; and passive mode-locking, 100 Ghz. Oki’s scientists are
investigating passive mode-locking and reported results they believe are the best in the
world at the Semiconductor Laser Conference in Hawaii. Usually the mode locker cavity
length controls the laser frequency, but if current is injected and modulated within the
cavity at a harmonic of the cavity frequency, the mode-locked pulse width can be
dramatically reduced. They reported 650 fs pulses by operating at the 40th harmonic of the
basic 40 GHz cavity frequency. Output power remains high at 15.7 mW, and depth of
modulation is 60%.
Photonic Switching Devices
Dr. Kamijoh described Oki’s work in optical switching using principally LiNbO3 Y-branch
technology. The company’s scientists are using curved branches and electrodes for
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reduced losses together with steep crossings. They have made a 32 x 32 device optimized
for size that is approximately 5 to 7 cm long and have worked up a chart of optimized size
for various port counts. Acousto-optic devices are also being studied in LiNbO3.
Dr. Kamijoh indicated, however, that he doesn’t think only LiNbO3 will be the winning
technology, because with semiconductor devices amplification can be built into the device.
Optical Interconnection
This work is part of the Oki Real World Computing (RWC) effort and is being done in a
distributed or company laboratory. A young researcher, Hiroshi Wada (with Oki for
9 years), is working on direct wafer bonding. The researchers envision accomplishing
interboard free-space connections using InP SLEDs. While they are looking at epitaxial
growth of GaAs on silicon and have made much progress, direct bonding is giving more
success. In this area they have done InP on GaAs and have made a laser. They have also
done InP on silicon. Basically clean wafers are placed together and heated to 450 to 700oC,
giving a sufficiently strong bond for subsequent processing. Their typical wafer size is
1 x 1 cm, and their largest is 2 x 2 cm. This seems to be the state of the art and has also
been accomplished at UCSB and Bellcore. Bubbles occur with any larger wafers, which
degrade the bond strength.
Oki researchers have fabricated InGaAsP lasers on GaAs. The light output as a function of
current is identical to grown materials; however, the drive voltage is 0.3 to 0.4 volts higher,
due to band offset between InP and GaAs. Work is proceeding on InP on silicon, but the
TCE is giving a problem. If bonding is done above 550°C, the crystal quality is degraded,
and if done at lower temperature, the bond strength is degraded. They envision that optical
technology will have to connect at least 1,000 pins to be effective.
DISCUSSION
Oki expects to be involved in the MITI Femtosecond Project. The company sees this work
as taking place at two locations: the current OTRC laboratory in Tsukuba and the member
company or distributed laboratories. Oki states that the rationale for private companies
supporting this arrangement is that they cannot afford the risk for these projects. Company
representatives indicated to JTEC panelists that they would envision sending basic research
people to the central laboratory and conducting device research in their own laboratory.
Oki representatives indicated that for the Kansai project, “tomorrow” would start about
1996 and end in 2010. They stated that the year 2010 has been selected as the completion
date for the Japanese network because predictions suggest that with the aging of the
population, insufficient savings will exist to supply the needed capital.
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Site:

Optoelectronics Technology Research Laboratory (OTL)
Optoelectronics Technology Research Corp. (OTRC)
5-5 Tohkodai, Tsukuba
Ibaraki 300-26, Japan
Tel.: 0298-47-4331
Fax: 0298-47-4180

Date Visited:

December 12, 1994

Report Author:

M. DeHaemer

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
M. DeHaemer
HOSTS:
Dr. Yoshifumi Katayama
Dr. Izuo Hayashi
Akio Kawagishi
Kiyoshi Hasegawa
Koichi Dazai

Research Director OTL
Advisor, OTL
Research Fellow, OTL
Executive Vice President, OTRC
Director Research Administration Division, OTRC

BACKGROUND
The Japanese government, under the Japan Key Technology Project, and thirteen member
companies founded the Optoelectronics Technology Research Corporation (OTRC) in
1986. OTRC was in the final year of its charter at the time of the JTEC visit. The
organization followed a similar joint research corporation and the Optoelectronics Joint
Research Laboratory (OJL), which operated from 1981 to 1986. OJL’s objective was to
conduct basic research to enable fabrication of optoelectronic integrated circuits and
transfer of the technology to its nine member companies at the end of the project.
At Tsukuba, the Optoelectronics Technology Research Laboratory (OTL) has been
exploring fundamental materials technology for applications of quantum effects in
semiconductor structures. OTL concentrates on materials research of III-V compound
semiconductors and seeks to discover breakthrough technologies for future OEICs, such as
atomic-scale-controlled epitaxy, maskless fine pattern formation, characterization
technologies for multidimensional super-lattice structures, and solid state physics of
quantum confined structures. The branch laboratories of OTL at the thirteen member
companies conduct complementary research that is more immediate for device
development, emphasizing current materials and manufacturing technologies.
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The JTEC team visited OTL in Tsukuba Science City, which is staffed by research
personnel from the member corporations. The OTL representatives gave the JTEC team
the opportunity to get acquainted with the purpose of the organization and then provided a
tour of a number of experiments in the laboratory.
At the time of team’s visit, it was not yet known whether there would be a follow-on
project to OTRC that would keep the OTL in operation for further experimentation.
Although the team’s hosts were enthusiastic about the quality of the basic science they
performed and somewhat optimistic about another project to follow the OTRC, R&D
managers at sites in some of the member organizations that panelists visited were not
supportive of sending their company’s research funds to this joint project.
OTL representatives asserted that important science to support the optoelectronics industry
had been accomplished, and that technology transfer beneficial to member companies was
accomplished in a number of ways: prepublication knowledge passed by researchers to
members, publication of research findings, return of scientists to their home laboratories,
participation in patents for prototype production machinery and device construction
methodology, and participation in workshops. At the end of the project, the participating
companies have options to acquire the advanced equipment used in the research. (See
Hayashi, Hirano, and Katayama 1989 for detailed discussion of OTL and its predecessor joint
research activities.) During the discussions, the host group emphasized the importance of
experience with high-vacuum technology as one method of achieving very thin layers and
nanometer size features in OEICs. Also, Hitachi and NEC were described as being strongly
interested in the basic research of OTL. The thirteen member companies are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fujikura, Ltd.
Fujitsu, Ltd.
Hitachi, Ltd.
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
NEC Corporation
Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd.
Oki Electrical Industry Co., Ltd.
Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd.
Sharp Corporation
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.
Toshiba Corporation

With a staff of approximately 20 scientists at Tsukuba and an additional 20 scientists
working on the project in their home company laboratories, OTL’s budget for the duration
of the ten-year project is approximately ¥10 billion (~$100 million). Seven billion yen
(~$70 million) will have come from the Japan Key Technology Center, a government agency;
the remaining ¥3 billion (~$30 million) will have been invested by the 13 member companies.
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RESEARCH PROJECTS

A tour of the laboratory enabled a quick synopsis of research projects as well as a view of a
first class research facility. The following projects were underway:
Atomic-Scale Controlled Epitaxy
•

Real time and in situ observation of epitaxial surfaces by scanning microprobe
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (u-RHEED) that was developed at OTL.

•

Real time GaAs epitaxial growth has been observed by using u-RHEED. A series of
images showed actual observation of Ga droplet formation after growth exceeded one
monolayer, followed by absorption into the crystal lattice after Ga supply was stopped
and As supply began.

In Situ Processing For Fine Pattern Formation
•

A high-vacuum multichamber system allows nanometer-scale electron beam lithography.

Material Characterization On The Atomic Scale
•

STM observation of GaAs (001) surfaces have been performed using an ultrahighvacuum scanning tunneling microscope with atomic scale resolution.

•

Other experiments included work in heteroepitaxy, high-resolution laser spectroscopy,
and GaAs surface chemistry.

REFERENCES
AAPPS. 1994. “Optoelectronics technology research laboratory in Japan,” Bulletin of the
Association of Asian Pacific Physical Societies, 4 (3&4) (December): 41.
Hayashi, Hirano, and Katayama. 1989. “Collaborative semiconductor research in Japan.”
Proceedings of the IEEE 77 (9) (September).
Isu, Watanabe, Hata, and Katayama. 1990. “In-situ microscopic observation of GaAs surfaces during
molecular beam epitaxy and metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy by scanning microprobe
reflection high energy electron diffraction.” Journal of Crystal Growth 100: 433-8.
Morishita, Goto, Nomura, Tamura, Isu, and Katayama. 1994. “Real-time scanning microprobe
reflection high-energy electron diffraction observations of InGaAs surfaces during molecular-beam
epitaxy on InP substrates.” Journal of Vacuum Science Technology B 12(4) (Jul/Aug): 2532-2540.
Morishita, Goto, Nomura, Tamura, Isu, and Katayama. 1994. “Real-time observations of appearance
of crosshatched pattern during molecular beam epitaxy of compressive InGaAs on InP.” Japan
Journal of Applied Physics 33: L9-12.
OTRC. Undated. “Key Technology for the 21st Century” (descriptive brochure).
_____. Undated. “Technology for Crystal Control on the Atomic Scale” (project description).
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Site:

Osaka University
Department of Electrical Engineering
Osaka, Japan

Date Visited:

November 15, 1994

Report Author:

F. Leonberger
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
HOSTS:
Professor H. Nishihara
Professor M. Haruna
T. Suhara
Professor M. Izutsu
Dr. S. Ura
Dr. M. Fujimura

Research Associate
Research Associate

BACKGROUND
Within the Electrical Engineering Department at Osaka University, two research groups
have been very active and productive in guided wave optics for over 10 years: the
Nishihara group and the group formerly headed by Professor Sueta, who retired, and now
headed by Professor Izutsu. Professor M. Haruna, a long-time member of the Nishihara
group, has recently moved to the medical faculty, where he will concentrate on applications
of optoelectronics in medicine. Each group has about 15 members, typically consisting of
7 to 10 MS students and one PhD student. A group will graduate at most one PhD/year.
The research funding is limited, typically consisting of a modest grant from the university,
about $200 thousand/year from funded proposals (greater than average for a university),
and some funding from consortia and industry (sometimes in the form of visiting
engineers). The groups have had limited funding for equipment. They described a
restructuring of the university to emphasize graduate education, and funding by the
government for more equipment. Over the years, most students have gone to industry after
completing the Master’s degree course of study, and over 50% are employed in
optoelectronics.
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DISCUSSION
Several of the JTEC panel’s hosts described aspects of the work in Professor Nishihara’s
laboratory. Professor Suhara described the history of the guided-wave optical CD pickup
device as an example of a long-term project with industrial interest and support. This
device includes a hybrid-integrated laser and a monolithically integrated Si/SiO2
waveguide grating lens for projection/collection of light and photodetectors. While good
results were obtained, the progress in conventional pickups obviated the commercial need
for this device. However, effort is continuing in building a modified version of the device
for position sensing and for examining advanced pickup designs, such as for super
resolution. A key capability of the group is specialized e-beam writing of the grating lens.
Dr. Ura further described the two-dimensional displacement sensor.
Professor Haruna described the LiNbO3 activity. This included a discussion of an
integrated laser-Doppler velocimeter, Nd-doped material and lasers, and the development
by industry of his laser-writing lithographic system. He summarized his view of LiNbO3
applications in Japan for communication (high-speed modulation), sensing (fiber gyros,
switches for OTDRs), and memory (QPM frequency doubling). Dr. Fujimura further
described the second harmonic generation work.
Professor Izutsu has a focus on four areas. These are nonlinear optics (bistable and alloptical devices), new waveguides for optical interconnects, ultrafast guided wave
modulators (goal of 100 GHz), and LiNbO3 integrated optic (IO) modulators for
microwave systems. A particularly interesting activity is building prototype IO circuits for
scanning antennas (phased arrays) envisioned for use in mobile phone systems. Phase and
frequency shifting at 800 MHz are accomplished monolithically in a novel circuit.

SUMMARY
The groups continue to do excellent work in integrated optics. However, they have
concerns about the breadth of utilization of integrated optics due to alternate techniques
(photonic or nonphotonic) to solve a given system problem.
The Osaka groups echoed themes the JTEC team heard elsewhere about the limited
funding and equipment available for university research, the relatively few students that
stay on for PhD-level research, and the small amount of collaborative work with industry.
The preponderance of students going to industry after obtaining a Master’s degree is a
reflection not only of the funding, but also of the very small salary premium Japanese
companies seem to place on the PhD. The companies seem to prefer to train MS students
and place some of them in management tracks rather than hire a great many universitytrained technical specialists.
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Site:

Rohm Co., Ltd.
21 Saiin Mizosakicho
Ukyoku, Kyoto 615, Japan
Tel.: 075 311-6496

Date Visited:

November 17, 1994

Report Author:

D. Crawford
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
B. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
C. Uyehara
HOSTS:
Hiroshi Mataki
Haruo Tanaka
Hitoshi Hiraki
Kohei Nazato

Manager, Product Design R&D, Laser Diode
Manufacturing Division
General Manager, Laser Diode Manufacturing Div.
General Manager, Public Relations Division
Senior Staff, Public Relations Division

BACKGROUND
Rohm Co., Ltd., is a market-driven, completely independent semiconductor company
specializing in semiconductor components such as ICs, transistors, diodes, LEDs, laser
diodes, LCDs, printheads, resistors, and capacitors. The company was started in the 1950s,
supplying specialized small resistors for radios. Rohm’s strength is its commitment to
automation and its flexible mass production technology that allows the company to respond
flexibly to meet customer needs, allowing product variations. In this vein, 70% of Rohm’s
IC sales are custom products, with continuing increases in the percentage of customization
requirements in LCDs, LEDs, and hybrid ICs.
In 1994, 18.3% of Rohm’s net sales were attributed to the category defined as “printheads
and other products,” which includes sensors, LCDs, capacitors, and laser diodes, accounting
for total net sales of $365 million, a 9.9% increase from 1993 levels. Revenues from discrete
semiconductor devices (including transistors, diodes, and LEDs) were $712 million, a
11.8% increase from 1993 levels; sales in ICs (both monolithic and hybrid ICs) accounted
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for $650 million, also a 2.7% increase over 1993 levels. The company’s sales of resistors
brought $272 million in revenue, an increase of 4.2% since 1993.
The employee base for the company is approximately 2,600, of whom 900 are engaged in
research and development. Each division within the company has its own dedicated R&D
specialists.
Rohm began activities in laser diodes in 1982, when the company invested MBE
technology to grow epitaxial material for laser diodes. The application targeted for these
laser diodes was compact disk players. At that time, there were a number of dominant
players in the CD laser business, including giants such as Sony and Sharp; however, all of
these companies were growing their material by LPE. Rohm believed MBE technology
would provide them with a superior advantage, and it invested in the growth and
manufacturing technology necessary to mass produce laser diodes emitting at 780 nm
(GaAs/AlGaAs technology). Rohm entered the CD player market in 1987, delivering its
first shipment of laser diodes. Haruo Tanaka is the pioneer behind the Rohm laser diode
success, not only convincing the owner of Rohm to invest in CD laser technology
supported by MBE, but also convincing customers to buy his product, guaranteeing
improved performance and reliability at reduced cost. In 1994, Rohm was the world’s
largest manufacturer of compact disk laser diodes, with a 50% market share. At the time of
the JTEC visit, Rohm was supplying 60 million laser diodes/year, at an approximate cost of
$2/piece. In 1991, the worldwide market for these diodes was 40 million pieces; by 1994
this had risen to 120 million pieces.

DISCUSSION
In 1982, Rohm purchased Riber MBE systems and modified them for mass production.
This modification included increasing the effusion cell size to allow for increased uptime
of the MBE systems. Note that the adoption of MBE technology was dependent on
learning about the technique from available scientific papers. Materials growth continues
today on 2 in. substrates. Rohm believes the advantage in MBE technology is in its layer
accuracy in thickness, alloy composition, and doping uniformity. The far-field distribution
and threshold current characteristics, among others, are improved vis-à-vis LPE
technology.
Laser diode manufacture is essentially split into two sections, the wafer process and the
assembly process. In the first stage of manufacture, the epitaxial layers are grown (using a
two-growth self-aligned structure), and the wafers are lapped to 60 µm and metalized.
After cleaving and scribing, electrical and optical characterization are performed (by a
random sampling electrical/optical characterization process). This testing level typically
identifies wafers with high numbers of oval defects. The wafer process is in the Kyoto
facility.
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When a successful wafer process has been completed, the pieces are shipped to a factory
100 km west of the growth facility, where they become part of the assembly process. This
process includes acceptance testing, chip die and wire-bonding onto submounts, and front
and rear mirror coating (typically sputtered coatings that are not SiO). The first of two
burn-in tests is completed at this time. One hundred percent of the devices are tested at
this stage, as the subsequent stages are cost-intensive, and so it makes no sense to continue
packaging devices that do not have acceptable operating characteristics. Again,
electrical/optical characterization takes place. Rohm believes that its three-stage testing
strategy minimizes testing costs while maximizing yield.
The Si pin photodiode (which is produced at another Rohm plant) is then die- and wirebonded onto its submount, and laser and photodiode submounts are die- and wire-bonded
onto the heat-sink/stem. Only devices with appropriate operating characteristics undergo
this costly process. After hermetic sealing, the second of two burn-in tests is conducted.
All of the processes described above are fully automated, using equipment and software
designed and built in Rohm. No human hand touches the devices from the beginning to the
end of the production process. Very few personnel are necessary to run the equipment, and
none of the personnel associated with manufacture have PhDs.
Rohm’s design of test equipment and associated software has been critical to the success of
the company’s laser diode manufacturing capability. This equipment is easily modified
and allows the company to rapidly adjust to meet a customer’s needs. About 33% of Rohm
personnel are devoted to the development of automation equipment for manufacturing.
Rohm’s laser diodes have a very low failure rate, as measured in the facility of a customer
(0.022% failure rate, as compared to 0.15 to 0.26% failure rates measured for the diodes of
Rohm’s competitors). Rohm attributes this success to the smooth automated fabrication
process, which sees no human input during the fabrication and packaging process. This
especially eliminates failures associated with electrostatic discharge. Since Rohm
management believes customers can destroy the laser diodes, the company offers to
educate its customers on handling of the products.
Rohm’s laser diode manufacturing division has three R&D activities, including an epitaxial
growth group, a device design group, and a mechanical design group (to optimize
automation/manufacturing equipment).
Advanced R&D is contained within the
manufacturing units, and there is no centralized R&D facility provided. This concept is in
accordance with Rohm’s managing director, who believes such a facility restricts the
development of close relations between the researcher/engineer and the customer. Rohm’s
organization is very flexible, with personnel moving frequently.
Rohm is investigating increasing the wavelength range of available devices. This includes
investigation of long-wavelength P-containing compounds grown by MOCVD and for
shorter-wavelength lasers, also grown by MOCVD. The JTEC panel’s hosts indicated they
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believe GaN to be the brightest contender for short-wavelength lasers, citing the success of
Nichia. For increased functionality, the company is also investigating laser diode
integration with other optical devices for applications in next-generation CD pickups,
among others. The company has no interest in developing a VCSEL-based product; it
appears that this would not be compatible with its existing manufacturing capability. The
company is also investigating an integrated photodetector and laser diode, incorporating a
dry-etched mirror.
The applications Rohm is pursuing for its laser diode products are increasing. The 780 nm
AlGaAs LDs are primarily used in CD players, although other applications exist in laser
printers, CD ROMs, and in datacomm applications. One of Rohm’s customers, probably a
U.S. company, employs a 780 nm laser in a high-speed/low-cost fiber-optic data link
module. Rohm also points out that Deutsch Bundeposte has announced intent to employ
780 nm laser diodes in FTTH applications. Rohm representatives pointed out that the LDs
used in datacomm applications have more stringent lifetime requirements than those in CD
players. For CD players, lifetimes of 104 hours are acceptable, while lifetimes approaching
At the time of the JTEC visit, Rohm
105 hours are required in datacomm lasers.
guaranteed laser diodes with lifetimes of 105 hours at 60oC. The company was planning to
distinguish between devices for CDs, and devices for datacomm at the wafer testing level,
testing products at very elevated temperatures to ensure quality performance. Thus, the
same process and manufacturing lines will be used to produce diodes for both applications;
the distinction will be made at the wafer test level.

OBSERVATIONS
Rohm Co., Ltd., is a company quite different from any of the other companies the JTEC
panel visited, in that it encourages entepreneurial-like activity in its staff. To illustrate this
point, consider the case of Haruo Tanaka, the general manager of the laser diode
manufacturing division. Tanaka went to the owner of Rohm in the early 1980s with
information about MBE growth technology and CD players, telling the owner that he
foresaw a terrific market for CD lasers with marriage of the two technologies. Rohm’s
owner believed in Tanaka’s vision, and so the laser diode manufacturing division was born,
despite some opposition from the larger semiconductor companies and from MITI.
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Site:

Sanyo Microelectronics Research Center
1-18-13 Hashiridani
Hirakata City
Osaka 573, Japan

Date Visited:

November 17, 1994

Report Author:

S. Forrest
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
C. Uyehara
HOSTS:
Dr. Keiichi Yodoshi
K. Yagi
H. Hanafusa
M. Shono

Senior Manager

BACKGROUND
Sanyo is one of the consumer electronic giants of Japan, with over ¥1.5 trillion
(~$15 billion) in annual sales in 1993 and 25,000 employees. As is generally the case for
such companies, it has a broad range of products in many different areas. In particular,
Sanyo holds the world’s largest market share of a-Si solar cells, claiming to be the first
company, in 1981, to use a-Si to power hand-held calculators. It continues to improve a-Si
efficiency for use in homes, automobiles, power plants, and so forth. To accommodate its
breadth of interests, Sanyo has five “research centers” that feed their technologies into
eight business headquarters. Within each business headquarters is a product development
center where the new technologies are produced. The Microelectronics Research Center
works with the Semiconductor Development Center to transition photonic technologies.
DISCUSSION
Much of the discussion focused on mechanisms of technology transfer between the various
corporate segments and on the visible laser activities of the Microelectronics Research
Center.
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Sanyo has aggressively pursued the CD laser business for several years. The company’s
particular strength in this area has been the development of the shortest-wavelength
CD-type laser, which operates at 635 nm wavelength. The rationale for this device is that
it can be used in quadruple density optical disks. At this wavelength, a 0.8 µm spot
resolution is achieved, allowing for a 135 min. video disk as compared to the current
60 min. disk. The laser is a buried ridge structure grown by MOCVD in the GaInAlP
materials system. To achieve the short wavelengths, the growth is done on (100) GaAs
wafers with 7o to 9o misorientation to the [011] direction. This misorientation, which
appears to be a technique pioneered by Sanyo, enlarges the band gap and results in
excellent surface morphology. Typically, the misorientation shortens the wavelength by
15 nm from structures grown directly on (100) GaAs. Typical operating characteristics of
these lasers is a threshold current of 35 mA, 5 mW CW power, and a lifetime (MTTF) of
104 hours at 50°C under 5 mW output operation.
Using similar device structures in the AlGaAs system, Sanyo has developed a large family
of high-power, short-wavelength laser diodes. For example, in the 630 nm wavelength
range, lasers with powers approaching 20 mW are available, while at around 780 nm, 50 mW
lasers are achieved, and in the 800 to 870 nm range, 150 mW output powers are achieved.
Sanyo recently developed a new 780 nm CD laser. This laser is packed in a very simple,
molded-resin, lead frame package that has no window or covering for the laser. Reliability
does not seem to be adversely impacted by this packaging style. Due to its commitment to
lasers, Sanyo claimed at the time of the JTEC visit that it held 30% of the domestic
Japanese market in CD optical pickup heads. The company sells both the lasers and the
full pickup mechanisms. Sanyo’s latest application for the high-power devices is
intersatellite communications.
In addition to high-power lasers, Sanyo is also developing VCSELs, although with a less
clear idea of their ultimate application. Sanyo has been working in VCSEL technology for
ten years; in 1989 it announced a GaAlAs device with a CW threshold current of 5.2 mA.
The new laser diode research is focused into four areas: (1) Short wavelength lasers
consisting of the II-VI materials; (2) Laser-based OEICs used for optical interconnects and
optical communications; (3) High-power/high-efficiency diodes for laser printers; (4)
Low-noise/high-coherence lasers for CD player applications. There was no InP research
being pursued at Sanyo at the time of the JTEC visit.
There are several other areas of research at the Microelectronics Research Center. The
most notable is the center’s AMLCD work. Attractive 3 - 5 in. displays are in production,
with 10 in. displays under development in the laboratory. Sanyo representatives also
showed the JTEC team the operation of an LCD projection screen with 1.5 million pixels.
It appeared that Sanyo was also beginning to investigate organic electroluminescent
materials for display applications.
Technology transfer at Sanyo appears to occur by several different means. In general, it
involves a three-level process starting with the generation of new technologies in the research
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center. This technology is shifted to the development center for final development, and then
finally placed into manufacturing. Sometimes, although not always, the transfer of technology
is accompanied by the physical transfer between the research and development centers of
members of the engineering staff. In one example transfer, it was suggested that a
particular project might begin with a joint effort of ten researchers. Once the concept was
proven in the lab, perhaps three of these engineers would move to the development center
to facilitate technology transfer. Since the research and development centers are physically
separated, this move entails the movement of both the researcher and his family. (One does
not have to worry about referring to a Japanese engineer as “he,” since there are virtually no
women engineers in the organizations the team visited.) Researchers move willingly, since
they feel a sense of commitment and ownership of the technology. In the final stage, perhaps
one or two of the engineers in the development center accompany the technology to
manufacturing. Manufacturing and development generally are located in the same facility.
Engineers who go all the way from research into manufacturing do not generally return to
the research environment, but rather go into the marketing or business side of the company.
Those who go only to the development stage either stay there, or sometimes return to the
research center, where they take on the next research challenge. Total time from research to
manufacturing is of course highly variable, depending on the technology. For example, a
laser technology transfer might take five years in the research stage, followed by two years
in development; whereas projects in VLSI design may take only six months at both levels.
It needs to be emphasized that this movement of personnel to effect technology transfer is
only an example and generally applies to those immature technologies that are not yet
firmly established in the development centers. In that case, the engineers from the research
center are required to efficiently build a technology base in the development-oriented
locations. A counter example would be in VLSI, where only paper plans are typically
transferred between the research and development centers, since the technical foundation
for that technology already exists in the development center.
There seems to be very little collaborative work between the Microelectronics Research
Center and universities.
SUMMARY
Sanyo seems to be a company that carefully plans the markets in which it wants to play,
then focuses its efforts strongly and over a long term to achieve its goals. It has worked
over ten years to develop a large range of short-wavelength laser products. Due to this
dedication, it now has captured a significant fraction of the CD laser market. Indeed, its
short-wavelength products are poised to take over other markets traditionally occupied by
He-Ne lasers. For example, Sanyo is now producing very sophisticated laser pointers and
bar code readers, the latter promising to be a sizable market. The short-wavelength diode
laser may soon replace the He-Ne laser completely, due to the longer lifetime and compactness
of the laser diode. All of these developments appear to be the result of a relatively simple
corporate structure and an effective and flexible process of technology transfer.
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Site:

Sharp Central Research Laboratories
2613-1, Ichinomoto-cho, Tenri
Nara 632, Japan

Date visited:

December 19, 1994

Report Author:

G. Day

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
G. Day
P. Shumate
HOSTS:
Dr. Nobuo Hashizume
Yuji Nagaya

General Manager

BACKGROUND
The Sharp Corporation was founded in 1912 and has a long record of new high-technology
product introductions. Its first product was the Eversharp Pencil, introduced in 1915, from
which the company took its name. In the 1920s and 1930s, the company focused on radio;
in the 1950s, it introduced TV to the Japanese market; in the 1960s, it introduced
microwave ovens and electronic calculators; and in the 1970s, it introduced liquid crystal
displays and a variety of products they enabled. In 1981, Sharp introduced low-cost laser
diodes that made possible the development of compact disk technology. In 1988, Sharp
introduced large (14 in.) thin-film transistor LCD color displays, and it has continued to
develop that technology.
Sharp’s Central Research Laboratories are located in what is known as the Sharp Tenri
Compound in the southern part of Nara, adjacent to its IC and LCD manufacturing
facilities. Sharp has 22 other laboratories, including the Multimedia Systems Research and
Development Center in Chiba, the Functional Devices laboratories in Chiba, the Energy
Conversion Laboratories in another part of Nara, and Sharp Laboratories of Europe (in
Oxford, UK), which is a largely independent laboratory established to support European
subsidiaries. Sharp has nearly 27 manufacturing facilities around the world.
Sharp identifies ten technologies in which it works:
new materials, devices,
optoelectronics, displays, recording, printing, information processing, telecommunications,
environment/energy, and production/design. These support five applications areas:
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multimedia/audiovisual (AV) systems, telecommunications systems, recording/printing
systems, information processing systems, and home electronic amenity systems. The mission
of the R&D laboratories is described as the development of demand-creating products.

DISCUSSION
Several areas of technology were discussed, primarily semiconductor lasers, optical data
storage, and displays.
Lasers
Sharp introduced the 780 nm low-cost laser for CD players in 1981, and in the mid 1980s it
had a 70% market share, though that is now considerably smaller. The lasers were VSIS
types, grown by LPE. The laser fabrication process was fully developed in the research
laboratories and transferred to a business unit as a mature technology. The research
laboratories are now focused on the development of blue-green sources, particularly for the
digital video disk market. The laboratories have concluded that sources based on second
harmonic generation will not be suitable for this application, because of their size. To date,
Sharp researchers have focused on II-VI materials. The laboratories have what appear to
be high-quality lasers in the blue and green, which they use for data recording, but they
regard their work as being behind that of Sony (which has achieved 1 hr operation at room
temperature). They are just beginning to work on GaN, and regard their work as behind
that of Nichia. However, Sharp representatives expressed the hope that they would be
“first in production technology.”
Displays
Sharp presently sells 14 in. TFT LCD displays but has developed 17 in. and 21 in. versions.
The latter are not sold because the costs of manufacturing are still too high for the market.
From a business point of view, Sharp management feels it doesn’t make sense to
concentrate on 21 in. displays. Sharp has also developed and markets LCD video
projection systems that have resolutions comparable to NTSC broadcast television. Sharp
had introduced a version with substantially greater brightness than its initial product. The
devices at the time of the JTEC visit had a resolution of 1280 x 1024 for each color, which
is close to that of HDTV. Sharp expects large markets in HDTV and overhead projectors.
Sharp presently has a 45% share of the LCD display market.
Sharp has a goal for the year 2000 of 40 in. diagonal, direct view display. Company
representatives doubt that this will be possible with its current nematic liquid crystal
technology, except by placing four of their 21 in. displays together; they are considering
potential new technologies. One alternative that company researchers think has significant
potential is ferroelectric liquid crystals.
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Data Storage
Sharp has focused on magneto-optic data storage technology and acknowledges surprise at
the rate of development of phase-change rewritable (PCR) technology (see Matsushita site
report). Sharp is “keeping a watchful eye” on PCR and may or may not decide to work on
it. At the time of the JTEC visit, Sharp’s engineers had concluded that the biggest
disadvantage of PCR is the greater laser power required, which they projected to be 50%
greater than for MO. MO requires 40 mW, and 60 mW is thought to be difficult to achieve
in a low-cost device. They expect that MO will continue to dominate for data recording,
but PCR will compete for video disks. They think that technical issues will be only one
part of determining the winner; market issues, standardization, and momentum will be
important factors. They hope that MO will be the winner in all of the applications areas.
Sharp’s goal for the year 2000 is the ability to store 135 minutes of HDTV video on a 120 mm
disk. Shifting from red to blue sources is not sufficient to achieve this. Better compression
technology might help, but in the end they may need to use a somewhat larger disk.
Home Information System
Sharp is working on a such a system for intelligent control of appliances, and presumably
for monitoring alarms, etc. It does not carry video and is not connected to the power
company for energy management or a security service company for monitoring alarms.
Sharp participates in MPT’s Advanced Telecommunications Research (ATR) Laboratory
near Takanohara. The company has one researcher in each of the 4 or 5 laboratories there,
who will stay at the ATR for 2 or 3 years working in precompetitive research areas. So far,
no commercial products have resulted from Sharp’s involvement in the ATR.
Management sees it more as a training ground and a place to gain insight into new
technologies.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Sharp has a three-tier corporate technology development structure: corporate research,
R&D associated with the business units, and technology development associated with the
business units. The role of each of these entities varies with the nature of the technology.
Generally, technology is transferred to business units along with people who have
developed it. And generally, this is a permanent transfer.
Automation is generally developed jointly by the business unit and a corporate-level
production technology development (PTD) group. This group consists of 100 to 200 staff
who work primarily on fundamental manufacturing issues in three laboratories. The
centralized PTD facility works with people located in the various business units who,
although knowledgeable about the specific business-unit application, are still members of
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the PTD group. Sharp decides when to automate based first on the objective of reducing
overall cost by reducing the number of people required. Initially, however, as the company
introduces automated processes, more people are often needed. A second consideration is
to increase output. For example, Sharp has recently introduced a new computer-integrated
manufacturing system (CIM) on the silicon line to increase volume and reduce costs. The
CD laser line is fully automated except for the chip dicing, where the company still relies
heavily on manual work.
In response to a question, the JTEC panel’s hosts at Sharp acknowledged that virtual reality
systems were being considered for use in automated production, and prototypes had been
developed.

REFERENCES
Sharp Corporation. Sharp: Profile of the Corporate Research and Development Group
_____. Sharp: Imagination and Creativity (profile of the company and its products)
_____. Sharp Laboratories of Europe (laboratory profile)
_____. Sharp Memorial Hall/Technology Hall (brochure giving an historical perspective of
company products)
Specifications on 2 projection display devices (in Japanese)
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Site:

Sony Corporation Research Center
174, Fujitsuka-cho, Hodogaya-ku
Yokohama-shi, 240 Japan

Date Visited:

November 18, 1994

Report Author:

D. Keck

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
D. Keck
HOSTS:
Dr. Jun’etsu Seto
Dr. Yoshifumi Mori
Dr. Osamu Matsuda
Dr. Masao Ikeda
Dr. Coe Ishimoto

Senior General Manager, Materials Research Division
Assistant to Director, Research Center
Manager Opto-Electronics Research Dept., Device
Technology Research Division
Manager, Materials Research Division
Manager, New Areas, Materials Research Division

BACKGROUND
The Sony Group was reorganized in April 1995. The Group has sales of $37 billion.
Sony’s businesses are organized as Group companies and Division companies, both
independent business units. Sales come approximately 75% from the Group companies
(Consumer A&V Products Co., Components Co., and Recording Media & Energy Co.),
and 25% from the Division companies (Broadcast Products Co., Business & Industrial
Systems Co., Inforcom Products Co., Mobile Electronics Co., and Semiconductor Co.).
Sony spends about 6% of sales on R&D or about $2.3 billion. Funding for research comes
mainly from the business divisions, and some comes through the corporation. Overall,
Sony has about 23,000 employees. The Research Center has 650.
Sony participates in government programs. The company had five people working for ten
years on the MITI-funded Quantum Functional Device Program. While Sony saw MITI
changing policy regarding patents, the company still believed programs would be funded
over a sustained time period, that is, ten years.
Sony maintains good interactions with universities. It has an endowed chair at the
University of Illinois. At any given time, it has about 1% of the Research Center staff at
U.S. universities. Sony also provides sabbatical chairs for professors from abroad to visit
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for 3 to 12 months. The company provides living quarters and a small stipend for student
interns, but pays the entire amount for professors. Annually, Sony spends 0.2 to 0.3% of
its budget on this activity, which has increased in recent years.
Almost all staff hired in the Research Center are at the MS level. The company then has
workers get PhDs, often based on their work at Sony. About 30% of the staff eventually
receive their PhDs.
About 20% of the research is in the optoelectronics area; this percentage has been holding
steady for the last few years. About 50 people work on lasers and 100 people work on
optical disks, which is the company’s main thrust. Sony is beginning to consider the
display area. It sees itself being successful in peripherals rather than on the information
highway itself, although the company is considering free space optical links.
The motivation for researchers to transfer to business units is that they are allowed to
transfer their projects.

ORGANIZATION
The Research Center is divided into 4 Divisions (Materials Research, Device Technology
Research, Systems & LSI Research, and Information and Communication System
Research) and 4 Centers (Environmental Technology, Materials Analysis, Computational
Science, and Technical Information). Several of the groups in the Research Center now
report to one of the business divisions; that is, they span geography with organization. A
new department for Card Systems Development was shown on the Research Center
organization chart. Company representatives explained that when no business unit exists
for a new product, they start an internal venture within the laboratory and grow it into a
viable business. If a business unit does exist, then technology transfer is accomplished by
moving people to that business unit.

TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION
Red Lasers
Dr. Osamu Matsuda described the center’s semiconductor laser device work. As indicated
by his and other presentations, Sony has a good sense of history for its projects. It
documents the milestone dates for projects and tracks its R&D expenses by project.
Since October 1994, Dr. Matsuda’s group has been located in Yokohama, but it reports to
the Device Technology Research Division in Tokyo. The eventual recipient for the devices
is the semiconductor company in Atsugi headed by Dr. Watanabe (formerly head of the
Research Center). Sony began work on semiconductor lasers in 1963. Its first commercial
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laser development was begun in 1977 by Dr. Y. Mori and was transferred to production
seven years later. The final push from development to production took two years. Most
recently, Dr. Masao Ikeda transferred the 680 nm laser to production in 1988. He started
that work in 1982 and physically moved to the Atsugi facility for one-half year. In 1989,
he returned and began the blue-green laser work. Dr. Matsuda spent 6.5 years in Atsugi
carrying out development of optical devices. He said it was rare in Sony to return to research.
Dr. Matsuda showed a chart for the compact disk project indicating total R&D expenses
were $4.7 million. Sony was producing 6 million CD lasers/month at that time. Company
representatives believe Sony is the largest producer, and Rohm is its main competitor.
While the center has a rather sophisticated laser structure, it was doing nothing in
telecommunications at the time of the JTEC visit. It has moved from a 9 mm to a 5.6 mm
laser package to reduce cost. An Si-submount technology is incorporated in this.
Dr. Matsuda showed pictures of the center’s totally automated laser assembly line. It is in
a class-10,000 space, and it consists of six units that include a chip mounter, die bonder,
wire bonder, cap sorter, and a test sorter. Sony has a corporate machine development
group that builds internal prototypes and sells machines outside. It also works with
internal groups to modify existing machines for special purposes. The machines developed
have positioning accuracy of several tens of microns for the chip mounter and a few
microns for ICs in their optical pickup heads.
Another successful project was the transfer of the center’s high-power laser diode for
magneto-optic storage use into production. These lasers have output power of 30 to 40 mW.
The transfer from R&D into production took about 6 years and cost $4.7 million.
Sony representatives stated that they had no research on VCSELs.
Blue-Green Lasers
Dr. Ikeda discussed the Sony blue-green laser work. It began in 1986 - 1987 in ZnSe. In
1991 the center moved to ZnMgSSe for a cladding. Now the active layer is ZnCdSe
(MQW). These layers are MBE grown on an n-GaAs substrate and buffer layer. Chlorine
and nitrogen are used as dopants during the deposition. In 1993, center researchers
demonstrated a green laser, and this year a blue laser. In the contact region, the ZnSe/ZnTe
quantum well layers are “chirped” in thickness. This reduces the operating voltage to
about 5 volts, but they believe they need to reduce this further by 1 to 1.5 volts. The
threshold current is 45 mA. The physical performance is comparable to III-V devices, but
reliability is the issue. The lifetimes are about 1 hr CW at 20°C at the time of the JTEC
visit. Stacking fault density is the problem. They believe these are coming from the GaAsZnSe:Cl interface and that they have a technique for removing them. They will transfer the
process when they get several thousand hours CW. The center buys GaAs wafers outside.
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For deposition, the center has a two-chamber MBE machine: one chamber for III-Vs, the
other for II-VIs.
The JTEC panelists were given a laboratory tour and shown both green and blue LEDs and
lasers. The equipment was typical of any well-equipped optics laboratory.

DISCUSSION
The center representatives commented on GaInN work. Sony is watching this area, but
center researchers think they are on the better material. They believe the broader spectrum
observed in the LED will be a problem; that is, that the blue will not be pure enough. They
are not sure this will carry over to the laser; however, they think the lifetime race will be
won by ZnCdSe. They cited defect densities of 105 for ZnCdSe and 1010 for GaInN.
Sony continues to do second harmonic generation (SHG) using KTP and LiNbO3 in the
Device Division. The application seems to be for the high powers needed for video disk
storage. Recently Sony reported a 4th harmonic of YAG laser at 266 nm with a 1 watt
output using 810 nm laser diodes as pump.
Sony’s superresolution work is still in the Research Center.
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Site:

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
Yokohama Works
1, Taya-cho, Sakae-ku
Yokohama, 244 Japan

Date Visited:

November 17, 1994

Report Author:

S. Esener

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
S. Esener
D. Keck
G. Saxonhouse
HOSTS:
Dr. A. Ishida
S. Kanazaki

General Manager, OE R&D Laboratories
Chief Engineer, R&D group

BACKGROUND
Sumitomo Electric was founded in 1897 for manufacturing electric wires. Since then,
Sumitomo Electric has expanded its wire and cable operations to include power
transmission and communication cables as well as optical fiber cables. Sumitomo is
clearly the world leader in the electric wire and cable industry. Sumitomo Electric has also
expanded into other areas, including steel wires, sintered alloys, and new materials. In
1993, the company reported a consolidated net sales of about $10.7 billion. Of this, 49%
were generated from electrical wire and cables (including fiber-optic cables), 5.4% from
steel wires, 8.9% from sintered alloy products, 7.8% from brake products, 4.5% from
hybrid products, 10.6% from cable accessories and engineering, and 13.9% from new
business. Hybrid products include coating of aluminum with sumiflon, infrared materials,
and flexible printed circuits. New business includes fiber-optic products (e.g., fiber-optic
modules), system products (e.g., traffic control systems), and new materials (e.g., III-V
substrates and heat conductive materials such as artificial diamond).
R&D expenditures account for 3.7% of Sumitomo’s net sales. Corporate R&D is carried
out at four different locations: Osaka, Itami, Yokohama, and Harima. Emphasis is put on
creative technology — technology with the potential of bringing about change in support of
new business activities. These four locations hosts nine corporate R&D groups:
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Systems & Electronics R&D Center
Vehicular Technology Labs
Basic High Technology Labs
Electric Power System Technology Labs
Osaka R&D Labs for metal, organic, and biomaterials
Itami Research Labs for inorganic, electronic, and ceramics materials
Yokohama Research Labs for optical fiber, cabling, and optomechatronics
Optoelectronics R&D Labs for fiber-optical modules and optoelectronic devices
Harima Research Labs for synchrotron radiation

It should be noted that the Yokohama Research Laboratories are within the Yokohama
Works facilities that include manufacturing plants for optical fiber cables, electric wires
and cables, communication devices, and hard metal products. The close proximity of the
plants and the R&D facilities plays a strong role in the interaction. The R&D effort at
Sumitomo is very close to manufacturing. Yokohama Works began operation in 1961, and
the R&D laboratories were established there in 1987. The site area is 439,000 m2 and
employs 2,600 people. Four hundred researchers and technical assistants, 250 of whom are
engineers, work in the R&D lab.

DISCUSSION
III-V Substrates and Packaging Materials
Sumitomo Electric holds 50% of the GaAs substrate market, providing high-quality 4 in. wafers.
The JTEC panel learned that 6 in. wafers are in advanced R&D, with presently only the
center 4 in. usable. Defects in these 6 in. wafers seem to form at the periphery.
On the InP side, Sumitomo Electric produces 3 in. wafers that are commercially available.
Both thin-film and bulk artificial diamond are produced as heat sinks for laser diodes.
Ultrahigh-strength aluminum is produced for aerospace and automobile industry by rapid
cooling of Al.
Optoelectronics in Sumitomo
Sumitomo foresees optoelectronics as one of the key technologies for its future and invests
significant R&D efforts into this topic. The efforts concentrate in four areas: optical fiber,
fiber-optic modules, OE devices, and optomechatronics. Out of these four areas, the
discussion during the JTEC visit focused on fiber-optic and OE devices.
The OE R&D labs at Yokohama have 10 PhDs, 70 Engineers (BS), and 50 technical
assistants. Their major activity is in development; very few people are involved in
research. During the recession, twenty researchers were shifted to the system business.
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Fiber-optic Modules for FDDI PMD Standard
Super Sumilink is an LED-based optical LAN using multimode fibers operating at 1.3 µm
wavelength. It provides 120 Mbit/s for 0.8 W power dissipation and sells for
$100/transceiver. Sumitomo sells about 10,000 units a month. It is an integrated
transceiver with MIC receptacle with single in-line pin configuration with a plastic mold
package providing small size and water proofing.
This product went through a typical development cycle to hit the market: The concept was
developed in the R&D lab six years before the JTEC visit and transferred to the Yokohama
facility by moving the technical person. Sumitomo managers find it critical to match the
capabilities of the production plant to the new concept from the beginning. The concept
must be designed at research state for mass production within 3 to 6 months. For this
particular product, a major issue was the assembly with automatic machines. Customized
machines manufactured outside Sumitomo, for example, at Tokyo Electron Labs, were
used. But the Sumitomo development team was given the specifications and was in very
close contact. (It was mentioned that many small equipment manufacturers exist in Japan.
In addition, NEC, which is also part of the Sumitomo keiretsu, has an affiliate company for
equipment construction). Now Sumitomo has 30% of the U.S. market with this Sumilink
product.
Telecom Area
The low-end LAN products were introduced first. In these products, to achieve higher
bandwidths the LEDs are replaced by laser diodes, and the receiver is a higher-sensitivity
GaAs receiver. At the time of the JTEC visit, Sumitomo was selling 1,000/month at a cost
of $1,000/pair. The company could ramp up production to 5,000/month. A 2.4 Gbit/s
system was being developed that necessitated new production machines, expected to be
ready within about a year after the JTEC visit, that require submicron accuracy.
GaAs IC activity
Since GaAs transistors have higher transconductance, GaAs receivers exhibit higher
sensitivity and speed than silicon. For example, at 622 MHz, GaAs receivers require 2.3 dB
less signal power than silicon receivers for the same BER. Sumitomo has also GaAs
drivers to drive the lasers. It prefers the GaAs solution, since chip costs are negligible
compared to assembly and testing costs. The company uses a proprietary screening process
by aging to select the transmitters for higher reliability
Optical Fiber Amplifiers (Erbium Doped)
This effort is carried out in conjunction with NTT’s fiber-to-the-home project. Pumping
lasers, Er-doped fibers, and fiber couplers are developed at Sumitomo. The company
produces 1.48 µm lasers and continues to work on the reliability of .98 µm ones.
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Analog CATV
The Japanese CATV market is just opening up, and many projects are underway to
establish CATV. Depending on MPEG acceptance, Sumitomo researchers feel that analog
systems may be favored. They are developing devices to this end, such as narrow-spectrum
DFB lasers with good linearity (60 dB). They use Peltier cooling and single-mode fibers.
Without distortion precompensation, they feel they can reach 60 channels. The cost of the
systems presently are on the order of $10,000. The selection process for the laser chip as
well as its distortion degradation during assembly are critical issues to be resolved.
Collaboration with NTT in Japan, ANTEC CATV in the United States, and Northern
Telecom in Canada is underway.
Interfacing Fiber Optics with Wireless Communication
The idea was conceived at the antenna business section. Its application areas include the
use of cellular communication in subways, parking, and so forth. This application requires
less bandwidth than CATV applications, but higher frequency of operation (1.9 Ghz).
Optical technology offers the potential of transmitting directly at the carrier frequency
when compared to coax that presently uses IF. The idea is being tested in the Osaka area.
Basic Research Issues
Sumitomo researchers indicated that they have no significant basic research programs.
They conduct some basic system research on multimedia systems with NTT in Japan. In
addition, Sumitomo participates in MITI-funded research programs such as the following:
•
•
•

atomic manipulation and quantum wire devices
fine ceramics
an RWC program developing parallel interconnections using optical fibers and receiver
array with tape fiber.

A total of four people work on MITI projects.

THE DEMONSTRATION ROOM
The JTEC team’s hosts demonstrated several of their accomplishments, including various
electrical cables, optical fibers, optical transceivers, artificial blood vessels, traffic systems
(result of the Japanese Navigation Project), various tooling and substrates, and specialty
materials.
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Site:

Tokyo Institute of Technology
Nagatsuta Campus
4259 Nagatsuda-cho, Midori-ku
Yokohama 227, Japan

Date Visited:

December 13, 1994

Report Author:

L. Coldren

ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
G. Day
M. DeHaemer
P. Shumate
M. Warren
HOSTS:
Prof. Kenichi Iga
Prof. Fumio Koyama
Prof. Hiroshi Kukimoto
Prof. Hiroo Munekata
Prof. M. Ohtsu

Precision and Intelligence Laboratory
Precision and Intelligence Laboratory
Image Science Laboratory
Image Science Laboratory
Interdisciplinary Graduate School

BACKGROUND
The Tokyo Institute of Technology is the largest national university in Japan for science
and technology. It has about 5,300 undergraduate and 3,000 graduate students. The
number of Master’s degree students is about three times the number of doctoral students.
This ratio is reflective of the fact that in Japan relatively few highly-qualified students
continue to the doctoral level as compared to students in Europe or the United States. The
Okayama campus is located in Tokyo; the Nagatsuta Campus was founded in a northern
suburb of Yokohama in 1975.
Over the past several decades, the Tokyo Institute of Technology probably has had the
largest impact of all Japanese universities in the area of optoelectronics. Some years ago,
this was primarily due to the extensive and productive activity of Professor Yasuharu
Suematsu at the Okayama Campus. His activity on lasers and optoelectronics was initiated
in 1962 and was active until very recently. He was President of TIT from 1989 to 1993.
Today, several of his former students have established similarly productive groups at both
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the Okayama (Professors Furuya, Arai, and Asada) and Nagatsuta (Professors Iga and
Koyama) campuses. Others have joined the optoelectronics research effort as well. The
JTEC panel’s visit to the Nagatsuta campus focused on the work of Professor Iga’s
Precision and Intelligence Laboratory, although panelists were also able to review the work
of Professors Kukimoto, Munekata, and Ohyama of the Image Science Lab and Professor
Ohtsu of the Interdisciplinary Graduate School.

DISCUSSION
The JTEC team was particularly interested in the issue of technology transfer and to what
extent the research at TIT was connected to industry. Also, funding sources were discussed
in order to determine the level of MITI and industrial support relative to that of the
Ministry of Education. In Professor Iga’s case, the level of support from these other
sources was higher than usual. In addition to the ¥5 million (~$50,000) that accompanies
all Chairs, Iga had at the time an additional contract from the Ministry of Education
amounting to ¥20 million (~$200,000). He also had a NEDO project from MITI of ¥10
million (~$100,000), and ¥20 million (~$200,000) from industry in the form of gifts. This
$500,000/year of funding is quite high considering that all salaries and fees of students,
professors, and researchers are taken care of separately. (Students get no salary in most
cases — they must use personal funds.)
Iga has no formal contracts with industry, but clearly he is working closely with several
companies to help them develop new products. Japanese professors are presently not
allowed to accept consulting fees; however, this may soon change to provide a welldeserved supplement to highly productive individuals. As near as the panel could
determine, Professor Iga receives “no-strings-attached” gifts from these several companies,
but gives private periodic oral reports to them on his research progress. This procedure has
resulted in real products for some companies. For example, Nippon Sheet Glass has
developed an ultradense microlens array that is being used in a Sharp projection TV
system, the technology for which was developed at TIT. Patents are being licensed; some
of the fees come back to the department of the inventor.
The review of technical work in Iga’s Lab involved a poster summary of recent results on
1.55 µm, 1.3 µm, and 0.98 µm VCSELs; these results indicated 0.3 mA threshold at 77K,
14°C CW operation, and 0.5 mA thresholds, respectively. Also reviewed were polarization
control experiments, a GaN gain calculation, and spontaneous emission factor calculations
and experiments. Associate Professor Koyama then discussed results using multiquantum
barriers for better electron confinement in visible emitters (or other systems where the
heterobarriers are not high enough), reactive-ion-beam etching (RIBE) of microcavity
lasers, waveguide corner reflectors, and micro-optics — such as the arrays mentioned
above that are used in the Sharp TV display. The lab tours included a look at Iga’s CBE
system, an MOCVD, and the beginnings of a new GaN system, as well as the RIBE
machine.
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Professor Hiroshi Kukimoto’s focus in optoelectronics has been on nonlinear optics and
blue lasers. The emphasis is clearly more on the fundamentals of materials rather than on
devices. The effort includes work on III-Vs, II-VIs, and I-III-VI compounds. In the lab,
panelists saw BE and MOCVD machines for such materials as ZnMgSe, CdZnSe, and some
I-III-VIs. These scientists have constructed a novel interlocked 3-chamber MOCVD for the
II-VIs. In-situ monitoring has given them relatively good material. Devices are processed
in Iga’s lab. In the MOVPE III-V effort, GaP/AlP and GaAs/AlAs superlattices are being
pursued. The GaP has given red-green emission as a function of superlattice period, and
atomic-layer epitaxy of the GaAs/AlAs has focused on high electron velocity components.
A MOMBE (metal-organic MBE) system is also used for some I-III-VI compounds,
such as AgGaS2; II-VIs, such as ZnHgSe; and e-beam-assisted growth of GaAs/AlAs
with a field-emission gun. A further unique capability was a system to do DLTS
(deep-level transient spectroscopy) under hydrostatic pressure (using transformer oil).
Professor Kukimoto is well known for his early work on DLTS.
Professor Kukimoto’s funding is supplemented by a special grant from the Ministry of
Education. His interactions with industry have involved a number of industrial visitors
who wished to acquire the technologies developed at TIT. He did the first MOCVD in
Japan, so there was a lot of interest there. Chemical companies have supported his work
for some time. He also mentioned the transfer of vacuum florescence phosphor technology
to Nichia.
The JTEC panelists then heard a brief presentation from a graduate student of Professor
Ohyama, who is working on optical image processing. He presented a paper on optical
color image correlation.
Finally, the panel toured the facilities of Professor Ohtsu, who is concerned with photon
manipulation and coherence control. His work is more in the direction of basic physics.
We saw experiments on sub-Doppler cooling of Rb atoms, laser frequency control,
trapping of neutral atoms, quantum phenomena in Sr islands, and diode mixing to get THz
signals. Also presented was work on stabilizing 1.55 µm diodes to a molecular absorption
line to 200 Hz for coherent optical communication and spectroscopy, as well as on a very
stable 10 W Nd:YAG laser for gravitational wave measurements.

SUMMARY
The quality of the research being carried out at TIT-Nagatsuta is comparable to that at the
best of the U.S. universities in this field. The understanding of the panel is that this is also
true for a few other universities in Japan. A decade ago, this was generally less true, except
for isolated instances, such as Suematsu’s group in optoelectronics (of which Iga was a
member). The process of technology transfer continues to be rather informal, although the
infusion of MITI funding would seem to pull the work toward a practical direction.
Nevertheless, it was very clear that the main focus was on highly innovative basic research.
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Site:

Toshiba Corporation
Research and Development Center
1, Komukai Toshiba-cho
Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki 210
Japan

Date Visited:

December 13, 1994

Report Author:

M. Warren
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
L. Coldren
G. Day
M. DeHaemer
H. Morishita
P. Shumate
M. Warren
HOSTS:
Dr. Yasuo Ikawa
Dr. Masaru Nakamura
Yukio Sasaki
Hiromi Takahara

Senior Manager, Research Lab III, Materials and
Devices Research Laboratories
Senior Research Scientist, Research Lab III, Materials
and Devices Research Laboratories
Senior Manager, Research Administration
International Visits and Liaisons, Research Administration

BACKGROUND
Toshiba, founded in 1875, is one of Japan’s major electrical equipment and electronics
manufacturers. It had 175,000 employees worldwide and total worldwide sales of
¥4.6 trillion (~$46 billion) in 1994. R&D expenditures totaled ¥311 billion (~$3.1 billion).
Toshiba divides its business activities into three areas. The largest area, at 54% of sales, is
Information/Communication Systems and Electronic Devices; it includes computers,
semiconductor devices, telecommunications systems, cellular phones, and liquid crystal
displays. This part of the business has shown rapid growth over the last decade. The
second largest area is called Heavy Electrical Apparatus; it includes nuclear power plants,
other power generation equipment, industrial electrical equipment, and railway equipment.
This area is currently 30% of sales and has been relatively stable over several decades. The
smallest area is consumer products; it includes TV/video products and home air
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conditioning systems. This activity has been steadily declining as a share of sales and now
comprises 16% of sales. The JTEC team visited the Toshiba Research and Development
Center that is part of the corporate R&D laboratories. It has a charter to conduct research
on technology with a long-term payoff. Additional, shorter-term research activities are
conducted by laboratories within the business groups.

DISCUSSION
The discussions started with a short presentation on Toshiba’s history, business activities,
and R&D structure as summarized above. Research and development at Toshiba is
described as a three-tier structure with long-term ( >5 years), medium-term (3 to 5 years)
and short-term (1 to 3 years) activities. Dr. Yasuo Ikawa explained that the laboratory under
his direction, Research Lab III of the Materials and Devices Research Laboratories, has
device groups working in optoelectronics, high-speed electronics, silicon power ICs, and
advanced quantum effect devices. The JTEC team asked how the three-tier research
strategy was implemented in his area. The reply was that business group success had a
strong impact on whether or not the three-level structure is followed. For example, in an
area in which Toshiba is playing catch-up or in a very competitive area such as
optoelectronics, the R&D structure would be much more streamlined, with collaborative
research between research, development, and engineering labs. The three-level structure is
a ten-year-old approach; collaborative research is seen as more and more applicable to the
company’s needs.
The discussion turned to the topic of what the Toshiba hosts considered to be areas of
strength for their company in semiconductor device research. The examples given were
DRAM and visible diode lasers. The DRAM work is a $20 billion investment that has
been carried out partly as a collaboration between the ULSI research laboratories and
engineering groups. Toshiba is part of a joint project with IBM and Siemens working on
256 Mbit DRAM technology.
Toshiba researchers demonstrated room-temperature operation of visible laser diodes in
1984. This was a ten-person project aimed toward optical video disk applications,
although bar code readers have turned out to be the primary application of the technology.
Toshiba was able to get to market first with a simpler gain-guided design that was able to
meet the customers’ needs. The Toshiba visible laser diode designs are now index-guided,
as are other manufacturers’ designs. Although the visible laser diode business was
considered an important success for the optoelectronics groups, it is still considered a lowvolume product that does not justify development of an automated manufacturing line.
The visible laser diode volume was estimated to be 200,000 to 300,000 per month.
Toshiba management believes that volumes closer to 1 million per month would be needed
to justify the investment in an automated production line for visible laser diodes.
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The decision process for when and how to automate was described as a complicated
process that depends on volume, production growth rate, and other factors. The LED and
optoisolator lines were fully automated. When a technology is transferring from R&D into
production and an automated process is desired, special equipment is designed by a
manufacturing engineering research center in collaboration with key people who are
involved in the transfer and most familiar with the technologies and processes.
The balance of the discussion centered on the list of questions compiled by the JTEC
panel; some of the more interesting responses follow:
Dr. Ikawa estimated that it takes 5 to 7 years for a product to proceed from research
breakthrough to production. The breakdown for research investment in various aspects of
optoelectronic technology is estimated as 70% for new materials, 20% for improved
manufacturing processes, 5% for improved packaging, and 5% for improved alignment and
assembly. The business division investment in these technologies is estimated to be 10%
for new materials, 30% for improved manufacturing processes, 30% for improved
packaging, and 30% for improved alignment and assembly. The relative costs of the steps
in bringing optoelectronic technologies from the concept to production were estimated as
15% for materials R&D, 15% for basic device R&D, 30% for prototype development, 20%
for manufacturing R&D, 10% for reliability and testing, and 10% for packaging.
With regard to alignment and assembly of optoelectronic devices, Toshiba is using selfaligning silicon carrier technology with v-grooves for multimode applications and working
on multiple fiber attachment to a single die. For single-mode applications, active
alignment techniques are used.
Some specific technologies that Toshiba is working on for future products include
rewritable phase-shift and magneto-optic optical disk media, 1.3 micron data links for
commercial and fiber-to-the-home applications, and short wavelength (630 nm and less)
lasers for optical disk applications.
Optical disk storage was specifically identified as a key strategic product circa 2000, with
an annual market potential of about $100 million. The near-term plans were to use 630 nm
lasers for optical disk storage; longer-term plans included 500 nm lasers. The push to
shorter wavelengths for higher storage density is driven partly by the anticipated need to
store 2 to 3 hours of HDTV (30 to 40 GB) on a single disk. The panel’s hosts commented
that it may require 400 nm or shorter lasers to achieve this. The use of visible lasers with
plastic fibers was not considered as promising as 1.3 micron single-mode and multimode
technology.
Toshiba has commercial data-link products with speeds up to 1 Gbit/s. The company’s
researchers have been working on low-threshold lasers. Their goal is to operate at 80oC
without bias, without TE cooling, and at rates up to 2.4 Gbit/s. They have achieved 1.4 Gbit/s
at 60oC without bias or cooling. It was believed that present transmitter circuit designs are
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adequate, but receivers need work to reduce size and power consumption. Home
information systems and LANs are considered important, but Toshiba is not yet working on
them. Toshiba’s participation in the development of fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) depends on
NTT. A vertical cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) has been proposed as a candidate
low-cost source for FTTH because of simpler, low-cost packaging (<¥1,000, or <~$10).
Toshiba does not seem to have a strong effort in VCSELs at present. A previous project
with MITI on vertical-cavity amplifiers was mentioned. Toshiba’s current CATV line does
not contain optoelectronic components.
The JTEC panel’s discussions at Toshiba did not include lab tours or detailed technical
presentations.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Since Toshiba’s three-level structure for R&D requires that technology transfer occur
between each level, the panel was interested in how this was accomplished. Toshiba’s
primary approach is to transfer personnel between organizations.
One Toshiba
representative said that technologies are within the personnel. Some excellent performers
in research would be brought back to the research labs after several years in development
and engineering of their products. The transfer of researchers along with their technologies
was seen as a good way to keep down the average age at the corporate R&D labs.

SUMMARY
The division of research and development responsibilities and resulting technology transfer
requirements seem to be in a transition phase at Toshiba. Both a traditional three-tier
research-development-engineering model and parallel collaborative efforts between
organizations are utilized.

REFERENCES
Toshiba Corporation Annual Report 1994
Toshiba Research and Development Center brochure
Viewgraphs from presentation on R&D Center
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Site:

University of Tokyo
Institute of Industrial Science
Department of Electrical Engineering
and Electronics
7-22-1 Roppongi
Minato-ku, Tokyo, 106 Japan

Date Visited:

November 14, 1994

Report Author:

R. Hickernell
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ATTENDEES
JTEC:
D. Crawford
S. Forrest
R. Hickernell
F. Leonberger
HOSTS:
Prof. Y. Arakawa
Prof. H. Sakaki
Prof. T. Kamiya
Prof. K. Tada

BACKGROUND
The University of Tokyo, established in 1877, consists of 10 facilities, 12 institutes, and 11
graduate schools. The Institute of Industrial Science (IIS) is the largest among the
institutes, with 48 full professors, 37 associate professors, and 313 graduate students (as of
year-end 1992). Researchers from five departments, including the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Electronics, participate in IIS. There are a total of 70 faculty members in
the graduate school of Electrical Engineering and Electronics. The IIS graduates
approximately 90 Master’s degree students and 35 PhD students each year, including 15
noncitizen PhDs.
Eleven professors in Electrical Engineering are involved in
optoelectronics research at the University of Tokyo. They are located on the campuses of
Roppongi (IIS), Hongo (Faculty of Engineering), and Komaba (the Research Center for
Advanced Science and Technology, RCAST).
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DISCUSSION
The research of Professor Kunio Tada and Assistant Professor Yoshiaki Nakano falls into
three categories: (1) compound semiconductor optical modulators and switches, (2)
distributed-feedback semiconductor lasers, and (3) materials, processing, and novel devices
for photonics applications. In the first category, they have developed traveling-wave
GaAs/AlGaAs directional coupler modulators with bandwidths of 9 GHz at 1.06 microns,
and carrier-injected optical switches using a double-heterostructure bipolar transistor
waveguide structure.
Most of Dr. Tada’s presentation centered on his group’s work on distributed feedback
(DFB) semiconductor lasers. The DFB lasers use gain or absorption coupling (periodic
perturbation of the gain/loss coefficient) to remove the two-mode degeneracy of
conventional index-coupled DFB lasers. The project, started in 1988, has concluded that
loss gratings produce lasers with longer lifetimes than gain gratings. The lasers are
insensitive to facet and external reflections, operate with a single longitudinal mode, and
exhibit self-suppression of spatial hole burning. During high-power, short-pulse operation,
loss saturation yields a higher intrinsic modulation bandwidth and lower chirping. Future
applications foreseen for the gain-coupled DFB lasers are as a source for the subscriber
loop and as a source in photonic integrated circuits. Professor Tada also discussed his
work on semiconductor polarization-independent waveguide switches.
Professor Takeshi Kamiya explained some of the government funding avenues for
university researchers. The Ministry of Science and Technology funds “big science”
efforts and the ERATO program. MITI is currently funding the Real World Computing
project and a femtosecond technology project that is in the planning stage. The Ministry of
Education funds the basic universities’ budgets, specific research grants, and currently the
Ultrafast and Ultraparallel Optics (UUO) project, which involves 40 university groups
across Japan. The UUO project’s funding level is $6 to 7 million for three years, to be
applied only toward purchases of equipment, materials, and supplies. Professor Kamiya’s
group has been involved in the UUO, RWC, and femtosecond technology projects. His
research topics include ultrafast optoelectronics, OEICs, the physics and electronics of lowdimensional systems, and liquid crystal characterization and application. In collaboration
with NTT, Oki Electric, and the University of Melbourne, Professor Kamiya’s group is
developing semiconductor laser pulse sources, concentrating on laser gain switching and
fiber solution compression techniques. They have generated pulse widths less than 0.6 ps
with pulse energies larger than 30 pJ. In the area of OEICs, they are improving the
triggering sensitivity of optically addressed flip-flop circuits based on GaAs IC technology.
Design, modeling, and mask fabrication is performed at the university; the devices are
fabricated by an outside supplier.
The research of Professor Hiroyuki Sakaki and collaborators centers on the investigation of
the fabrication and the electron transport and photonic properties of semiconductor
quantum wires and dots. Professor Sakaki has a joint appointment at IIS, RCAST, and the
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Quantum Wave Project of ERATO (the program for Exploratory Research for Advanced
Technology of the Research and Development Corporation of Japan). The quantum wire
and dot structures are GaAs/AlGaAs grown by MBE over photolithographically patterned
substrates. The quality of the structures and the practical techniques for fabrication have
improved greatly over the last few years, increasing the confidence of the technical
community in the reliability of quantum devices.
The work of Professor Yasuhiko Arakawa and his group falls into four categories: (1)
fundamentals to control electrons and photons, (2) semiconductor nanotechnologies using
MOCVD, e-beam, and STM, (3) quantum effect semiconductor devices (lasers, in
particular), and (4) ultrafast optoelectronics technologies. Professors Arakawa and Sakaki
first proposed the concept of quantum wire and quantum dot lasers and their improved
threshold current characteristics in 1982. Recently, Arakawa’s group has fabricated GaAs
quantum wires with a 10 nm lateral dimension and highly uniform InGaAs/GaAs quantum
dots with 15 nm dimensions by an MOCVD selective growth technique. He compared his
quantum dot results with those of UCSB researchers, who have fabricated 20 nm dots by
MBE. He has made what is believed to be the first demonstration of the interaction of lowdimensional electrons and low-dimensional photons. The quantum wires are embedded in
the spacer region of an AlGaAs vertical-cavity, surface-emitting microlaser, which operates
at 77oK.
Professor Arakawa reviewed the recent funding history of nanoelectronics, in which IIS is
involved, supported by the Japanese Ministry of Education:
(1) University-industry collaborative projects:
a) Mesoscopic electronics (1988-1993), 4 universities and 10 companies, $8 million
b) Quantum nanoelectronics (1994-1999), 4 universities and 8 companies, $1 million
(2) Inter-university collaborative projects:
a) Coherent quantum electronics (1994-1996), 40 researchers, $8 million for equipment
(3) International cooperation:
a) Mesoscopic electronics collaboration with Imperial College of London (1994-1999),
$2 million
Professor Arakawa is the head of both the quantum nanoelectronics project and the
international collaboration with Imperial College of London. Professor Arakawa is also on
the quantum electronics steering committee. When asked about future equipment
expenditures from project funds, he said that he would purchase an ultra-high-vacuum
STM.
Professor Yoichi Fujii was not available for our visit, but his work was represented in the
handout given to the JTEC team. It includes studies of soliton applications in fiber
communications and computing, and measurements of the electro-optic properties and
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photorefractive sensitivity of lithium niobate, lithium tantalate, and KTP waveguides.
Professor Fujii’s group is also investigating the growth of MgO-doped lithium niobate
films by liquid-phase epitaxy.
The panel was given a tour of some of the laboratories and facilities of IIS at the University
of Tokyo. It included the MOCVD growth facilities and laser laboratories. Panelists were
told that the regulations for toxic gas safety are especially strict in the inner city areas, and
that the government funds the use of safety equipment and methods. The last stop on the
tour was a demonstration of micromechatronics research (equivalent to micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) research in the United States), and a brief look at a modular
cleanroom recently installed adjacent to a demolished building tower. The premium on
space was evident in the crowded conditions of many of the labs we visited.

SUMMARY
The research in compound semiconductor optoelectronics at the university continues to be
very impressive. The funding outlook for optoelectronics appeared to be quite good,
especially compared to recent years. The JTEC panel was informed that, coincident with
the Japanese recession, the funding for universities is increasing. This is in part due to an
increased priority on graduate education by the Japanese government. One of the team
members observed that the laboratories appeared to be much better equipped than at the
time of his visit a few years ago.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Summary of JTEC Optoelectronics Panel Issues
Technologies to be examined in this study include:
•

design of optoelectronic devices and components, in particular those aspects
intended to contribute to high volume and quality, and low cost, in production.

•

advances in fabrication and manufacturing of optoelectronic devices and
components, especially those resulting in high volume, high quality, low cost.

•

advances in design and manufacture of solid state lasers, detectors and modulators
(including VCSEL)

•

optical frequency intra-system communications design: both inter- and intra-chip

•

advanced optical memory devices

•

materials research as related to optoelectronic components

•

research and development of rare earth and polymer optical fibers

Related research issues to be covered may include:
•

the relative importance of the vertical integration of optoelectronic component
manufacturing to successful consumer product manufacturing

•

methodologies/infrastructure specific to optoelectronic device industry for rapid
transition of new devices through advanced development into commercial use

Questions under consideration for U.S. and Japanese site visits include:
1.

On what segment(s) of the optoelectronic industry does your company focus?

2.

What component/systems products is your company targeting for development and
introduction over these time scales: a. 1 - 5 yrs; b. 5-10 yrs; c. >10 yrs

3.

In meeting these application areas, what gaps exist in the current technology base?

4.

What yield-limiting steps and challenges govern the manufacture of your various
components and systems?

5.

What are the major challenges you foresee in improving reliability?

6.

For suppliers of optoelectronic equipment and components, what are the
impediments to increasing market share and/or volume? What are the obstacles to
reducing costs of production?
For customers of optoelectronic equipment and components, what are the barriers
to increased use of optoelectronic components in finished products/systems?

7.
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8.

What methodologies and infrastructure do view as specific to the optoelectronic
device industry for rapid transition of new devices through advanced development
and into commercial use?

9.

What level of integration do you envision will ultimately result in useful OEICs,
PICs (what devices, how many on a chip, where do we place the OEIC/hybrid
circuit "interface")?

10.

What are the roadblocks you perceive for the future of optical storage? Can one
overcome these roadblocks with evolutionary progress with present (conventional)
optical storage systems?

DETAILED QUESTIONS TO BE POSED
TO U.S. AND JAPANESE COMPANIES
VISITED BY THE JTEC OPTOELECTRONICS PANEL
Part I: Technical
A.

General Questions

1.

On what segment(s) of the optoelectronic industry does your company focus?
a.
Telecom systems
b.
Data links
c.
Components (active or inactive)
d.
Sensors
e.
Displays
f.
CATV
g.
Optical memories and disks
h.
Fibers and waveguides (plastic or glass)
i.
Consumer products
j.
Avionics and/or automotive

2.

What component/systems products is your company targeting for development and
introduction over the following time scales:
a.
1 - 5 years
b.
5-10 years
c.
>10 years

3.

In meeting these application areas, what gaps exist in the current technology base?

4.

What are the general timeframes associated with technology development from
identification of potential (and perhaps basic research) through manufacture and
production?
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5.

Do you make use of centralized technology capabilities and if so, to what level of
technology development?

6.

What yield-limiting steps and challenges govern the manufacture of your various
components and systems? That is, what are the major yield issues to be overcome
in the following general areas?
a.
Materials growth
b.
Device fabrication
c.
Packaging
d.
Reliability
e.
Systems integration and performance testing

7.

What steps are you taking to improve component and system reliability? What are
the major challenges you foresee confronting in improving reliability:
a.
In design
b.
In fabrication and assembly
c.
In systems integration

8.

Describe the process of product design and manufacture at your company. Does it
occur by a single team integrated from materials through device fab, packaging,
systems integration and marketing, or are there several, tightly (or loosely)
integrated teams?

9.

For suppliers of optoelectronic equipment and components, what are the
impediments to increasing market share and/or volume? What are the obstacles to
reducing costs of production?

10.

For customers of optoelectronic equipment and components, what are the barriers
to increased use of optoelectronic components in finished products and systems?

11.

What is your opinion on the relative importance of the vertical integration of
optoelectronic component manufacturing to successful consumer product
manufacturing?

12.

What methodologies and infrastructure do view as specific to the optoelectronic
device industry for rapid transition of new devices through advanced development
and into commercial use?

13.

What is your view on how to expose new devices to system experiments (the
subject of the new U.S. - Japanese agreement to cooperate in optoelectronics)?.

14.

What is the size and scope of your activities in standards and metrology?
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15.

What can you tell us about the NEDO (Japan) project which includes "industrial
technologies, such as ultra-advanced manufacturing systems?" Does this project
include applications in optoelectronics?

16.

In your company, what percentage of the overall investment in optoelectronics
technology is directed at the development of:
a. new materials
b. improved manufacturing processes
c. Improved packaging
d. improved precision alignment, assembly and pig-tailing

17.

Which automated processes are key in the development of a low-cost
manufacturing capability?

18.

To what extent and where do you use automation in your optoelectronic
manufacturing processing? Please describe your automation in water handling and
processing, optical inspection, electrical and optical testing, and pigtailing and
packaging. Describe your criteria for switching a process from manual to
automated.

19.

In your company's experience in bringing a new optoelectronic product from
concept to production, please comment, on a percentage basis, on the relative
resources devoted to each stage of the process (e.g., material R&D, basic device
R&D, prototype development, manufacturing R&D (yield enhancement),
reliability/qualification testing, and package development). could you please
comment on a specific product.

20.

Describe your company's efforts in attachment of multiple fibers to optical chips.
What technology are you using? Is the attachment process multiple fibers
simultaneously? What manufactured products are envisioned to use this attachment
technology and when do you plan to transfer the technology to manufacturing?

B.

Fibers and Sensors

1.

Remote Illumination (Specialty Fibers)
a.
What specialty fiber types are being used? (for example, PCS, plastic,
large-core, glass)
b.
What size bundles, NA, core and clad diameters, loss spectrum, cost,
temperature range, power handling capability, coatings.
c.
What sources and systems are used to couple light? What is the efficiency,
and brightness
d.
What applications are envisioned, and what is the anticipated market?
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2.

Autonomous Vehicle Sensors
a.
What fraction of tethered vs. non-tethered vehicles exist today? 2000?
2010?
b.
For tethered vehicles, what type and length of fiber might be used? (i.e., SM
or MM, PCS or all plastic)
c.
Is today's fiber gyro technology sufficiently accurate for non-tethered
guidance? What optical sensors are being used? (i.e., rotation, strain..)
d.
What is the innovation stage for this work? (i.e., Research, Development,
Pilot Production Commercial...)

3.

Rotation Sensors (Fiber Optics Gyroscopes)
a.
What type SM fiber is being used? (i.e., elliptic core, stress rod...)
b.
What are the present and projected drift rates (o/hr)?
c.
Is the technology cost effective and what are limiting cost elements?
d.
Is planar FO gyro possible with today's technology? How does it compare
w/GPS? Cost? Accuracy? Differential Accuracy? Access time? Refresh
time?
e.
What stage of innovation is the FO gyro? (i.e., research, development, pilot
production, commercial)

4.

Fiber Optic Strain Sensors
a.
What types of FO strain sensors are being considered? (i.e., fiber gratings,
microbend...)
b.
What current markets have been identified for strain sensors? By the year
2000? By 2010?
c.
What are the characteristics of the sensors, such as: detectable strain limits
and accuracy, expected lifetime in the deployed state, sensor frequency
response?
d.
What materials have been studied for photorefractive effects? What
refractive index changes and how fast can gratings be generated with H2
impregnation? What are the temperature effects on fiber gratings
e.
What is the preferred method of grating generation? (i.e., photomask, beam
interference...)
f.
Do OTDRs exist today with sufficient wavelength range? What is the
temporal resolution? how long are the systems?
g.
What field tests have been conducted of strain sensors?

5.

Optical Chemical Sensors
a.
What are the current detection limits for SOx, NOx, CO2, Cl2? Other
materials? What sensing techniques are being explored? (is Absorption,
fluorescent...)
b.
What sensitivity limits are projected for the year 2000?, By 2010?
c.
Where do you anticipate the major markets for chemical sensors (e.g.
automotive, environmental, process control, etc.)
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d.
e.

Are point sensors using optical telemetry for readout?
What are the operational characteristics of the sensors, including their
temperature sensitivity, useable temperature range, linearity, etc.?

6.

Optical Medical Sensors
a.
What sensing techniques are being investigated? (i.e. fluorescence, spectral
absorption, pressure....), and what are their current detection limits (ng/mol)
and response speeds? By 2000? By 2010?
b.
What is the relative effort being spent on in vitro and in vivo sensing?
c.
Can monitoring be done in whole blood?
d.
What is the innovation stage of FO or opto-electronic critical care room
sensing?

7.

Laser Surgery (Specialty Fibers)
a.
What type fiber is being used for laser surgery (e.g., PCS, glass, etc.)
b.
How is power being delivered to the patient? (i.e., optical scalpel)
c.
What materials are used for the optical scalpel? How much power is carried
in the fiber (Watts) at what wavelength? Do you anticipate that semiconductor diodes be able to supply sufficient power?
d.
What is the input coupling efficiency?
e.
What is the progress in training surgeons to use these instruments? What
surgical procedures are done with FO/Lasers (i.e., angioplasty, minor
surgery, major surgery....)

8.

Endoscopy (Specialty Fibers)
a.
What fibers are being used in endoscopy today? (i.e., PCS, all glass...)
b.
What is the major cost source?
c.
What is status of endoscope technology? That is what is their resolution,
crosstalk, contrast, etc. ?
d.
What lenses are being used in systems, and what are the current and
projected field of view, contrast, depth of focus, minimum working distance
from distal end?
e.
Are the units disposable?

9.

Sensors technology: What efforts are you currently pursuing in optical sensors and
sensor systems not specified above?

C.

Devices, Components, and Packaging for Optoelectronics

1.

What discrete devices does your company manufacture?
a.
Lasers and detectors
b.
Optical modulators
c.
DFB lasers
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VCSELs
Avalanche photodiodes
Waveguide-based devices
Fiber-based devices (wavelength selective couplers, etc.)
Micro-optic devices, lens arrays, etc.

2.

Component technology: What specific application areas are you targeting for your
components?
a.
Telecom systems
b.
Data links
c.
Sensor systems
d.
Displays
e.
CATV
f.
Optical memories
g.
Consumer products

3.

What fraction of your component effort is dedicated to:
a.
High performance discrete devices
b.
Low cost discrete devices
c.
High performance integrated devices
d.
Low cost integrated devices?

4.

Are you planning to develop vertical-cavity lasers (VCSELs) for your future
systems applications? If so:
a.
for what purpose?
b.
what wavelength?
c.
what required power?
d.
what modulation bandwidth?
e.
is single lateral mode required?

5.

VCSELs: What applications do you envision will provide the largest near term
market for this technology?

6.

Have you developed a package for vertical-cavity lasers? If so:
a.
is it for single elements or arrays?
b.
is it fiber pigtailed or for free-space optics?
c.
is it connectorized?
d.
is fiber ribbon cable used
e.
what connector type is used?

7.

Are you planning to develop WDM-based communication systems using WDM
architectures for future applications? If so, what components need further
development for your future WDM systems?
a.
Tunable lasers
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b.
Laser arrays coupled to single fibers
c.
Tunable receivers
d.
Receiver arrays coupled to single fibers
e.
Integrated laser-modulators
f.
Integrated preamplifier-detectors
Please comment on the important issues involved in moving these components into
production.
8.

Does your company have an effort in optoelectronic integrated circuits?
a.
Transmitters
b.
Receivers
c.
TDM
d.
WDM
e.
Modulators
f.
Surface emitting lasers
g.
Smart pixels

9.

Does your company have an effort in photonic integrated circuits?
a.
Transmitters
b.
Receivers
c.
T/R Arrays
d.
Laser and photodiode arrays
e.
TDM
f.
WDM
g.
Modulators
h.
Surface emitting lasers
i.
Smart pixels
j.
SEED-based devices

10.

Are you pursuing array technology? For what applications? What devices are you
intending to commercialize in array format? What type of electronic circuitry will
be packaged with the photonic device array?

11.

What level of integration do you envision will ultimately result in useful OEICs,
PICs (what devices, how many on a chip, where do we place the OEIC/hybrid
circuit "interface", etc.)

12.

For optoelectronic transmitters and receivers, what is the status of your hybrid and
monolithic OEIC activities? At what volumes/yr. and performance/pricing do you
believe the OEIC approach will be technically and economically preferred? Please
comment separately on components for long-haul telecom, datacom, and fiber-tothe-home.
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13.

Describe the key breakthroughs in manufacturing technology that have enable your
company to make low cost CD lasers.

14.

What do you see as the key manufacturing issues in reducing the cost of optical
fiber amplifiers?

15.

What do you see as the key manufacturing issues in reducing the cost of fiber optic
gyroscopes?

16.

Packaging science and technology: Is package development for optoelectronics
done by the same group as device development?

17.

Which of the following packaging technologies are you investigating for
optoelectronic devices:
a.
Flip chip
b.
Lift-off
c.
Electron beam welding
d.
Laser beam welding
e.
Hermetic, high performance packages
f.
Plastic, or low cost packages?

18.

Do you have an effort in multi-chip modules for optoelectronics? What type of
MCMs are being pursued, and for what applications?

D.

Systems

1.

What are the major characteristics of your system/device technologies?
a.
High performance (>1GHz, multiple channels, long haul)
b.
Moderate performance (100 MHz - 1 GHZ, multiple channels, long haul
and local area networks)
c.
Low cost (<100 MHz, multiple channel, short haul and sensor, consumer,
automotive, etc.)

2.

Are you planning to develop short-haul links or local area networks using plastic or
glass multimode fibers? If so:
a.
for what purpose?
b.
what wavelength?
c.
what data rate?
d.
what kind of fibers?
e.
what kind of optical sources?
f.
what kind of receivers?
g.
what kind of network architecture?
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3.

Are you planning to develop optically interconnected systems using free-space
architectures? If so:
a.
for what purposes?
b.
what are the key issues in need of solutions for this development?
c.
what sort of transmitter components are to be used -- lasers or modulators?
d.
what kind of optics will be required for this kind of interconnection?
e.
will functional receiver/transmitter components with inherent latching
properties be used?

4.

Does your company use the components for in-house manufactured systems, or
does your company develop devices for commercialization (or both?)

5.

If your system uses optoelectronic components not manufactured in-house, what
performance, reliability, quality-control, and design-change control requirements
do you place on the manufacturer?

6.

What measures do you take to assure highest quality and reliability in shipped
products?

7.

How do you track field reliability? Infant mortality?

8.

What steps do you institute if field reliability problems appear?

9.

How do you plan for product evolution? How far into the future?

10.

How close do you see fiber reaching to the residential customer and small-business
customers by the year 2000? By 2010? By 2020?

E.

Materials

1.

What enabling materials technologies are you pursuing?
a.
II-VI
b.
Wide gap III-V
c.
Porous Si
d.
Organic thin films (polymers and or vacuum deposited organics)
e.
Ferroelectrics
f.
GaAs and InP
g.
Si (in support of optoelectronic devices)

2.

Explain your selection of a particular type of epitaxial growth system for
optoelectronic production (e.g., MOCVD vs. MBE).
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F.

Memories

1.

What are the size and scope of your activities in optical storage?

2.

What type of optical storage device(s) is your company developing or producing?

3.

Does your company produce non-optical storage systems?

4.

What are your present optical storage product(s) and their performance parameters?
a.
cost per MB
b.
capacity
c.
access time
d.
data transfer rates
e.
storage density-system size-required system power.

5.

Describe the process of product design and manufacture in your company. Is the
product entirely produced in your company? If not, how much (in percentage) of it
is produced in your company? What are the items you purchase from outside
vendors? Percentage purchased from US companies, Japanese companies, and
European Companies?

6.

What is the main application area (market) you are targeting with your present
product?

7.

How many people are working in your company in optical storage. Percentage in
production line; percentage in R&D?

8.

What do you expect the performance parameters your company will achieve with
its storage devices by the year 2000? 2010?
a.
cost per Mb
b.
capacity
c.
access time
d.
data transfer rates
e.
storage density-system size-required system power

9.

What is the main application area (market) you envision targeting your product at
the year 2000? 2010? What are the basic requirements to be competitive for this
application?

10.

What R&D efforts are you carrying out to reach your performance goals by the year
2000?
a.
at the media level
b.
at the device (optical heads, lasers)
c.
at the system level
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11.

What are the roadblocks you perceive for the future of optical storage?
a.
fundamental limits being reached
b.
competition with magnetic storage
c.
small market share
d.
manufacturing and high production costs
e.
other

12.

Can one overcome these roadblocks with evolutionary progress with present
(conventional) optical storage systems? If yes:
a.
What type of R&D and facilities are needed?
b.
What is the relative importance of new components such as VCSELs, blue
lasers, diffractive optics etc. for optical storage?
c.
Do you have any programs in your company such devices or do you count
on other companies to develop an produce these devices?
d.
How important is vertical integration in optoelectronics for producing
optical storage products?

13.

Do you envision using new system architectures in optical storage such as an
optical RAID?

14.

Is there any new manufacturing tooling required to produce next generation
components for memories? If yes, what are they?

15.

Do you think more aggressive revolutionary concepts for optical storage should be
pursued, e.g.:
a.
parallel access
b.
bit oriented volume storage
c.
holographic volume storage
Is your company pursuing such revolutionary approaches? If so, which ones?

_________________________________________________________________________

Part II: Economic
Gary R. Saxonhouse
Department of Economics
University of Michigan
1.

How is Optoelectronics defined in Japan? What products (e.g. optoelectronic
integrated circuits) are included in that definition? what technologies are included?

2.

What role does the Japanese government play in supporting basic research, applied
research and product development in optoelectronics? Are there any special
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provisions of the Japanese tax code that might benefit optoelectronics more than
other industries? Which Japanese ministries and which bureaus within those
ministries have responsibility for optoelectronics?
Does private sector
optoelectronic research and product development receive any direct subsidies from
the Japanese government? What grants are made by the Japanese government to
Japanese companies for optoelectronic research? What grants are made by the
Ministry of Education to Japanese universities for optoelectronic research?
3.

Is there an official report available on the results of research undertaken by
Optoelectronics Joint Research Laboratory (Optoelectronics Technology Research
Corporation; Optoelectronics portion of the Real World Computing Project)? What
selection criteria were used by MITI to decide on who should participate? What
were (are) the financial arrangements supporting the Optoelectronics Joint Research
Laboratory (Optoelectronics Technology Research Corporation; Optoelectronics
portion of the Real World Computing Project)? Did (Do) researchers from
different companies work together on the same project within the Laboratory? Do
any of the patents resulting from work done at the Laboratory bear the names of
researchers from different companies? Are all the patents resulting from work at
the Optoelectronics Joint Research Laboratory (Optoelectronics Technology
Research Corporation; Optoelectronics portion of the Real World Computing
Project) licensed to member firms on the same basis? Do license fees differ
between member and non-member firms? How much licensing has actually taken
place? Did (Has) the objectives of the Optoelectronics Joint Research Laboratory
(Optoelectronics Technology Research Corporation; Optoelectronics portion of the
Real World Computing Project) change (changed) over time? Were (are) the
contributions of private companies to the Optoelectronics Joint Research
Laboratory (Optoelectronics Technology Research Corporation; Optoelectronics
portion to the Real World Computing Project) only for work done (being done) at
their own company or did (does) it also include support for research physically done
(being done) at the Laboratory (Corporation, Project)?

4.

Are any new joint government-business research and development projects
contemplated? What government research laboratories are doing work that is
useful for the development of optoelectronics? Are researchers from private
companies working on loan on these projects? What are the terms under which
patents held by government research laboratories are licensed to private companies?
Are the terms the same as those offered to foreign companies?

5.

Are there estimates of the total amount of optoelectronics R&D ongoing in Japan?
Can this be broken down between private companies, government research
laboratories and universities? Are separate estimates available of the personnel
involved in research desegregated by private company, university and government
research institute? How much Japanese-sponsored R&D is conducted abroad?
How much foreign-sponsored R&D is conducted in Japan? How much turnover is
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there in the R&D personnel working on optoelectronic projects? Is a change in
hiring practices expected in the future?
6.

Haw the Ministry of Education initiated curricula ranges designed to increase the
supply of scientists and engineers with advanced degrees who are well versed in
optoelectronic research issues? What proportion of the Japanese researchers doing
work on optoelectronics have advanced degrees? What proportion have been
trained abroad? How many scientific papers are published each in Japanese on
optoelectronics?
How many scientific papers optoelectronics authored by
Japanese-based in Japan or Japanese-sponsored researchers working elsewhere, are
published in English each year? How often are Japanese optoelectronics papers
cited in other scientific papers compared to those of other countries? How often are
Japanese optoelectronics patents cited in other patents or patent applications? Will
Japanese professors at public universities be allowed in the future to participate in
research projects not sponsored by the Ministry of Education?

7.

Is it possible to predict the technological trajectory over the next ten years in any of
the major product areas of optoelectronics? If it isn't, how is it possible to make an
estimate of the future sales of optoelectronics products?

8.

Is it expected that the major optoelectronics technologies will be characterized by
large economies of scale or learning economics in production? Will these large
economies of scale prevent a competitive market structure for some optoelectronic
products in the future?

9.

Is it expected that most of the future products embodying Japanese optoelectronics
technologies will be produced in Japan in the future? Is it expected that future
product development embodying Japanese optoelectronics technologies will be done in
Japan? What kinds of Japanese corporate alliances built around optoelectronic
technologies can be expected? What kinds of optoelectronics joint venture between
Japanese companies and foreign companies can be expected? What alliances presently
exist? What equity positions do Japanese companies have in foreign optoelectronics firms?

10.

Does the case being made for government support for the optoelectronics industry
rely on technological spillovers and strategic linkages? Does concern about foreign
government support of optoelectronics play any role? Is it expected that the physical
proximity of different optoelectronics firms will stimulate optoelectronics in Japan?

11.

What is the size distribution of companies doing optoelectronics research in Japan?
Do Japanese employment practices and the Japanese financial system handicap
small optoelectronic firms in Japan?

12.

Is it possible to obtain a copy of the optoelectronics Industry and Technological
Development Association Statistical yearbook? Are their forecasts also available?
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APD

Avalanche photo-detector (receiver)

a-Si

Amorphous silicon

ATM

Asynchronous transfer mode standard

BER

Bit-error rate

Birefringence

Refraction of light in 2 slightly different directions to
form 2 rays

Byte-parallel transmission

also, “ribbon-wide” transmission (?)

CATV

Cable Television

CCD

Charge-coupled device

CD-E

Erasable compact disk

CD-R

Rewritable compact disk

CD-ROM

Compact disk read-only memory

CDDI

Copper distributed data interface

CFC

Carbon-fiber composite

CK-MB

Creatine kinase

CW

Continuous wave

DBR

Distributed Bragg reflector

DBS

Direct broadcast satellite

DFB

Distibuted feedback (laser)

DMT

Discrete multitone

DRAM

Dynamic random access memory

DSVD

Double-sided video disk

DVD

Double-video disk

EDFA

Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (component for highcapacity fiber communications networks)

EIA

Electronics Industry Assn. (U.S)

EIAJ

Electronics Industry Assn. (Japan)

EEPROM

Eraseable electrically programmable read-only
memory

ESD

Electrostatic discharge
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Fabry-Pérot (or F-P or FP)

Fabry-Pérot device (one of two parallel reflecting
surfaces moves in response to pressure changes) used
for interferometric temperature sensors

Fabry-Pérot interferometer

Interferometer having 2 parallel glass plates, silvered
on inner surfaces, where incoming light waves are
multipy reflected between them and ultimately
transmitted

FBG

Fiber Bragg grating or fiber Bragg sensor

FDDI

Fiber-distributed data interface

FDMT

Frequency division multiplexing technology

Femtosecond

10-15 seconds

FET

Field effect transistor

FITL

Fiber in the loop

FLIR

Forward-looking infrared laser

FOFIA

Fluoroimmunoassay

FOG

Fiber-optic gyroscope

FP

See Fabry-Pérot

FTR

Fiberoptic temperature (laser) radar

FTTC

Fiber to the curb (high-capacity optical
communications services that terminate at a
neighborhood hub, and each home is then connected
to the optical hub with conventional copper wire)

FTTH

Fiber to the home (high-bandwidth optical
communications services direct to consumers, as
opposed to FTTC)

GATT

General Accord on Trade & Tariffs

GB

gigabyte (109 bytes) (gigabit is abbreviated Gbit)

GI-POF

Graded-index POF

GPS

Global positioning satellite (U.S. Navy navigation
and positioning system used worldwide)

HDTV/VDR

High definition television/Video disk recorder

HFC

Hybrid fiber and coaxial cable

I/O

Input/output

IOC

Intraocular lens

IC

Integrated circuit

IO

Integrated optics
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IOC

Integrated optical circuit

IF

Intermediate frequency

IR

Infrared

ISDN

Integrated services digital network

KDD

Japan’s overseas telephone company

LAN

Local area network

LED

Light-emitting diode

LD

Laser diode

loop laser

low-cost lasers for FTTC, FTTH applications

MB

Megabyte (megabit is abbreviated Mbit)

MBE

Molecular beam epitaxy

MCM

Multichip module

MESFET

Metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor

Microbench

The technology of using silicon wafers as a substrate
for hybrid integration of silica waveguides and
semiconductor lasers and photdetectors

MITI

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (Japan)

MO

Magneto-optical

MPEG

“Moving pictures experts group,” which develops
standards for data compression

MQW

multi-quantum well (DFB laser)

MZ

Mach-Zehnder

NA

Numerical aperture

NSOM

Near-field scanning microscopy

NTSC

National Transmission Standards Committee. U.S.
standard for TV broadcasting established in the 1940s

NTT

Nippon Telephone and Telegraph

OCDR

Optical coherence domain reflectometer

ODL

Optical data link (typically, components for highcapacity telecommunications trunk lines)

OECD

Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development

OEIC

Optoelectronic integrated circuit
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OEM

Original equipment manufacturer

OIDA

Optoelectronics Industry Development Association
(U.S.)

OITDA

Optoelectronics Industry Technology Development
Association (Japan)

OTRL

Optoelectronic Technology Research Corporation (Jap.)

OTDR

Optical time domain reflectometry

PB, or petabytes

1015 bytes

PC

Personal computer/also phase-change (media)

PCR media

Phase-change reversible/recording (high-capacity
optical storage)

PCS

Plastic-clad silica

PD

Phase-change disk

Photo CD

Kodak photo storage product

PIC

Photonic integrated circuit

PLC

Planar lightwave circuits

PM(F)

Polarization-maintaining fiber

POF

Plastic optical fiber

PPB

Parts per billion

PPM

Parts per million

PRC

Photorefractive crystals

PSHB

Persistent spectral hole-burning effect

RAID

Redundant array of inexpensive disks — an array of
low-cost magnetic disk drives connected in parallel

RF

Radio frequency

RLG

Ring laser gyroscope

RWC

Real World Computing Program

SDH

Synchronous digital hierarchy transmission standard
(“Sonet” in United States)

SFS

Superfluorescent fiber sources (Er-doped?)

SM fiber

Single-mode fiber

SNR

Signal-to-noise ratio

Solitons

Solitary waves that retain their shape and speed after
colliding with each other, as in a gaseous plasma
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SPIE

International Society for Optical Engineering

SRAM

Electronic static random access memory

SRG

Stimulated Raman gain spectroscopy

TB, or terabytes

1012 bytes

TDM

Time-division multiplexing

TDMA

Time-division multiple-access transmission

VCSEL

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser

VDR

Video disc recorder

VIP

NTT’s visual/intelligent/personal telecom services

VLSI

Very large-scale integrated (circuits)

WDM

Waveguide-division multiplexing

WORM

Write once, read many
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